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Introduction
na n c y  e .  j o h n s t o n  a n d

a lw i l d a  s c h o l l e r- j a q u i s h

Suffering does not happen to us; we happen to suffer. Suffering is what we
choose to do with pain.

Younger, 1995, 55

When we suffer personally, and when we encounter the suffering of
another person, we are confronted with many questions. A taken-for-
granted and apparently robust future now jeopardized leaves in its place
a hollow of uncertainty and fragility. Painfully unsettling, suffering seems
to call forth a natural human proclivity to distance oneself from the spec-
ter of vulnerability. Understandably there is a tendency for healthcare
professionals to protect ourselves from the ravages of suffering encoun-
tered in the lives of the persons we care for. We do this by relating from a
distance even though this is incongruent with our commitment to remain
engaged and to care compassionately. This volume calls us to strengthen
our capacity to remain fully present to individuals and their families dur-
ing times of profound loss and also reveals ways in which new possibilities
both arrive and are closed down during suffering.

In the opening chapter Kathryn H. Kavanagh uses narrative ethnog-
raphy to offer an intimate portrait of one woman’s journey with a chronic
illness. She deepens our understanding of the essential facts of suffering,
illuminates how meaning and purpose come to be challenged in a time of
suffering, and reveals how the self comes to be redefined. Laying the
foundation for her interpretive inquiry by developing the metaphor of
quilt, Kavanagh asks how we explore and understand such interrupted
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4 i n t r o d u c t i o n

lives. She explores this question by writing that we understand by listen-
ing, and further suggests that listening involves “attending to both the
dominant and the muted meanings . . . [and] searching for the pain and
stories that lie outside expectable discussion.”

Ingrid Harris then offers a compelling philosophical approach to suf-
fering. Suggesting that suffering can be a gift, Harris creates awareness
of the opportunities that come to sufferer and healer alike. Drawing on
the thought of Calvin Schrag, she writes that the way the gift becomes
present is through the interaction of the sufferer and the healer. Harris
reminds us that meaning is double edged since it is all too often that neg-
ative rather than positive meanings are taken up. These negative, de-
structive meanings close down our ways of being in the world, prevent
healing, and distort attempts to regain wholeness. Expanding further on
how health professionals can respond “fittingly” in ways that help with
the reconstruction of positive meanings, Harris encourages us to con-
sider the infinite number of possible ways our imagination allows us to
interpret any event.

Nancy Johnston takes the position that enabling healthcare profes-
sionals to come to grips with suffering in a way that helps them to over-
come the tendency to care “at a distance” requires a new discourse. This
discourse must not only enable us to understand the threats to meaning
and purpose that people experience during a time of adversity but it must
also generate knowledge about how meaning comes to be restored in
the face of great trial and hardship. She also shows how her interpretive
phenomenological study contributes such knowledge by illuminating
how people reconstruct meaning in situations of adversity and by shed-
ding light on human and healthcare practices that both help and hinder
the restoration of positive meanings.

Craig Klugman uses a narrative phenomenological study to reveal
how the practice of inviting bereaved people to tell stories of loved ones
who are deceased assists individuals to accomplish important grief work.
Noting that tellers are often searching for new hope, new interpreta-
tions, and new outcomes, Klugman affirms that it is during a “break-
down” that people have the opportunity to grasp new meaning about
their lives. Revealing the power of storytelling as a caring health practice,
Klugman shows how it enables catharsis, heals wounds, constructs new
meanings, restores connections to community, and fosters openness to
new experiences.



Bonnie Ewing explores the meaning to dying children of a well-
intended social practice—the granting of special wishes to children with
a life-threatening illness by the Make-A-Wish Foundation. Addressing
the special challenges of gaining access to children’s perspectives uncon-
taminated by adult preconceptions and expectations, Ewing describes a
hermeneutical phenomenological study in which children were invited to
express their experiences through artwork. Explicating the embedded
meanings that were manifested in symbols and images in the children’s
drawings, she uncovers the shared meanings of children with life-
threatening illnesses who have had their special wish fulfilled. In this way
she brings to expression experiences that could not otherwise be articu-
lated. Reflecting on the implications of the study, Ewing suggests that
conventional treatments intended to perpetuate life should be evaluated
carefully against the benefits that can be secured by focusing more inten-
tionally upon the preservation of quality of life for dying children

In the final chapter Shelley Raffin Bouchal offers an ethnography of
the human practices of nurses who care for dying individuals. Illuminat-
ing the sense of vocation that nurses often bring to their work, she de-
scribes the “calling” they experience in helping their patients to live fully
while dying. Raffin Bouchal connects us to the realities of pain, loss, and
suffering that are inevitably part of the journey by describing the chal-
lenges encountered by nurses as they experience intense interpersonal
involvement within the context of their patients’ limited time horizons.
By depicting the human connections, transformations, and social realities
that arise on a palliative care unit, Raffin Bouchal reveals how nurses en-
dure suffering, confront death, and reflect on the meaning of life.

This volume, the sixth in the series Interpretive Studies in Health-
care and the Human Sciences, presents many voices of suffering and chal-
lenges healthcare professionals to respond fittingly to the call to care. As
we offer new ways of thinking about suffering, we invite everyone to re-
main open to the possibilities that arrive with suffering and to become at-
tentive and skillful cocreators of meaning.
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1

Meaning in Suffering
A Patchwork Remembering

k at h r y n  h .  k ava na g h

Dr. Rain appeared, the bulging pockets on her white jacket straining
its center button. She absentmindedly squelched buzzing apparatuses
while looking around the room at the four of us and ascertaining our rela-
tionships with her patient. She then addressed herself to Joanne: “Well,
the chances are about 10% of surviving a year without treatment.” She
paused. “And about 10% with treatment.” She filled the room with jargon
and checked to see if we followed; we did, except for Walt, Joanne’s hus-
band of 41 years—but he did not interrupt, and we three nurses did not
slow down the talk on his behalf. Dr. Rain asked what questions we had.
She was careful not to seem pushy about the experimental drug. It was all
palliative now.

Joanne had had polymyositis for 20 years, but it was leukemia sound-
ing the death knell. Both the stroke a few weeks earlier and the newly
diagnosed leukemia were attributed by the clinicians to past treatments,
and here they were pushing another drug. I learned later that Joanne had
figured it out. She had written in her diary two years earlier: “I’m con-
vinced it’s due to 17 years chemo meds for poly and now the side effects
are showing their ugly face” [Diary 2].1

Dr. Rain covered everything she could imagine being of use and got
from us every question we could produce. Joanne’s decision to partici-
pate in the drug trial was not a difficult one when there wasn’t going to be
much time no matter what she did. The talk was of possibilities, not prob-
abilities; the prize was quality of life, not quantity. More “older people”
were needed to participate; participation was a contribution. Dr. Rain
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8 k at h r y n  h .  k ava na g h

chuckled when we bristled at the “older people” language and acknowl-
edged that we four sixtyish folks were on the young side of old.

Joanne communicated a need to commit herself to action, which was
typical Joanne. Walt interjected something about Joanne’s ashes going to
a reef in the ocean if and when it came to that. It seemed both a surpris-
ing note and an indication that he too was processing all this at deeper
levels. Joanne would go along with the new drug—“What else can I do?”
Only later did I realize that she had broken the poststroke pattern of
stopping after the second word. As soon as it was known that the drug
trial would have another participant, the project director arrived with a
flurry of forms for which she efficiently extracted shaky signatures. Then,
as she attempted a hasty exit, Joanne stopped her. Dr. Rain had returned
with more printouts. I was awed when Joanne, with no reference to
her own plight but ensuring the attention of the supervising physician,
stammered out a compliment about young Dr. Rain’s caring presence.

Quilt—A Bedcover Made by Stitching through the Whole:
Coming to the Inquiry

All interpretation is grounded in understanding.
Heidegger, 1927/1962a, p. 195

Joanne was a quilter, and quilts are storied. Quilting, like hermeneu-
tics, invites ongoing dialogue and makes possible the making, preserving,
and sharing of meaning. Symbolism and openness abound in the gather-
ing of hundreds of individual pieces in their path toward being “singular
plural” (Nancy, 2000). Joanne’s quilting lends a metaphor for her story
through its creative organization, its enduring commitment, its colorful
sense of play, and, in more philosophical terms, the situatedness of every-
day activities with their embedded knowing, which involves the person-
world that both shapes us and is shaped by us (Heidegger, 1927/1962a).

Challenges were nothing new to Joanne. I had been aware of her
physical limitations for at least a decade. I even brought them up, only to
have Joanne sidestep that conversation with “Oh, it’s just a muscular
thing” and a joke about aging. The boundary “draws us by its very with-
drawing” (Diekelmann, 2005, p. 3). While a student in a nursing master’s
program, Joanne took my healthcare and culture courses and involved



herself in diversity workshops I led. We also shared an interest in sewing
and quilting; I teased her about being the only person I knew who owned
two Berninas. The Bernina is a Swiss-made sewing machine, and I have
owned two in the past 40 years (the first one still works); Berninas are
made for serious sewers. Joanne and I occasionally went to quilt shows,
but more often we met to discuss culture and nursing, particularly when
she encountered people with backgrounds unfamiliar to her. Over the
years I watched Joanne go from being ambulatory, albeit unable to “do
steps,” to needing arms on chairs to push herself up, and finally to an
electric cart to get around. One night, outside a diner with a good ramp
and wheelchair seating, she demonstrated with pride the lift in her van.
Her friend Millie helped her figure out how to pull down the van door
after getting the cart inside. I admired Joanne’s independence, but I still
knew nothing about polymyositis.

After Joanne’s son Chris called to tell me she’d had a stroke I visited
her whenever I could, following her from her local hospital to a rehabili-
tation center and then to the cancer unit of a major medical center when
leukemia was diagnosed. Watching this highly verbal woman struggle for
words, I saw suffering in her living with a chronic debilitating disease now
compounded by a stroke and then superimposed with acutely devastating
leukemia.2 What is more, Joanne was not the only one suffering; there was
Walt too. Joanne said she would think about writing her story with me. A
few weeks later, hospitalized yet again, she said, “Okay, do it.” Language
serves to substitute no-thing for a thing no longer there (Mairs, 1996),
while in the coalescence of thrownness, understanding, and language lies
the possibility of being fully human (Diekelmann, 2005, citing Heideg-
ger). Joanne’s words came in fragments, patched together like a few more
pieces of a quilt. Aware of the impact of the stroke on her linguistic com-
pensations for her physical problems, I thought aphasia had left the “let’s”
out when she said “do it.” Now I am not so sure. How do we explore and
understand such interrupted lives? Listening involved attending to both
the dominant and the muted meanings. Heilbrun (1988) urges searching
for the pain and stories that lie outside expectable discussion. Personal
oral narratives in conversational contexts can be emancipating (Borland,
1991; Diekelmann, 1991), as were, according to her daughter-in-law Kris-
ten, the stories that Joanne so loved hearing about her grandchildren.

The oldest of the arts (Cruikshank, 1992), storytelling is at the core of
the search for meaning. Stories are never simple and always have multiple

Meaning in Suffering 9



10 k at h r y n  h .  k ava na g h

perspectives. Nor do they involve only individuals. For example, Joanne
was to be in the hospital only four days for the experimental treatment.
The first dose of the drug was inserted into Joanne’s intravenous line. The
combination of the extra fluids and who knows what else—the clear liq-
uid looked so innocent up there in its little plastic bag—set Joanne’s heart
racing and her chest heaving. Walt ran for a nurse: “She’s in trouble!” It
was a small blip in medical history, but it was terrifying. Joanne thought
her chest was going to explode, and Walt thought she was going to die.
Later, when Walt spoke of going home exhausted after Joanne’s first
treatment, I asked whether he had finally got some rest and whether he
had called their sons Skip and Chris—both adults, married, and fathers.
The answer to both questions was no. Instead, he said, he “cried half the
night.” This was suffering cosuffered.

When Joanne agreed to our study, I, a medical anthropologist, started
keeping field notes. Inquiry requires thick description, careful listening,
and reading between the lines. Notes of my visits, for instance, went like
this:

The medical center wanted Joanne treated like an out-patient and Joanne
wanted to go home. I was to visit her today, but I got a message from Walt that
her schedule had again been changed. Last week they ended up at the cancer
unit four days, sometimes for hours at end, and sometimes with nothing getting
done to or for Joanne when they were there. There seems to be little considera-
tion of the effort involved in Walt’s getting Joanne up and fed, bathed, clothed,
and out to the van for the forty-minute trips into the city. Where would Joanne be
without Walt? He says she is tired, she gets tired of sitting and waiting: “Every-
thing hurts.” Who gives the health system the authority to put a person on hold
like that?

Their lives revolved around good days, bad days, but few predictable
days—or even hours. Joanne and Walt lived in response to her physical
condition, no longer merely around it. That meant Joanne could not at-
tend the speech therapy and physical therapy sessions that symbolized
for her the climb back to normalcy after the stroke. Joanne had little re-
sidual paralysis, but she was frustrated with her speech and cognitive im-
pairment. Walt took her to work with a woman who had worked with
other quilters who had had strokes—Joanne was excited. Her daughter-
in-law Kathleen described it: “She was getting her energy back. It was as
if she said, ‘Okay, now I’ve had my cry and I’m moving on.’” But she had



the chance to visit the sewing coach only once. Her condition and the
“new drug” overwhelmed any quality of life.

Finding the Materials, Revealing the Pattern: The Inquiry

As if unfolding toward an ethos of the unknown, flexibility charac-
terizes the crazy quilts of lives today. The paths of our existence are no
longer limited by old rhythms of production and procreation but are
instead indeterminate and full of myriad commitments and new begin-
nings. Continuity is the exception; adapting to discontinuity is an emerg-
ing problem of the era (Bateson, 1990). Composing a life involves contin-
ual reimagining of the future and reinterpretation of the past. While our
lives are generally longer and more filled with possibilities than ever
before, we are also more likely to engage in a day-to-day process of self-
invention than in one of discovery. Then along comes a catastrophic diag-
nosis and prognosis. I wanted to know how one bears pain and uncer-
tainty or the immediate reality of nausea and vomiting so violent that it
seems it will not stop. Where is the meaning in such compromised exis-
tence? Hampl (1999) says pain has strong arms. As individuals and as a
couple, Joanne and Walt were clearly in its grip.

How easy it is to wish for a trajectory of healing and improving health;
how powerless one feels knowing that whatever will happen will happen.
For most of us living everyday lives, the notion of being at the mercy of
what our bodies can or cannot do is merely a mental exercise. As parts of
a modern society we spend little time contemplating bodily functioning,
let alone mortality. How often do we think about what tattered remnants
of life constitute humanity when the whole is damaged? These questions
are harder to know, perhaps, when our culture splatters mortality across
the media with such indifference as to render it meaningless. Isak Dine-
sen wrote: “All suffering is bearable if it is seen as part of a story” (cited in
Metzger, 1992, p. 47). I wrote in my notes: “What is the story here? Will
it all be over before it begins?”

When Joanne agreed to work with me on her story, I told her we
would make it her memoir, since that genre depicts the author’s life viv-
idly, affectively, and uniquely (Tedlock, 2000). Memoir creates a window
into a life, acknowledging the importance of a historical perspective and
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highlighting a point of view (Frank, 2000). I pondered the task of cowrit-
ing a memoir with someone severely compromised in communication.
Can a woman who can get out only every third word “write” a memoir?
Not that Joanne ever particularly liked writing. Now she was very ill and
could barely sign her name, and construction of the quilt squares she was
working on when she had the stroke eluded her. But the stroke was only a
new wrinkle in the old problem. Years earlier Joanne wrote: “Also went to
speech evaluation. Didn’t do well—there is a lot of facial and throat and
tongue involvement” [Diary 1]. Now the brain conspired with the mus-
cles against speech. During her hospitalizations she learned the risks and
frustrations of the staff ’s not knowing what she meant or wanted. Joanne
clung tightly to Walt’s presence; his interpretation of her speech and
needs proved more valid and reliable than anyone else’s. Did her discom-
fort distract her from concern about the future or exacerbate it? Cure was
beyond our purview; how might we help her heal? Could I hear these
things if Joanne communicated them to me? Joanne’s memoir evolved
into narrative ethnography, which combines life history and memoir.

Final Stitches

In the midst of life we are in death.
Book of Common Prayer, 1928, p. 332

The dwindling sands in Joanne’s hourglass evoked for me the hungry
ghosts of Buddhist iconography. Portrayed as beings with huge bellies
that serve as storehouses for all they can possibly consume, their throats
are as narrow as needles. Whatever they put in their mouths leaves them
unsatisfied, so they perpetually devour anything they can (Levitt, 2003). I
likened the task of representing Joanne in her story to the ritual feeding
of the hungry ghosts; I wanted to understand everything I could of her
experience. Despite their dissatisfied natures, hungry ghosts are fed the
food of awakening directly from the Buddha’s bowl, making new realiza-
tions possible. The narrow place, having an opportunity to be expressed,
becomes a path of freedom. I wanted Joanne to share with me her stories
about suffering. Joanne’s work and her play were purposeful, and she
kept at them, staving off suffering’s victory when it would make accom-
plishment impossible (Cassell, 1991b). How was that? The storyteller
picks the material and knows where she is and where she intends to go. It
would be her voice, her characters, her worldview (See, 2002) while I



wrote—but that was not to be. Yet suffering and transcendence are
among the things most at stake in daily experience; they deserve to be the
focus of study (Kleinman, 1995).

Walt called. “Joanne was pronounced at 8:15 this morning.” After a
harrowing month Joanne’s friend Ski wrote in the notebook the family
kept at Joanne’s bedside: “She had Walt, Skip, and Chris at her side. It
was [a] peaceful and beautiful death—just as she would have wanted it.”
Later a friend said, “She got tired. She just got too tired and could not do
any more.”

Notes from the funeral:

The church is a work in progress, the ceiling a patchwork of squares in transition
or missing. Joanne would have appreciated that. She is there, her cremains under
one of her most colorful quilts. A couple hundred people gathered to celebrate
her existence and to grieve her departure. They look a homogeneous lot; Joanne
would have voted for more diversity in the congregation. There are beautiful
stories shared by those closest to Joanne. Stories about her more recent years—
storms of ill health and her insistent striving for that rainbow, her spirit of joy and
bursts of creativity, the flaming red hair proclaiming her philosophy of life, her
stubbornness and culinary disasters. But most of the stories were about her car-
ing, her being the consummate people person, her many years in nursing, and
her desire for a legacy. This went beyond not speaking ill of the dead; people re-
spected Joanne.

Ski, Joanne’s longtime friend, coworker, and cosurvivor of various
nursing education programs, told a story about Joanne tipping over an
equipment tray to prevent some eager doctor from doing something
completely misguided to his patient. Ski wound around her own neck a
fuchsia feather boa she’d bought for Joanne; we all knew she would have
loved its flagrant flamboyance. Joanne was known for her thoughtful
gifts, carefully selected and often self-crafted to reflect highly individual
interests and tastes. I thought about Joanne and Walt planning to buy
their grandsons tickets for The Lion King at the Hippodrome in the
spring, which Joanne would not see. There were stories of the polymyo-
sitis and of loving her through the hard times. One of her sons made ref-
erence to her love of human diversity and how she encouraged them to
go and meet people unlike themselves—to meet them where they were
and to “always remember to bring back a piece of fabric.”

Probability suggests that women are more likely than men to en-
dure the loss of that “tangible ‘we’” of a life partner (Mairs, 1994, p. 134).

Meaning in Suffering 13
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Because his own father and several uncles died young, Walt “set Joanne
up,” paying off the mortgage and anticipating that she would outlive him
by years. Instead, Joanne was 62 when she died. Falling off the actuarial
charts invites both wry outrage and a loneliness felt by one whose life un-
folds out of sync (Mairs, 1993). Joanne worked part-time until the stroke,
but her coworkers knew nothing of the polymyositis. How was it that
Joanne chose to live 20 years of suffering as she did? That others close to
Joanne knew so little about her health status was one of those absences
that begs retrieval (Diekelmann, 2005). Walt gave me two diaries that
Joanne began in 1985 when a physician suggested she journal her in-
creasingly unsettling health experiences. The earlier small book is in-
scribed: “Given to me by Charlotte from a yard sale for $.25,” and the
later one: “Diary of a /my disease.” Joanne used them primarily as medi-
cal journals. She typically added entries when she experienced health
problems; when in remission, she seldom wrote in them. I transcribed
both handwritten diaries, translating the medical jargon for Walt.

I then interviewed Joanne’s closest friends and her family: her
husband, sons, daughters-in-law, and grandsons. I initiated an ongoing
conversation with Karen, Joanne’s friend, who is a psychologist. Each of
these individuals spent an average of three or more hours with me in per-
sonal or phone interviews or, in the therapist’s case, ongoing e-mails.3 I
encouraged each participant to use his or her own words and format.
Each understood the nature of the inquiry and my intent to write and
submit this manuscript, and each was invited to communicate additional
stories—most did. All of the interviews were transcribed with wide mar-
gins for notes. Strong patterns quickly emerged.

Through Joanne’s story I sought to examine the phenomenological
nature of sickness with the goal of deepening our grasp of human suffer-
ing. “[T]he quotidian truths of a body in trouble” (Mairs, 1996, p. 10) are
not generalizable but rather interpretations of particular participants
in particular situations. Stories are like babies: holding someone else’s
baby does not make it yours, but holding it does instill responsibility—in
this case, for understanding and representing (Kavanagh, 2005). Written
texts are never without ambiguity (Cruikshank, 1992), so it was a leap of
faith on the part of those people closest to Joanne to share their stories
with me. Additionally, given my own relationship with Joanne, I was chal-
lenged to attend to others’ perspectives and not confuse them with my
own. No one’s self-reflection is only a private, subjective act; it too comes



with interpretation and theories. So I initiated the interviews and shaped
the story, asking participants what meanings they made of their experi-
ences and observations, while I sought the metathemes and used them to
stitch the story together much as Joanne did quilt blocks.

The open-ended questions around which the interviews unfolded fo-
cused on description of Joanne’s experience with suffering and polymyo-
sitis and how that diagnosis led her to reinterpret her self and her life,
the participants’ interpretations of the meaning of what happened, and
how Joanne dealt with support. I noted in the interviews that Joanne’s
diary entries indicated that she did not expect to be cured, and I asked
about healing and how being a nurse might have influenced Joanne’s re-
sponse to chronicity. Everyone viewed Joanne as a doer; she was con-
stantly busy with work, family, crafts—something. I asked the study par-
ticipants about Joanne’s need to be productive and to leave a legacy. I also
asked about humor (another trait everyone who knew her associated with
Joanne), depression, and what Joanne expected would happen to her
over time. Finally, I asked what, if anything, Joanne’s experience taught
us about being human and how her needs might have been better met.
As I amassed the three narrative sets (the diaries, the interviews, and the
field notes) I compiled a fourth text of notes from related readings. Writ-
ing and interpreting meant moving back and forth among and across the
texts, pulling threads and themes together—an experience much like
creating a quilt design.

Gathering and Assembling Pieces

Colors—more colors than the sun has . . .
Silko, 1981, p. 65

The course of events in Joanne’s life proved to me that interpretive
inquirers need “sterner stuff ” than fiction writers (Zinsser, 2004). Inter-
pretive inquiry is about interpreting, communicating, visualizing, repre-
senting, and translating harsh realities of living (James, Hockey, & Daw-
son, 1997), such as Walt’s having been charged for nine days’ worth of
medications after Joanne died and, as if to deepen the wound, the bill
working its way to a collection agency. As the arbitrator of Joanne’s story I
was concerned with the practices of representing, which always simplify
unnaturally; with fusing the ethnographic with the biographical to find
voices for a “multiplicity of meanings” (Heidegger, 1968, p. 71); and with
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how even the organization of text affects meaning (Wallman, 1997). I
strove to hear how others made sense of Joanne’s reality. However, this
could no longer be the process of my assisting her creation of her own
memoir. Nor is it a life story or life history, focused as this “patchwork re-
membering” is on only the final third of Joanne’s life and on interpreta-
tions of her suffering that were stitched together after her death. The
sheer complexity of the whole convinced me that her quilting indeed
supplied a telling metaphor for the whole. While suffering destroys com-
munication (Younger, 1995), Joanne created a voice in her quilts.

Quilters often refer to their work as therapy and their immediate sis-
terhoods of coquilters as support groups. Joanne belonged to two quilting
clubs, combining relaxing social interaction with artful productivity. The
timelessness of quilts and quilting gave Joanne a refuge from disease-
related phenomena. Like most quilters, she always had numerous proj-
ects under way; it was the sewing and quilting that mattered. There is an
old story about completing projects presaging the end of life; quilters joke
that they will live forever if they never finish anything (Detrixhe, 2004).
After the stroke I got Detrixhe’s Zen and the Art of Quilting (2004) so
Joanne and I could read parts of it together. On page 5 it says: “Life is suf-
fering.” In this version of Buddhist philosophy various “keys to happiness”
lead one to overcoming suffering. Names of chapters and quilt patterns
affirm this: “Let Not Your Heart Be Troubled”; “All Things Must Pass.”

Making quilts is often an act of defiance. Hung over clotheslines,
quilts have sent many a message about safety and risk during times of so-
cial stress or war. They become voices, historical and personal records,
and the preservers and prompts of memories. Quilting is highly ritual-
ized, precise, and repetitious. Ritual has the ability to evoke emotion,
bind individuals to past experiences, and bring people together in shared
experience (Mead, 1972). Everything from exploring to completing quilt
stitching is about possibilities. Making a quilt is very much in the here
and now: selecting the colors and patterns; handling the cloth moment to
moment; threading needles; pulling the needle and thread through layers
of fabric and batting, rocking it in and out of the cloth. Joanne did much
of her quilting by hand, which is an activity both absorbing and mind
freeing, essentially meditation in a quest for self-understanding: being in
quiet surroundings, sitting still, and repeating mental patterns. “Zen
quilts” are created out of a desire to make them rather than to have them;
they invite sewing with more spirit than rules (Detrixhe, 2004). Joanne



often e-mailed me about quilts she was working on, her descriptions
sharing a way of living the coming of memories (Heidegger, 1977).

Quilting is not an exact science. It is about letting possibilities unfold
and is best approached with a sense of adventure and imagination. It
takes basic supplies, faith, and commitment. Perfection is not the goal;
people claim that a structurally perfect quilt brings bad luck to the quilter,
so one piece is often intentionally mismatched or misplaced (Detrixhe,
2004). Nonetheless, standards among ardent quilters are high. Joanne
had at least one quilt with some piece so out of place (for that particular
pattern) that she clearly considered it a mistake. Walt showed me the
quilt; we searched, but we couldn’t find the piece. But Joanne knew it was
there.

Unworkable Pieces and Patches, a Body in Trouble:
Polymyositis

The body is a dwelling place; it is the “non-I that protects the I”
(Bachelard, 1969).4 But the body with polymyositis has been colonized,
often irrevocably. People want to believe that the world is inherently bal-
anced, orderly, and just, that things will work out the way they should.
But a “just” world goes beyond predictability to one in which people get
what they deserve (Lerner, 1980). Real life has no such obligations. Jo-
anne wrote: “I have no warnings, never know an hour from now how I’ll
feel” [Diary 2]. Her friends said in varied versions, “She was morbidly
afraid of losing control.” Polymyositis is about losing control.

Polymyositis is a systemic connective-tissue disease characterized by
inflammation and degeneration of the muscles. It is basically a malfunc-
tion of the immune system; the cells that normally fight infection mista-
kenly attack the muscle fibers of the body. The muscles of the limbs close
to the torso are most affected, so the shoulders and hips are usually im-
pacted first. The disease progresses symmetrically along both sides of the
body, with increasing weakness, pain, and stiffness. The muscles of the
head, hands, and feet are typically unaffected.

The condition is rare; incidence estimates range from 0.5 to 10 per
million people. Most often it appears among women between the ages of
40 and 60. The cause of polymyositis is unknown, but it is thought to be
triggered by a virus. The primary symptoms, which accrue over months
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and often begin with sensations of coldness in the hands and feet, are fa-
tigue, muscle weakness and wasting, pain and a general feeling of dis-
comfort, stiffness, and difficulty raising the arms over the head, rising
from a sitting position, or climbing stairs. Joanne wrote:

Since it is difficult to explain this verbally, I am writing out what I know. At the
onset of my physical problems, my hand/fingers turned a funny purple color.
10/85 Shortly after came tendonitis, left wrist in early Nov. . . . Saw doctor at
rheumatology, who saw no association between Reynaulds [Raynaud’s disease]
and tendonitis. “Maybe in twenty years from now we’ll look back and say yes.”
Severe left lateral knee discomfort. . . . Changed jobs, expected complete re-
turn to normal in several weeks, but upper body muscle weakness began as well
as tendonitis both ankles, especially left. After push from Walt, Millie, Ski—
made appointment with Dr. C. . . . I’m slower to move and don’t feel well.
[Diary 1]

Nearly 50% of the muscle fibers are destroyed before the sympto-
matic weakness is pronounced. The symptoms tend to wax and wane, but
people with the disease are frequently sick. Among those in whom the
disease persists, clumsiness and a wide, flat-footed gait become charac-
teristic. Due to the vagueness of symptoms and rarity of the condition, di-
agnosing polymyositis is difficult and trying. Immersed in weeks of diag-
nostic workup, Joanne wrote:

I felt nauseated and had tingling, started to wretch and feel AWFUL. . . . The
WORST I’ve ever felt. . . . I even said “shit” a few times. . . . Fingers purple. . . .
Skip’s especially upset. He knew “something went wrong.” God love him. I’m
scared too. . . . [Diary 1]

It was the mid-1980s, and Joanne feared she might be HIV-positive.
What nurse has not experienced a finger-stick or some other high-risk
event that, prior to the days of understanding HIV/AIDS well, might
even have been forgotten? She wasn’t HIV-positive, but the “worst” got
worse.

Blood tests measure cell counts and antibody titers, since polymyo-
sitis is characterized by the overproduction of particular autoantibodies
and muscle enzymes in the bloodstream. Electromyography involves thin
needle electrodes inserted through the skin to measure the electrical ac-
tivity of the muscles and nerves, and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
scans reveal inflammations and help guide muscle biopsies, which reveal



destruction of muscle fibers and inflammatory cellular responses, while
chest X-rays detect lung involvement. Joanne wrote: “I signed permit for
bronch[oscopy]—now that freaks me out,” and

[W]e went down hill from there. . . . The prep for bronch was awful.—Gag and
gag. They passed scope with some difficulty, then didn’t monitor my respirations
well during procedure—I couldn’t convince them I wasn’t getting enough air. . . .
Was finally placed in face mask. . . . Cough cough cough and gasp gasp gasp . . .
Friday 10/10 All appointments cancelled due to my state of fatigue. [But then] I
hacked and coughed from 5 AM to 10 PM—exhausted, crying, the worst experi-
ence of my life . . . pain pain pain and all docs tell me is cough is important. Bull-
shit. I need some rest and freedom from pain. [Diary 1]

Despite the vagueness of etiology and diagnosis, there is consistency
in the treatment of polymyositis. High dosages of corticosteroid medica-
tions are given to dampen the activity of the immune system and reduce
inflammation. These are followed by maintenance regimens of predni-
sone, often indefinitely. It is not uncommon for corticosteroids to con-
tribute to muscle weakness or to be ineffectual, so other immunosup-
pressant medications are used. Joanne wrote: “I’m in 25 percentile that
doesn’t respond. Still no exercise; how frustrating . . .” [Diary 1]. During
those periods when the muscles are not actively inflamed physical ther-
apy is advised to help strengthen them, although their scarred condition
makes this painful.

Polymyositis is typically slow in its progression, during which muscle
tissue is replaced by functionless scar tissue. Five-year survival rates are
estimated to be as high as 80%, and nearly 50% of people with polymyo-
sitis recover fully. Those in whom the disease persists eventually become
wheelchair-bound or bedridden. Patients are advised to minimize the
risk of infections and, because of the extra strain on muscles, against
weight gain, something that is particularly difficult when on prednisone
and not exercising. Joanne, a nurse in clinical practice and an enthusiastic
eater, did not manage to comply with either of those recommendations.
The flexors of the neck may be severely affected in polymyositis, causing
an inability to raise the head, which was pronounced in Joanne’s case.
Eventually, the muscles of the internal organs (involving cardiac and pul-
monary function) and of the throat (leading to trouble with swallowing)
are affected.
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A Counterpane Sewn without Needle and Thread:
Suffering

My challenge was not to do the impossible—but to learn to live with the
possible.

Bender, 1996, p. 85

We don’t understand the mystery of life very well. In Western philos-
ophy sufferers are usually portrayed as subjects of tragedy and objects of
compassion (Spelman, 1997). Aristotle differentiated himself from Plato
by finding a place for grief, even cultivating it. Secular society approaches
suffering as something to be eliminated. Medical efforts are dedicated to
relieving suffering (or at least pain), and governments profess to inter-
vene in conditions that result in human suffering. Yet despite our best
efforts, millions of people suffer from myriad causes. The Navajo tell
stories about suffering in the form of monsters. Earth mother Changing
Woman’s son, Monster Slayer, dealt with most of them, but the elders
point out wisely that they are never completely gone (Schwarz, 1997).
There are still sickness and aging and sometimes lice; these are facts of
living and dying and being. We see only problems to be solved, and the
typical solution is to find palliative retreats so that our stressful way of
life is not compromised. Modern medicine extends life and reduces phys-
ical pain, but suffering is not reducible to physical and material terms
(Moore, 2002, p. 94). We scapegoat objects of blame—smoke, fat, micro-
organisms, stress.

Suffering is a human condition that resists, through the bearing of
pain or distress, the flow of living (Kleinman, 1995). Although we often
choose to think of such turmoil as aberrant, life is inevitably patched and
quilted with losses and falls along with exhilarating achievements and lov-
ing pride (Moore, 2002). Suffering dominates the here and now, wielding
(like disease) both a heavy presence and vulnerability—for instance,
when a physician’s offhand question exacerbated Joanne’s fears: “‘You
mean you really took 70 mgm [of] Prednisone since April? Why?’ This
set up more doubt for me—did I do the right thing?” [Diary 1].

The experience of suffering is the product of both the phenomenol-
ogy of the individual self/body experience and the shared social body of
symbolic representation. Viewed close up, this understanding of human
suffering is difficult to express (Kleinman, 1995). Suffering can also be



exaggerated by anticipation or nonrecognition; it is often overlooked
among people who are not taken seriously. Joanne was acutely aware that
middle-aged women are often viewed as malingerers, “especially if fat.”
Add “disabled” to that, and the stereotype takes on grave connotations of
“damaged goods” (Phillips, 1990). Phenomena such as weakness, fatigue,
and nausea show only in one’s responses to them. Joanne’s relationship
with sickness reveals her intent to limit its impact on her life and the risk
that it be misinterpreted as “all in my head.”

Ragged “Squares,” Failing Seams: Pain and Other Responses
to Suffering

Sickness requires consideration of both disease and illness. In the
intersubjectivity of body/self and health/ill health, disease is distin-
guished by physiological dysfunction or deviation from a biological or
medical norm, while illness is the meaning and experience of sickness.
One may be ill without disease and have disease without being ill. The
phenomenology of illness refers to experiential meanings (Kaufmann,
1988), that is, signification and interpretation. Suffering both tests and
prompts learning who we are and of what we are capable (Hall, 2004).

There is no doubt that we can (or can fail to) recognize suffering
in others (Cassell, 1991b). While technical and theological explanations
cannot make up for ignoring suffering (Kushner, 1989), the phenomenon
often arouses pity, which uses the suffering of someone else to produce
a feeling in oneself (Arendt, 1977). Compassion, in contrast, involves
empathy—being so stricken with the suffering of another that one suffers
as the other does. Unlike pity (merely an exchange about suffering), com-
passion is about cosuffering—knowing and entering pain (Davis, 1981).
Not all suffering involves physical pain, but Arendt (1959) describes it as
the “most private” and “least communicable” (p. 46) of human experi-
ences. In the talk that connects people and creates a common world,
compassion is often marked by muteness around pain and suffering
(Arendt, 1977). With the experience of intense physical pain inseparable
from the sufferer’s lived reality, the significance of pain changes with so-
cial context, and its unfairness dwells in the eye of the beholder. Attempts
to explain experience with pain come up short. Some see it as part of a
larger plan, others as statistical probability or random patterning, but
lives get twisted and end. There are innumerable stories of pain and
people who suffer. Joanne wrote:
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It took 11⁄2 hours to start [an intravenous in] my left arm—seventh stick done by
Dr. C. I hurt like hell. I wonder when I’ll cry. Oh, it’s so hot during the pro-
cedure. I listened to classical music; it helped but I had to be still for four hours.
The muscles want to move when they know they cannot. Damn. [Diary 1]

All experiences of pain, grief, and loss are ontically the same, while
type, intensity, cause, duration, and other characteristics vary. One might
search for justice and fairness, but “pain is the price we pay for being alive”
(Kushner, 1989, p. 64); there are no exceptions for “deserving” people.
The question “Why did it happen?” is often better replaced with “What do
I do now that it’s happened?” As participants at home in the world, pain—
intersubjective and constitutive of the lived flow of experience—takes
over. Configured as suffering, it evokes intractable existential questions
essential to understanding human conditions and needs. Such questions
are positioned and interpretive. They are also, Kleinman (1995) cautions,
vulnerable to reductionist analyses. When pain is only a problem, re-
sponse is only heroic (Moore, 2002). That may cure, but it does not heal;
that is, it may resolve disease without instilling a sense of well-being and
meaning, while suffering threatens the whole person (Cassell, 1991a).
Joanne wrote:

10/31 The end of an era—I shall move on to other unknowns but I’m resolved
not to be disappointed that I’m not cured. I shall cope. I pledge not to be always
cranky. I pray for gracefulness. I am supported by the love and encouragement of
loved ones, co-workers and F the rest!! Come on world, here we go again.
[Diary 1]

The Crooked “Square”: Disablement

A good friend, like an old quilt, is both a treasure and a comfort.
Motto on a note tablet

A master status like suffering, disability is strongly linked to social
inclusion and exclusion and to personal identity shaping social worlds
(Albrecht & Verbrugge, 2000). There is an etiquette to taking care from
others that demands a great deal of sociability. With changes in technol-
ogy and attitude today’s social models are constructed on the principle
that disability is socially mediated and not a trait of the individual. Still,
people assume that all the disabled have to deal with in their lives is
their disability—that they are defined by it. In a society that equates
physical soundness with beauty and vitality disablement spells serious



shortcomings. One is not allowed to lament one’s state (Mairs, 1996); in-
stead, one searches for an other who treats the disability as a safe topic of
conversation. We can only imagine what it was like for Joanne, a nurse
who took care of others, to find herself forced to be dependent. We are
all set against ideals flashed on glossy covers and screens. Working bodies
can compensate for perceived deficiencies, but when the body does not
work, the self wants not to own the parts, while the brain of the troubled
body dreams that body into working life, reinforcing disappointment
(Mairs, 1996). Yet there remains a societal insistence that disabled indi-
viduals “emerge from the shadows” to be visible and present (Mairs,
1996, p. 127).

There is greater recognition today of diversity among people labeled
“disabled” and fewer limits in terms of access and opportunity. Persons
with degenerative conditions, however, face recurrent demands for revi-
sion of self-definition. This is where suffering and disability intercept; not
only must one mourn the loss of the “old me” while confronting someone
who seems a stranger in one’s being, but the disease and suffering “prog-
ress” while the self suffers. Those transformations of identity may leave
one craving social contact, even at the risk of awkward encounters. Jo-
anne’s friends shared stories of having to feed Joanne at tailgate parties
(Joanne loved football games) because she could not lift her arms and lib-
erating her from public restroom cubicles when she discovered she could
not get up from the toilet: “I’m measurably weaker; can’t get up off toilet
seats, steps are almost impossible. Arms feel like they’re glued to my
body” [Diary 1]. But she was determined to be there, although from a
wheelchair or electric cart one’s perspective of the world is from waist
level—other people’s eyes pass over your head; you are literally beneath
their notice (Mairs, 1996). But Joanne would be there if she could pos-
sibly make it happen. She took her grandsons to so many events that,
after her death, they worried that they would not know what to do when
they no longer automatically headed for the handicap seating sections.
Joanne, says Kristen, became a very involved grandparent immediately
upon the birth of the oldest grandchild, Brendon. “I think she knew it
wasn’t going to be forever.”

There is no guidebook; one draws one’s own map as one proceeds
along the journey. No disabled person gets immediately to where she is
today; it takes “time and grieving” (Mairs, 1996, p. 134)—and verve.
When Joanne was diagnosed with polymyositis, she dyed her hair a wild
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red and kept it that way. She and Walt nurtured an enduring and spirited
myth about the “vat of red dye buried in the backyard” and “Pierre,” the
stylist Walt filled in for. The red had to be neither convincing nor fashion-
able; its flamboyance pleased Joanne as a declaration that “I am here.”
Eventually, her long hair, worn piled on her head, had to be cut when her
weak arms could no longer manage it, but it stayed stoplight red. When
Joanne was diagnosed with leukemia, her friend Janet sent her a big box
full of small gifts, one to open each day. Among them were “gaudy flash-
trash earrings. I knew she’d love them.” Everybody considered Joanne to
be both vibrant and good at expressing herself. She kidded that she did
not have ulcers, she gave them. Joanne’s daughter-in-law Kathleen, a
dance teacher who had a mother of her own, considered “Joanne a mom
because she was open-minded, raw, blunt, and outspoken—and so cur-
rent. She used her energy for living. Rather than channeling it into anger
or frustration or sadness, she channeled it into presence and productivity.”

Disability is part of a binary with its privileged opposite, ability, which
makes life messy. Kathleen lost her father after a long battle with cancer
a year prior to Joanne’s death. Thinking of her father’s gradual decline,
Kathleen said, “It was like there was nothing wrong with Joanne; she was
such a whole person. I thought she would be here forever. . . . I never
thought of her as sick. . . . It was the dominance of her personality. She
couldn’t pick up [her granddaughter] Addy and felt bad, but she was
somehow fragile without being frail.” The other daughter-in-law, Kristen,
adds, “Joanne did more with 24 hours than anyone else could. If I had her
body, I think I would have allowed it to do me in much sooner than she
did.” How does one make sense of a life so provisional that abilities and
disabilities come and go? Years earlier, Joanne wrote: “Able to do steps
up and down without help but S-L-O-W; am reaching more but can’t do
underarms. Sometimes family feels I don’t need them anymore” [Diary
1]. Only the self knows its own pain and its reasons to grieve. The miracle
is not that the incurable disease disappears or that the terminally ill per-
son lives but that the family survives around the disease, that handicaps
do not doom relationships.

In the social eye some disabilities are more acceptable than others.
Those that are vague, chronic, and distorting are least acceptable. Cultur-
ally, such notions are perpetuated through traditions linking fate with vir-
tue and grace. Bent and misshapen, ugly bodies are wicked witches—and
there is no way to atone. Some 80% of Americans claim that individuals
can do anything if they want to and try hard enough (Wuthnow, 1991); it



takes visible evidence—a missing limb, perhaps—to release them from
that expectation. Most also think that people usually bring suffering on
themselves, and they equate disability with helplessness. Whatever the
scenario, the ending is assured: good triumphs over evil, and the wicked
witch is made to suffer (Lerner, 1980). Our cognitions create balance
where there is none. Misfortune and sickness are interpreted as signs of
badness. The message is mute but clear: the disabled person is an acci-
dent that ought not to have happened (Mairs, 1996). We protect our-
selves from the realities of suffering.

Most people with disabilities don’t feel especially sorry for them-
selves, but neither are they particularly brave. On the other hand, suffer-
ing affects a person’s sense of connectedness and has at its root a feeling
of being forced into submission (Hauerwas, 1979; Younger, 1995). In our
busy lives Joanne occasionally felt abandoned:

[E]xcept for Walt, Skip and Chris, all handle their guilt about me when all their
other tasks are done. It’s “oh, by the way, there’s poor Joanne. I don’t have any-
thing else to do so I’ll call her, or god forbid, go see her.” . . . I am weaker; I’m
almost ready to give in. 7/2 Work is more difficult—I’m pushing especially to get
in and out of car. . . . 7/10 It’s taking two people to get me up the steps now. Turn-
ing point—didn’t trip, didn’t faint, but while standing in bathroom, I simply
collapsed—hit my head on tile floor. [Diary 1]

Living with a disability means that everything takes inordinate plan-
ning and work. Feeding and clothing oneself can exhaust body and spirit.
Incapacities become the source of “grief inconsolable” and are probably
incomprehensible to “anyone still rushing from one good deed to the
next and wishing for a chance to put up her weary feet” (Mairs, 1996,
p. 80). At times one has to take satisfaction in stasis or in sedentary activi-
ties such as sewing.

With a progressively debilitating condition each change requires
readjustment to body image and altered needs: “The trouble with degen-
erative disease is that no accommodation is ever final” (Mairs, 1996,
p. 88). This is exacerbated when people feel isolated; being in contact
with other sufferers can be positive. At NIH (National Institutes of
Health) Joanne wrote: “I met Shirley tonight; another poly patient from
Alabama. She’s much worse than I, has had poly far longer, but looks a
lot like me! A lot of same feelings—it’s great to share” [Diary 1]. And
later: “We’re all scared” [Diary 1]. Joanne was not alone with her de-
mons. Grieving, depression, and anger exaggerated by endless waiting,
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bad news, and ambiguity about courses of action might be shared—
cosuffered. Several of her roommates died while Joanne was at NIH for
six weeks of diagnostic workup, but she felt she had benefited from being
with them. Joanne was determined “not to go down like that.” This is
where the most intuitive communication—that ideal of understanding
spouse, close friends, and family that evolves in affection and intimacy
over long periods of time—offers inexpressible comfort (Mairs, 1996).
Chris says, “After the diagnosis the four of us became very close.” Never-
theless, one feels empty when disability precludes performing even triv-
ial things for others. Often disability means that one must live more pub-
licly than the able-bodied do. Joanne had to discipline herself to turn
herself over to others, even strangers. How insufferable is that for a nurse
who takes pride in the care she gives others?

Joanne did not contain her disease as one would a tumor that could
be removed. She was neither the disease nor Joanne-plus-polymyositis;
it was something integrated with her body. Would it be different if the
condition were the only way she’d ever known? Or if she did not know it
was degenerative and that, no matter how bad her symptoms were at any
given time, there was a good chance they would be worse the next day?
Polymyositis was shoving Joanne toward muscular catastrophe while
forcing the realities of decrepitude and decay into a social world that
works hard to avoid them. Only a new paradigm that defines people with
disabilities in terms of what they can do will impede the imposition of
expectations of dependency. Joanne helped construct that way for us by
living her abilities and not being defined by polymyositis.

The Dominant Color and Pattern: Agency

Planning for death is difficult; we adore a sense of control.
Mairs, 1993, p. 211

Western culture, in its positivistic and reductionistic preoccupation
with science, does not facilitate the integration of mind, body, and spirit.
Individuals committed to holism must seek out and develop for them-
selves what it takes to pursue that quest. In addition to privileging biolog-
ical and rational approaches in living and in the conventional biomedical
paradigm, much is taken for granted. The physical processes of healthy
people typically impinge little on their sense of well-being, so they come
to believe they are in control of them (Mairs, 1996). Yet, in reality, being
one’s own agent is challenging. Joanne wrote:



I got up to bathroom—it feels good to have ability to make decisions again. Put
underwear on for first time in two days. Am sitting in chair writing this at
3 AM. . . . I’m starting to see the real purpose of this experience, whereas I was
smug and sassy in the beginning—I have been stripped of all control, have truly
suffered pain, and think I will have to adjust to chronic state of illness but I
am developing my esteem in that regard. It’s OK—I must ask for strength to
ENDURE. [Diary 1]

The mind, active and in control, is supposed to be able to direct what
the body does. Invoking the aid of others invites new ideas about suffering
and the forfeiting of preconceptions, such as how one is not a victim but a
moral agent (Spelman, 1997). Presenting oneself as in need of help but
also as someone who makes decisions and judgments implies being ca-
pable of making judgments about those who help, even as they do so. Jo-
anne wrote: “No attempt to pamper me—just ‘You’re going to CAT [scan]
for kidney films.’ . . . To CAT. The tech was awful, put me flat when I said I
couldn’t tolerate [it]. Not one time did he explain what he was going to do.
Ironically, I was asked to fill out an evaluation and I did” [Diary 1]. Over
time “I can do it myself ” becomes less a statement of fact and possibility
and more an elusive desire. Mairs (1996) writes that when your body does
not move “without batteries beneath your butt” there is a good chance you
will “cherish what little [you] have on any given day, in the full knowledge
that on some tomorrow it will inevitably be less” (p. 38).

While members of many cultures emphasize being (e.g., focusing
on who their ancestors were or family is or being oriented toward the
present and experiencing the moment), Americans more often focus on
doing, to the extent that performing tasks overshadows meaning and ex-
perience. We tend to be oriented to action, to see ourselves as our own
best source of information and opinions, and to believe that we should
solve our own problems. Hence, not only is the individual the locus of de-
cision making, but we generally hold ourselves responsible for decisions
made: “Individualism is the perception of the self as the cultural quan-
tum in society” (Steward & Bennett, 1991, p. 13).

I’m beginning to get cranky and concerned that staff doesn’t tune into patho-
physio[logical] and emotional needs. People aren’t computing and I need to do
more analyzing of me and tell them what to do. Wake up, Joanne, that’s a fact. . . .
My ability to think clearly and make good decisions has been hampered by this
disease process. I have been so overwhelmed with/by what’s happening to me that
I’m not thinking straight. Today I was emphatic about no major procedures
until after the weekend pass, also who’s looking after the central line? . . . If he
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couldn’t convince me [about safety of procedures], then I shouldn’t have con-
sented. It’s as simple as that, but boy, was I stupid. . . . It is possible that I will
abort [the workup program] by next week. . . . But you know how I feel about
quitting anything. [Diary 1]

What got her through this bad stretch? “Then Skip and I went to White
Flint Plaza to the fabric store. It’s the first time I’ve been out in 11 days.
It felt wonderful but exhausting. I think I’ll stay with the program” [Diary
1]. Chris attributes his brother (who says, “I’m so like my mother I almost
am my mother!”) with having had an almost psychic connection with
Joanne: “He felt her NIH ‘death’” when she had the “terrible reaction to
the bronchoscopy.” Skip told Chris they had to “get over there right
away,” and they did.

Modern minds are in continuous transformation, always moving
toward completion (Finkler, 1994). This may be a mythic individualism,
but great credence is given to being one’s own person, even “inventing”
the self. Some see this as a break from family and community (e.g., Bel-
lah, Madsen, Sullivan, Swindler, & Tipton, 1985), but we also talk about
community while cherishing individual freedom (Wuthnow, 1991). The
American quest for autonomy and self-actualization thrives. Self-reliance
is the cultural ideal, although the old “fierce, utilitarian self-reliance” has,
to an extent, given way to more expressive forms (Steward & Bennett,
1991, p. 137). Individualism is associated with comfort and freedom from
outside constraints on personal expression. Aesthetic judgments are fre-
quently equated with personal preferences—the colors in a quilt, the
length of the stitches, the harmony experienced when doing something
valued (Cassell, 1991b). Aesthetic experience has strong links with acting
against suffering (Richard, 1957). Joanne wrote:

Oh how I HATE hospitals. I am totally dependent there and HATE to ask for
help for such simple things as in and out of bed. [Diary 1]

Who knows anymore? I’m still an experiment and nothing really works. I am
depressed—fed up is a better word. . . . Should I keep pushing? I’m running out
of energy and don’t know what to do about it. I work hard. My work is purpose-
ful. I’m more of a load for Walt, I can’t seem to keep up. We’re up to three grans
[grandsons Brendon, Connor, and Devon] now and they are a delight but some-
times exhausting. Sewing is my outlet but I miss having friends around—Millie
in Kentucky, Jan in West Virginia. [Diary 1]



How are the seemingly paradoxical elements of personal freedom, in-
dividual success, and the pursuit of self-interest reconciled with the need
to care and for care in the culture? Some question whether compassion—
to suffer with or, at the very least, to feel with—is really possible in Amer-
ican society, but caring for others is not opposed to individualism. Rather,
caring is a metaphor for self-identity; fulfillment provides the strength,
identity, and self-esteem needed for an individual to care (Wuthnow,
1991). Humans have a desire to give and receive love; caring is the es-
sence of humanity and the basic constitutive phenomenon of human
existence (Watson, 1988). An ontological model of health implies a way
toward something closer to wholeness, even as we live out our incom-
pleteness (Diekelmann, 2005). As suffering and health are natural parts
of life, suffering is a part of health. Health, then, can be understood only
in relation to suffering (Eriksson, 1994). While communion with others is
the basis for human society (Buber, 1958), courage, wisdom, uncondi-
tional caritas, and responsibility for mindfulness and personal integrity in
action are idealized (Eriksson, 1994).

About a year before Joanne had the stroke Chris and Kathleen had a
baby girl, Addison. Joanne was crushed that she could no longer safely
care for children alone as she once had. At times like that Joanne admit-
ted “hating the polymyositis.” Still, she found tremendous satisfaction in
her sewing. She wrote: “I love [working] part time—have had plenty of
time to catch up on unfinished projects, love quilts x 3, outfits for Addy—
smocked one; it’s beautiful!” When Joanne and Walt, believing in “being
present for hard times and good,” went to help out when Kathleen’s
father died, “[t]he outfits I made [Addy] fit fine and the smocked romper
looks adorable—truly a work of love. . . . Stopped at a fabric shop only for
a quarter hour” [Diary 2].

Joanne was driven to make things and to make things happen. One of
those things was living around polymyositis. She was not about to be de-
fined by this uninvited phenomenon, but neither could she get rid of it.
There were times when Joanne was “this close to being on a ventilator,”
Carol says as she holds her fingers an inch apart. “She was terrified of
being on a ventilator, terrified.” Joanne knew all about the eventual inter-
nal involvement of polymyositis, but she was determined to maximize the
time she had. “Selflivingworkingsewing” was her mantra, her interpreta-
tion of and adaptation to the world in which she found herself, her way of
being human. I had no idea when I began this inquiry how artfully she
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had fashioned the quilt that was her life. If living life is an improvisatory
art (Bateson, 1990), Joanne’s jazzy quilts have much to teach us.

Female children search for role models but often have difficulty imag-
ining female characters that matter. Joanne grew up with a mother who
provided a great deal of confusion and little positive role modeling. Walt
summarizes Joanne’s childhood as “just way too many stepfathers, some
of them abusive.” In many ways Joanne’s mother epitomized female de-
pendence. Everyone knowing her background marvels at Joanne’s ability
to transcend it to be a caring person and an integral part of a stable fam-
ily. But Joanne had found her media; she had her family, her work, and
her play. Each served as a voice of her self-reliant self (for one can be
both self-reliant and a member of a family or team), although in her sew-
ing room she allowed her fabrications to express her. She sewed even
more after the diagnosis of polymyositis, even when she was profoundly
depressed and bothered by “horrible dreams of creepy, crawly critters
over me” and too sick to keep food down. Sewing sustained her: “Did do
a good bit of hand quilting; still too wobbly to go downstairs [to her sew-
ing room].” Two days later: “Spent some time in sewing room—great
feeling” [Diary 2]. There are numerous notes like these.

The materialism of contemporary American culture can protect
and nurture, but it also degrades with its hierarchies and competitive-
ness (Rollins, 1985). The 19th century exaggerated the divergence of
men’s and women’s activities, and wives became more dependent upon
their husbands. The home was idealized as loving and the workplace
as ruthless (Cancian, 1985). While 19th-century Victorianism polarized
the sexes, the past century did much in the West to liberate individuals
from the confines of sex-assigned traits (Heilbrun, 1993). The word an-
drogyny (not to be confused with hermaphroditism) comes from the an-
cient Greek andro (male) and gyn (female). Women can be as self-reliant
as men, men as tender as any stereotype of women. Both are educating
themselves about equality. Social change is never even or without con-
tradictions, however, and conventional definitions of masculine and fem-
inine remain embedded in culture. Even today women shy away from
collective anger at the patriarchy (Heilbrun, 1988). Nursing as a disci-
pline is a prime example of such avoidance (Kavanagh, 2003). But in
dealing with Joanne’s situation, she and Walt displayed an impressive
androgyny.



Quilting Woman: The Gendered Self

Women and suffering are old companions. Although our view keeps
us from seeing existence in its totality, women’s health cannot be isolated
from self, family, and society. Sickness is not understandable apart from
personal lifeways and the social setting in which it occurs (Cassell, 1991a).
Compared with men’s, women’s symptoms are more likely to be bother-
some than life threatening. Women tend to accumulate more nonfatal
problems, more years of sickness and dysfunction, and more years of life
than men, whose lives are often characterized by relative freedom from ill
health or disability but then abbreviated by fatal disease when it does
strike (Verbrugge, 1990). In short, women’s experience of daily symptoms,
chronic conditions, and disability due to health problems exceeds men’s in
each age group, yet their mortality rates are strikingly lower than men’s.

Why do women experience more sickness than men? Any interpreta-
tion is complex. One medical anthropologist closely examining the ques-
tion found that when women talk about their sickness, they talk about
their experiences with home, family, work, and “life’s lesions”—aspects of
living embedded in existential conditions, contradictions, and the exigen-
cies of everyday life (Finkler, 1994). To isolate life’s lesions requires a
contextualized examination of a life and, even then, looking at the totality
of human sickness. Joanne’s illness narrative (Kleinman, 1988) shapes 20
years of living with suffering and pain. Life’s lesions are not fatal; they
grind at the body, mind, and spirit with shifting symptomatologies that
are linked closely with daily experience. Resting on the assumption that
to be human is to simultaneously embody and interact with our physical
and social worlds, illness narratives and life’s lesions are not an analog to
psychosomatic illness, which is lodged in the Cartesian separation of
mind and body and rooted in psychological distress, not the lived world;
instead, they are the embedding of humans in day-to-day experience.

A Few More Inches—The Fat Quarter: Weighing In

Fat is a three-letter word larded with meaning.
Kulick & Meneley, 2005, p. 1

In the West fear of fat has been around for a century, during which
America, preoccupied with slimness, has grown ever heavier. In the
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1970s Joanne and her friends, like many American women, worried
about their weight. “We all did. We obsessed over it. We tried every kind
of exercise and diet plan.” I was shown photographs: Joanne was stylish
and svelte—far slimmer than I ever knew her. By the summer of 1986
Joanne was finally in physical therapy

to rebuild and strengthen neck and shoulders; it hurts GOOD. But big time men-
tal response to Chris seeing me saying “What’s wrong with Mom?” He hadn’t seen
steroid swelling and poor posture problems before he left for the summer. . . .
Bloated face and neck. [Diary 1]

There were also new symptoms. “Is it weather? Drugs or glucose related?
I’m scared and concerned. . . . Steroids alone aren’t doing enough. . . .
Weight 164. I hate these steroids.” Later:

[V]arious tests to stimulate the deltoids show they are dead so we’ll work around
them. I can handle that; just let’s do something. Also started exercising in a
pool—the water feels wonderful. Walt assists and hangs on because I’m so fat my
brain doesn’t know how to swim. . . . Walt can only do so much—he is truly an
angel and without him I’d be nowhere and I know I don’t show appreciation
enough. I worry about him and his weight and me and my weight. [Diary 1]

Joanne, Ski, Carol, and Mary were together for dinner when Joanne
told them the diagnosis. She described polymyositis as progressive, neuro-
muscular, and so on, but it wasn’t until Joanne compared polymyositis to
multiple sclerosis that they “got it—we could relate to that.” Janet, like
Mary, Carol, Clayton (Joanne’s friend since high school), and even Chris
after not seeing Joanne for several months, was shocked and “hardly rec-
ognized her.” Clayton walked right by her at a game. Chris came home
from college and found “something had changed; the disease got far
worse.” Joanne had become heavy; she was so sick as to be unrecognizable.

Filling the Empty Block: Wholeness

Everything is permitted in the imagination.
Levitt, 2003, p. xvi

To lose one’s muscles is to disintegrate, to feel not whole. At best we
are always becoming whole, but never completely whole, and always dis-
integrating as we go. Peeled away like an onion, we search for wholeness,
only to find nothing left to peel. Giving up the ideal of wholeness and



having disintegrated sufficiently to be touched by life, one is empty. It is
a spiritual emptiness, an attitude of nonattachment, an openness to let-
ting go (Moore, 2002) that is sometimes valuable and at other times
threatening. People caught up in the collective unconsciousness of the
time may not feel the struggle for meaning, but that often changes with
serious illness. People have an instinct for transcendence (Moore, 2002).
For some there is religion or reclamation in art; for Joanne it was working
and sewing. Whatever the medium of expression, it is both paramount
and mysterious. Isak Dinesen described the relationship between her art
and her life as constituting “a pair of locked caskets, each containing the
key to the other” (Thurman, 1982, p. 182). In January 1990 Joanne listed
her goals:

to be able to shampoo my own hair, to be able to put on a fashionable jacket, to
be able to bathe myself (especially underarms), to wear hair piled on top of my
head, to train [my] dog, to save $100 month, to maintain my job, and [to] com-
plete the sampler quilt before Christmas. [Diary 1]

Soon there were notes about having to give up the extra strain of “doggie
training” and “backing out of the [nurses’ association] stuff.” Quilting
continued, and she bought her Berninas: “Maybe I’ll sell quilts. . . . You
know what’s sad, except for my men [Joanne’s collective term for Walt,
Skip, and Chris], there is no one who will get excited with me about this
major purchase and happening” [Diary 1]. (No wonder Joanne and I
liked each other when we finally met.) Work was increasingly stressful,
Joanne wrote, “but I won’t give in. I’m staying excited and positive about
crafts. Will be a Master of Crafts soon. Learned smocking, tatting, appli-
qué sew and ‘no sew’ so far this summer. [Also] doing a lot of strategizing
with Ski about work” [Diary 1]. And Joanne set a new goal: “to DANCE
at Skip and Kristin’s wedding.” On the day after “THE” wedding, she re-
ported: “Everything was wonderful” [Diary 1].

Pathos and tragedy are no substitute for reflection. In the intersub-
jective medium of social transactions in local moral worlds that we call
experience, people search for the right teacher, the best book, the perfect
community—but it takes a lot of energy and may leave little room for re-
flection and emptiness. Some people spot their potential shaman in re-
covery from serious illness or some disaster, but how suffering is linked to
spirituality is a mystery—although few doubt that it is. From Zen we
learn that we never understand anything fully, from Taoism we find
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strength in yielding and accept the inaccuracy of our conception of the
meaning of things. Christian mystics teach contentment in unknowing
and risking the darkness (Moore, 2002). While lack of belief is associated
with emptiness and ineffectuality, however, belief can be demanding,
anxiety generating, self-satisfying, and potentially painful when confused
with allegiance to an organization. Over the years Joanne reconciled her-
self with the religion of her youth. It helped a great deal, but living in a
society that focuses on information and operates from anxiety also re-
quires approaches that offer calm and joy. Anxiety comes from weakness
in imagination, but Joanne had plenty of that as well as purpose. During
the three and a half decades Walt worked for the federal government
Joanne had half a dozen different nursing jobs. Her life was a patchwork
of jobs in different areas of nursing plus new symptoms and more falls.

Funny handwriting? Broke right arm upper humerus on Tuesday 6/23 leaving
work. Five stitches in eyebrow—embarrassed. Now I’m tied up to myself. It’s
hell. Dr. said I’ll heal but will take longer and my greatest problem is to fall again
and do more damage.

7/13 saw Karen to gain insight why I’m hating this injury so much. [Diary 1]

Soon Joanne broke her leg. Walt, her cobeing in this world (Heidegger,
2001), tried to break Joanne’s fall, which she could not do herself without
upper arm muscles: “We took care of each other.”

The Nursing Quilt

I realized the depth of Joanne’s attachment (she referred to it as
being stitched) to both nursing and quilting when she talked me into
making a quilt block for a project by the state nurses’ association. Jung
(1977) saw the crisis of modern life as the loss of an appreciation for the
sacred and holy; for Joanne, nursing was both secular and sacred. Nurs-
ing is in large part about authority, science, and doing, but in the imagina-
tive refining of the emotions and life’s complexities, spiritual depth has
many images. The Pueblo Indians center their religion around the kiva,
in which the goal is to be open to being guided (Waters, 1969). Irish fu-
neral processions often intentionally wander, taking the long route from
church to cemetery. Why shouldn’t Joanne find what she needed in nurs-
ing, even though she could no longer do the clinical work she loved? A
face-to-face encounter with all five senses, nursing is hands-on. Nurses
have a professional responsibility for human needs and existence. Within



limits, they help lend compassion in unpretentious presence between
people, emerging in the meeting between suffering and love. I made my
square, and Joanne submitted it with hers. I thought about those squares
after Joanne died. Around 1993, when she noticed increasing weakness
in her upper legs, Joanne decided (based on an interest that went back at
least to being close to a Jewish roommate and her mother during nursing
school) that integrating cultural diversity and cultural competence into
nursing was her life’s mission. Her quilt square depicted cross-cultural
nursing. Joanne made me a pot holder in the same design: the earth sur-
rounded by appliquéd hands of many shades. I asked Walt one day what
Joanne’s favorite design was, and he described the one on my pot holder.

Moore (2002) recounts the story of a Sufi master who set himself up
at a crossroads. He lit a bright lamp and, some distance away, a candle.
Then he sat by the candle and read his book. People asked why he didn’t
read by the bright lamp. He explained that the lamp attracted all the
moths, who ignored the candle and left him to read in peace. I wondered
if Joanne was the moth going after the brightness with her quilts and
crafts but decided I had it wrong. She loved human diversity and was in-
trigued by her observations in the clinics and by the stories of Walt’s mis-
sionary aunt and uncle, Betty and William. She thrived on learning all she
could and was interested in alternative healing methods, although she
seems to have given herself permission to employ them only peripherally.
Perhaps if cross-cultural nursing had had more clearly defined applica-
tions she would not have moved from job to job seeking a forum for an-
other expression of her creativity and caring.

Joanne loved nursing. She was a nurse for more than 40 years, be-
ginning as a hospital diploma graduate and eventually earning a baccalau-
reate and a master’s degree, the latter more than a decade after being
diagnosed with polymyositis. Occupational cohesiveness and networks
provide both logical solutions to practical problems and emotional sup-
port (Kavanagh, 1989); most of Joanne’s closest friends both worked and
went to school with her. After working all week the women went to school
most of the weekend. Janet told stories of five carpooling nurses support-
ing each other. They taught Joanne to drink Bailey’s Irish Cream: “She
was never much of a drinker, but she learned to like that well enough.”

Over time, Joanne worked in maternity, emergency, and shock
trauma; helped establish emergency response facilities and walk-in health
centers; managed clinical support services; and taught nursing. Finally,
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she worked in utilization review. Known as an excellent supervisor, a “get-
in-there-with-you” person, “Joanne tended to get along with others.”
Even when the polymyositis was so intrusive that Walt had to transport
her, Joanne would “not give up working because it meant giving in to
the disease.” Some of her closest friends believe that it was “doing what
she really loved—nursing—that did her in.” They describe her as driven,
whether healthy or ill. Joanne planned not to retire. “She said they were
not good planners and needed the income,” Janet said, “but what Joanne
meant was she was not going to retire because it meant giving in to the
disease. Quality living meant doing things. It was many years before qual-
ity of life meant cutting back. . . . I tried hard to talk her into not working.
If she would rest a little . . .”

Nursing practice changed substantially during Joanne’s four decades.
Most recently, healthcare reform has resulted in increasing workloads
(sicker patients, more technology, and more paperwork), time compres-
sion, and increased dependence on minimally trained labor—all mani-
festing values of economics and efficiency rather than care per se. Joanne
welcomed the increased cultural diversity she met in nursing but not the
compromises she observed in patient care. In the transformed hospital

Left: Joanne, 1963
Above: Joanne, 2003



organization there is little of the consultation and camaraderie that
Joanne and her colleagues valued, laments Carol, a nurse-executive.

In the early 1970s, when mortalities in shock trauma were more com-
mon than they are today, Joanne and her colleagues openly discussed “the
meaning of it all.” As trauma medicine advanced, Joanne, Carol, Ski, and
Mary took care of many young people who died. They developed a
rhythm in their work and great respect for each other. Joanne and her col-
leagues “were closer than sisters; we talked about everything together. . . .
We all grew up then,” Carol says, “and we grew up together.” Many of
the policies and procedures used in trauma care today were developed by
this team. Although they used known techniques, there were few trauma
protocols except for patients known to be terminal, leading to innumer-
able conversations about the ethics and meaning of suffering and of dying.

Many of their patients faced severe posttrauma disabilities, yet the
head of the trauma facility insisted that families not be allowed in to be
with patients. The nurses circumvented that dictum, and Mary, as nurse-
manager, made sure a nurse accompanied any physician talking with a
family. Too often the nurses saw families dissolving over the trauma sus-
tained by one of their members. Joanne helped mediate the family ac-
ceptance movement and the development of support groups. She also
developed a puppet educational project to teach children about safety.
Carol said, “She loved nursing and she loved using nursing differently.”

In her eulogy for Joanne, Ski talked about Joanne’s desire to leave a
legacy. Walt thought about the family and I thought about quilts, but Ski
was referring to nursing:

She always wanted to make a difference. Nursing had such an important impact
on people’s lives and it gave her a way to keep on fighting. . . . Joanne wanted all
the information she could get and she wanted it straight. On the other hand, she
would not pay attention to the really negative parts. We talked about so much of
this back in Shock Trauma and since, the “what if.”

Having seen and worked with people in dire need and mortal peril
surely influenced Joanne’s management of her own situation. I wondered
whether being a nurse might have implied a responsibility to be “tougher
than real life” or that others were worse off than she was, rendering her
own situation inconsequential. It is often said that nurses learn how to
take better care of others than of themselves. How does working with
others who are desperately ill affect one’s ability to meet one’s personal
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needs? In her diaries Joanne tended to retreat into medical jargon when
her emotions erupted. She consistently juxtaposed biomedical observa-
tions with her own visceral responses, but she seldom dealt on paper with
the pain caused when the ragged edges of those realities either grated to-
gether or left gaping holes.

Creating a Pattern of Quilt Blocks: Arranging

When life gives you scraps, make a quilt.
Refrigerator magnet

To move along without a plan or goal is to be empty and generous,
saturated with mystery (Moore, 2002)—but frustrated, if one is a skilled
woman with things one wants to do. Joanne was not about to let poly-
myositis define or confine her, although sometimes she was powerless to
prevent just that. The Romantics are said to have dealt successfully with
death by transcending it: they allowed their artistic impulses to outshine
and dwarf illness, thereby preventing it from being reduced to a patho-
logical condition (Croce, 1994–1995). I’d like to ask Joanne how she saw
herself conducting her last score of years now that I understand more
fully what she did. It was like her quilting: “She never talked much about
quilting, she just did it,” just as she did many things, most of them related
to giving. When Skip and Kristen (an elementary school teacher) were
busy with two small children and expecting a third, Joanne and Walt
started taking dinner over to the family one evening each week, a pattern
they continued long after Devon arrived.

Joanne was honest about her condition, but she simply never brought
it up or discussed the experience in depth. Consequently, her friends
“did not look much at the disease but only at Joanne”; they fell into step
when Joanne didn’t talk about her feelings. Even her grandson Connor
talks about remembering “the whole person Grandma Jo was.” Mary
said, “She was taking care of all of us while we were minimizing attention
to her condition because she let us. Perhaps her creative outlets let her
do that.” The trade-off was that Joanne closed down potential avenues of
support, but control was so important to her that she left no evidence of
regretting the exchange. Throughout the interviews people communi-
cated that they really respected Joanne; they were awed by her ability to



live around the disease, and no one talked about feeling sorry for her,
even when she was most debilitated. That is a significant constituent of
Joanne’s legacy.

Everyone also acknowledges that Joanne had a stubborn streak. She
loved the scent of patchouli and wore it every day, even though many
people don’t find it pleasant. She had an aversion to wearing an emer-
gency call button, despite her proclivity for falling and not being able to
get up again. When Chris and Kathleen were planning their wedding,
Kathleen’s mother pointed out to Joanne that she did not think it appro-
priate for the groom’s mother to wear the same flowers as the bride car-
ried. Joanne retorted, “I’m paying for the flowers, and I will wear any
flowers I like.” She liked the bride’s white gardenias, so she wore them
too. Skip and Kristen shared the group photo: everyone is in black or
white except Joanne, who is smiling in scarlet. Chris says, “My mother’s
relationship with polymyositis was really one of anger. She had to put up
with it, but she never accepted it or gave in to it for a moment. It’s just
that she felt she was a burden, and was angry about that.” And when she
rebelled, it was in living color.

Joanne feared that people thought she was malingering or hypochon-
driacal; her symptoms were unusual, didn’t show, came and went, and
were not explainable, so she minimized and marginalized them. Nurses
are accustomed to maintaining confidentiality, and Joanne did exactly
that. The more I talked with people, the more clear it became that each
person in her personal realm thought Joanne was sharing “her real pain”
with someone else. Sometimes she provided explanations, such as when
Skip, a physical education teacher and lifeguard, questioned why she
could not do a full-range muscular workout. But when it came to living,
she did it with all the aesthetic knowing associated with suffering (Cas-
sell, 1991b). She did not talk about her condition and neatly misled her
friends into believing that she was in therapy to discuss the deeper issues.
She did indeed maintain contact with Karen, a nurse-therapist Joanne
respected and admired. But Karen, going back over her records, was
amazed at Joanne’s skillful maneuvering away from discussion of living
with a chronic, debilitating disease. Karen wrote:

Of all the chronically ill patients I ever treated (hundreds), she was by far the
most adamantly opposed to being defined in any way with her disability. It wasn’t
denial; it was simply a position she maintained to approach accomplishing what I
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think she most needed—staying a productive person, who largely defined herself
by her work and family. . . . She sewed out her frustrations.

I revisited Joanne’s utter insistence that we NOT focus on her illness. She
clearly said that was not what defined her and that she had done all the mental
stuff related to it that she cared to at the time, and she was with me to talk about
her issues with her Mom.

Joanne simply set boundaries—her chronicity was taboo. Karen
continues:

One of my longest-living Non-Hodgkin’s Lymphoma patients REFUSED to
read one work or investigate one thing about the disease, and lived 2+ years
longer than every expert gave her, including all of us, her medical friends/col-
leagues. We read everything and had her in the grave instantly; if she ever read
what we did, she would have died much sooner, I am convinced. Again, positive
denial and the differing needs for information—Joanne was very informed, but
just didn’t dwell.

Joanne worked with her friend Marie in the late 1970s. They re-
mained close over the years, and their relationship intensified a few years
ago when Marie was diagnosed with an autoimmune syndrome and
learned firsthand the frustrations of not knowing what was happening or
why. Marie says both she and Joanne were resolute about putting forth
that healthy presence. Yet even with Marie there was “a point at which
you stopped asking questions,” because “Joanne did not talk about having
poly.” Marie believes that Joanne probably could have helped herself by
getting more rest, but Joanne simply “wasn’t going down.” When Marie
was diagnosed, Joanne said, “You don’t deserve that. It’s unfair.” Marie
replied, “You say that to me?”

Why didn’t Joanne share her experience more? No one knows why.
Perhaps because of her childhood, which was difficult, she learned not to
trust others with her deeper dilemmas. Perhaps, being a woman of her
era, she was not comfortable sharing bewildering personal information.
Perhaps when a disease is too amorphous to describe with any certainty,
the risk of being misunderstood is simply too great. Perhaps being a
nurse meant she could not act in any way that might be construed as
minimizing others’ plights. Perhaps Joanne believed she could become
the person she presented herself as. In any case, her choices seem to re-
flect a closure upon herself and her own reality that felt both significant
and correct to her (Nancy, 1997).



For a seriously ill clinician there is particular agony when caregivers
withdraw from treating the ill colleague as an equal. In volume 1 of this
series there is a story of a nurse for whom loss of identity as a critical care
nurse was one of the most painful aspects of her increasingly poor health
(Kavanagh, 2002). Did Joanne read that story? If she did, she might have
recognized her pattern of not talking about her health problems as insur-
ance against being rejected by others who were so much a part of her pri-
vate and professional life.

Joanne knew that insisting that others’ lives be changed often does
more to declare their inadequacies than to improve lives. Her self-reliant
being resisted being a burden, surely a legacy of the rugged individualism
that fueled American history and, later, its androgyny. Kathleen de-
scribed Joanne as “someone who rejected traditional gender roles—a
proud woman. . . . I’d never been around women that age who could do
so much!” Joanne appreciated help when it was given, but she was loath
to ask for it. Kathleen described feeling good about their choice of a
home without steps and about small considerations such as giving Joanne
a towel to put on her chest, since she could not lift her head and often
spilled food. In reality we are better at imagining how burdensome we
are than we are at actually asking and being open to the response. To
Joanne it was a “package deal”—“That is me; that’s who I am.” She was
living a life no one has any idea how to live, but she left few doubts about
her intent to do it her way.

A Time to Stitch, a Stitch in Time: Producing and Creating

The universe moved from a self-unfolding phenomenon to one that was
created.

Diekelmann, 2005, p. 7

Life is a collage of difficult tasks. Composing a life is like making a
quilt: “[T]he materials are known, the hands skillful in tasks familiar from
thousands of performances, the fit of the completed whole in the com-
mon life is understood” (Bateson, 1990, p. 1). Joanne was a nurse through
and through. Being a nurse appealed to her; Walt says it is the only thing
she ever wanted to be (not the only thing she did, but the only thing she
wanted to be). She was a nurse, and that was often not easy for her. There
is a kind of clear darkness in her living and caring: harrowing periods of
insecurity juxtaposed with a deep bond with people unlike Joanne herself.
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Perhaps she was a complex, compelling person because of her struggle
with an inner driving force, being in the world and thrown into a world of
suffering and meaning (Heidegger, 1927/1962a).

Nursing’s materialistic methods of learning leave one to reconcile
living on the edge of understanding with working in a system of applied
knowledge implemented in life-and-death situations (Kavanagh, 2003).
In the academic world we learn to worry about the validity of thoughts
rather than to trust our intuition and imagination. As nurses we are taught
not to own our uncertainty but to believe that correct actions are linked to
positive outcomes. We make life-and-death decisions and depend on
ideology to ensure their “correctness.” We are not taught the ancient spir-
itual traditions of the senses or much about worlds other than the physi-
cal. There are books for developing skills and for crafting souls. Nursing is
about the former; we grapple with experience to develop the latter.

Creativity is a gift given to those who are receptive to receiving it.
By using and adding to the gift we are brought closer to whole (Metzger,
1992). In our culture a sharp distinction is made between creativity and
standardization. Scattered throughout Joanne’s diaries among the lab
results and health concerns are numerous notes: “finished cross-stitch
coasters,” “worked on quilt,” “spent time sewing,” “prepared fabric for
Lynn’s quilt,” “no procedures today; goal is complete some craft projects”
[Diary 1]. It is our birthright to create—the urge to do so is inherent
in human nature. Much has been written about anger being the conse-
quence of repressing creativity and individuality as well as about whether
art respects or disrespects the suffering of those portrayed. Art is among
the most visible means of bringing attention to suffering (Spelman,
1997). When the artist is the sufferer, creating is both respectful and a
medium of healthy expression.

Being creative requires giving ourselves permission to do the work
we want and need to do (Levitt, 2003). Joanne took sewing courses when
her sons were small. Later, friends such as Marie introduced her to new
challenges, including quilting. Joanne sewed what she had imagined and
what she had not, for as creations evolve one never really knows exactly
how they will be. There is a willingness to risk that brings the moment
and the work to life in a way that did not previously exist. Free and ex-
pressive exploration instills identity in each unique creation. Quilts exude
presence and the making of memories. Those that Joanne made for “the
boys” when they went to college in the early 1980s were her first. Skip’s
was used so long that it “wore totally out.”



Sewing and quilting also engage solitude and concentration. Immer-
sion in one’s passion is integral to finding ways to dull the awareness of
disease and disability. Only the courageous grant themselves permission
to make room enough for that part of themselves (Levitt, 2003). Imagina-
tion creates a sacred space, a temporarily real world that is not fully lost
with the end of play. Joanne literally made a place for her “play”; Walt
nurtured it and kept its boxes of fabric stocked, spending “many a day in
a fabric shop.” Joanne’s quilts overflowed into other people’s lives. Her
favorite was whichever one she was working on at the time. There was
order and security in the ritual of creating, presenting holiday gifts, and
gathering at quilt shows. Such play was recognized by Plato as both sa-
cred and indispensable for the well-being of the community:

God alone is worthy of supreme seriousness, but man is made God’s plaything,
and that is the best part of him. . . . What, then, is the right way of living? Life
must be lived as a play, playing certain games, making sacrifices, singing and
dancing, and then a man will be able to propitiate the gods, and defend himself
against his enemies, and win in the contest. (Plato Laws 7.796, cited in Huizinga,
1967, pp. 18–19)

Joanne loved play of all kinds, and she loved to dance. She and Walt did
the slow dances, and she and Clayton swung through the fast ones. Clay-
ton says their 25th high-school reunion in 1985 was the last time they
danced. The diagnosis came around that time, and Joanne stopped at-
tending reunions. She could no longer dance, but she could still play.

Art is not limited to specific forms of high culture or great profundity.
Art celebrates play as craft celebrates art. The play element in culture
was in full swing in the 18th century and has been on the wane since, with
aesthetic concerns giving way to science, which is played with firmer rules
and applied more seriously. To the scientific eye the world does not have
personality (Moore, 2002); to the artist’s eye it is a work of mystery and
character. Quilting, neither frivolous nor strictly rule bound, progressed
to being art from the salvaging of old fabrics to create needed bed cov-
erings. Like many artful endeavors it takes faith and calm patience. An
actor’s stage, a painter’s canvas, a quilter’s cutting board—each is an empty
space where the imagination makes contact with the irony of living a seri-
ous life while knowing neither the end nor the meaning of it all (Moore,
2002). There is a dramatic clarity in producing something beautiful from
ordinary pieces and small actions. Hand-pieced crafts are idealized in a
world in which the signs of the hand and imagination together are ever
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scarcer. We are seduced by convenience but awed by artful work in
which the senses meet spirit and inspiration.

The Joy of Patches: Piecing Together Play and Sacrifice

Animals also play, so play is older than human culture. All play is sig-
nificant; it means something beyond physiological phenomena or psycho-
logical reflexes. Play is both a natural part of being and part of its mystery.
It is a mystery why we suffer and how we should respond to tragedy and
why someone facing devastating loss and disease is also expected not to
make jokes. People expect cheerfulness and patience in a disabled per-
son’s character but not that the person have a good time (Mairs, 1996).
Joseph Campbell (1970) cautioned that there is delusion in taking our
views too seriously. Myths and delusions are among many examples of
humankind’s creativity; stories and play are natural correlates. Humor
takes on deeper, darker meanings at times, but it has the power to make
the mundane memorable. Joanne loved jokes. She would call Clayton
and tell him she needed a joke for some special person or occasion. He
had a ready repertoire—not that it much mattered, he chuckles, because
she often either mixed up the story or forgot the punch line. “But how
she’d laugh!”

Some people collapse in the face of adversity; others find meaning
in everyday challenge. It is tempting to assume that everyone with physi-
cal limitations is plagued with low spirits and to think that they “must be
jollied out of them” (Mairs, 1996, p. 103). Despondency and desperation
are not essential responses to pain and debility, which may alter who one
is without making a being less human or independent in spirit. Joanne
coped. Skip changed steps to small risers, and Walt had a chairlift in-
stalled, got a lift for the toilet, and put in bathroom rails. Joanne loved
Skip’s wedding at the beach, with the groom and his men in formal tux-
edo jackets and beach shorts and the rehearsal dinner a barbecue. Kris-
ten said, “She loved stories about the children and thought almost every-
thing they did was funny.” Joanne simply enjoyed games and people
playing. She loved “yard sale-ing” with her friend Millie or her daughter-
in-law Kristen, and she made colorful shorts for the students in Chris’s
drum corps (he teaches music in an elementary school where he has de-
veloped an African program and Afro-Caribbean and Brazilian themes).
Instead of “jams,” these were “jellies,” created in the zaniest fabrics
Joanne could find. They might have animals on them, or fruit, and several
sets had concentric circles on the bottom. Joanne, who had played



the trombone in her high-school
band, never got to do most of the
traveling she wanted to, but “she
loved travel and music,” Chris
says, “and she loved my drums.
They made lots of noise.” Today
the hard work of making a playful
spirit—of seeing humor and joy in
the everyday—is found at home
and at work, in the ordinary (Ben-
der, 1996; Moore, 2002).

Clowning is a comfortable
form of humor. It causes people
to think about things in new ways
and makes them laugh, clearing
worry from their minds. There is
no need to decide whether laugh-
ing is appropriate; the clowns give
permission, and one just laughs,

usually at them doing everyday things in an exaggerated way. The pianist
sits to play and finds the seat too far away, so he pulls the seat up to the
piano; the clown gets up, walks around and pushes the piano toward the
seat, then walks back to sit down again. How similar that seems to some
of the strategies Joanne developed to accomplish simple goals when her
physical limitations interfered. Clowns help us laugh at ourselves (Ward,
1988), and Joanne did that when her failing muscles intercepted grace.
Clowns are extreme, not trapped in neutral states. They just get on with
solving the problem in the most absurd way possible (Ward, 1988).

Walt is known internationally in the world of clowning, and Joanne
loved traveling with him to events and conventions. His tramp character,
Wally, is similar to an Auguste (the colorful character with baggy trousers,
painted face, and a red nose), but with a beard. The tramp is drawn to the
elegance and knowing of the more priggish whiteface clown but is a fig-
ure of pathos, stirring melancholy emotions and allowing us to laugh at
him as he bungles skills and reminds us of what we often take for granted
(Ward, 1988). His suffering leads us to new consciousness. “It’s good for
your health to be a clown, you know. . . . Why do parents want their chil-
dren to work in offices and not be clowns? It’s all wrong” (Fellini, 1976,
p. 73).
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What is the fun of playing? Play is voluntary; like caring, it can-
not be authentically compelled. Play stands outside ordinary life while
being part of it. Whatever the rules of the game, they are essential
(break them, and the game is over), yet the contrast between play and
seriousness is always fluid (Huizinga, 1967). How like the quilt, with an
intricate design yet never exact and perfect, for what in life ever is?
The spirit of imagination is as present in the clown as in the quilt. Both
provide a sense that life is bigger than we fully understand and remind
us that we are surrounded by the mystery of unrecognized potential. To
make someone laugh—I doubt anyone could hear Joanne laugh with-
out smiling, and she laughed often and heartily—is to make a moment
special, something that someone would love, as was sewing up a storm
in what was known to her familiars as “the real Joanne’s fabric store”
and making quilts. Mairs (1994) points out that seeking other forms of
expression for our deepest self is neither denial nor irresponsibility.
Such immersion dissolves the usual thoughts and feelings in the endless
realm of spirit and imagination as we create something new and par-
take in a sacred joy. When Joanne was not working, she was usually
sewing.

Stacks of Fabric and the Art of Matching: Hope and Relating

We probably never appreciate the here and now until it is challenged
(Lindbergh, 1955), and, however belatedly, we learn we must take care of
it. Hall (2004) challenges the culture of healthcare in its counsel that ig-
noring the consequences of a diagnosis is denial and engaging fully with
life in the face of illness creates “false hope.” Humans’ understandings of
themselves come from society’s beliefs about them (Mead, 1964). When
those understandings substitute stark reality, information, and technol-
ogy for hope, one is left bereft. Hope is hope, and it need not be blatantly
realistic to be helpful. Hope need not be for cure; it can be for healing, a
sense of well-being. When we don’t fear darkness, we find treasures in
that darkness (Siegel, 2004b).

Self-care is vital to our sense of ethical justice and our capacity for
kindness toward others (Diller, 1999). It means learning to trust, love,
and rely on ourselves and others, learning the significance of our own
strength, to give all that we have, to forgive ourselves and others, and to
accept meaning in our lives in whatever form it presents itself (Hall,
2004). If the self is a series of contingent, ever-changing momentary and



elusive experiences, believing we still contribute, bringing care to people,
and making them happy remain purposeful and meaningful.

In the barrage of self-talk that accompanies being alone with new
experiences, the self is “less like an object than like a space occupied by
a jostling crowd” (DuPrau, 1992, p. 68) with the singular subject of the
self. Self-talk manifests and reinforces our beliefs about ourselves. If this
multiplicity of internal voices is demeaning, self-regard is undermined
and disrespected. If it addresses the self with respect and understanding,
it can provide a receptive personal space for openness and honesty. Self-
talk affects actions and decisions in the sense of self-fulfilling prophecies:
when one feels useful and contributing, one is useful and contributing. On
the other hand, self-disparaging self-talk is common, especially over is-
sues of power (Diller, 1999); attitude can change what we do for someone
into what we do to them. People presume that pain should be eliminated,
most often by leaving the scene. Rarely do others maintain the closeness
they had when they find out that someone is seriously ill (Hall, 2004).

To be caring in behavior we seek compassion. There is a chance that
this transcendence might bring forth a consciousness rather than simple
Dasein (Renaut, 1997). To Heidegger a transcendent imagination is nec-
essary because, even in the dimension of spontaneity, the human mind is
limited in capacity. It sketches out an image of objectivity and places it
before itself in the expectation of perception. Understanding depends on
imagination, which introduces a dimension of receptivity precisely where
the mind is active. Respect appears to Heidegger as that moment of re-
ceptivity with regard to moral law that constitutes the practical subject by
conferring upon it a dimension of openness and thus transcendence.

In many traditions respect applies to persons, not things. Although
myths of early peoples suggest a divinity that can be represented in femi-
nine as well as masculine form, patriarchy dominates in the Judeo-
Christian and Islamic traditions almost to the exclusion of the feminine
or any androgynous interpretation (Campbell, 1970). Heidegger (1962b)
shows that dependence does not disappear; it is at the level of intuition
or, perhaps, understanding and reason. Did Joanne know at some level
that as a woman it is sometimes things made or done with one’s own
hands that bring respect? Employing a substitute to represent one’s self is
a form of justice. It carries a concern tied to the desire to meet people’s
needs (Lerner, 1980). Quilts are inherently concretely understandable,
and they embody the potential to meet myriad personal needs.
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Seeing the Whole Quilt: Making Sense of It All

Life is licking honey off a thorn.
Furst, 2003

What does it mean to be a person who suffers? The body grasps the
world and moves with intention in that meaningful world (Merleau-
Ponty, 1962). Some say suffering is valuable because we learn from it, but
that suggests steady progress toward a self. Some claim a more romantic
view of suffering as bringing us to our humanity (Moore, 2002). Still
others explore the chakras, the gifts of the earth, survival, self-esteem,
health, determination, rational thought, or higher consciousness (Myss,
2004). Rabbi Harold Kushner (1989) initially assumed that most people
were going on with their lives while at any given moment a small sliver of
humanity was afflicted and suffered. Instead, he has learned, there is a lot
of hurting out there—multitudes of “life’s lesions” (Finkler, 1994)—and
that organized religion is inadequate to ease all of the pain all of the time,
and even that people who try to help often make things worse. Kushner
concluded that a warm hug and some patient listening mend far more
hearts than platitudes. Lerner (1980) adds the caution of perspective,
using the example of health professionals who don’t see persons experi-
encing misery but only objects to be treated or cured. It is not a question
of whose side God was on in the concentration camps but whom the suf-
fering serves (Soelle, 1975). The significance of death and suffering is in
learning not to fear tomorrow.

We live in a time of rebellious particularisms—ethnic, racial, po-
litical, sexual—against the totalizing ideologies that dominated preced-
ing decades (Laclau, 1996). In healthcare, in addition to individual ex-
perience and the social symbolism of sickness, there is the body politic
(Scheper-Hughes & Lock, 1987). Yet, as absolute subjectivity collapses
before postmodernism, so does the possibility of an absolute object, so
we live as bricoleurs in a plural world, making decisions within incom-
plete systems of rules (Laclau, 1996). No matter the philosophical turn-
ings, however, that which is the result of the action of people can be
changed. Joanne faced what we all must, in some form and at some time,
and she did it with a zest for living that those involved with this memoir
marvel at and admire. At the same time, we wonder what might have
made things easier for Joanne, what healthcare personnel might have



done differently, and how we as her friends might have diminished her
suffering.

Hall (2004) frankly separates the “diagnosed” from others “not-
diagnosed-yet”; “nobody is dying more than anybody else. We are all liv-
ing as long as we live” (pp. 15, 20). She discusses turning fear into cour-
age through a deep listening to the basic essentials of living, a striving to
transform illness into exploration of one’s strengths focused both on sur-
vival and on acquiring health. A life-threatening diagnosis lands us in a
“beclouded, depressed, terrified, and uncanny” (Hall, 2004, p. 1) liminal-
ity that becomes the enemy. One goes to biomedicine to cure disease, not
necessarily to seek healing or health.

“There is a great deal of suffering in life. It is unbelievable what
people can endure.” The words are Janet’s, but others among Joanne’s
friends and family said similar things. Illness can bring a sense of futility,
loss of control and of everything we know, and a sense of being alienated,
alone inside ourselves. People respond in various ways when the body—
always taken for granted—cannot be counted on to sustain life in a de-
pendable, acceptable manner. They cope and crumble, find places of ad-
justment, or want to “cut, burn, or poison the part of the body that is
troublesome and without another thought, keep traveling along their
same path” (Hall, 2004, p. 3). Dwelling in unattached “humanness, with-
out resorting to time-filling activity, is one of the scariest things one can
imagine” (Hall, 2004, p. 5). You learn that help lies within you and all
around you; wisdom, healing power, and life lessons are available. Some
find these in prayer or use meditation as a way of listening to their being;
some use imaging to explore their inner seeds of healing. But keeping
busy is helpful only if there is personal meaning in it.

“Surviving starts out as a state of mind and a state of mental and phys-
ical readiness to live life to the fullest” (Hall, 2004, p. 9). Joanne’s body did
not survive, but part of her does. Survivors have a sense of meaningfulness
and purpose in life (Moore, 1992). Joanne had purpose and made a differ-
ence. Her caring made a profound impact on innumerable lives: patients,
family, friends, even her beloved dogs and Emmy Lou, the calico cat that
still inhabits Joanne’s sewing room. And for those privileged to be part of
her life, her sewing and crafts left a tangible legacy of reminders and com-
fort, a sense of life grounded and anchored. Like her work, Joanne’s sew-
ing was a spiritual practice, and the creative person engaged in her life-
enhancing work is neither exhausted nor disinterested. Creative work is
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play; the creator loses track of time and distress while she is wrapped up
in a creative trance, and she can’t be sick or in dire pain when she is so busy
that she loses track of time. It is both clearing and release—that nearness
that gathers everything (Heidegger, 1927/1962a, 1977). Everyone needs a
special corner of the universe where she can take time for herself and let
the waves of life flow through her (Siegel, 2004a). I treasure imagining
Joanne in “the real Joanne’s fabric store,” accessible to her with her chair-
lift, allowing temporality to claim her (Diekelmann, 2005) as she sewed
away “with Neil Diamond cranked up high.” It was both Joanne’s caring
for herself and her being with others in the making of quilts that would
stand in for her when she was no longer physically present, creating a
provenance of meaning that is “never other than we” (Nancy, 2000, p. 27).
Perhaps Joanne’s greatest legacy was her sheer humanness, her not being
all that different from the rest of us. She leaves a legacy that assures us
that, since she did it, we have at least a model to consider.

Quilts stand on their own, much like van Gogh’s painting of “a pair of
peasant shoes and nothing more” (Heidegger, 1977, p. 157), while speak-
ing with a clarity etched by experience itself. During her last several
years Joanne signed her e-mails to me “Namasté” (“the divine in me
honors the divine in you”). No one I asked knew why she used that salu-
tation, but it was typical of her subtlety. Joanne captured her spirit in her
art, just as Aphrodite is said to have stirred a statue to life by placing a
butterfly on it. Where that spirit is present, life goes on. There are many
caring arts: the pragmatic—getting down to sitting level to converse eye
to eye with someone in a wheelchair; the considerate—not asking ques-
tions more personal than you would be comfortable answering yourself;
the empathetic—not offering pity. People are not taught how to find hap-
piness; with positive messages so rare, they are taught to drift into doubt,
guilt, blame, or shame. “Encouragement [is] the helium of life” (Siegel,
1998, p. 26). Joanne, as much a giver as a doer, set out to make the lives of
those around her different from the one she grew up with.

How might intervention in Joanne’s journey have made a difference?
If Joanne had made her self-talk about her relationship with polymyositis
or disability better known, others could have responded with language
that was caring, cooperative, respectful, and honest. Would that have
helped? Caring listening means starting where the other is, respecting
that, and then moving on. Healthcare, traditionally a function of the fam-
ily, is being reclaimed by many people who operate out of paradigms dif-
ferent from those generally espoused by health professionals (McGuire,



1988). The current resurgence of interest in and popularity of alternative
and complementary approaches to healing suggests a cultural shift in
underlying beliefs about health and healing in the United States (En-
gebretson, 1994). Some of Joanne’s friends doubt that Joanne had great
faith in biomedicine, but she was not seriously into alternative approaches
either. Joanne dabbled in complementary remedies such as aromather-
apy because they made her feel good; they were healing and pleasurable,
not curative.

Joanne and her friends, as experienced nurses, were and are not with-
out doubts about the allopathic biomedical paradigm. They know that
even “side effects” can be lethal, as ultimately occurred in Joanne’s case.
On the other hand, while “alternative medicines are time-proven,” as
Marie put it, the culture of science inhibits their utilization. When “you
use biomedicine and you feel better than you did, you invest physically,
psychologically, and financially in it.” Joanne was prescribed huge doses
of pharmaceuticals; she had great difficulty dealing with them both phys-
ically and intellectually—but she complied.

Joanne was a nurse, and “[n]ursing is a noble profession but too often
a terrible job” (Chambliss, 1996, p. 1). The moral commitment to the wel-
fare of the “whole person” gets buried under medical directives and fi-
nancial and administrative imperatives. As Marie pointed out, “You have
to trust somebody, but you are confused and desperate. Collaboration
sounds so ideal, but no one really shares whatever it is you are going
through.” Nursing is in the throes of a paradigm shift, but nurses ques-
tion whether the profession has the courage to make the change toward a
caring paradigm involving the whole human being—one of body, mind,
and spirit—with dignity, which for nurses often involves sharing the suf-
fering of others (Eriksson, 1994).

Being Sewn as a Quilt: About Being Human

When the joints ache
When the hips break
When the eyes grow dim
Then I remember the great life I’ve had
And then I don’t feel so bad.

Julie Andrews5

Walt still sometimes hears Joanne call from the other end of the
house when no one is there, especially when he can’t find something and
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she would have told him where it was—“probably in no uncertain terms.”
Joanne’s friends think that Walt was so involved in Joanne’s physical care
that losing her “may have been even harder for him than it would be for
someone to lose a spouse who was not so wholly dependent upon him for
actual personal care.” Joanne loved the beach and the ocean. Joanne’s
“men” and some of her friends tell stories about being there with her.
They would go way out on the sand with Joanne in a chair with big wheels
and sit there talking, “solving the problems of the world.” Sometimes
they had to solicit help to move Joanne’s chair through the sand.

It was Joanne’s choice that her cremains be set into a memorial reef.
These foundations for coral reefs are “environmentally positive alterna-
tives to cremation ash scattering” and involve “mixing a loved one’s cre-
mated remains into liquid concrete to form a designed reef module.”6

Walt, Skip, and Chris journeyed to Florida for the casting. Walt wrote:

The ashes of each [person] were placed in a bucket and stirred into a watery so-
lution that included a substance that promotes fauna growth. Then came the
concrete from a truck into a metal mold that, when finished, will weigh close to
350 lbs. We watched the ashes being put into the buckets and noticed that all had
a little dust flying around EXCEPT you know who, who came out of the pouch in
a large lump. Chris said MOM had to have it her way. Probably true. After pour-
ing [the ashes] into the mold we were allowed to put our finger prints into the
soft concrete and Skip wrote MOM. When we looked at it upside down, it said
WOW. Had to come from her.

Being human refers to the existence of certain rhythms and limits to
experience (birth, life-cycle change, moral development, death, bereave-
ment), while the intersubjective experience of suffering is a shared and
defining characteristic of humans in all societies (Kleinman, 1995). There
are contingent forms of suffering, such as acute serious illness, and rou-
tinized forms, such as chronic illness or experiences of deprivation or
oppression. There is suffering resulting from extreme conditions (e.g.,
surviving trauma) and cultural meanings (punishment or salvation). A
phenomenological approach to suffering asks us to sacrifice our hubris
and adopt an attitude of humanity, becoming acquainted with the world
around us and giving up anxieties for living with greater regard for com-
munity and the natural world (Moore, 2002). Suffering teaches us to de-
pend on each other and to connect with the world. “Joanne always valued
time with people,” Carol says, but after the diagnosis of polymyositis those
relationships became even more valuable to her. Even seven-year-old



Devon, the youngest of Joanne and Walt’s grandsons, says, “She was al-
ways busy, but she always had time to play with you.” She simply worked
around the disease and through it; relationships were sacrosanct.

Suffering is the human condition; honoring the humanity of others
involves a willingness to consider their meanings of suffering. It is through
suffering that crucial differences among humans are articulated, and the
experiences of suffering of some can be put to good use by others. Our
experiences are so completely integrated that the self is constituted of
visceral processes as much as expressed through them (Kleinman, 1995).
Suffering is an equalizer in the human ability to benefit others with expe-
riences. How we represent suffering and learn from it also leads to com-
modifying it. The human appetite for experiencing anguish poetically
and vicariously can cause us to pay too little attention to other ways of
understanding.

Human beings find their plans and actions resisted by various as-
pects of the life course, social relations, and biophysical process. From
those forms of resistance emerge what is shared in our human condition:
loss, oppression, pain, and suffering. Human conditions are also shaped
by responses to the forms of resistance: grief, rage, fear, humiliation, and
transcendent responses, such as endurance, aspiration, humor, and irony
(Scheler, 1971). These are elaborated by systems of meaning and individ-
ual inclination so that human conditions contain great divergence (Klein-
man, 1995). For most people, in Marie’s words, being human means that

you just don’t know where it’s going to go, what’s going to happen. You have a
great family, a great husband, a great life—and suddenly you are frail. . . . It’s
overwhelming, but you also change over time, slowly and subtly; it’s not like a
sudden, catastrophic accident. The changes lure you into dealing with the incre-
ments. You make adjustments, you push aside the big picture.

In the past people spent the best times of their lives telling each other
stories because they helped make experiences more meaningful. Ours is
also a time in which relating personal narrative can be healing and thera-
peutic (Atkinson, 1995). Stories about family members carry important
messages that give a family definition and provide it with esteem and
ideals to live up to. As adults, most of our growth is psychospiritual; when
we deal with experiences of intimacy and creativity, life crises and peak
experiences, we become more fully conscious of our lives. Thus story is a
tool toward wholeness, for gathering parts and putting them together,
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quiltlike, makes meaning. Making our stories sacred means consciously
acknowledging the experience of personal suffering, experiencing sym-
bolic death, attaining greater inner freedom, and entering into a sort of
rebirth (Atkinson, 1995). Stories are rites of passage even when they are
part myth, for “[w]here we had thought to travel outward, we shall come
to the center of our own existence; where we had thought to be alone, we
shall be with all the world” (Campbell, 1949, p. 25). I began this inquiry
wanting to know how someone bears suffering, uncertainty, and living
with a severely compromised existence. Asked what Joanne taught them
about suffering and being human, her friends and family offered, “You
could see in her eyes the joy she felt when she laughed and you laughed
with her” and “She taught us to laugh to work through adversity.” Jo-
anne was both “the consummate nurse” and “a glass-half-full person; if
there was a bright side, she would find it.” “She taught us how to give of
yourself—that we have more to give than we think we do, and you have
only yourself to give. It is about sharing your being.” Crafting neither
travel guide for still unknown territory nor fairy tales about releasing
spirit, our job is not to look for the end but to see the end (Moore, 2002).

Notes

1. Joanne’s diaries are designated in this manuscript simply as [Diary 1] and [Diary
2]. All underlining, boldface, and capitalization are in the original.

2. Suffering is a phenomenon that affects the whole person; an individual experi-
ences suffering when the meaning of pain, loss, or distress is a threat to the self (Kahn &
Steeves, 1986).

3. I thank Clayton Cieslak; Marie Cooley; Carol Curran; Mary Kellogg; Karen Klee-
man; Millie Krainski; Chris, Kathleen, Kristen, Skip, and Walt Lee (as well as grandsons
Brendon, Connor, and Devon Lee); Ski Lower; and Janet Rogers for the many hours of
conversation we spent together in this inquiry. My greatest gratitude goes to Joanne Lee,
who even in her absence nurtures my own understanding and creativity. I also thank the
“Writing Women” at Mount Saint Agnes Theological Center for Women (Baltimore,
MD) and in particular Diane Caplin, PhD, and Irene Morin for their encouragement and
critique.

4. The sources for the biomedical information in this section include the Web sites
listed in the cited references, all retrieved on May 15, 2005. Additionally, see Dalakas &
Hohlfeld (2003); Masteglia, Phillipos, & Zilko (1997); and Plotz (1995).

5. To commemorate her 69th birthday actress/vocalist Julie Andrews performed at
Manhattan’s Radio City Music Hall to benefit the AARP. One of her musical numbers was
“My Favorite Things” from the movie The Sound of Music with the lyrics changed for her
older audience.

6. These quotations are from the company’s information packet: Eternal Reefs, Inc.,
P.O. Box 2473, Decatur, GA, 30031.
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The Gift of Suffering
i n g r i d  h a r r i s

What really raises one’s indignation against suffering is not suffering intrinsi-
cally, but the senselessness of suffering.

Nietzsche, n.d.

In this paper I aim to focus attention on suffering in a way that seeks
to be useful to the healthcare professional. I argue that suffering is a gift
to both sufferer and healer and that the way the gift becomes present to
them is through their interaction in what well-known phenomenologist
Calvin Schrag calls a “fitting response” to the call of the other in the vis-
age of the neighbor.

Lorraine M. Wright (2005) argues that suffering is at the heart of
nursing. She maintains that although reducing or diminishing suffering is
the essence of nursing clinical practice, there still exists a lack of attention
to suffering by the healthcare professional and the healthcare delivery
system. About eight years earlier, Ira R. Byock, hospice medical director of
Partners in Home Care in Missoula, Montana, and chair of the Academy
of Hospice Physicians Ethics Committee, expressed concern about the
lack of material available on the topic of suffering for geriatric medicine in
particular and for medicine in general. He observed that most physicians
get no formal education in the phenomenology of human suffering and
very little training regarding the terminal phase of illness. Empirical expe-
rience, he argued, typically accumulates during practice, when opportu-
nities for formal study and thoughtful reflection are scarce. Meanwhile,
education remains focused on cure, life prolongation, and restoration of
function, which, while important, do not address the relief of suffering.
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Despite voiced acceptance of “whole person care,” Byock argues, the
Cartesian separation of mind and body continues to dominate clinical
training. Suffering affects not just the body but the mind and the spirit
as well. How each of these dimensions is treated in a clinical setting has
far-reaching repercussions for patient and healer alike. At the time when
Byock was writing, suffering was understood mostly in terms of physical
pain, and training in the theory and practice of controlling pain and other
sources of distress remained absent from general medical and nursing
curricula. The coming to awareness of the perceptual world was ham-
pered by this manner of thinking. Byock (1996) suggests that for the pa-
tient to benefit optimally and for clinicians to feel confident in their care,
the approach to a suffering patient must be preceded by thoughtful prep-
aration. This is more and more often the way that healthcare profession-
als are proceeding today, and much literature is now available on the
topic of suffering.

Suffering is universal, and it is something we talk and write about
at length and often. According to recent work of Black and Rubenstein
(2004), the definition of suffering is connected to the culture in which it
is defined, to the ethos of the society, and to the way an individual com-
municates suffering within that society. They argue that suffering is a
form of social communication. As a lived experience, suffering is laden
with social connotations and marked by symbols that are recognized and
shared throughout the culture. Black and Rubenstein (2004) apply this
to discussing the themes of suffering that they discovered in elderly pa-
tients. They found that collective interpretations of suffering create its
value as well as a rejection of its value—acceptable, unacceptable, a cul-
tural exemplar, or even an “outrage” in a given society.

Following Heidegger’s understanding of the meaning and truth of
being as an ever-coming-to-presence, Schrag (2002) takes up the appeal
to responsibility, where we find ourselves “thrust into another space, a
space of an ‘ethic,’ or more precisely a ‘protoethic,’ that is in some man-
ner otherwise than Being” (p. 78). For Schrag, ethics is prior to ontology.
Before being, the call to the ethical is the call to responsibility (Schrag,
2002). This of course implies that the ethical quality (responsibility) of
the multifaceted relationship between people is a determinant of the sort
of outcome (being) that might be anticipated. This relationship is largely
language based, but obviously the physical dimension of caring plays a
feature role as well.
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What Is Suffering?

We all know what suffering is—no human life is without suffering
of some kind. When we try to define it, however, as with many philosoph-
ical enquiries, just what suffering is becomes unclear. What is clear is
that, whatever suffering is, it has several dimensions. These dimensional
threads that make up the experience of suffering are not entirely sepa-
rated but rather are interwoven with each other.1 Grief, for example, not
only has spiritual, emotional, and psychological dimensions but can also
be felt physically as a suffocating, stomach-wrenching sickness of heart.
In fact, the question of suffering is primarily a question about pain of a
spiritual nature and only secondarily about physical pain. This is not to
downplay the significance of physical pain, for there may be no suffering
that does not have a physical dimension. Moral suffering has a physical,
or somatic, element that is often reflected in the state of the entire orga-
nism. As Dorothee Soelle (1975) notes, “The word suffering expresses
first the duration and intensity of a pain, and then the multidimensional-
ity that roots the suffering in the physical and social sphere” (p. 16). The
“social sphere” means that suffering is always an interdependent phe-
nomenon. Suffering has an ineradicable social dimension that is experi-
enced not only physically but also morally.

The forms of moral suffering are more varied than the forms of
physical suffering. Unfortunately, the varieties of moral suffering seem
less identified and less reachable by therapy as it now stands than do the
forms of physical suffering. Some types of moral suffering lie hidden
within actions abhorrent to society. W. H. J. Martens, director of the
W. Kahn Institute of Theoretical Psychiatry and Neuroscience and ad-
visor of the Forensic Psychiatry Hospital in the Netherlands, for example,
has recently stressed the extreme importance of recognizing hidden suf-
fering, loneliness, and lack of self-esteem as risk factors for violent crimi-
nal behavior in psychopaths. He argues that the current picture of the
psychopath is incomplete when emotional suffering and loneliness are ig-
nored. Suffering lies at the root of antisocial behavior in such cases and
plays its role in less extreme cases as well. When these aspects are taken
into consideration, our idea of the psychopath reaches beyond the heart-
less and sees him or her as more human (Martens, 2002). This gives us
hope that we may yet find ways to prevent and mitigate the sort of suffer-
ing that manifests itself in such horrific actions.



Suffering is unavoidable. It brings us face to face with the fact
that we are not in control of very much at all. At various times most of us
have something painful, distressing, or injurious imposed upon us, for ex-
ample, grief, judgment, disaster, hardship, sorrow, care, wrong, injury,
loss, shame, guilt, disgrace—or illness. We use suffering to talk about our
psychological, emotional, social, and spiritual distress as well as about the
world-destroying capacity of physical pain. Elaine Scarry (1985) discusses
in great detail how suffering breaks down the world of the sufferer by dis-
connecting the sufferer from everything except the pain, especially in ex-
treme cases.

Suffering may be defined as having to endure, undergo, or submit to
an evil of some sort, for example, banishment or widowhood. Suffering
evokes compassion and respect for someone who bears it with dignity—
and it intimidates as well. At the center of suffering “there is always an ex-
perience of evil, which causes the individual to suffer. . . . Man suffers on
account of evil, which is a certain lack, limitation or distortion of good”
(John Paul II, 1984, II:7). Martens’s example of the psychopath illustrates
how what is good can get distorted into what we call evil. Perhaps it is this
sense of evil that gives us a clue as to why no way of dealing with suffering
can be effective without involving a faith of some kind. I suggest that this
sense of evil, from a phenomenological point of view, is a shutting down
of possible ways of being in the world, an emptying, a loss of something
valuable to human life.

The sense of evil, or of something being “not right,” awry, or terribly
wrong, in suffering is universal; why else would everything that is sen-
tient attempt to avoid suffering? Which particular beliefs are at issue,
whether religious or nonreligious, is not the point. This is not an argu-
ment in support of some religious perspective on suffering as “the an-
swer.” Mainly, religious language assists in the discourse that the individ-
ual carries on with herself and with others. The metaphors of religion
provide individuals with a vocabulary to express their suffering and to
find meaning therein.2 A particular set of beliefs gives the individual a
framework within which to articulate the nature of her suffering and to
make sense of it. Wright (2005) writes: “[F]indings across studies demon-
strate the possible influence of spiritual and religious dimensions of life
for health and well-being in the context of serious illness” (p. 82).3

In this paper what is important is the universal—or what we shall, fol-
lowing Schrag (2002, p.40), call “transversal”—meaning(s) that a belief
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structure contributes to help us deal with suffering. Although spiritual
and religious dimensions influence the course of healing, this is not to say
that certain particular dogmas or rites add anything to the completeness
and depth of the reality of suffering expressed (see Soelle, 1975, p. 76).
The point is that, at the very least, faith of one sort or another is required
even to bring suffering to expression. This is first of all a point about com-
munication, whether with oneself or with another.

Jacques Derrida has pointed out that a fundamental faith is required
in the very act of speaking or listening, a faith that transcends any given
religion. One cannot address the other, speak to the other, without an act
of faith. When I address the other I request that the other believe me.
Even when lying we are addressing the other and asking for her trust, his
belief that we are telling the truth.

This “Trust me, I am speaking to you” is of the order of faith, a faith
that cannot be reduced to a theoretical statement, to a determinative
judgment; it is the opening of the address to the other. So this faith is not
religious, strictly speaking; at least, it cannot be totally determined by a
given religion (as cited in Caputo, 2004, p. 216). Faith is an opening up to
the world, an invitation to the other to enter into being with us, to create
new ways of being in the world. No single belief system—all views to the
contrary notwithstanding—can provide us with the total and definitively
final answer to the mystery of human suffering.

Methodology

Suffering has not come to our attention in this way previously be-
cause, as Byock points out, it was hampered by the prejudices arising
from objectivist thinking. It is outside the scope of this paper to articulate
in detail the philosophical principles that are nonetheless presupposed
by the approach taken here. The interested practitioner would benefit
from reading G. B. Madison’s “On Suffering” (2005), which pursues a
radical enquiry into the meaning of suffering in human life as opposed to
taking the standard technocratic approach to the question. He argues
that understanding some basic philosophical principles is prerequisite to
a satisfactory understanding of suffering and hence to a satisfactory man-
ner of dealing with it in oneself as well as in others.

Madison also undertakes a critique of the mechanistic–materialist
approach to human life because it can find no meaning in suffering. It
treats suffering only as something to be cured of as opposed to something



to be learned from, leaving one living much like a machine that needs re-
pairs and, when finally irreparable, simply gets thrown on the junk heap
(or into the recycling system). Madison suggests that, overall, science has
a rather tragic view of human life. All is destined eventually to come to
naught, and there is nothing in the universe of science that suggests any
purpose for humanity. From a reductionist perspective—the scientific
way of proceeding as a matter of fact—the whole cosmic drama is, in the
final analysis, futile and devoid of meaning. Madison (2005) writes:

[A]ny thoroughgoing or radical (in the etymological sense of the word) critique of
the modern technocratic mindset must also, at some point, seek to get at its root
causes and must seek, not just to rectify this or that aspect of it, but must attempt
also to call into question its underlying presuppositions, for it is a basic fact in
human affairs that bad theories (and the unwholesome practices they promote)
can ultimately be countered only by means of better theories or ways of viewing
things. (p. 2)

The basic question that needs to be addressed in Madison’s view
is, “What does it mean to be human?” He devotes an entire chapter to
the implications that philosophical principles and arguments against the
mechanistic approach have for healthcare practitioners in particular. His
own critique of technoscientism is set within a wider historical–cultural–
philosophical context. He reflects on a number of fundamental issues
whose relevance to the topic of suffering, although perhaps not at first
evident, is nevertheless of crucial importance for achieving a proper
understanding of what it means to be human and thus for dealing with
suffering in an appropriately humane way, in accordance with the prin-
ciples of humanness.

Madison argues that the essential restorative function of the art of
medicine is today being eclipsed by the science-inspired view of medi-
cine as “disease theory.” He argues against three intertwined and mutu-
ally reinforcing trends: the medicalization of life, the industrialization of
healthcare, and the politicization of medicine, which jointly promote a
“disease-centric” view of medicine while at the same time corroding the
theory and practice of medicine. Madison does not oppose healthcare to
medicine, because the distinction is redolent of the old mind–body dual-
ism, but uses the terms in a generally interchangeable fashion. In oppos-
ing healthcare to medicine nurses are reacting to what he maintains is in
fact an inappropriate understanding of medicine to begin with.
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All of these considerations are crucially important because suffering
crosses the boundary between body as subject and body as object, and it
crosses dimensions between mind and body, soul and spirit. Hence, in
sum, a purely rationalistic or scientistic (objects in partes extra partes re-
lationships) vocabulary is inadequate to our aims in this enquiry, as is ob-
viously a purely intellectualist or subjectivistic vocabulary.

In this paper I depart from the position on first-person knowl-
edge defended by Jack Petranker (2003). Petranker, following Maurice
Merleau-Ponty, Michael Polanyi, William James, Edmund Husserl, Mar-
tin Heidegger, and Tarthang Tulku, provides important resources for first-
person knowledge that may be useful to the health practitioner using the
intersubjective approach to suffering and healing. I make use of one of
Petranker’s methodologies in discussing various belief systems, namely,
that of switching back and forth between stories—seeing what happens
when we inhabit one, then another. I then seek commonalities, the com-
mon ground of transversality from one story to the next.

An existential–phenomenological–hermeneutical approach to con-
sidering the concept of the “gift” in association with that of suffering and
the closely associated notion of forgiveness guides the overall investiga-
tion. The notion of the gift has come under considerable scrutiny. Views
as to its nature differ radically between extremes such as those that make
the gift ultimately impossible (e.g., by authors such as Jacques Derrida
and Emmanuel Levinas) and that of the gift as a coming to presence in
everyday affairs (of the kingdom of God) (Schrag, 2002).4

The focus in this paper is on first-person knowledge. First-person
knowledge focuses on the individual. Scarry (1985) warns us that to by-
pass the voice of the individual is to bypass the bodily event, the patient,
and the person in pain. The first-person knowledge of intense suffering
isolates us from others. The healer cannot feel the pain that makes life
hell for the one who suffers. As isolated as he is in his pain, however, the
individual cannot be healed in isolation from others.

On the one hand, isolation is part of the pain of suffering. Healing, on
the other hand, is an intersubjective activity in which sufferer and healer
work together to bring the pain to expression as part of the healing pro-
cess. In this approach we are collaborators with each other in consummate
reciprocity. According to Merleau-Ponty (1992), our perspectives merge
into each other, and we coexist through a common world. The terms of ex-
pression may serve as well to ground sufferer, healer, and others in our



common humanity—or not. When compassion, concern, or understand-
ing is lacking, the expression of suffering can serve to isolate us even fur-
ther from each other. I suggest that this isolation results from a shutting
down of certain important ways of human being in the world (see
Merleau-Ponty, 1992, p. 142).

My investigation attempts to increase our understanding of the struc-
tures and dynamics of suffering with regard to how those structures and
processes can be transformed (i.e., opened up) by compassion and for-
giveness. I deploy a phenomenological paradigm of causality that crosses
over from the language of the subject and the lived body to the language
of the object and the body as object and back again, just as we do in
everyday life.5

Moral Suffering

One significant and common form of moral suffering is loss of dignity.
Dignity requires that at least two people play their parts well, and the
number of those involved expands, as a third party is required to evaluate
the second person’s attribution of the first person’s dignity. For instance,
too often with disabled people caregivers address questions to their
companions and refer to the disabled in the third person: “Where would
she like to sit?” Here there is no dialogue with the sufferer. As Merleau-
Ponty (1992) writes, the other’s gaze transforms me into an object if I am
observed as if I am an insect. The objectification by the other’s gaze is felt
as unbearable because it takes the place of possible communication.

Disabled people can suffer a shutting down of perhaps the most im-
portant way for humans to be in the world, that of interacting as an I with
another I. This happens when they are treated in this instance as an ob-
ject rather than as a subject, with the result that they can become isolated
by and from the very enquiry that could bring them into a space of caring.
They are further alienated in their suffering. Such treatment is demean-
ing and reinforces the perception that disability reduces personal and so-
cial worth (Toombs, 2004). In this situation the caregiver does not play
his or her part well, does not manifest a “fitting response” (more about
that later) to the given situation.

Arthur W. Frank (2004) writes that care that takes dignity seriously is
a dialogue. The dialogue that conveys dignity is an intersubjective rela-
tionship rather than something that inheres in individuals taken as having
a separate existence. It makes an appearance between subjects, involving
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both sufferer and witness together. Dignity can also be seen to be a result
of the individual’s way of acting (see Radley, 2004). It is, from one point
of view, a subjective experience brought about by the action upon oneself
of the objective world of the other. A loss of dignity brings about a closing
down of a way of being that becomes a vicious circle—comprising loss of
dignity, further suffering, and an increase in pity from others—out of
which sufferers feel the need to break free. One way this break can be
achieved is through sufferers (subjectively) reclaiming their subjectivity
by exposing the objectivity of their suffering in a way that shows others
how they live with illness—an action that can give rise to (subjective) re-
spect on the part of others for those who suffer. As we can see, this inter-
play of the subjective and objective sides of experience is constantly in-
volved in everyday activity; this example illustrates the intersubjectivity
of everyday dialogue and action. It also begins to give us a clue as to how,
when sufferer and healer interact in a manner that illustrates a fitting re-
sponse, a transformation of the worlds of both healer and sufferer can
take place.

In this interaction (subjective) pity is not simply supplanted by (sub-
jective and objective) dignity but transformed by it (see Radley, 2004).
Even by, at the very least, talking about occasions or states of indignity,
sufferers can demonstrate how they have overcome these and can regain
or maintain their dignity. In all cases, bringing pain (subjective) to expres-
sion (objective) is an activity that opens up possibilities for finding mean-
ing for that suffering (see Toombs, 2004). When it is imbued with mean-
ing, a new way of being emerges, and suffering becomes easier to bear.
The meaning (subjective and objective) eases the (subjective) pain. Such
openings up serve to bring sufferers together with each other, creat-
ing solidarity and hence diminishing alienation. This may go some way
toward understanding how self-help groups work—by creating a new
meaning for a shared sort of suffering, people help each other as well as
themselves, reducing their alienation in the process.

The importance of seeking meaning is double-edged, since it is all
too often that negative instead of positive meanings for seeking relief
from suffering are taken up. Negative, destructive meanings close down
our ways of being in the world. They prevent healing and distort attempts
on the part of the psyche and the body to regain wholeness, resulting in,
for example, the victim complex, the martyr complex (what Soelle calls
Christian Masochism), along with such things as rage and murderous



impulses, such as Martens observes in the psychopath. Cognitive psy-
chology teaches that negative meanings serve to bring about depression
and depression-related ailments, anxiety, and phobias. Toxic meanings,
learned in childhood and formed into habitual ways of being over time,
result in forms of moral suffering that are only lately being taken seri-
ously and coming under close investigation. Various books on cognitive
therapy, for example, show how toxic meanings operate and how they can
be transformed.

In my investigation I attempt to identify structures or principles of
meaning that transcend individual cultures and systems of thinking, that
may count as causes or at least catalysts of healing. At the very least I en-
deavor to find reliable ways to overcome fear and to gain strength from
suffering.

The Mystery of Suffering

What do mortals get from all the toil and strain with which they toil under
the sun? . . . For all their days are full of pain and their work is a vexation.

Eccles. 1:3, 2:3, New English Bible, 1972

“Man [sic], in his suffering,” is an “intangible mystery” (John Paul II,
1984, I:4). Indeed, suffering makes us a mystery to ourselves as well as to
others. Extreme suffering isolates us from others and destroys our ability
to communicate. Feelings for others die, and we no longer care about
anyone else (Soelle, 1975). Soelle (1975) writes of existential pain that
uses our own thinking and feeling against us. Our thoughts and emotions
(subjective) become toxic, and our world (subjective) empties of positive
meanings and fills with images and feelings of sorrow and death. In the
extreme of physical pain, language is “shattered” (Scarry, 1985, p. 5). The
most important way of being in the world is lost. In this breakdown of
language that occurs through suffering the other becomes most alien,
most irrevocably Other (Scarry, 1985, p. 6). Nancy Johnston (2003) speaks
of the “turning” brought about by adversity as making the self bereft,
bewildered, insubstantial, and unrecognizable.

Extreme suffering, in breaking down the most human way of being in
the world, that is, language, also breaks down one’s personal identity as a
human being. We lose our way, losing both inner and outer points of ref-
erence, and the stories that we tell ourselves about ourselves no longer
make sense to us. Scarry (1985) observes: “Physical pain is not only itself
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resistant to language but also actively destroys language, deconstructing
it into the prelanguage of cries and groans. To hear those cries is to wit-
ness the shattering of language” (p. 172). The self itself becomes lost to
us, absorbed into that bitter eternity. Scarry’s view agrees with Soelle’s
(1975) that suffering can take away even the consciousness of the cause
for which one is suffering, leaving the person an empty shell. Suffering
can take away from us what it is to be human, that is, the ability to com-
municate with others and with ourselves.

There is yet hope. Merleau-Ponty (1992) writes:

The natural world is the horizon of all horizons, the style of all possible styles,
which guarantees for my experience a given, not a willed, unity underlying all the
disruptions of my personal and historical life. Its counterpart within me is the
given, general and pre-personal existence of my sensory functions in which we
have discovered the definition of the body. (p. 330)

When all identity is lost, there is yet the natural world, from which
we may hope to invent linguistic structures that will reach and accommo-
date this area of experience normally so inaccessible to language (Scarry,
1985). As Heidegger points out, in breakdown of meaning there is the
possibility of meaning arriving as “potential that is hidden in the very ex-
perience of meaninglessness” (cited in Johnston, 2003, p. 80).

Inventing new linguistic structures is a project laden with practical
and ethical consequence for those who hope to deal with suffering in its
many forms. Even under normal circumstances our lives slip away from us
on all sides and are circumscribed by impersonal zones. Nonetheless, as
Merleau-Ponty (1992) observes, “there is no experience without speech,
as the purely lived-through has no part in the discursive life of man [sic]”
(p. 337). The primary meaning of discourse is found in the text of experi-
ence that it is trying to communicate (Merleau-Ponty, 1992). To have an
identity, then, one must be able to tell a story about the self ’s experience
to oneself and others. The sort of story one tells of one’s suffering—and is
told about oneself—determines what sort of identity comes into being.
The quality of the healer–sufferer relationship, therefore, has repercus-
sions for the sort of identity that will emerge from the healing process. All
the facets of personal interaction become the loci for ethical action, that
is, “fitting response” in the storytelling that goes into creating a new way
of being in the world, into creating a new self for the sufferer.

There is also the immense difficulty involved in listening to stories
about suffering (see Wright, 2005), and there is no doubt a natural



aversion to taking on and coping with such a burden, even for those who
have chosen the healing professions. Nonetheless, as Innis, Bikaunieks,
Petryshen, Zellermeyer, and Ciccarelli (2004) argue, if pain is to be re-
lieved, healthcare providers need to ask patients to describe their pain
experiences.

Since suffering constitutes an assault on one’s identity and since it
turns our own thoughts and emotions against us, how one speaks or acts
toward a suffering person has greater impact than otherwise would be
the case, depending on the degree of that suffering. It matters to a far
greater degree than it would ordinarily whether the sufferer is met with
empathy, caring, and understanding along with a willingness to listen to
the expression of his or her pain.

The person becomes entirely vulnerable, and the identity that
emerges from the process is what is at stake in our dealings with him or
her. The fact that pain and other forms of suffering, such as isolation, are
used effectively in torture and brainwashing stands as testimony to the
critical relationship between the healer and the sufferer. Wright (2005)
observes that suffering begs for explanation and that a lack of under-
standing about that suffering “seems to invite us to suffer more” (p. 125).
It closes the door that the sufferer is attempting to open to a new way of
being by speaking of his or her suffering.

To put it another way, lack of understanding stops the sufferer from
integrating new meaning into his or her life story, an integration that is
fundamental to the development of personal unity and coherence. The
suffering in one’s life must be written into the plotline of one’s personal
story so that the unforeseen episode not only fits with or bridges what has
gone before but also blends into and harmonizes with the plotlines of
projected future episodes. Imaginative projections of the future can be
dismal and defeating, unrealistic and unachievable, or they can be con-
structive, liberating images. At the end of the day Merleau-Ponty (1992)
once again gives us hope in his view of the world as “the inexhaustible
reservoir from which things are drawn” (p. 344).

Suffering and Speaking

Wright (2005) argues that talking is healing, both mentally and physi-
cally, especially talking about suffering from illness. Scarry (1985) also re-
veals a fundamental relationship between expressing and eliminating
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pain. She argues that implicit in the work of Amnesty International, as
in medical work itself, is the assumption that an individual must verbally
express pain as a necessary prelude to the collective task of diminishing
pain. In all the areas in which language is still accessible to us in our suf-
fering, we must try to find ways to express and identify that suffering.

Soelle (1975) argues that it is not sufficient to have someone else
speak on one’s behalf. No other can express the pain (subjective) in a way
that brings the desired healing (subjective and objective). Sufferers must
find their own ways to speak about their afflictions, lest they be destroyed
by it or swallowed up by apathy. Indeed, if one has no dialogue partner or
has one who is mute, resignation is the inevitable result. The sufferer is
deprived of a way of being, and no other is created to replace it. Instead
of finding what authentically matters, one withdraws farther into the
ontological abyss, where there is little or no hope of deliverance, no re-
course to unifying metanarratives or beliefs, a place where little is ex-
pected of life except more of the same.

The paths that lead to the experience of nothingness are diverse, but
the experience of annihilation that results from unremitting suffering is
transversal. There is, however, hope for relief in the intersubjective de-
velopment of the vocabulary for articulating pain that has in fact origi-
nated from the very ones who suffer. Wright (2005) describes ill people
as “wounded storytellers,” the “suffering others” (p. 157) who need to tell
stories to make sense of their suffering and thereby be healed. Families
in her practice often remark about the healing effect that storytelling has
upon their lives.

Change in suffering is possible, but the quality of change to the sup-
pliant and his or her world depends upon who is the individual’s dialogue
partner. Healing depends upon the quality of the person, upon his or her
attitude, upon the quality of meanings (ways of being) found together, re-
gardless of the particulars of diverse cultural icons and practices. How an
individual person (e.g., a nurse or a doctor) interacts with the sufferer is
of primary importance in finding ways to bring suffering to expression
and hence to begin to relieve it.

The importance of the individual is illustrated in an article by Kristine
Williams, Susan Kemper, and Mary Lee Hummert (2004) in which they
argue that therapeutic communication is a critical tool for nurses who
provide healthcare to older adults. They suggest that the power of social
interaction is demonstrated by the fact that older adults live longer and



respond better to healthcare interventions when they have social support
and relate closely with care providers. From the other side of the bal-
ance, Farouk Mookadam (2004) and Heather Arther (2004) find that a
low “social safety network” is equivalent to many of the classic risk factors
such as elevated cholesterol level, tobacco use, and hypertension. There-
fore, the absence of social interaction is to be considered a risk factor.

The manner of interaction between healer and sufferer can actually
be damaging to the sufferer. For example, too many healthcare providers
use what Williams and colleagues call “elderspeak,” a manner of patron-
izing talk that demeans the elderly client and takes away his or her dig-
nity. Health professionals, as well as the rest of us, bear a burden of moral
responsibility to try to change speech patterns that include elderspeak so
as to avoid increasing the burden of suffering in being old. Mary Brown
(cited in Todd, 2004, p. 37) talks about how everything we do matters;
how we talk and we interact make a difference in the lives of others as
well as in our own.

Suffering and Personal Responsibility

Spiritual and emotional, mental, and physical suffering must all be
considered when dealing, for example, with the interwoven dimensions
of suffering that accompany old age:

Until now, others praised and honored one,
But having changed,
One becomes an object of ridicule even by children.
One’s own sons scorn one, and one’s good fortune decreases.
The body does not experience warmth;
And the mouth does not experience delicious taste;
One’s speech is not taken to be true,
And one comes to the point of mentally praying for death.

(Lhundrub, 1991, pp. 41–42)

One loses many important ways of being as one ages until the end of
all ways of being in the world arrives. Praying for death offers no solu-
tion, however, when one considers the suffering involved while under-
going the pangs of conditions from which one knows one will not re-
cover. “Frightened by the messenger of death, one remembers one’s
own sins. . . . [P]owerless to carry all the wealth and prosperity one has
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collected[,] . . . one must go alone to some unknown, empty region”
(Lhundrub, 1991, p. 43). One must travel alone.

This reality brings us to the ethical responsibility of the sufferer in his
or her suffering. It seems there is no escape from suffering. In the Bud-
dhist view life as a whole is suffering. This is the first of the Four Noble
Truths. Nonetheless, for Buddhists there is hope. The second Noble Truth
is that we can come to know the cause of suffering. Once we know the
cause, we can hope at least to diminish the effect.

For Buddhists the cause of suffering is attachment, exemplified in the
various klesas, that is, negative, destructive emotions. For the Nyingma
teacher Longchenpa (circa 1308–1364), regarded as perhaps the most
accomplished master within the Tibetan tradition, suffering involves a
loss of pure awareness; it is a condition made up of cupidity, aversion, and
delusion (Longchenpa, 1975). As another author writes, “[W]hen one
depends on phenomena of the Desire Realm, one does not know satis-
faction. No matter what one gets in terms of place, food, clothing, and
so forth, more attachment is generated: something further is desired”
(Lodro, 1992, p. 332). Hence, there is more suffering. Does this mean a
life sentence of imprisonment or banishment?

No, it does not. Within each suffering individual there spontaneously
emerges a characteristic struggle to get rid of the suffering, a struggle
that all human beings have in common. Longchenpa (1975) makes clear
that nothing is ever purely an object, since there is always a cognitive side
to being; our awareness is present as a “sheer lunacy” that he terms “af-
finity with being” (p. 52). This affinity with being, the desire to open new
ways of being in the world, is in fact the cause of our disgust with suffer-
ing and frustration, of the desire for liberation, and of the struggle to get
away from suffering and frustration when they are experienced. This
awareness is described as the “power of the wholesomeness of the ab-
soluteness of Being since time without beginning” (Longchenpa, 1975,
p. 53). The presence within each human being of the challenge to find
new meanings, new selves, new ways of being in the world is one’s affinity
with being. In other words, our very desire to be rid of suffering and frus-
tration is the work of the wholesomeness of being itself.

Lhundrub (1991) provides detailed instructions on contemplating
impermanence to liberate oneself from the suffering caused by attach-
ment to conditions that are continuously changing. In general Buddhism
teaches that letting go of attachment to what has been is the pathway to



ending suffering. Soelle (1975) also notes that it is the personal ego’s at-
tachment to things (such as our selves) that lies at the root of everything
that can injure the self, such as pain, care, disconsolateness, fear, and de-
spair. Merleau-Ponty (1992) reminds us that we never manage to seize
our now with apodictic certainty in any case—that in fact we are never
even quite at one with ourselves.

Letting go is allowing change (becoming) to occur, trusting that
change will occur; it is letting be, no matter what that becoming is.6 This
is not the passivity that can accompany the recognition of terminal ill-
ness.7 On the contrary, letting go requires willing and enduring, loving
even the suffering. Letting go is also the ability to forgive, to allow the
pain that others have caused to loosen and be swept away by life’s cleans-
ing current. Letting go brings release for the self; letting go of the self
brings release for the spirit. The great Tibetan Buddhist saint Milarepa
recounts the lesson of letting go in his song about a storm that blew
everything out of his hands and snatched even his meager clothing. So
long as he struggled to retain his clothing and the wood he was carrying
he suffered; when he let go he became free of the suffering associated
with this struggle. Letting go allows us to live in the present without
being burdened by the wrongs of the past and without overmuch anxiety
about what the future may bring. Letting go opens us to new possibilities
of meaning, new ways of being in the world.

This Buddhist viewpoint is also found in Christianity. In Paul’s letter
to the Corinthians he argues that “in weakness power reaches perfection”
and that “when I am powerless, it is then that I am strong” (2 Cor. 12:7–
10, New English Bible, 1972). The well-known hermeneuticist Richard
Kearney (2001) describes letting go in terms of powerlessness, in a way
that gives profound religious significance to the powerlessness that is
characteristic of suffering. By choosing to be a player rather than an em-
peror of creation, the deity chooses powerlessness.

This choice expresses itself as self-emptying, kenosis, that is, letting
go. The deity empowers human powerlessness by giving away power, by
making possible our good actions and us, so that we may supplement and
coaccomplish creation. To be made in God’s image is, paradoxically, to be
powerless, but with the possibility of receiving power from the deity to
overcome our powerlessness by responding to the call of creation toward
authentic being (Kearney, 2001)—the authentic being of compassion,
forgiveness, and recognition of others. Letting go, then, is the letting go
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of what is “ours” in order to open ourselves to something greater and
more meaningful.

Johnston (2003) writes of the self-emptying as an “element of surren-
der and emptiness to this outward and inward reaching that clears out
the clutter, and turns down the din, in order to hear and connect with
others and oneself ” (p. 113). She cites Marcel’s use of disponibilité as an
availability that fetches back possibilities in the form of a new responsive-
ness to life.

The previous Roman Catholic pontiff also emphasized this idea when
he wrote of how Jesus manifested his power in his weakness and all his
messianic greatness in humiliation. The words Jesus uttered during his
agony were, for John Paul II, proof of this greatness, especially his asking
his Father to forgive the perpetrators, who “know not what they do.”
These words have the power of a supreme example. “Suffering is also an
invitation to manifest the moral greatness of man, his spiritual maturity”
(John Paul II, 1984, V:22).8

Suffering and Compassion

To suffer with dignity and without rancor allows the individual to
transcend the everyday meaning of his or her life. Resoluteness in the
face of suffering, resoluteness that may or may not be religiously
oriented, enables one to confront oneself squarely and without self-
deception and seems to give rise to a sense of integrity and a coherent life
plotline.

At the heart of the experience of resoluteness is the supreme gift
of suffering, namely, compassion, which is, as Karen Armstrong (1993)
maintains, found at the heart of all true religions. She later reemphasizes
this position: “All the world religions insist that no spirituality is valid un-
less it results in practical compassion” (Armstrong, 2000, p. 13).

Suffering is universal. Through our own suffering we come to under-
stand the suffering of others. Spiritual growth occurs through one’s com-
passionate involvement with the suffering of the other. When we in our
turn see concern in the faces of others and express our pain to the best of
our ability, our own pain will be related to the pains of the people among
whom we live. Our isolation will be broken open.



Healthcare workers have the most extensive opportunity to help oth-
ers learn about the gift of suffering. However, Walton, Craig, Derwinski-
Robinson, and Weinart (2004) reveal that healthcare workers are not
always empathetic to the multiple needs of suffering. People with fibro-
myalgia, for example, often express anger toward healthcare providers
who do not treat their disease as anything but a psychological problem.
Imagine the feelings of those whose psychological illnesses are treated as
“just” psychological problems. The spiritual suffering of loneliness and
isolation would be only the beginning.

Others who are more fortunate find that, despite episodes of severe
loneliness, they nonetheless feel an overwhelming sense of the transcen-
dent presence of divinity, friends, community, and nature. Some say that
they received more emotional support from and had more intimate con-
nection to the divine than before they became ill. Participants felt loved
by the divine as well as by friends. These connections gave them strength
and hope to endure their chronic illness (see Walton et al., 2004). As
Soelle (1975) observes, serving the pain of divinity by your own pain
leads suffering out of its private little corner and achieves human solidar-
ity. To put the point another way, although suffering closes off ways of
being in the world, those who are fortunate are able to find new and ex-
panded ways of being in the world that offer more or deeper meaning
than hitherto has been the case.

Is there some commonality among those “fortunate” ones from which
(hopefully) everyone can draw benefit? Polly Young-Eisendrath (1996,
p. 91) argues that letting go of the self-defined boundaries that we call
our self allows us to become part of something greater, part of a larger
context (see also Walton et al., 2004). This retrieval of meaning, then, in-
volves relinquishment. Fetching back life’s possibilities necessitates a let-
ting go. It requires accepting the trial as part of oneself while expectantly
hoping that it will be absorbed and transmuted by the creative process
that is life itself.

From the witnessing of suffering, a larger context emerges, with a
feeling of pity, compassion, or love for others for which methods of culti-
vation are crucial features of Buddhist practice (see, e.g., Lhundrub,
1991). When we stop to reflect upon what our brothers and sisters are
suffering, we experience compassion. This experience translates meaning
from an individual level to a transversal one (see Young-Eisendrath,
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1996). In other words, we can come to a broader understanding of
who we are through suffering. This wider context is crucial to moving
from suffering to creative purpose. Just as ideas spring forth that we had
no inkling we had when we are deeply engaged in conversation, so new
identities can emerge in the intersubjective activity that is the healing
process.

For the witness, what is most important is the opportunity to “en-
counter pain within a context of meaning and to find that one’s compas-
sion (one’s suffering-with) has power” (Young-Eisendrath, 1996, p. 98).
Compassion sustains the belief that the world is good and in order. Com-
passion opens new ways of being. Young-Eisendrath (1996) suggests that
alleviating someone’s suffering permits us to recognize what she calls a
“transcendent coherence.” Compassion is powerful because it is itself a
connection to the larger context of others and the universe. In whatever
state one finds oneself thrown into, compassion transforms all of one’s
actions into spiritual practice (Lhundrub, 1991) that binds us to others,
making a coherent whole out of what had otherwise been a chaos of
meaninglessness.

Without compassion hope is impossible. One becomes de-energized,
and apathy takes over. Young-Eisendrath (1996) remarks: “To engage in
compassion relieves suffering and makes pain tolerable. . . . True compas-
sion [the desire to destroy the suffering of others] is a powerful antidote
to our own suffering because it counteracts alienation” (pp. 58–59),
which is a major part of suffering.

Compassion keeps us engaged. Johnston (2003) argues that remain-
ing engaged with others becomes more and more problematic where
there is no mutual concern, since there is no engagement, and where
there is no engagement, abandonment is inevitable. This indicates the
importance of the role of healthcare professionals, who remain engaged
even when they cannot fully alleviate much of the isolation and helpless-
ness of suffering—the spiritual and social as well as the physical. When
all else fails, these forms of suffering can still be relieved by the experi-
ence of compassion from others. One is “called” by it to overcome the
blindness and deafness to others that pain engenders, to find new ways of
caring and belonging.

Young-Eisendrath (1996) explores how resilience can be learned
using a mixture of Jungian analysis and Buddhist practice. She recom-
mends some kind of practice or belief that returns one again and again to



compassion and connection with others. It is the power of faith in some-
thing beyond oneself and the practice of connecting with the transcen-
dent that bring resilience to life’s inevitable pain, loss, and even death.
One such practice, for example, is Tonglen, a Tibetan Buddhist medita-
tion practice (way of being in the world) in which one “breathes in” the
pain and suffering of others and “breathes out” peace and compassion
(see Chödrön, 1999). The practice lifts one out of paralyzing concern
with one’s own ego into a larger context.

The benefit of compassion is unquestionable. Turning outward to a
larger context, one assents, lets go of one’s aversion, of one’s attachment.
In letting go of prior ways of being one becomes open to new ways that,
one can then hope, will present themselves in the course of healing. In
Christian terms the assent turns the cup of suffering into the cup of
strengthening. Soelle (1975) suggests that we use the traditional practice
of acceptance of suffering to confront our readiness and capacity for its
transforming power.

Letting go releases one from the past self and permits a new self to
be formed. Suffering then becomes not a gift from outside but a change
within, whereby apathy becomes calmness, and independence, invulner-
ability, and serenity are present more than in any other life situation
(Soelle, 1975). Johnston (2003) tells us about Nadine, whose father was
struggling with a stroke and dementia. One day, while changing his di-
aper, she came to realize that something had been given to her by giving
to him. This realization put everything into perspective and made
Nadine’s own struggles worthwhile.

John Paul II observed that perseverance in bearing whatever disturbs
and causes harm unleashes hope, which is another prerequisite for heal-
ing.9 Hope maintains the conviction that suffering will not get the better
of one, that it will not deprive one of human dignity, which is linked to
one’s awareness of the meaning of life. The Dalai Lama concurs that the
patient endurance of suffering breeds dignity.

Suffering that calls us to transcend the narrow existence of self-
centeredness and to reach out—this applies to both sufferers and those
who are called to help—can transform the sorrow of suffering. The
practice of offering up suffering for one’s own sins or for those of others
gives suffering a deep significance. It expands the self ’s suffering into
the suffering of a Bodhisattva or of Christ on the cross. Giving suffering
such a meaning transcends its isolation, bringing what begins as stark
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immanence into a relational context through language and in other social
ways, such as ritual and music. Once again a new way of being is born.

Peace of mind is found in overcoming the sense of the uselessness
of suffering, a feeling that is sometimes very strongly rooted in human
suffering. This feeling not only consumes the person interiorly but also
seems to make him or her a burden to others. The person feels con-
demned to receive help and assistance from others and at the same time
seems useless to himself or herself.

Roman Catholic doctrine maintains that discovery of the salvific
meaning of suffering in union with Christ transforms this depressing
feeling (John Paul II, 1984, VI:27). John Paul II observed that suffering
makes us particularly susceptible to the salvific power of God, pointing
out yet another commonality between Buddhism and Christianity.10 This
transversal played itself out in the life of Milarepa (Evans-Wentz, 1971).
Suffering in his youth from the greed and acquisitiveness of his aunt and
other members of his extended family, Milarepa wound his way through
anger and resentment to the extreme of murder by black magic. He
made others suffer until, by way of enduring much suffering and despair
himself in the search for emancipation under the great guru Marpa,
Milarepa reached compassion, forgiveness, and the freedom he sought.11

Milarepa’s story and songs foreground suffering as a catalyst to pro-
ducing change both negative and positive—and the role of attitude and
action in playing out whether the result will be spiritual maturity or not.
Rabbi Blech (2003) writes in the same vein in discussing the death of
one’s child as a moment filled with spiritual potential. One can respond to
the call positively or negatively, in accordance with free will. He argues
that to learn something that improves the quality of one’s life after a trag-
edy allows us to see how we can emerge from darkness into light. Re-
sponding positively turns an otherwise meaningless calamity into a mean-
ingful message. To respond positively is to open oneself to new ways of
being in the world while letting go of the way that has been closed by
circumstances. To respond negatively is, in Johnston’s (2003) words, to
dwell resignedly, to experience suffering as a “humiliating conquest in
which one has suffered defeat. In defeat, the self closes in on itself, slips
its moorings and drifts languidly without a sense of destination” (p. 107).

Nonhatred

To choose positive attitudes and actions decreases suffering in the
world, both for oneself and for others. One guaranteed way of mitigating



suffering in the world is to refrain from creating it oneself. The Buddhists
make a positive virtue of the cause of that restraint—an absence of ha-
tred. Nonhatred is absence of the intention to torment sentient beings, to
quarrel with frustrating situations, or to inflict suffering on those who are
the cause of frustration.

It is not easy to refrain in some circumstances. The Taoist litany of
evildoers goes on for numerous pages (Lao Tse, 1973). Reading it makes
it easy to see how living so as to refrain from such behaviors indeed
counts as a positive virtue.12 For Buddhists, nonhatred functions by pro-
viding a basis of not getting involved with evil behavior (Ye-Shes Rgyal-
Mtshan, 1975). This is easy to understand when one considers the moti-
vations for evil behaviors aroused by anger, resentment, and hostility. As
a counterforce, loving-kindness is associated with nonhatred, its function
being not to be malicious (Ye-Shes Rgyal-Mtshan, 1975).

This absence of hatred can require heroic efforts to maintain, as be-
comes evident in a study of the psychology of evil that clearly demon-
strates how difficult it is to resist going along with evil in certain situa-
tions, for example, in jails and concentration camps. The study illustrates
“the relative ease with which ordinary, ‘good’ men and women can be in-
duced into behaving in ‘evil’ ways by turning on or off one or another so-
cial situational variable” (Zimbardo, 2004, p. 22). However, Victor Frankl
(1946/1984) remembered heroes in concentration camps who would
somehow transcend the malevolence-inducing conditions in which they
found themselves and make a practice of helping others, giving up even
their last piece of bread.

There are conditions under which people easily become less than
human, and it takes nothing less than heroism to overcome them and
maintain one’s humanity. Milarepa represents such a hero, having learned
how to maintain a compassionate heart even in the midst of the most
severe suffering and persecution (Evans-Wentz, 1971). Compassion in-
volves hope, the awakening to the possibilities for being that are present
in the situation. One’s existential situation can be transcended if it is ac-
cepted in the sign of the eternal, that is, not as a deterministic hell of what
is likely and probable, given one’s deficiencies and obstacles.

This is a task we all share as human beings, since it is not easy to avoid
the machinations of villains. As the Taoists pointed out in their litany,
evildoers are insidious and deceptive and seek success through the deg-
radation of others (Lao Tse, 1973). Socrates observed that we are fortu-
nate if we can find a spot sheltered from the storms of inhumanity that
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swirl around us. We may be content if we may keep ourselves free from
iniquity through this life and depart from it with fair hope, serene and
well content when the end comes (Hamilton & Cairns, 1961). Of course,
the kind of contentment of which Socrates speaks (Hamilton & Cairns,
1961), which was available in pagan and Stoic times, is much more elu-
sive these days, when we are prone to recognize our complicity in all the
evils of the world. Nonetheless, the message still has value. The practice
of the absence of hatred can serve to mitigate some of the life-guilt that a
Christian heritage has bequeathed to us by helping us to abstain from
producing more suffering than that to which our survival and our human
finitude condemn us.

Forgiveness

Arising out of compassion, forgiveness—properly defined—is central
to healing suffering. Forgiveness is an important practice for both healer
and sufferer. Forgiveness from others heals the sufferer of her alienation
and guilt; forgiveness of others heals the sufferer of his attachment, free-
ing him from corrosive emotions and toxic imaginings. As, for example,
Graeme Cunningham puts it, recovering from addiction—a terrible sort
of suffering—“is a process of forgiveness. You forgive yourself in the con-
text of forgiving other people” (cited in Todd, 2004, p. 16). He saw his
chance to recover as a gift, an opportunity to change, to be reliable and
predicable as a physician, which he was unable to be when in the hellfire
of alcoholism.

There is an ancient practice in Christianity, one that perhaps traces
back to Egyptian funerary practices, that illustrates the central impor-
tance of forgiveness in giving meaning to life as a whole. This is the prac-
tice of the sin eater: someone who is otherwise shunned but when death
approaches is called to take upon himself or herself the burden of the
dying one’s sins, granting absolution outside the church’s stranglehold on
salvation.

The sin eater played a role in Protestant communities, filling the
vacuum left by departure of the Catholic sacraments of confession and
absolution. Eating bread and salt (representing body and blood) that had
been laid on the chest of the dying person, the sin eater thereby absorbed
the dying one’s earthly malfeasance, leaving him or her free from sin and
ready to enter paradise. The sin eater heard the confessions of those who
were dying or who wanted some other kind of reconciliation.



In his or her own way the sin eater brought ultimate meaning to the
death of those whom the authorities had rejected, much as Jesus did by
forgiving the thief during their final hours together. That such a practice
was perpetuated, even though suppressed and rendered taboo, indicates
the crucial role of forgiveness in mitigating the suffering of death or alien-
ation. Gary D. Schmidt’s (1996) novel characterizes the sin eater as a man
with a gift. When people baked bread with their sin in it and left it on the
windowsill, the sin eater came by and took it away, and people felt healed.
Sometimes they would just talk to him and so were able to leave whatever
they needed to leave and not have to carry it any farther. “He gave them
the chance to let go of their hurt. And for that he lived alone on the edge
of a Welsh marsh most of his life” (Schmidt, 1996, p. 91). Buddhists also
make links between repentance, confession, and remission of sins, seeing
the process as the shortest path to rapid expiation of all evils done.

As I suggest above, healing is an intersubjective activity in which suf-
ferer and healer each plays a role in bringing the pain to expression.
Clearly, forgiveness is an intersubjective process that plays a crucial role
in healing spiritual suffering. Empirical evidence is mounting in recent
psychological studies on the process of forgiveness, which Kaminer,
Stein, Mbanga, and Zungu-Dirwayi (2000) define as a

voluntary choice or decision by the injured person to forgo anger, revenge, or jus-
tice in response to the injurious act. Forgiveness is thus an active choice rather
than a passive remission of angry or vengeful feelings over time. Forgiveness is
frequently likened to the cancellation of a debt; while both parties acknowledge
that the offender owes the forgiver a debt, the forgiver nevertheless releases the
offender from this debt. (p. 345)

Kaminer and colleagues (2000) provide an operational definition of
forgiveness as forgoing one’s right to feel anger and resentment toward
the offender. Instead one feels compassion, benevolence, and love for
the offender, even while both recognize that the offender has no right to
these. Just as important as their positive identification of forgiveness is
how they define the negative, that is, what forgiveness is not—namely,
simple pardon, excusing, or condoning of the behavior of the offender.
None of the latter has the healing effect of true forgiveness. Kaminer and
colleagues outline various categories of models of forgiveness and sug-
gest that future models should integrate existing ones, given that each
contributes to the understanding of the complex and multifaceted process
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of forgiveness and that each has limitations. What is needed is a model
that overcomes the limits of each of its components while providing a
framework general enough to “capture universal forgiveness processes”
(Kaminer et al., 2000, p. 355).

From the opposing point of view, it might be argued that revenge
plays an equal if not more important role than forgiveness in healing
suffering. Michael McCullough, a psychologist at the University of
Miami, maintains that there is a “gene” for revenge. He argues that this
need requires being fed, just as hunger for food requires being satisfied
in order for health to be maintained. It is obvious that the desire for re-
venge is a powerful motivation (Carey, 2004). It has a strong allure, gen-
erating vicious and hurtful thoughts, tempting one into its path with the
promise of satisfaction and closure. Nonetheless, revenge seeking and re-
venge taking do not mitigate suffering but rather increase it. Karen Arm-
strong (2000), for example, suggests that premillennialism is a fantasy of
revenge:

[T]he elect imagined themselves gazing down upon the sufferings of those who
had jeered at their beliefs, ignored, ridiculed, and marginalized their faith, and
now, too late, realized their error. . . . Like many concrete depictions of mythical
events, the scene looks a little absurd, but the reality it purports to present is
cruel, divisive, and tragic. (p. 139)

As the Buddhists point out, the “closure” that revenge appears to offer is
an illusion, simply reinforcing and exacerbating ill will between the par-
ties involved.

Here we find ourselves confronted once again with the example of
the Christos and of so many others, such as St. Francis and Milarepa, who
reached beyond the self ’s desire for compensation for wrong toward the
spirit of compassion, which freely forgives without being blind to what
evil has been wrought. With eyes wide open, the spirit of compassion lets
go of the self in forgiveness, making evident the transcendent coherence
that gives meaning to life as a whole. Without faith in the transcendent—
something beyond the immanent, the here and now—the closest one can
come to coherence is in the closure granted by justice; on this path, how-
ever, no greater spiritual maturity is achieved.13

Fitting Response

For atheistic Buddhism as well as monotheistic Catholicism, the well-
spring of meaning is love. To contemplate the sufferings of a Christ or a



Bodhisattva (one who vows to remain until the end of time to save sen-
tient beings) gives rise to compassion. This is the most extraordinary gift
of suffering. It is evident from what has been said so far that compassion
and forgiveness are keys to alleviating suffering, especially spiritual, men-
tal, and emotional suffering. This is transversal; the particulars of how
compassion and forgiveness are applied are subject to the singularities of
the case and its time and place. Like other universal goods (such as free-
dom), compassion and forgiveness are to be felt globally and acted upon
locally—and presently—in what Calvin Schrag (2002) calls a “fitting re-
sponse that keeps the gift as its measure” (p. 125).

Schrag (2002) argues that any ethic of rights and duties finds its
initiating catalyst in an “ethic of care that has caritas as its content and
measure—a caring that expects no return” (p. 126). Schrag (2002) de-
scribes this caring as a gift of love, the asymmetrical dimension in all jus-
tice and democracy that is the future as what is possible. Compassion is a
love devoid of any expectation of repayment; it is the source of the gift in
an economic transcendence.

Schrag’s view is very different from that of Derrida. For Derrida, the
gift, in order to count as a gift, must be metaphysically pure (see, e.g.,
Derrida, 1992, p. 29); that is, it must be absolutely free of all exchange re-
lations and of all recompense as well as thought of recompense, even of
recognition of the gift as a gift.14 Derrida’s notion of the gift and its re-
quirements is transcendental (as opposed to empirical). Derrida’s post-
modern scruples regarding the notion of the gift take it out of the realm
of human possibility, so there can never be a true gift in the here and now
of everyday life. There can never be a true (i.e., pure) gift to God or to
anyone else. For Derrida (1992) there is a “structural disproportion”
between the finite and mortal, on the one hand, and the goodness of the
infinite gift of love, on the other. This disproportion inevitably transforms
the experience of responsibility into guilt, that is, suffering. One never
has been and never can be up to this level of goodness.

As Schrag (2004) writes, “It was Jacques Derrida who, in his book,
Given Time: Counterfeit Money, radicalized Mauss’s economics of the gift
and Nietzsche’s ethics of the gift to the juncture at which they congeal into
an aporia of gift-giving as an impossibility” (p. 196). For Derrida, the mo-
ment a gift is given it succumbs to an interplay of exchange relations, mak-
ing an impossibility of gift giving and gift receiving (see Schrag, 2004).
Any “politics of friendship” based upon it will always come up short. For
Merleau-Ponty (1992), any such notion of the gift would be like that of a
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love or a will unaware of itself, and hence an unloving love and an unwill-
ing will “as an unconscious thought would be an unthinking one” (p. 378).

Schrag’s view contrasts markedly with that of Derrida. For Schrag,
the gift is not some utopian dream. He is a realist who declares that self-
sacrifice and self-interest are never entirely separated (Schrag 2002).
Nonetheless, in spite of the less than perfect metaphysical purity of the
gifts of compassion and forgiveness, they are gifts both in being given and
in being received. They testify to what transcends both ownership and
moral intent (Schrag, 2004). They testify to the transcendent coherence
that makes life as a whole meaningful. The future as what is possible is
preenacted through our own fitting response in the present, in our every-
day communicative practice. A moment in which we manifest compas-
sion and forgive others as we do ourselves is a moment when we make re-
ality and find ourselves in the act (see Merleau-Ponty, 1992, p. 383). It is
the ultimate gift, that of the kingdom continually coming to presence.

Suffering and Imagination

It is evident from what has been said so far that whatever we as in-
dividuals suffer from, we help make it so by the meaning we ascribe to
it. Wright (2005) observes that the meanings we harbor about our suffer-
ing can increase or decrease that suffering. In other words, we bear the
responsibility for interpretation—an activity that Gary Madison argues
makes use of the imagination. As Madison (1990) asserts, language is
human thought; moreover, imagination is “essentially linguistic” (p. 184)
in character. Things first come into being in words and language.

From this point of view we can readily see how important the imagi-
nation is in regard to suffering, since it is imperative for healing that suf-
fering be expressed, and most commonly this is done linguistically. When
we think imaginatively, we see things otherwise than we did previously.
Things get integrated into a new semantic context. Imagined meanings
are ways in which we relate to or take up an existential attitude toward
things; new meanings are new ways of relating to things (Madison, 1990).

New meanings are new ways of being in the world. The main work of
the linguistic imagination is to bring together disparate semantic fields,
which has the effect of altering how we think of, categorize, and interpret
things (Madison, 1990). It is in the imagination that we begin to make



ourselves into who or what we will become. We are free in this making,
since we always have the possibility to yet become “otherwise than what
we merely are” (Madison, 1990, p. 191).

Imagination gives us the gift of freedom in our suffering. Imagina-
tion opens the prison gates of the deterministic hell into which we may
find ourselves thrown as a result of strict cause-and-effect relationships.
Imagination provides us with alternatives, other possible ways that things
may be. When, on the one hand, we accept a system of thought as a total-
istic view, we become bound. Rejecting such totalization, on the other
hand, means that we are free to ask different questions, to get different
answers, ones that reveal different dimensions in the world.

Experience of suffering can, like other experiences, give rise to an in-
finite number of possible expressions; hence, any experience can always
be expressed further (Madison, 1982). The imagination is involved in this
interpretation and reinterpretation. Madison (1982) argues that the
imagination is the means whereby we understand reality; it plays a cen-
tral role in our having the kind of world that we do at any given time. We
play an active role in determining the meaning of events for ourselves
and for others. This is true of our everyday lives and events and impor-
tantly so of our suffering.

Elaine Scarry reveals how worlds are unmade by pain. Sufficiently in-
tense pain—such as from torture—obliterates “all psychological content,
whether painful, pleasurable, or neutral” (Scarry, 1985, p. 34). Suffering
takes on the character of a natural event, a senseless and alien fate. Pain
brings the unmaking of the world because, of all events, pain is the only
one to have no object, and, having no object, it cannot easily be objec-
tified in any material or verbal form. Its power to create madness is one
way that we acknowledge its power over all aspects of self and the world.
Intense pain shuts down all other ways of being in the world.

For Scarry, worlds are remade by the imagination. To be present
when the person who is in pain “rediscovers speech and so regains his
powers of self-objectification is almost to be present at the birth, or re-
birth, of language” (Scarry, 1985, p. 172). Imagination brings the making
of the world. It opens new ways of being. This activity of creation has an
identifiable structure (Scarry, 1985) in which there is a relationship
between physical pain and imagining. Expressing the pain eases it. The
crest of the pain moves along with a form of activity. Suffering is not
merely tolerated, it is “worked through.” How we imagine in suffering,
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how we speak of it to ourselves and to others, determines how a new
world gets made, how the process of healing takes place. Talking about
suffering opens our world to our fellow human beings and allows their
world to affect ours.

Many of those who have suffered testify to the efficacy of putting the
suffering in the context of a larger picture, for example, of participating in
a cause that is greater than the individuals working for it. This allows us to
transcend the ego-centered concerns that bind us to that very suffering,
once again opening new ways of being in the world. Such participation in
a larger context requires the function of the imagination in the creation
of a story.

There is also a shadow to this brightness. One of the larger contexts
that suffering too often gets put into is that of suffering as recompense or
punishment for wrongdoing. To imagine this is the case is one method of
satisfying the “revenge gene” (see Carey, 2004). As one author writes in
the New York Times,

Revenge can be a very good deterrent to bad behavior, and bring feelings of com-
pleteness and fulfillment. Dr. Michael McCullough, a psychologist at the Univer-
sity of Miami, was quoted as saying “The best way to understand revenge is not as
some disease or moral failing or crime but as a deeply human and sometimes
very functional behavior.” (Carey, 2004)

The doctrine of karma also satisfies this desire for revenge, at least in-
sofar as it applies to others. To believe that one’s enemy is feeling just ret-
ribution when circumstances turn against him or her can indeed “bring
feelings of completeness and fulfillment.” The story is not so pleasant
when the shoe is on the other foot. Karma, as elucidated in some in-
stances, makes us responsible (in some lifetime) for everything that hap-
pens to us, including where and when we are born—as indeed does Jean-
Paul Sartre’s view of human freedom.

This brings us to another locus communis (common ground) between
Christianity and Buddhism. Although both speak in terms of a complex
involvement, a fundamental intertwinedness, between suffering and sin,
both also reach beyond either harsh and personal or harsh and impersonal
justice, as recompense for sin, toward compassion and forgiveness as their
ultimate source of meaning. There are indeed some cases of suffering that
seem to cry out to be interpreted as punishment, but there are many more



where the opposite is the case, where it makes little or horrible sense to
do so. The point here is that we use imagination to tell either sort of story,
and its role in increasing and in easing suffering must not be overlooked.
All too many times we are indeed the cause of our own suffering when
the closing down of a certain way of being in the world has come about
because of our own actions. To become mired in this revelation, however,
is to lose sight of the possibilities for new ways of being that are offered
by the imagination.

Because there is an infinite number of possible ways to interpret
any event, it is possible to change one’s interpretation of one’s own or
another’s suffering. Scarry writes that pain becomes a state only once it is
brought into relation with the objectifying power of the imagination.
Through that relation pain can be “transformed from a wholly passive
and helpless occurrence into a self-modifying and, when most successful,
self-eliminating one” (Scarry, 1985, p. 164). Acceptance of the suffering
requires such a transformation and fulfills it as well. It is the first change
that must occur in order to allow the birth of a positive attitude and
hence the self-modifying and self-eliminating process of pain.

Janis Abrahms Spring (2004) writes in detail about the process of ac-
ceptance as an alternative to forgiveness when, for whatever reason, for-
giveness is not possible. Acceptance requires nothing of the offender yet
is a healing gift one may give oneself when the offender cannot or will not
engage in the healing process (Spring, 2004). Spring (2004) writes:

We don’t have to love or even like the person, but we can see him fairly and
choose to get along, if that’s in our best interest. We can be ourselves in his pres-
ence and accept that he’ll never be anyone other than who he is. We can even
give him a chance to do better and earn genuine forgiveness if he chooses to rise
to the challenge. (p. 5)

Spring’s text challenges the extreme views on forgiveness that require
us to be lofty and even saintly in order to heal. She argues that this is not
necessary—that making such an effort often leads to “robotic” gestures of
goodwill—while also recognizing that refusing to forgive leaves one stew-
ing in one’s own “hostile juices.” She proposes a down-to-earth vision of
forgiveness, “one that is human and attainable” (Spring, 2004, p. 8), mak-
ing it the job of the offender to earn forgiveness in order to be forgiven
and, equally importantly, to forgive him- or herself.
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In any case, there must be change in oneself. Change is always diffi-
cult, but it is especially so in suffering, which renders one feeling utterly
helpless. Soelle (1975) points out that the consciousness of one’s power-
lessness is a fundamental element in suffering. To be without power is to
be unable to change either oneself or one’s situation. In order for healing
to occur we must activate forces that enable us to overcome the feeling
that we are without power (Soelle, 1975, p. 11). A prerequisite for the
work of making anew is the conviction that we live in a world that can be
changed, that we are not completely powerless. If we live with a static
worldview, then our attitude toward suffering cannot get beyond resigna-
tion. “Only where change itself is comprehended as an essential human
value and acknowledged by society, only there can the passive attitude to-
ward suffering change” (Soelle, 1975, p. 70). Taking change as an “essen-
tial human value” means that we value it as ontologically basic to human
being-in-the-world and allow ourselves to be open to the creative action
of change. The value of change is the possibility for creative action such
as a “fitting response.”

Change and the Fitting Response

I have argued above that the quality of the healer is a significant fac-
tor in bringing into being a new identity through suffering. We have seen
that compassion and forgiveness are able to produce positive benefits to
the person who suffers as well as to the one who heals. I have also argued
that faith of some kind is necessary to bringing about a wholesome heal-
ing process. Above all, faith in the very possibility of healing, that is, of
change of condition, is required to bring forth an attitude that transcends
mere passive resignation. Faith in change—and that change can be posi-
tive, whether physically, mentally, or spiritually—is required in order for
a positive outcome to occur.

Schrag’s notion of the fitting response is useful in understanding how
this change can come about by means of the relationship between healer
and sufferer. The fitting response illuminates the ethical dimension of the
healer–sufferer relationship. It makes use of the theological concept of
the “kingdom” as the goal of action, but the idea need not be taken in a
religious sense. Rather, it can supply an ideal type of the relationship and



action toward which sufferer and healer can strive and within which op-
timal healing/growth can occur.

In this context ethics is not subsumed under ontology. To put it dif-
ferently, the call to responsibility is announced before the call to being
(whether identity or relationship) and influences the manner in which one
becomes what one will become in the course of the relationship. Schrag
(2002) writes: “The space of ethics lies beyond the ontological quest. I
experience the ethical demand in confronting the other; more precisely
stated, the call to ethical responsibility surges up when the other con-
fronts me” (p. 80).

This ethical move beyond ontology opens the self to responsibility,
since the transcendence is ethical in character. Subjectivity takes on the
character of responsibility. The subject is not an autonomous ethical sub-
ject, asserting its rights and privileges as an independent moral entity, but
is transvalued into a responsibility to and for the other (Schrag, 2002).
This is a personal identity that is not extracted from its social milieu but is
interdependent with it in an intersubjective relationship. With the notion
of the fitting response Schrag provides a new perspective on the coming
to presence of self and other in the ethical relationship.

The fact that identity has a narrative structure means that temporality
is constitutive of the self. The ethical subject is present to itself in both its
memories and its hopes. The past and future are constitutive of selfhood,
the past holding previous decisions and the future the horizon of self-
actualization that marks out the region of existential possibilities, the pos-
sible ways of being in the world.

In this context the asymmetrical quality of the gift becomes the
proper content for a viable morality (Schrag, 2002). The asymmetrical di-
mension of the gift allows the incarnation of an ethical and moral rela-
tionship. On the one hand, Levinas and Kierkegaard agree that the deity
is wholly other, “related to the finite only under the conditions of an
asymmetry which no Hegelian dialectic of reciprocity is able to pene-
trate” (cited in Schrag, 2002, p. 113). On the other hand, as we have seen
above, healer and sufferer give to each other in a relationship that is
asymmetrical but nonetheless reciprocal.15

I have argued above that suffering is a gift to both healer and sufferer.
Healer and sufferer both receive something from the suffering, some-
thing unique to each that is unable to require compensation.16 Although
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the nurse or doctor is gainfully employed in his or her profession, there is
nonetheless in this ethical dimension (one among many that coexist) an
asymmetrical caring (caritas) that expects no return.

As Schrag (2002) observes, acknowledgment or gratitude as attesta-
tion also issues from an economic region. In other words, acknowledg-
ment and gratitude (Derrida’s arguments to the contrary notwithstand-
ing) transcend the realm of production and exchange. Schrag (2002)
writes:

The central point that needs to be underscored and reemphasized is that the gift
is outside of, external to, independent of, and in a quite robust sense otherwise
than the economy of interactions within our personal and social existence. . . .
This transcendence of the gift, in its concrete expression of a love devoid of any
expectation of repayment is an economic transcendence. It is otherwise than the
nomos, both implicit and explicit, that governs the commerce of human interac-
tions, which remain beholden to the authorities and established mores of civil so-
ciety. (pp. 111–112)17

On the part of the sufferer, his or her active involvement in (care
about) the healing process and his or her gratitude/acknowledgment—as
well as the gift of compassion that is a side effect, if you like, of the very
witnessing of suffering—are gifts to the healer for which no return is ex-
pected. The ethical relationship between healer and sufferer is itself a
gift of life that tempers and transfigures the configurations of reciprocal
exchange relations that remain beholden to the constraints of laws of dis-
tribution, for example, consideration of professional fees.

Schrag’s (2002) hermeneutics of acknowledgment is able to disclose
the dynamics of the gift as “ceaselessly centrifugal, always proceeding
outward, never returning to the center—lest it lose its dynamics of giving
without expectation of return” (p. 119). In fact, a gift becomes genuine—
in Schrag’s (2002) view, an “event yearning for fulfillment and oriented
toward actualization” (p. 126)—only when there is an acknowledgment
and response on the part of the receiver of the gift. Acknowledgment in
this view is a fitting response to a gift and not—as authors such as Derrida
have argued—a return that somehow comes back to the giver, nullifying
the gift itself. In the case of the healer–sufferer relationship, acknowl-
edgment comes in many forms, such as cooperation, effort, listening,
willingness to follow prescriptions, kindness, gentleness, openness, and
so on—ethical actions that result in a change in ways of being in the



world of both parties to the relationship. This is the kind of giving, the
sort of action that creates and sustains transcendent coherence for both
healer and sufferer. This is a notion of the gift that leaps the unbridgeable
asymmetry between the divine and the human into the fallible, finite way
of being in the world.

Conclusion

Suffering is a gift that awaits transformation by sufferer and healer
alike. Since the body is inescapably linked with phenomena, a transfor-
mation of the worlds of both healer and sufferer can take place when they
interact in a manner that illustrates a fitting response. The quality of the
healer, then, is a significant factor in bringing into being a new identity
through giving meaning to suffering.

Healers as well as sufferers each have something unique and precious
to gain from as well as give to the intersubjectivity that is involved in the
healer–patient relationship. We are not spectators; we are involved—in
mutually implicative and mutually motivating actions. The intersubjec-
tive gifts of compassion, forgiveness, and acknowledgment give to health-
care professionals an exceptional opportunity to work together with suf-
ferers in bringing about ethical action in the form of a fitting response to
suffering.

We have seen that the importance of the phenomenological approach
to suffering is to get beyond the “objective” suffering, which is essentially
meaningless, to reach and cocreate meaning for the suffering in a fitting
response to it. Healthcare workers have the most extensive opportunity
to help others learn about the gift of suffering. Indeed, the individual
healthcare professional is of primary importance in finding ways to bring
suffering to expression and hence to begin to relieve it. Each fitting re-
sponse creates a new meaning for a particular suffering, a wider and
more transcendent meaning, one that can then ripple out and eventually
affect the whole of society.

Notes

1. In the Old Testament, Psalm 22 is a paradigmatic expression of this entwining, as
are Psalms 88 and 116.

2. On the importance of metaphor in religion see Armstrong (1993).
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3. Evidence suggestive of a role for religious or spiritual involvement in health and
healing may be found in Levin (2003).

4. The theological concept of the kingdom as the goal of action need not be taken in
a religious sense. Rather, it may supply an ideal type of the fitting response.

5. For a full discussion of this paradigm see Harris (2004).
6. See Todd (2004), where Doug Dane speaks of letting go as the key to faith: “Re-

senting everyone and everything for the rest of his life guaranteed the rest of his life would
be as lousy as the beginning. So he sorted. The memories of pain and exploitation he threw
away. Cut the chains and hurled them like rusty anchors off his sleek new sailboat”
(pp. 67–69).

7. To find out that one’s condition cannot be cured is to experience the most elemen-
tal loss of control (see Toombs, 2004).

8. John Paul II echoes St. Paul’s call to “come to the unity of the faith and of the
knowledge of the Son of God, to maturity, to the measure of the full stature of Christ”
(Eph. 4:11–13, New English Bible).

9. “[A]lthough the world of suffering exists ‘in dispersion,’ at the same time it con-
tains within itself a singular challenge to communion and solidarity” (John Paul II, 1984,
II:8). Christians share in the unending sacrifice of Christ on the cross. Each person in his
or her suffering becomes a sharer in the redemptive suffering of Christ; that is, he or she
becomes the Christos. In his letter to the Romans St. Paul argues that, in return for the
sacrificial offering of suffering, one will receive the gift of compassion.

10. John Paul II concurs that “suffering cannot be transformed and changed by a
grace from outside, but from within” (1984, VI:26). St. Paul spells this out to his congrega-
tion (Rom. 5:1–5, New English Bible) when he speaks of boasting in our suffering, in the
knowledge that suffering produces endurance, endurance produces character, and charac-
ter produces hope.

11. In one of his songs Milarepa brought about the cure of a dakini (the spirit of a
place) who had become malignant because of villagers burning brush in her territory.

12. Taoists have bequeathed a litany of the sorts of evil persons one might encounter
in the world:

They impede and obstruct the professions and crafts. They vilify and dispar-
age the holy and the wise. They ridicule and scorn reason and virtue. They
shoot the flying, chase the running, expose the hiding, surprise nestlings,
close up entrance holes, upset nests, injure the pregnant, and break the egg.
They wish others to incur loss. (Lao Tse, 1973, p. 56)

13. See Merleau-Ponty (1992): “When I say things are transcendent, this means that
I do not possess them, that I do not circumambulate them; they are transcendent to the ex-
tent that I am ignorant of what they are, and blindly assert their bare existence” (p. 369).

14. See, for example, Derrida (1992), when he asks where goodness exists beyond all
calculation and answers that it is a goodness that forgets itself, that the movement must be
a movement of the gift that renounces itself in order to be a gift of infinite love.

15. See Schrag (2002): “The lesson to be learned from the suggestive notion of asym-
metrical reciprocity is that living in civil society with its moral demands requires a task of
mediation without identity, convergence without coincidence, acknowledging the pres-
ence of an asymmetrical gift within an economy of reciprocity” (p. 127).

16. It should be noted that Schrag (2002) is a realist on this point, recognizing that
“self-sacrifice issues from motivations that are never wholly liberated from self-interest”
(p. 131).



17. See Schrag (2002) on nomos: a “system of laws and criteria for quantification that
governs the distribution of signifiers within a predicate calculus” (p. 114).
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Finding Meaning in Adversity
na n c y  e .  j o h n s t o n

Finding meaning and joy in one’s circumstances, rather than being over-
taken, diminished, and embittered by life’s inevitable adversities, consti-
tutes a universal human challenge. Yet knowledge about this subject is
fragmentary and sparse. Although empirically based models have been
proposed that address the basic human needs that are disrupted by ad-
versity and posit ways of responding to these needs, the models remain
largely theoretical. Sandler (2001) suggests that, in order for health pro-
fessionals to understand how to assist people undergoing adversity and
how to prevent long-lasting and damaging effects on the self, two key di-
mensions must first be understood. These are the nature of adversity it-
self and of the resources that people call upon to be resilient in the face of
adversity. Such research, he remarks, is at the present time incomplete.

This hermeneutical, phenomenological study is an overture in the di-
rection of illuminating the nature of adversity and how people construct
meaning in the face of great trial, hardship, and tribulation. Being inter-
pretive in approach, this study offers no claims about the frequency of
the experiences, nor does it provide statistical correlations linking certain
kinds of experiences and others that might be expected to follow from
them. Rather, I interpret the experience of adversity and the meanings
given to it based on the narratives of 20 people who either wrote about
their experience of adversity or had conversations with me. My interpre-
tation is further influenced by seven autobiographical accounts read to
extend my understanding. Describing practices that people engaged to
recover meaning, I offer a picture of their dynamically fluid experiences
and self-understandings. Such unified knowledge is important for prac-
titioners of care because understanding the indivisible and mutually

98



constituting influences of personal meaning, action, and social practices
offers new possibilities for thinking and acting.

Health professionals witness daily the extremities of human suffer-
ing. Given our presence at critical times in the lives of our patients, it
is reasonable to ask how well we bear the burden of witnessing such suf-
fering. Do we really understand how adversity jeopardizes the sense of
meaning and direction in life? And, even if we do grasp the significance
of the threats and losses that occur, can we remain compassionately avail-
able and emotionally engaged with people as they live through their over-
whelming circumstances?

Mahoney (2005) argues that professional programs are not ade-
quately preparing their graduates to engage skillfully and compassion-
ately with their clients who are suffering. Maintaining that the evident
supremacy of logical rationality over wisdom has corrupted the scientific
spirit and left the academy spiritually impoverished, he demands a radi-
cal reorientation of the dominant discourses.1 Addressing his own field in
particular (psychology), he calls for educational approaches that engage
with the human experience of suffering so that compassionate care can
be restored. Speaking to a nursing audience, Rogers and Cowles (1997)
note that “health care providers more often talk around the subject of
suffering, enveloping it in a ‘conspiracy of silence’ common to the equally
difficult subjects of death and dying” (p. 1048). They further note that
there is a strong need for systematic inquiry focused on suffering as it is
perceived by the persons experiencing it. Such research, they state,
needs to extend beyond mere questions about whether the person is suf-
fering to embrace a whole-person approach that illuminates threats to
meaning and purpose in the context of the individual’s whole being. I
suggest that research and discourse need to go even farther if they are to
be able to help health professionals overcome the tendency to care “at a
distance.” Not only must our discourses enable us to come to grips with
suffering and help us to understand the threats to meaning and purpose
that people experience during a time of adversity, but they also need to
generate knowledge about how meaning comes to be restored in the face
of great trial and hardship. Only with this knowledge can the possibility
for thoughtful, helpful, compassionate, intimate engagement with those
who suffer be pursued. Seeing the opportunities to cocreate new mean-
ings involves imagining new possibilities that are specific to the situation
at hand. It is this imagination for new possibilities that lies at the very
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heart of knowing how to respond fittingly. A fitting response requires
imagination and alertness to the arrival of new possibilities in the midst of
uncertainty, grief, and anguish, and it requires the ability to engage cou-
rageously with questions that have no easy answers. This study illumi-
nates how people reconstruct meaning in a situation of adversity and
sheds light on human and healthcare practices that both help and hinder
the restoration of positive meanings. It contributes to our understanding
of how to engage compassionately and helpfully with people during the
times in their lives when they experience great suffering.

Coming into the Hermeneutic Circle

Approaching as Foregrounding Understanding

Adversity elicits vast existential questions: “Why did this happen to
me?” “Is there any meaning in this apparently senseless occurrence?”
These questions, commonly posed by patients, are questions we all come
to ask ourselves in our own lives during times of great hardship and
adversity. In this section I show how hermeneutical phenomenology not
only encourages engagement with these kinds of questions but also en-
ables inquiry to begin with the consideration of one’s own experience. In
this way researchers stand inside the phenomenon rather than trying to
look at it “objectively” from the outside. When they bring their own expe-
riences into the foreground, understandings are certainly not accepted
unquestioningly but are situated and actively interrogated.

Gadamer (1960/1989) helps us to understand that bringing ourselves
into the inquiry is, after all, only common sense. When we think about
what really happens when we come to a study, we understand that we
do not leave ourselves behind in some vain attempt to avoid bias. Rather,
we can look for something, to begin with, only if we have some sense of
what we are looking for. Moreover, we are always already in a position of
understanding, since we use words to express ourselves, and the words
we use are inherited meanings. All understanding, as human interpreta-
tion, is temporal and historical and thus subject to the influences of time
and place. Thus no understanding or interpretation is ever final. This is
because each interpretation arises within a particular time and a different
place. Therefore, rather than attempting to deny foreknowledge of a
phenomenon—which in any case cannot be denied—and rather than



striving for “truth” through mathematical procedure, hermeneutics
makes the scientific project secure by different means: by bringing what
is already known into the foreground, where it can be questioned (Hei-
degger, 1996).2

As I began this study I considered what I already knew about adver-
sity based on my own experiences, and I thought about how this knowl-
edge could potentially both help and hinder this study. Pondering the im-
portance of accessing my own experience of adversity to build bridges to
the experiences of others rather than having my interpretations be a filter
through which only congruent understandings flowed clarified my aims.
These were to engage with people who volunteered for this study and to
encourage them to share their experiences without reservation. Just as I
aimed to get a sense of where my blind spots might reside in interpreting
their experiences, I endeavored to uncover not only the content of what
was revealed but also the context and that which the speaker could not or
did not question.

By reliving times in my own life when I had suffered serious health
challenges, anguish, personal danger, financial insecurity, career uncer-
tainty, and bereavement, I came to understand adversity as a severe ob-
stacle thwarting my will and desires. My illusions of security and unob-
structed passage into the future that I projected, planned, and expected
were shattered. Most significantly, I came to see that adversity called into
question my self-understanding and what was important to me. Ques-
tions arose, such as “Who am I?” and “Will I have a future, and, if so,
what kind of a future will I have?” These questions issued huge chal-
lenges for me not only to come to a new understanding of myself but to
come to an acceptable self-understanding. My reflections also provided
the awareness that, while I could grasp the dimensions of some forms of
adversity because of my own experiences, there were huge expanses of
human suffering of which I had no personal knowledge. Considering the
relative ease of my own life, I needed to hold my understanding of adver-
sity in openness so that I could be taught by the experiences of others.

Professional Perspectives

Moving from my own reflections on the nature of adversity, I ex-
amined ways the phenomenon had been characterized in the professional
literature. Synthesizing knowledge from the stress, coping, and resilience
literature, Wyman, Sandler, Wolchik, and Nelson (2000) propose that
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adversity can be understood in terms of its quality and ecology—as a
relationship between individuals and their environment in which basic
human needs are threatened. Sandler (2001) conceptualizes the rela-
tionship between adversity and resilience as two lenses through which
the same phenomenon can be explored. Drawing on the research of
Lazarus (1999), Skinner and Wellborn (1994), and Masten and Coats-
worth (1998), Sandler conceptualizes adversity as a threat to individual
goals, an obstruction to self-affirmation, and a barrier to meaningful role
competency.

Summarizing the literature on resilience and adversity accumulated
over a 20-year period, Richardson (2002) describes three “waves of
thought.” The first wave, based upon the work of authors such as Rutter
(1985), Werner and Smith (1992), and Garmezy and Masten (1994),
drew upon phenomenological descriptions of resilient individuals and
support systems to offer a set of qualities and factors that help people
grow in the wake of adversity.3 The second wave of thought described the
choices that people make (consciously or unconsciously) that result in the
identification, fortification, and enrichment of protective factors, that is,
factors that protect individuals from succumbing to destructive behaviors
in the face of adversity (Richardson, Neiger, Jensen, & Kampfer, 1990).
The third, postmodern, multidisciplinary wave of thought is character-
ized as a paradigm shift from a reductionistic, problem-oriented ap-
proach to one that sets out to explore personal and interpersonal gifts and
strengths that can be accessed to grow through the suffering associated
with adversity. This body of literature is still in its infancy.4

Noting the frequency with which the word suffering appears in re-
lation to adversity and resilience, I next explored definitions of suffering.
Rogers and Cowles (1997) point out that the Latin roots of the words suf-
fer and patient are strikingly similar, both meaning “to bear.” Using the
method of concept analysis and drawing upon the thinking of authors
such as Cassell (1982), Copp (1990a, 1990b, 1990c), Kahn and Steeves
(1986, 1995), Gadow (1991), and others, Rogers and Cowles (1997) de-
scribe suffering in terms of its attributes as “an individualized, subjective
and complex experience characterized primarily by a person’s assigning
to a situation or a perceived threat an intensely negative meaning. This
meaning involves the loss, or perceived loss of one’s integrity, autonomy,
and actual humanity” (p. 1050).



Language as Understanding

Consistent with the hermeneutic notion that all concepts are inher-
ited meanings that come to us through language, I undertook an etymo-
logical inquiry into the meanings that come to us through the word ad-
versity, which revealed derivation from the Old French adversité and the
Latin adversitas, connoting opposition from (adversus: turned against).
Also interesting is the related word advert, borrowed again from the Old
French avertir and from the Latin advertere (ad: to + vertere: to turn
around toward) (Oxford English Dictionary Online, 2005). Thus the
word connotes both disorientation and reorientation. Adversity can be
understood to be a situation in which one is opposed, displaced, and
turned. In the turning one encounters something else, something new,
something that had until now escaped attention. The word reveals the
potential of being turned around in relation to the being that one is—the
coming to a new understanding of one’s being and one’s becoming (pos-
sibilities). In considering the turning brought on by adversity, I explored
approaches to thinking and systems of thought that could inform my
understanding of how personal coherence is preserved in a time of adver-
sity through the reshaping of meaning.

Philosophical Thought, Personal Coherence, and the Reshaping
of Meaning

Hermeneutical interpretive phenomenology is an approach to think-
ing about what it means to be human, and it is an approach that illumi-
nates appropriate ways of getting at how humans understand themselves.
The philosophers I was drawn to for this study—Kierkegaard (1849/
1989), Heidegger (1953/1996), and Marcel (1960, 1963, 1967)—appealed
to me because they expanded epistemological concerns about what it
means to “know” to concerns of ontology, that is, how we come to be.
Gadamer (1960/1989), whose thought is also extensively integrated into
this study, emphasizes a different dimension that is still ontological in
character: the basic way in which self-conscious, historically existing be-
ings relate to the world. Agreeing that what makes humans human is
their overriding interest in who they are and in being themselves truly
and understandingly (Madison, 1988), these philosophers share a com-
mon interest in the modes of being and the processes by which the basic
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structures of being are made known. In illuminating modes of being
Kierkegaard suggested that we exist only in the mode of becoming. Thus
what we are most fundamentally is not anything that is determined or
fixed but rather what we can become, that is, possibility (Madison, 1994).
An important part of Kierkegaard’s project was moving beyond objective
and rational notions of arriving at certain truth to instead work out an ap-
proach to subjective truth in a life context that relies upon uncertainty to
necessitate decision and to illuminate possibility. For Kierkegaard, un-
certainty is not so much a defect of subjective truth as its essence.

If for Kierkegaard the meaning of being, or truth, is revealed in be-
coming and choosing in the face of uncertainty, then for Marcel the
meaning of being is revealed in choosing to participate. To be a person,
according to Marcel, is to be with, to be a part of—a contributor to, in re-
lationship with—something larger. Marcel (1963) writes that being is re-
vealed only in creative acts; that is, the presence of being is observable
only by being read back out of human experience. Creative acts are gen-
erous acts that arise from and are simultaneously constituted by a self
that is a self-in-communion. Self-in-communion, like the work of an art-
ist, which comes to be only in the artistic process, acts to reveal the mean-
ing of being through love, hope, and fidelity (Gallagher, 1975). Heideg-
ger’s understanding of hermeneutics is that it is an interpretation of
Dasein’s being. Dasein is the German word for “being there,” the human
capacity to comprehend one’s own existence; it is the openness, the
“there being” in which meaning occurs or is disclosed (Grondin, 1990).
Similar to Kierkegaard’s (1849/1989) understanding of “interestedness”
and Marcel’s (1963) notion of participation as a mode of being, compre-
hending human existence for Heidegger (1953/1996) can be accom-
plished only in the company of and by understanding one’s relationship
with other entities in the world. Thus Dasein’s primary way of being in
the world is one of concern; that is, who we are is constituted by the con-
cerns that engage us in our world and is how we interpret ourselves in our
practices and ways of engaging socially (Koch, 1995). It is in this practi-
cal, concerned engagement with the world that the meaning of being
comes to be revealed.

In addition to exploring philosophic understandings as a way of
coming to a deeper understanding of how meaning comes to be revealed,
my search took me into the psychoanalytic literature. There I discovered,
with reference to the work of Kohut (1977, 1984), Stern (1991), Stolorow



and Atwood (1992), Stolorow (1994), Orange (2000), and Schafer
(2004)—all practicing psychoanalysts—that existential and ontological
thinking is reshaping the contours of psychoanalytic thought. This is par-
ticularly evident in writings over the last 10 to 15 years that have increas-
ingly grappled with the restoration of personal coherence through the re-
shaping of meaning. Important concepts include empathy, attunement,
and mutuality. Empathy is defined as emotional knowledge gained by
participation in a shared reality, which comes from the analyst’s attune-
ment to the emotional reality shared with the patient in the intersub-
jective situation (Orange, 2000). Validating attunement constitutes a re-
sponse that occurs at the interface of mutually interacting, affectively
attuned subjectivities (Stolorow, Atwood, & Orange, 2002). Significantly,
such thinking represents a departure from the conventional objectivist
epistemologies, since it rejects the notion that it is possible to have privi-
leged access to the essence of the patient’s psychic reality and to the “ob-
jective truths” that the patient’s psychic reality obscures. Thought that is
related to the concept of intersubjectivity integrates the philosophical
understandings of Heidegger and Gadamer that pertain to the nature of
truth, experience, and self-knowledge. It does this by emphasizing the
constitutive interplay between worlds of experience. This leads inevitably
to a stance in which the healer joins the other in the process of making
sense together. Implicit to practice based on this understanding is the
building of a capacity for emotional understanding that is facilitated in an
atmosphere in which the analyst “undergoes the situation” with the pa-
tient. Dialogical conversation unfolds as that which is triadic rather than
dyadic, since the nature of understanding is neither the understanding of
the analyst nor the understanding of the patient but rather a new under-
standing that arises out of a situation of mutuality, connection, and relat-
edness (Schafer, 2004). While such understandings were developed in
relation to the practice of psychoanalysis, they offer rich insights into how
the sense of the self ’s being coherent, resilient, and acceptable can be re-
stored in the healing conversations that are offered practitioners of care
from a variety of “helping” disciplines. But what, the question could well
be asked, is the self ?

Hermeneutical phenomenology, as a project devoted to overcoming
the mind–body or objective–subjective split begun by Descartes, takes
the position that the self is not a what. The self is not a thing that “can
be conceptualized as some kind of essence which somehow underlies,
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supports, is the basis and cause—or else, the transcendental, overarching
unity” (Madison, 1988, p. 9). Schafer (1981) writes that the story about
the self is both a conversation and a narrative:

The story is that there is a self to tell something to, and someone else serving as
an audience who is oneself or one’s self. The self is a kind of telling about one’s in-
dividuality. It is something one learns to conceptualize in one’s capacity as agent;
it is not a doer of actions. The inner world of experience is a kind of telling, not a
place. (p. 31)

Having brought background understandings into the open for ques-
tioning and having characterized a philosophic lens that offered possibil-
ities for seeing more deeply into “the heart of things,” I was now ready to
invite people to share their experiences of adversity with me.

Inviting Stories, Welcoming Narratives

Twenty people who endorsed living through an experience of adver-
sity accepted the invitation to participate in this study either by engaging
in a conversation or a series of conversations about their experience of
adversity (13) or by writing a story of their experience of adversity (7).5

Individuals who engaged in conversations or wrote stories about their
experiences came by referral from colleagues, by self-referral, or as a re-
sult of my follow-up of newspaper stories in which individuals had left
e-mail addresses. It is important to note that sharing a story about an ex-
perience of adversity—in which meaning typically breaks down and the
world turns upside down—is not an experience that people are generally
willing to share with an absolute stranger. Before asking people to sign
consents and initiate formal participation in the study, I took care to
introduce myself and to invite people to meet with me several times, if
necessary, to establish a relationship. Initial introductory meetings took
place in a variety of settings, including offices, coffee shops, waiting
rooms, restaurants, parks, and individuals’ homes.

All but 2 of the 22 people approached agreed to participate in the
study. When interest in participation was confirmed, a letter explaining
the study and a consent form approved by an ethics review board were
provided, and consent was obtained. Anonymity was assured by agree-
ing to alter names and locations given in stories or conversations so that
the identity of participants could not be reconstructed. In addition,



participants were given the choice of withdrawing from the study or
refusing permission for the use of their interview or text at any time.

Of the 20 people who participated, 12 were women and 8 were men.
The ages of the participants ranged from the mid-30s to early 80s. Of the
12 women participating, 11 were of European extraction, and 1 was
Asian. Of the 8 men participating, 1 man was African American, and the
rest were European Canadian. Marital status included single, common
law, married, divorced, and widowed. Employment status included indi-
viduals who were unemployed and receiving social assistance, homemak-
ers, those employed outside the home, and retired persons.

Consistent with hermeneutical phenomenological approaches and in
order to extend my thinking, I also read seven extant autobiographies per-
tinent to the lived experience of adversity. Autobiographies selected in-
cluded stories of losing career aspirations and other hopes for the future
because of a chronic disease (Goldstein, 2000), traumatic injury in a div-
ing accident (Selder, Kachoyeanos, Baisch, & Gissler, 1997), surviving the
collapse of the World Trade Center towers (Devito, 2001), losing an im-
portant relationship (Nouwen, 1996), and growing up in a dysfunctional
family (Dane, 2002) as well as two stories of becoming ill and struggling
with depression (Bentley Mays, 1995; Solomon, 2001).

The Interpretive Process

The interpretive process was accomplished in four phases. In the first
phase I brought conversations, narratives, and autobiographies into a
“whole text.” As I read and reread the whole text I asked three main
questions of it: How is adversity experienced? What practices are en-
gaged by people to get through adversity? What changes in understand-
ings emerge for those who have experienced adversity? During this
phase I kept field notes, and I maintained them throughout all subse-
quent phases; I shall explain a little later the way in which the field notes
were used.

In the second phase I read each transcribed conversation and written
narrative provided by the participants as well as extended passages from
the autobiographies separately and repeatedly. The purpose of reading
separately and repeatedly was to try to bring out the intention of the
author in an attempt to resolve a central existential problematique—
dilemma or issue—brought on by an experience of adversity and to bring
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to the surface the questions raised by the text itself. With these aims in
mind I interpreted each individual text, taking care to consider Madi-
son’s (1988) nine criteria for judging the adequacy of an interpretation.6

When possible I supplemented interpretations with poetry that seemed
to resonate with aspects of the person’s experience. To strengthen the
credibility of interpretations associated with each individual text I for-
warded the interpretations, along with the original text, to a research com-
mittee composed of individuals skilled in hermeneutical interpretation.

During this phase of the interpretive process and following confirma-
tion of my interpretations by the research committee I offered partici-
pants an opportunity to meet with me, to read my interpretations based
on their conversations or stories, and to have a further conversation with
me. It was at this phase of the research process that some of the most
affirming feedback was given and recorded as field notes. All the par-
ticipants who wrote stories were eager to meet with me. When asked
whether the interpretations rang true with their experience, all confirmed
that the interpretations were insightful and helpful. No participant ex-
pressed disagreement with any interpretation, and each participant ex-
pressed appreciation for the care that was taken in trying to understand
the meaning of his or her experience. Some expressed appreciation for
the poetry in particular. One participant remarked, “I really feel under-
stood, and, what is more, I understand myself better.” Another remarked,
“No one [else] has ever taken this much care to try to understand what
this experience was like for me.”

In the third phase of the interpretive process I read across transcribed
conversations, written narratives, extended autobiographical passages,
and field notes, looking for strong consistencies and common threads of
meaning and insights in relation to the three key questions. I recognized
these strong consistencies and common threads as emergent themes.

Finally, in the fourth phase, I brought themes accompanied by sub-
stantiating excerpts or examples into dialogue with the philosophical
understandings of Kierkegaard, Heidegger, Marcel, and Gadamer. At
this phase of the interpretive process I aimed to present a unified picture
of the meaning and experience of adversity, the existential challenges and
issues that arose, the practices that people engaged in to recover meaning
amid adversity, and the nature of the dynamically fluid understandings
that people had of themselves as a result of their experiences.



Adversity as Turning, Dwelling, Calling

I came to understand the meanings that people gave to their experi-
ences of living through adversity in terms of three overarching themes:
adversity as turning, dwelling, and calling.

Adversity as Turning

Conversations, stories, and published autobiographical accounts illu-
minate adversity as a time of turning, in which one is turned away from
that which is familiar, desired, and expected. This turning is experienced
as the threatened or irrevocable closing down of possibilities. The turn-
ing involves loss, separation, and alienation; can occur abruptly or gradu-
ally; can arise as disquieting inner turmoil or an unbidden external event;
and can be an experience of pain, perplexity, disruption, and departure.
That which is familiar fades from view, and in its place the alien, omi-
nous, and appalling loom.

turning away from the everyday and
the taken-for-granted
Sarah describes the familiarity and ease of life before her teenage

daughter’s gradual downhill slide:

We lived in nicer homes and took nicer vacations as the family finances expanded
in an appropriate way. We had lots of friends who admired our drive and accom-
plishments. Life was unfolding as it should . . . [b]ut then things changed. It was
little things at first, just irritations—typical teenage stuff, everyone said[,] . . .
[then] small amounts of money missing, calls from the school that she was skip-
ping classes, defiance at home, foul language, no respect for others’ property,
stealing the car, staying out all night, sleeping all day (at age 14)! . . . Ultimately
she was expelled from several schools. There were drugs, alcohol, body piercing,
tattoos, the clothing and language of a prostitute.

Katrina contrasts the lightness and luxury of life before the discovery
of her husband’s malignant lump with the radical challenges following it:

A car door slammed; I saw my husband emerging from a cab, paying the driver,
and head bowed, he walked across the square. I bolted down the stairs with hope
and dread, flung open the door, and stomach tightening, read the expression on
his face. It could be serious, and probably was! My husband was a successful
scriptwriter. . . . We enjoyed a wonderful social life—[a]ll of that changed with
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the appearance of a lump. Ironically enough, “the malignant lump” came during
the time of great enjoyment, possibly the best time of our life.

Tom tells a story of immense, horrific, and catastrophic loss descend-
ing suddenly, out of the blue, in the prime of his life:

Some years ago, while vacationing . . . I went swimming. . . . I was jumping off a
tree that hung over the bay. The first time I landed on my feet in shallow water,
so when I climbed onto the tree again, I dove out further, toward what I thought
was deeper water. . . . I hit a sandbar and fractured my sixth and seventh verte-
brae. . . . I woke up in the intensive care with a severed spinal cord. . . . The
nurses had to do everything for me: brush my teeth, bathe me, take care of all of
my bodily functions. (Selder et al., 1997, p. 64)

We see in all of these excerpts the sense of adversity as a gradual or
abrupt turning away from the expected. That which was formerly antici-
pated and relied upon is swept away, and a new set of concerns and prior-
ities suddenly comes into view. Thus the “perfect family” is confronted
with imperfection; health, ease, luxury, independence, career, family life,
and social standing are all jeopardized. Important questions that arise in
consideration of such evidently severe disruptions are, How did these in-
dividuals come to understand themselves? What existential dilemmas are
posed?

Kierkegaard (1849/1989) suggests that the loss of being able to take
the unfolding of life for granted has potentially far-reaching implications
because the loss of the taken-for-granted is a loss of the state of imme-
diacy that promotes a kind of unreflective, automatic finding of one’s way
around one’s world, based on conventional notions of what one can and
should do. Heidegger (1953/1996) illuminates a similar understanding of
being caught up in the everyday. The more one comes to define oneself
as self in relation to the conventional notions of respectability and suc-
cess, the more one risks becoming estranged from the self, or, to put it
another way, one risks becoming inconspicuous as a self to the self.

Adversity is experienced as a painful departure, a wrenching away
from the everyday, a situation of profound shock in which very little can be
taken for granted. This turning away from the everyday may hold within it
the possibility for further reflection on the being that one is, given that
one has been wrenched away from one’s everyday preoccupations.
Kierkegaard and Heidegger imply that there are hidden possibilities



within adversity; however, the wrenching disjuncture does not offer the
quick access to meaning guaranteed to be acceptable to the self, as re-
lated by participants in this study. Rather, access to acceptable meaning is
most often gained only by way of a journey into alien, appalling, and omi-
nous territory.

turning toward the alien,  appalling,  and ominous
Sarah says of her feelings in relation to witnessing the deteriorating

behavioral pattern of her daughter,

I felt as though I was living in a war zone, unable to relax, feeling a permanent
sick feeling in the pit of my stomach. This was my beautiful, brilliant daughter!
We no longer recognized our child anymore. It was as though she was now alien
to us. My child had died and been replaced with a monster.

Harold tells of the time when his son committed suicide:

When my son committed suicide I was unable to make any sense of it at all. I
went over and over in my mind what I might have done differently, how I should
have understood how hopeless he was feeling and saved him but I didn’t see it
and I didn’t take action and there was just this sense of terrible loss. Just a huge
dark gaping hole.

With reference to these examples it has been shown that adversity
constitutes a turning and that, as is characteristic of all turnings, there is
a sense of departure, disappearance, and absence—the sense of being
moved in a different direction, one that is not of one’s choosing. The
familiar fades from view, and, in its place, the fearsome and formidable
loom. The etymological roots of the word turning reveal the sense of
being whirled around an axis or center, of being reversed and inverted, or
of being molded and shaped by being worked on a lathe. Other root
meanings include the notion of a point where a road or path turns off and
where one embarks on a tortuous course of deflection, deviation, and
winding (Oxford English Dictionary Online, 2005).

In invoking the metaphor of the lathe to stand for adversity as a life
experience that molds and shapes and imagining a piece of wood as a
symbol for the human being who comes to be molded and shaped by ad-
versity, the question arose as to whether there are ways of dwelling with
adversity that are “lendings” of oneself to the coerciveness of experiences
characteristic of adversity.7 Considering the metaphor of the winding and
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tortuous path through unfamiliar territory, I wondered whether (and
how) people are sustained along their journey and how (and whether)
they find their way home. In pursuing these questions it was helpful to
consider the turning as the context that calls forth a manner of dwelling.

Adversity as Dwelling

In the turning brought on by adversity life takes on the features of
treacherous territory, sustained wandering, and homeless exile. The self
comes to be experienced as bereft, betrayed, bewildered, ill equipped,
insubstantial, and even unrecognizable. In the losing of one’s way both
inner and outer points of reference are simultaneously lost as the stories
the self tells the self about the self no longer make sense to the self; the
plotline has been lost.8 Life careers madly off course in the turning, or, as
if one were trying to find the way through a labyrinth, each rounding of
a corner seems nothing more than a series of mirages, cul-de-sacs, and
confinement. Thus it can be seen that the sheer inescapability of the situ-
ation necessitates simply dwelling with what is.

Dwelling with what is is an experience that has been variously de-
scribed as a desert or wilderness experience—an experience of confron-
tation with danger and formidable struggle (Frank, 1995; Picard, 1991;
Younger, 1995). The etymological roots of the word dwell, from the earli-
est Old English, include the idea of duel—of being stunned, led into
error, hindered and delayed—while later understandings of the word en-
compass the notion of abiding and continuing for a time in a place, state,
or condition, as well as letting things remain as they are or letting be (Ox-
ford English Dictionary Online, 2005). Dwelling with what is as a hinder-
ing or as being held in position while being whirled on a lathe suggests
captivity—a compulsory mode of existence, the sense of being confined
and restricted to a realm of limited choices.

Exile is another form of compulsory mode of existence—the experi-
ence of being alienated, cut off, and banished from access to support and
authentic engagement (Marcel, 1963). An abyss of confusion, chaos, and
insatiable need is yet another expression for the experience of living
through adversity (Nouwen, 1996). Lacking a purpose and particular
goals to strive for, there is no (or only a vague sense of) destination and
thus little that compels action and striving. Accordingly, desire and will
are diminished. Moreover, since there is no desired end point, nothing
has significance as a landmark along the way by which to judge one’s



movement. Movement loses the sense of progress and takes on the form
of a vicious circle.

Dwelling in Captivity, Exile, and Finitude

Sarah tells us what it was like to be the wife of a well-known lawyer, to
be in the courtroom when her daughter faced charges, and to endure the
captivity and torture of inescapable shame: “Sometimes, I felt that . . . I
was covered with a sticky coating of shame [and that] my eyes would al-
ways burn from crying, and that the lump in the back of my throat would
never go away.” Katrina offers a glimpse into adversity as exile. She tells
what it was like to be cut off and banished from caring relationships by
the demands of keeping up appearances in the face of her husband’s seri-
ous illness and treatment for cancer: “By keeping our fear to ourselves
and acting like we had everything under control, we were left entirely to
ourselves without guidance or emotional support. I didn’t know where to
turn or what to do.” Allison describes the loneliness and sense of exile
that accompanied a failed relationship and the ending of her hopes and
dreams following her live-in boyfriend’s suicide:

The situation was that I had no idea of what to do. We were planning to be mar-
ried and now I was pregnant with his kid, not able to work and he was dead. I
didn’t have many friends left. Nobody really wanted to help me. Needless to say,
the future didn’t look bright.

Interwoven throughout these stories is a sense of angst and ground-
lessness. What is angst, and how is it significant? Heidegger unfolds the
possibility of meaning arriving as potential that is hidden in the very ex-
perience of meaninglessness. In angst there lies the possibility of a dis-
tinctive disclosure, since angst individualizes.

This individualizing fetches Da-sein back from its falling prey and reveals to it
authenticity and inauthenticity as possibilities of its being. The fundamental pos-
sibilities of Da-sein, which are always my own, show themselves in Angst as they
really are, undistorted by innerworldly beings to which Da-sein, initially and for
the most part clings. (Heidegger, 1953/1996, p. 178)

By these statements Heidegger takes us a step farther in understand-
ing how adversity holds the potential for the “they” self to become an in-
dividualized and authentic self. If the jolt out of the everyday and the
taken-for-granted throws into question the meaning of life, then the
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angst associated with dwelling in meaninglessness draws me farther away
from the banal concerns of mundane survival. As such, angst “individu-
alizes”; that is, it reveals what really matters to me, thereby bringing me
in touch with who I authentically am.

Anxiety, as an experience that necessitates meaning making, comes to
presence most compellingly when finitude, or one’s very being, is called
into question. Thus it is in dwelling with the finite that a disquieting in-
sight arrives—that one’s plans and dreams may not, or now evidently will
not, be realized.

Natalie relates how, in a situation in a foreign country that provided
very limited access to crucial medical treatment, the meaning of her rela-
tionship with her husband presented itself clearly. This insight came in
the face of the realization that her husband was seriously ill and might not
survive:

I thought it possible that I could be taking him home to Canada, but that my in-
fant son and I would be in passenger seats in the front of the plane and that Mark
would be in a coffin, as freight, in the back of the plane. I thought about how
empty my life would be without him. I thought about James [her infant son]
growing up without a father and of never being able to have his father at his wed-
ding. I thought of never being able to grow old together and [of not having] the
comfort of uninterrupted companionship and shared memories. It was only then
that I realized how much I loved him and needed him.

Joanne relates how her diagnosis of cancer enabled her to face her
mortality and thus to see the importance of establishing different rela-
tionships with her grown children:

While my kids were growing up, life was difficult. My husband was abusive and
there were often terrible fights. My kids were confused by all the fighting and
they didn’t know whose side to be on. After a while they grew up and just drifted
away. . . . When I understood that my time was limited, I felt so bad about all that
had been wasted. I wanted to make it up to them and I could see that I needed to
change, but I was so worried that it might be too late!

These examples illuminate adversity as an encounter with finitude
that introduces the possibility of seeing what is truly important. Yet, as
the excerpts below reveal, dwelling with the finite does not necessarily
call forth clarity about what is important. For some it discloses a malaise
induced by the devastating assault. Allison, in relating her continuing



experience of adversity almost three years after the suicide of her boy-
friend, the father of her son, says:

A couple of weeks ago I got the news that my liver is not in good condition. In
fact the Doctor told me that I had better make out my will. The news didn’t come
as a big shock to me. I have been drinking heavily for a long time. What do I think
about the diagnosis [of advanced liver cirrhosis]? In a way I will be glad when my
life is over. Other than my son and my mother, no one really cares whether I live
or die. My mother is in a nursing home, and my son has severe learning disabil-
ities. I don’t have a clue of what will happen to him after I am gone.

Gloria relates dwelling with the death of her children not as an expe-
rience of abiding with finitude that calls forth meaning but as a landslide
that has buried her alive:

My daughter had many, many health problems and she was intellectually handi-
capped as well. I coped with her health problems and her slowness but then she
got cancer on top of everything else. For three years there was nothing else in my
life but her. . . . When she died, I felt that I died too. I haven’t been able to enjoy
life at all since that time [10 years ago]. Two years ago my son was killed in a car
accident. Many people said that I would go completely to pieces, but I didn’t. I
just felt pretty much the way I have felt for 10 years . . . numb.

The stories reveal that some individuals come to a clearer meaning of
what is important to them and are even overtaken by an urgent need to
take action in light of this understanding, whereas for others adversity is
experienced as a near fatal blow that leaves them debilitated and apa-
thetic. What is presented for understanding are ways of dwelling, some of
which allow possibilities to appear, while others appear to close down
possibilities.

Dwelling Resolutely and Dwelling Resignedly

As has been seen, an important dimension is the angst of dwelling in
the twilight zone between the meaning that has been and the meaning
yet to arrive. Thus “dwelling resolutely” demands the absorption and ul-
timately the integration of what has occurred. One is no longer the “who”
that one was before the intrusion of adversity; life has changed funda-
mentally, and new meaning must be made of oneself in relation to the
circumstances in which one now finds oneself immersed. Such an inte-
gration of meaning is fundamental to the development and restoration of
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personal unity and coherence. Thus this abrupt disjuncture or proble-
matic episode brought on by adversity in one’s life must be written into
the plotline of the personal narrative.

Katrina gives us a glimpse of some of the difficulties encountered in
coming to an acceptable self-understanding following the death of her
husband:

I thought I would never get used to coming home from work and putting the key
in the lock and feeling an almost physical blow in my stomach that my husband
would not be on the other side. I felt angry with the Doctors; I thought they
should have been able to do more. I found myself taking offense with people for
little or no reason and would start an argument. I really thought I was going
crazy. I didn’t recognize or respect the person I had become.

Beth describes the loss of self that came with the loss of her job as a
senior administrator:

I used to look at people as I traveled on the subway and I would think about how
lucky they were. They looked like they were “in place.” They had jobs they were
heading to, and they knew what to expect from the day. I felt lost—like I was just
drifting, going through the paces but without any sense it would make a differ-
ence to anyone

Heidegger (1953/1996) explains that resoluteness “does not escape
from reality, but first discovers what is factically possible in such a way
that it grasps it as it is possible as one’s ownmost potentiality of being”
(p. 275). Explaining further, he writes that resoluteness is seen when it
“brings the self right into its being with things at hand, actually taking
care of them and pushes it toward concerned being with others” (Hei-
degger, 1953/1996, p. 275). A turning away from concerned dwelling
with others, on the other hand, seems to give rise to fragmentation, rigid-
ity, constriction of the self, and a diminishment of meaning (“dwelling
resignedly”).

The stories from this study revealed that insight—as a seeing into the
inner heart of things—arrives, but it is frequently insight gained at a price
and without relief, since the possibility of regret and self-alienation has
now been introduced. “Insight into the limited degrees to which the fu-
ture is still open” (Gadamer, 1960/1989, p. 357) is reached, and with this
insight comes the awareness that not all possibilities are open and that
some possibilities will never return. Fissures and impassable crevasses



may thus open up in the self between the person that one is, the person
one has been, the person one wishes one had been, and the person one
wishes to be in the future. For Marcel (1967) this period of resolute dwell-
ing is a period of intense questioning about one’s being and becoming—a
time when one questions the meaning of one’s life and the future to
come. As an ontological dimension of becoming, this time is a necessary
period of recollection, silent reflection, and concentration, and it neces-
sarily precedes and calls forth the experiences of refuge, release, and
awakening. Marcel (1967) opines that intense questioning about the
meaning of one’s life is an intentional, virtuous, and courageous act. It is
an act that intends the attainment of unity and freedom—and it is an act
that manifests courage and steadfastness in the unwavering pursuit of
self-truth:

Recollection taken in its primary meaning of silent reflection or concentration of
thought . . . is the act by which I recover my being as a unified whole, with this re-
covery or reprise assuming the aspect of a relaxation or a release. In the depths of
recollection I take a stand with respect to my own life and in some way I with-
draw from that life. . . . [In] this withdrawal I bear with me what I am and what
my life perhaps is not. . . . Recollection is probably what is least spectacular in the
soul. It does not consist in looking at anything; it is a reprise, an inner reflection,
and, I would add, we may wonder if it is not the principle of unity. . . . The only
approach to freedom is through the reflection of a subject on himself. Prop-
erly speaking, this reflection allows me to discover—not that I am free, or that
freedom is an attribute with which I could be invested—but rather that I must
become free—that is, my freedom must be won. . . . Recollection [may be under-
stood] as a reestablishment of contact with an illuminating source. . . . Recollec-
tion bestows upon us certain resources for the exploration within ourselves . . .
the direction of . . . plenitude, or the full life. . . . [This] is so . . . because recollec-
tion shields or protects us from all kinds of distractions that tend to estrange us
from our true selves and to divert us from the unity which is at once both behind
and before us. (Marcel, 1967, pp. 86–88)

This period of recollection and dwelling resolutely toward unity and
freedom, shielded from distractions and stripped of illusions, unveils dis-
quieting visions. These include the specter of absences and disappoint-
ments to be endured, lost dreams to be grieved, and expectations to
be relinquished so that the choices that may remain can be vigorously
grasped and pursued. Clearly, this movement toward unity and freedom
is one that is excruciatingly painful and one that requires great courage to
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undertake. Nouwen (1996) writes of this movement back to the self as
one in which pain is “brought home”:

As long as your wounded part remains foreign to your adult self, your pain will in-
jure you as well as others. You have to incorporate your pain into your self and let
it bear fruit in your heart and the heart of others. (p. 88)

Resolute dwelling, then, is understood as a movement that is not
around but through pain. It is a movement in which the self moves to-
ward the self. Resigned dwelling, on the other hand, does not bring the
pain “home” but instead turns away from suffering and in so doing con-
ceals itself from itself. In resolute dwelling the self stands out to itself in
all of its starkness, and life opens from within life toward itself. In re-
signed dwelling the self camouflages itself from itself, becoming more
and more inconspicuous to itself as a self, and life, rather than being re-
plenished, closes down and is diminished.

This “life-giving” movement of the self back to the self is given vari-
ous names by the philosophers consulted for this study. Risser (1997) ex-
plains that this movement is called recollection by Marcel, repetition by
Kierkegaard, and retrieval, or Wiederholung (the opening of life that oc-
curs by retrieving—literally, fetching back—possibilities in life), by Hei-
degger. In his exegesis of Heidegger’s use of Kierkegaard’s notion of rep-
etition and Heidegger’s own concept of retrieval, Risser (1997) says that
resolve is manifested as repetition and retrieval:

Dasein takes over its past through repetition by fetching back time and again its
possibilities. In its fullest sense, in retrieval/repetition Dasein comes toward its
authentic potentiality for Being when it comes back to itself, when it comes back
to that which it has been all along. (p. 34)

An important aspect of attaining refuge, relaxation, and release in a
time of adversity is found in the capacity to open oneself fully in solitude
to the sadness of loss. This is a time to treasure that which was lost, to
mourn that which will never be, and to be able to let go. Marcel (1967)
helps us to understand the meaning of drawing apart by clarifying the
meaning of solitude:

It does not in fact mean isolation, for isolation is a lack, a deprivation[,] whereas
solitude is a fullness. . . . Solitude is as essential to fraternity as silence is to music.
We should remember that fraternity is perhaps above all a form of respect, and
that there is not respect without distance, which in this case means that every



human being must have access to an interior space without which he [sic] withers
like a plant or a tree. (p. 157)

Thus solitude is understood as stillness—space and silence that dis-
tance and shield from distraction and demand. Solitude offers refuge—
sanctuary for the safe outpouring of grief. Solitude as sanctuary suggests
the housing of the holy, mysterious, sacred, and illuminating. It is a place
of awesome beholding, of seeing into and beyond. Beth describes her
need for stillness and silence following the loss of a job:

I found that I needed some time to myself away from everyone just so I could cry
and be sad and think about my future. I didn’t want to listen to friends’ well-
intentioned reassurance that I had lots of talent and prospects and that soon I’d
have another job. I’d given a lot and I’d lost a lot and I didn’t really know what I
wanted to do in the future. I didn’t want any of that to be glossed over.

David describes the time when civil war erupted in his country and
he and his family were forced to move:

I had poured my whole self into making a life for myself and my family in Cuba.
When we had to leave, I was devastated and didn’t know where to go or what to
do. I spent hours and hours by myself just walking and thinking and praying and
waiting for some sense of direction.

Rilke (1934) powerfully expresses the release of perplexity paralysis
and sadness through being alone in the stillness, silence, and sanctuary of
solitude:

The more still, more patient and more open we are when we are sad, so much the
deeper and so much the more unswervingly does the new go into us, so much the
better do we make it ours, so much the more will it be our destiny, and when on
some later day it “happens” (that is, steps forth out of us to others), we shall feel
in our inmost selves akin and near to it. And that is necessary. It is necessary—
and toward this our development will move gradually—that nothing strange
should befall us, but only that which has long belonged to us. (pp. 64–65)

Thus we have seen that dwelling resolutely involves a return to the
self (recollection) and a relinquishment of that which has passed (griev-
ing). There is, however, an additional movement that is futural in its ori-
entation: hope. A close look at hope, Marcel (1963) reminds us, does not
reveal simply a capacity for naive optimism. Rather, it is an arduous and
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difficult “dwelling toward” that anticipates the renewal and refreshment
that have not yet arrived, and in its anticipation it actually appropriates
the rejuvenation it seeks. Nouwen (1996, p. 50) describes this as dwelling
in the “not yet.” Hope requires patience, and patience requires hope.
Hope consists in placing our confidence in a certain process of growth
and development such that the process is embraced. Marcel (1963) re-
minds us that the etymological definition of patience (which, interest-
ingly, shows some affinity to the root meanings of dwelling) is a simple
letting things alone or allowing them to take their course: “It is [in] devel-
oping an intimacy or connection with the event or circumstances com-
parable to that which I have with the other person when I am patient
with him [that] a certain domesticating of circumstances occurs” (p. 40).

There is the sense that I, as the one who suffers, am no longer in exile
and captivity. I have ceased searching for my true home. In finding mean-
ing amid my current circumstances, taking care of the things at hand, and
being with others, I am at home. In this sense dwelling resolutely makes
of the journey a home. Li Shi Ying, a retired nurse living in the People’s
Republic of China, tells of her experience of dwelling—one that trans-
formed exile and captivity into home and community:

During the so-called Cultural Revolution, I was considered to be politically un-
desirable. I was sent far away into the countryside and told to clean and repair
toilets. That was my job. There were no jobs lower than that. I was torn away
from my husband and two tiny children. I couldn’t believe what had happened
to me and I thought I would die from loneliness and missing my family and my
little children. But then I decided, you can still have a life here. Be the best toilet
cleaner and fixer they have ever seen. I learned more about toilets than you could
ever believe. I could fix them all. Then I made some friends there [other people
who were being “rehabilitated”] and we became wonderful friends. I felt safe
and respected and close in their company. We used to laugh and share stories and
talk about how it would be when we got back to our families again. When we
were sad and lonely and down we would encourage each other. Gradually life
went from being barely tolerable to being quite enjoyable at times. I realized I
was going to survive my time in the “countryside.”

Helen describes how she was able to regain meaning and begin to re-
construct her life following the loss of her dreams, her health, and her
husband:

I suffered from pain, and I fell into a really horrible depression. I saw a psychi-
atrist and numerous types of antidepressants were tried. I also saw a chronic pain



specialist. Nothing helped. I had side-effects from the pills and really didn’t feel
much better. Some days I longed for death. Then one day it came to me that no-
body could help me if I didn’t want to live and wasn’t willing to help myself. But
the problem was that even if I wanted to live I didn’t seem to be able to help my-
self. So I said to God “If you are up there and you really care, you had better help
me.” So there weren’t any miracles but I got the idea that I had to maintain a
spiritual discipline of meditating and the habit of exercising everyday. So every-
day I [lit] a candle and I concentrated on releasing the darkness in myself into the
light. . . . Things started to change. I was able to begin to lose weight and to walk
short distances and then I met a friend who invited me to swim with her every-
day. I lost more weight and became fit and developed a good friend in the pro-
cess. . . . Five years later I can say that I am happier now.

Norma tells of the time when she was at home, having been diag-
nosed with multiple myeloma that had broken through in her hip and
caused it to fracture:

I just lay on the couch and thought about dying. I was so weak from the chemo
and didn’t think I had the strength to go on. Two friends refused to give up and
they came often and made tea and just sat with me. One day in particular stands
out for me. This was when I felt particularly low. One of my friends knew I was a
swimmer and she said to me “Norma you have to keep pushing. Swim! Swim!
Swim to the surface! You can do it!!” The fact that they were there made all the
difference in the world. I felt like I had the strength to go on.

These stories reveal the capacity to weather enormous difficulty
in life. One speaks of a certain “domesticating” of that which is alien,
another describes coming to a critical decision, and the third describes
the resolve to survive. All reveal the hope and sense of safety that come
with being able to have one’s suffering understood by another. Schweizer
(2000) says that “when suffering speaks, it expects an answer from the
other-in-language, from the one whom language intrinsically addresses.
Suffering that is spoken establishes that the other is no longer in the soli-
tary body but towards another” (p. 234). When suffering is spoken, isola-
tive suffering begins a movement toward another. Celan (1995) expresses
the faint but lifesaving signal that accompaniment brings to the one who
suffers:

i  can still see you: an echo
that can be grasped towards with antenna
words, on the edge of parting
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Your face quietly shines
when suddenly
there is lamplike brightness
inside me, just at the point
where most painfully one says never.

(p. 299)

Frank (1995), drawing on the work of Levinas and Cassell, says that
when the one who suffers is attended to, “a new light . . . begins to
shine. . . . Listening and telling are phases of healing; the healer and the
storyteller are one. . . . The illusion of being lost is overcome. The suf-
ferer is made whole in hearing the other’s story” (pp. 180, 183).

Some stories unfolded profoundly mysterious experiences of Being
coming to presence. Some people named this experience God, while in
some stories references were made to Providence and “a still small
voice,” or conscience, that prodded, nudged, counseled, and comforted.
Other stories disclosed an experience of presence or God being glimpsed
and encountered in the caring and selfless acts of other human beings.
Two stories used the word grace to describe the propitious arrival of a
perfect gift at the right moment, while one story unfolded an experience
of “Light” and release.

Katrina shares her experience of sanctuary as a place where God, as
benevolent presence, shows up auspiciously in nudgings, synchronous
solutions, and the loving, caring actions of a friend:

In thinking back on this time in my life, however, I think that God, or something
divine, was watching over me. I wrote to a friend in London, England, and
shared with her how I was feeling. It turned out that she was open to coming to
Toronto, a city she had visited earlier and liked very much. We were able to work
out a deal whereby she became our housekeeper and I paid her. She told me that
she couldn’t handle my depression, but that she would take care of the practical
things, e.g., cooking and other things and keep them running and that maybe by
helping to lessen the load, I would be able to begin to heal and she was absolutely
right. She had just ended a relationship so the timing for coming to Toronto was
right. She stayed with us for 3 years. My sons really loved her and still do. She
came into my life at a crucial time.

Melissa, a young woman struggling with rapidly progressing lupus,
confronts the loss of her dream to pursue a life of teaching and tells of
grief giving way mysteriously to divine light:



I went into my room and crawled into bed. . . . I was devoured by a grief that left
me nothing, not even the release of tears. In its wake, my mind became blank,
empty and dark, as if a twister had swept across it. I do not know how long I lay
like this, but gradually there arose a cry out of my black quiet, a wordless expres-
sion of the deepest need. It did not go unheeded. For it was then that the Light
came to me, every part of me, filling the emptiness, transforming the darkness.
The Light grew ever stronger, until it assumed an unspeakably powerful, benefi-
cent radiance. Not a word had been uttered during these moments, for I did not
experience the Light in words, only in images and emotions beyond language.
But I knew that I was in the presence of the Source who had created the world
and lived in its core. Gradually the Light faded, leaving me, but not alone. Never
again alone. For I had been given a revelation and a promise of its presence, in
the world, in my life. . . . Despite the disease’s continual onslaught, this sense of
security stayed with me and sustained me. (Goldstein, 2000, p. 234)

How are we to understand such experiences of absence becoming
presence, despair giving way to hope, darkness becoming light, danger
becoming sanctuary? Kockelmans (1984) expresses his understanding of
danger, turning, and insight as the place where new possibilities, as the il-
lumination of Being as presence, arrive. These experiences are not, and
cannot, be produced in a deliberate manner and are not understood with
reference to causal models of explanation. Rather, the phenomenon is
mysterious, surprising, and paradoxical—“forgottenness” enfolds truth,
and danger discloses freedom:

The self-withholding of the truth of Being, which tries to hold it in forgottenness,
hides a yet ungranted favor, namely, that a turning will come-to-pass, a turning of
Being’s forgottenness into Being’s truth. Thus, where danger is as danger, there
also is the freeing of Being. This turning, however, can happen only abruptly. It is
not brought about by anything except Being itself; and it is certainly not brought
about in a cause–effect relationship. The abrupt opening up is the flashing of a
lightening flash. It brings itself into its own light, which it has brought along.
When the truth of Being flashes in the turning of the danger, the coming-to-
presence of Being opens up and the truth of Being’s issuance come-to-pass.
(Kockelmans, 1984, p. 249)

Relating Kockelmans’s thoughts to an experience of adversity, it can
be understood that life in the everyday and the taken-for-granted mani-
fests a forgottenness of Being. The value, beauty, and gift of life are so
easily forgotten in the quest to survive and succeed. Yet it is this very for-
gottenness that provides the context and necessary conditions in which to
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experience the turning and jolt of adversity. No awareness or new learn-
ing comes without a sense of contrast, negativity, danger, and disjuncture
(Gadamer, 1989). Disjuncture is by definition a place of both danger and
openness, since it constitutes a gap or dehiscence arising from break-
down, tearing away, and separation. It is into this place of the “wounded
gap” of painful awareness, suffering openness, and resolute dwelling that
Being arrives as illumination, insight, and truth.

But what is Being, given that it was described in the gathered stories
as God, mystery, grace, light, source, guidance, and conscience? Kockel-
mans (1985) says that Being “is the totality of all meaning” (p. 52). It is
not something that humans can grasp and hold still in the sense of being
able to ascribe cause and effect and establish a particular and ultimate
ground for all that is. Rather,

Being is . . . the holy, the ultimate source of the conserving power that guards
beings in the integrity of their Being. . . . Because Being is the holy, it is also the
awesome; by its very coming it dislodges and deranges every experience from
the patterns of everydayness. It is also the eternal heart of things because it is
the innermost source of their presence and because it is the perpetual Being
that lets all abiding be. It is the omnipresent and the undefiled. (Kockelmans,
1985, p. 52)

Returning to the stories and conversations gathered for this study, the
meaning of dwelling resolutely has been unfolded as an experience of
movement and stillness, self-questioning, persevering in the “not yet,”
and listening patiently and hopefully—movement and stillness described
as recollection, repetition, retrieval, refuge, and sanctuary. Everyone,
however, does not experience dwelling this way in the “not yet.” What I
have chosen to name “dwelling resignedly” does not reveal the presence
of Being as inexhaustible replenishment. Instead, life is experienced as a
humiliating conquest in which one has suffered defeat. In defeat the self
closes in on itself, slips its moorings, and drifts languidly without a sense
of destination.

Excerpts from the stories of Allison and Gloria, discussed above, are
revisited together with the following additional excerpts from conversa-
tions. The words of Allison:

There is something that I just don’t agree with them about and that is that you
are responsible for your own life. I didn’t ask to be born and I didn’t ask to have
all of these horrible things happen to me, so how am I supposed to be respon-
sible for all that?



Gloria describes her view of life following the death of her daughter and,
more recently, her son:

When she died I felt that I died too. I haven’t been able to enjoy life at all since
that time [10 years ago]. Two years ago my son was killed in a car accident. Many
people said that I would go to pieces but I didn’t. I just felt pretty much the way I
have felt for 10 years . . . numb. . . . I can’t go back to the way it was [life before
the deaths of her children] and I don’t like it the way it is . . . so what am I going
to do? I just go on.

In the words of Allison and Gloria there is a sense of despair—passive
relinquishment to the situation at hand and an acquiescence to life that is
experienced not as fulfillment but as intractable, unremitting sorrow.
Marcel (1963) explains that

there is in despair the belief that the wound one has suffered is incurable and,
moreover, that this wound which is inflicted by separation, is separation itself. It
is as if the sufferer says, “I shall never again be anything but the wounded muti-
lated creature I am today. Death alone can end my trouble; and it will only do so
by ending me myself.” . . . The despairing man [sic] not only contemplates and
sets before himself the dismal repetition, the externalization of a situation in
which he is caught like a ship in a sea of ice. By paradox which is difficult to con-
ceive, he anticipates this repetition. (p. 40)

Absent from these stories are descriptions of healing solitude, helpful ac-
companiment, divine counsel, and reassurance. Instead, the stories un-
fold isolation, absence, and meaninglessness.

Adversity as Calling

Calls occur in everyday life for many reasons. As invitations to re-
spond to opportunities or summonses to bear witness to important tran-
sitions and rites of passage, calls initiate conversations, and they suggest
possibilities. Calls may be heard or they may be unheard, disregarded, or
refused. I now consider some of the existential and ontological conditions
that enable hearing and responding so that positive meanings and new
possibilities arrive, and I contrast these ways of being with those that ob-
struct and hinder their arrival.

Calling as Discovery and Calling as Concealment

A calling cannot, Marcel reminds us, be heard by a being who is “oc-
cupied or cluttered up with himself.” Rather, “he [sic] reaches out, on the
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contrary, beyond his narrow self, prepared to consecrate his being to a
cause which is greater than he is, but which at the same time he makes
his own” (Marcel, 1963, p. 25). One reaches both outward and deeply
within to discover the connectedness of all things and to connect with
one’s self in its very truth. There is, then, an element of emptiness and
surrender to this outward and inward reaching, which clears out the clut-
ter and turns down the din in order to hear and connect with others and
with oneself.

Marcel has characterized this clearing or emptiness as disponibilité.
This is an emptiness that is at the same time an availability that fetches
back possibilities in the form of a new responsiveness to life, a manner of
being in which the doors of one’s heart have been left ajar. Disponibilité,
according to Marcel (1951), means “an aptitude to give oneself . . . and to
bind oneself by the gift. Again it means to transform circumstances into
opportunities, we might even say favors, thus participating in the shaping
of our own destiny and marking it with our seal” (p. 69). Heidegger
(1953/1996) illuminates calling as

a mode of discourse. The call of conscience has the character of summoning Da-
sein to its ownmost potentiality-of-being-a-self, by summoning it to its ownmost
quality of being a lack. . . . In the tendency toward disclosure of the call lies the
factor of a jolt, which in stopping us has also the character of an abrupt arousal.
The call calls from afar to afar. It reaches him who wants to be brought back. . . .
What is summoned? Evidently Dasein itself. (pp. 249–253)

As we have seen according to the insights of Marcel, the call is a clear-
ing, an opening, and an availability. But it is also more than that; it is a
clearing opened for discourse and covenant. The call and the response to
the call constitute a dialogue that takes place within the self. In the sto-
ries of Allison and Gloria the call comes as the imperative to make mean-
ing of an apparently meaningless situation. But meaning cannot be made
by continuing in the usual manner of being and doing. Great losses re-
quire deep, prolonged, and expansive searches to heal. Losses must be
moved out beyond the confines of the personal psychological realm to
embrace the ontological as well. Nouwen (1996) grasps the significance
of this insight when he says that healing the wounds inflicted by adversity
is an invitation to move from consideration of one’s own pain to be in sol-
idarity with the pain of a common humanity. It is an invitation to find in
life a reason to care, some sense of connectedness to others—a way of



bearing witness to others’ suffering, a manner of participating, a cause
that beckons, something larger than oneself.

Unable to respond to the call as an invitation to care and to be in
solidarity with others, Gloria and Allison show in their stories, as we
have seen, a sense of stagnation, of little or no movement. Rather, they
continue to experience themselves as bereft, betrayed, bewildered, ill-
equipped, insubstantial, and even unrecognizable. Understanding them-
selves to be determined by the ravages of fate, they cannot assume own-
ership of their own lives. Their experience is of being robbed of their
possibilities and becoming victims of circumstance. The worlds of Allison
and Gloria have become small, narrow, dismal places—places where
little is expected of life except more of the same. Significantly, and in
contrast to the stories of other participants, Allison and Gloria do not re-
late experiences in which they reached new insights and were accom-
panied through treacherous territory by helpful and loving guides. One
wonders how life might have been different for them if “asymmetrical
gifts” in the form of extravagant loving and caring acts—acts that did not
seek recompense—had arrived at the right time. Would new insights
have presented themselves, insights that allowed for “recollection” rather
than the capitulation of the self ?

The stories of others, however, reveal the capacity to notice subtle
signs and to be aware of inner resonances that reveal landmarks along the
way. Gradually, meaning and direction arrive, but they do not arrive at-
tractively packaged and fully assembled. They turn up fraught with frus-
tration amid the temptation to despair. Yet, as the stories below reveal,
attuned listening and a sense of what really counts or matters in life can
propel the open, hearing dweller into territory that may be distinctive,
challenging, risky, evocative, tender, selfless, poignant, and healing.

As has already been discussed, the call to make meaning amid
one’s situation cannot be heard by escaping the circumstances at hand
but rather by maintaining amid the circumstances a patient enduring and
an expectant alertness. This open, willing, attentive enduring weaves new
threads into a life-tapestry that has been ravaged by loss. Younger (1995)
says that to suffer is to endure, hold out, resist, or sustain. A threat to self
or personal identity often brings about the conditions that are necessary,
although not sufficient, for an experience of meaning. Suffering brings
one close to one’s own existence; it makes the self present to the self as a
self. Adversity damages the tapestry of the self such that new patterns
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and figures may need to be woven. Even the background landscape may
need to be altered, yet with the reweaving the tapestry achieves a new
unity, power, and poignant beauty not in spite of its damage but because
it has transcended damage. In hearing and responding to the call there is
a sense of deliberately and consciously choosing a new path, but there is
also a sense of being chosen or “called” to a different, clearer, deeper, and
larger purpose in life. This is experienced as becoming more fully present
to one’s life and is accompanied by a deepened sense of belonging and
caring for others.

Harold tells of finding a gift in the midst of grieving the loss of his son,
who committed suicide. The gift comes in the form of a plea from his
daughter-in-law that he become her father.

When we brought his body back for the funeral, his wife Susan decided to come
too. She had come from a pretty rough background—drinking, fighting, pov-
erty. . . . She was amazed at what she saw when she came up here. For days our
friends and family poured into the house, food arrived, people came to sit with us
and comfort us. She’d never seen anything like that before and said she wanted
us to adopt her into our family. At first I thought she was kidding, but she was se-
rious. So I said “Sure you can be part of our family.” Now she comes up here
(from the States) for her vacation. We go down there to visit her. . . . [S]he is get-
ting through it, and so are we. I will never get over missing my son, but I can say
now that not everything was lost. She has a family and we have a new daughter.

Fiona tells of her discovery that self-healing and meaning in life come
from helping others:

Some people ask me how I can do this kind of volunteer work (visit the elderly
in nursing homes and the sick in hospital). They think that it must be very de-
pressing and that I must be some kind of saint to do it but I tell them “Don’t think
too much about it. I really do it for myself.” They are kind of surprised when I say
that but it’s the truth. I found when my marriage ended and my daughter died
that I could be overcome with bitterness or I could find a way to help other
people who were as scared and sad as I was.

Abraham, in a wonderful example of “resolute dwelling” that trans-
forms bad into good, tells of losing his only son, who was also his best
friend. His son was blown up in a bus by a suicide bomber in the Israeli–
Palestinian conflict.

I felt that my life had stopped completely, that everything was over for me. I am
a religious person, so I had really big questions about where God was in all of



this. God seemed cruel and far, far away. I became terribly depressed; I couldn’t
do anything. I couldn’t eat. I couldn’t sleep. I couldn’t make any sense of it at all.
I wanted to die just to be with my son again. Then one day I was reading the book
of Job [Hebrew scripture]. . . . [Job] loses his possessions, his family, everything.
But he says to God, “Even though you seem to want to kill me, I am going to trust
you.” I thought that this is what I have to do. . . . So I say to myself, every day I am
trusting you. I am not giving up. I am trusting you. I am not giving up and then
one day, it starts to make sense to me. I am watching TV. I see Palestinian people
weeping and wailing because their sons have been killed by Israeli soldiers. Their
coffins are being carried through the streets and suddenly it just hits me. They
feel just as bad as I do. Their hearts are breaking just like mine, and I feel so close
to them. They are not my enemies; they are my brothers and sisters! And then I
know what I have to do. I go to a Palestinian family and I say to them that I am so,
so sorry and I tell them that I lost my son too, and then we just all sit down and
we weep together. . . . It is like we share one broken heart together. Then we em-
brace and . . . then the idea takes root. . . . We have to ask more Israeli and Pales-
tinian families to get together and try to find a way to stop the war. Now we have
formed an organization for Palestinian and Israeli families who have lost children
and want the war to stop.

Sarah and her husband, who struggled with how to “be” in the face of
their daughter’s choices, describe seeing things in a different light:

We have more insight with regards [to] our own decisions—what makes us
happy, more compassion for others, and less need for control (which is an illu-
sion). . . . We see how much of our lives [was] lived for the approval and admira-
tion of others, and try to recognize these traits when they appear in our decisions
now. Now, when we meet with adversity, unwanted changes or hardships, we can
sometimes remember that there may be an opportunity here to learn or some
unexpected gains.

Solomon (2001), who has experienced three life-threatening encoun-
ters with clinical depression, relates how this adversity changed him and
showed him how precious life is:

A thinner and finer thing has happened to my self; it won’t take the kind of
punching that it used to take, and little windows go right through it, but there are
also passages that are fine and delicate and luminous as [an] egg. To regret my
depression now would be to regret the most fundamental part of myself. . . . I im-
pose my vulnerabilities on others far too readily, but I think I am also more gen-
erous to other people than I used to be. . . . Since I have been to the Gulag and
survived it, I know that if I have to go to the Gulag again, I could survive that also.
I’m more confident, in some odd way, than I’ve ever imagined being. This almost
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(but not quite) makes the depression seem worth it. I do not think that I will
never again try to kill myself; nor do I think that I would give up my life readily if
I found myself in war, or if my plane crashed into a desert. I would struggle tooth
and nail to survive. It’s as though my life and I, having sat in opposition to each
other, hating each other, wanting to escape each other, have now bonded forever
and at the hip. (p. 440)

Following Marcel, it has been shown that adversity as calling consti-
tutes a covenant that is both a giving and a binding. Adversity as calling
is also a discourse in which the self connects with and is called to from its
utmost potentiality of being. The call is a call neither to distance oneself
from suffering nor to seek to camouflage it nor to assert control over it.
The call is to yield to, abide with, and come into an intimate relationship
with life’s inevitable losses and suffering. This intimate yielding is a pa-
tient, hopeful, relaxed dwelling with such that the alienation characteris-
tic of adversity is transformed into connection and belonging. Pain and
suffering come to be seen not as things that separate one from life and
cause one to feel depleted, lost, and abandoned but as those that estab-
lish significance, convey direction, and unite one with a common human-
ity. Seen from this vantage point, captivity and exile become teacher, and
the self becomes learner. Admittedly, change does bring danger and loss,
but danger and loss also bring possibilities for deeper meaning, clearer
direction, and nobler purposes in life. Living life fully is learning to dwell
resolutely in the turning of disruption and disjuncture and listening at-
tentively for the call to one’s utmost potentiality and unique purpose in
life.

Implications for Healthcare Practice

In this concluding section I bring the parts of this study together and,
in keeping with the hermeneutical interpretive tradition, generate a uni-
fied text in order to ask how the new understandings generated by this
study speak to practitioners of care.

Adversity almost invariably brings individuals into contact with
healthcare systems, either because the health problem itself constitutes
the adversity or because disease and illness are commonly associated with
experiences of hardship, breakdown, and loss. Of the 20 stories and con-
versations gathered for this study, 12 involve personal experiences of



physiological symptoms, disease processes, or loss of function as a result
of accident. Such health problems include traumatic injury and diag-
noses of cancer, lupus, and liver cirrhosis. Significantly, all the stories in
which the adversity is seen as a loss of physical health show diminishment
of spiritual and psychological well-being, manifested in such emotional
experiences as severe depression, suicidal ideation, wishing for death,
fear, anger, anxiety, shame, and marked restlessness and dissatisfaction
with life. In the remaining 8 stories and conversations that do not disclose
an experience of adversity as a personal health problem per se but rather
as an experience in which a spouse, child, or close friend either dies or
encounters serious setbacks or health problems, suffering is revealed.
The intense experiences in relation to the loss of—and losses experi-
enced by—important others include death of a spouse or child and de-
pression or serious illness of (or separation from) a spouse, child, parent,
or sibling. Whether the stories are of personal encounters with disease or
loss of well-being associated with deaths and serious setbacks experi-
enced by family members and close friends, it is clear that adversity dis-
lodges the structures of life. The disruption constitutes a severe assault
on health and well-being. Restoring health and well-being necessitates
coming to an acceptable understanding of the event(s) in relation to the
overall direction and purpose of one’s life (Eifried, 1998; Frank, 1995;
Younger, 1995). Healing involves the restoration of meaning.

It is significant that in the stories healthcare professionals were
frequently but not always helpfully encountered. Participants described
how some healthcare professionals seemed to intuitively grasp the pos-
sibilities in the situation, while others seemed caught up in their habitual
ways of being and doing. Some were seen as potentially intrusive or as un-
wittingly concealing the possibilities at hand. Still other stories revealed
the limitations of professional help in the face of human agency when, for
example, a decision was taken to refuse professional help or when the
lack of desire to live thwarted all professional attempts to intervene.

Sarah tells how health professionals helped her and her family to gain
perspective on how to preserve what was important in the face of her
daughter’s apparently destructive behavior: “They certainly helped us in
understanding ourselves and learning to protect what was left of our fam-
ily from her. For that we will be eternally grateful.”

Katrina describes her encounters with health professionals who ag-
gressively treated her husband, who was dying, and who were either
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completely oblivious or unable to respond to the profound human needs
in the situation:

When asked bluntly, “Is he dying?” the doctor always answered with hope, talk-
ing of new treatments, and how Daniel had improved from the day before. I
didn’t see the improvement and I wondered if his children from a previous mar-
riage should be called to his bedside. But the medical staff knew best, didn’t
they? My husband died . . . alone. We were not prepared.

Her story causes us to ponder how the lack of acceptance of dying by
health professionals and their preoccupation with delivering ever more
“treatments” protect them from experiencing powerlessness in the face
of death. We also see how the emotional unavailability of healthcare pro-
fessionals isolates the sufferer, driving the suffering ever deeper (Eifried,
1998; Eriksson, 1997).

Helen, on the other hand, helps us to understand that there are times
when patients are not ready to accept help, even when it does seem
appropriate:

I saw a psychiatrist, and numerous types of antidepressants were tried. I also saw
a chronic pain specialist. Nothing helped. . . . Some days I longed for death. Then
one day it came to me that nobody could help me if I didn’t want to live and
wasn’t willing to help myself.

By returning to the stories we see that, while health professionals may
have been important catalysts in the quest for meaning, participants did
not usually place them in the role of main protagonist. Family members,
friends, colleagues, neighbors, and fellow parishioners were given a cen-
tral and constituting role. Harold says, “When we brought his [son’s]
body back for the funeral . . . [f ]or days our friends and family poured
into the house, food arrived, people came to sit with us and comfort us.”
If these stories disclose that family and friends, rather than health profes-
sionals, play a central role in helping people get through adversity, then
what supporting role can health professionals play in the restoration of
meaning? In considering these questions five insights arrive.

The first insight is that we as health professionals can aid the work of
suffering by understanding how to be skillfully present. While we need to
acknowledge that we can never replace family members, close friends,
and neighbors, we can “stand in” temporarily and compassionately until
ongoing help arrives. By being present to hear the laments of our patients
and their families and by bearing witness to their suffering, we cannot



take their suffering away, but we can help to address a source of pro-
found human anguish—the sense of being lost, uncared for, and alone
(Younger, 1995). When we are available to our patients in a way that in-
vites them to express their suffering, when we do not hide behind our
technical expertise, and when we find opportunities to have healing con-
versations with patients and their families, we help them to understand
each other better and to sustain each other’s existence (Frank, 1995;
Tapp, 2001). Making suffering endurable, we bring the anguish to expres-
sion, thereby offering passage from the bleak isolation of mute suffering
to a place where there is hope of connection and belonging. Benso (2000)
helps us to understand that such connections can never be imposed; they
can be reached only by way of receptive, humble attentiveness:

[Attending] can be successful and can avoid falling into invasiveness only if it lets
itself be directed by that toward [which] it tends; if it folds itself upon itself, hol-
lows its activity out, and makes itself passive. . . . Attention waits for the other to
make the first move, the first offer to which it will respond. . . . Humility is an act
of love of the one who lets herself or himself be taken by the hand and be led by
things. (pp. 164–165)

Thus we see that the helpfulness of health professionals resides in
their capacity to call forth the conditions in which meaning can be re-
stored. Such conditions involve inviting expressions of suffering while
maintaining a tender, receptive openness to the possibilities for human
connection in the situation at hand.

As we recognize that when we accompany another we must, following
Benso, allow ourselves to be led, and as we consider that such attentive-
ness inaugurates relationship and connection, a second insight arrives.
This is that generous accompaniment and befriending of others who are
suffering can be an important part of the healing process for some people
who are seeking to make sense of their lives following a confrontation
with major threat and loss. The stories of Fiona, whose marriage ended
and whose daughter died, and Abraham, whose son was killed by a bomb,
speak eloquently of the relief that can come from finding a deep connec-
tivity with others who suffer. Hall (2001) comes to similar conclusions
in his research about how AIDS volunteerism enabled those affected
by HIV/AIDS to find meaning in their suffering. Specifically, it should
be acknowledged that one who has never experienced the adverse
phenomenon (whatever it might be) can never have as much insight into
the nature of the suffering as one who has. Release from suffering seems
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to be found in this place of deep connectivity, mutual recognition, and
solidarity in suffering. Befriending another and thereby becoming a con-
veyor of connection and meaning not only seem to offer personal healing
but may also offer powerful protection against meaninglessness.

The third insight relates to the understanding that people who are re-
constructing their lives following a major loss may be changing in funda-
mental ways as priorities undergo radical reordering. Recall that Sarah,
in learning to dwell with the loss of her hopes and dreams for her daugh-
ter, goes from being an exemplar of middle-class respectability and
achievement to being an ordinary and worried parent who first wants to
hide from sight but then learns to share her burden with friends who
care. Abraham risks social ostracism by finding a deep common bond
with his supposed enemies. As health professionals we need to under-
stand that people who go through overwhelming adversity are people
who may be changing in very profound ways. Helpful accompaniment by
practitioners of care is not about patching people up and returning them
to life the way it was before the crisis. It is about helping people to dwell
toward meaning—to reach beyond themselves—and it is about helping
them to understand who they are becoming.

A fourth insight comes from reflecting on the presence of the myste-
rious and sacred in the stories of those who were able to dwell resolutely.
In considering how powerful these experiences were in enabling people
to dwell hopefully, patiently, and expectantly, I wonder how healthcare
would be different if, amid all of our diagnoses and prognostications, we
truly left room for the miraculous and surprising. This is not to suggest
abandonment of the empirical and rational but to argue for a respectful,
even appreciative, coexistence between that which can be predicted and
controlled and that which is undeniably uncertain, indefinite, and intan-
gible. Could there be a place for healing rituals, grace, and prayer in what
is considered “best practice”? What if we were able to see in the wound-
ing of the body and mind not only a danger to be covered over as quickly
as possible with all the technical know-how available but also, like adver-
sity itself, an opening to new possibilities? Despite our massive knowl-
edge, sophisticated systems, best-practice guidelines, and good inten-
tions, there is much that we don’t know, can’t control, and need to let be
so that possibilities arrive and are not instead closed down.

A fifth insight comes from recognizing the important role of suffering
in the process of reaching meaning, freedom, and liberation. By this



statement I mean neither to valorize suffering nor to advocate for the
cessation of valid and necessary medical treatments. In achieving a bal-
ance between looking to and beyond human technology, I am reminded
of Solomon’s (2001) insights. He strongly urges people to learn as much
as possible about psychopharmacological approaches to treating de-
pression so that they can insist on the most up-to-date and appropriate
treatments. He inserts, however, an important caveat. Obtaining good
psychopharmacological treatment is not to be pursued with the intent
of replacing or relinquishing the search for meaning. Rather, it is done
with a view to augmenting, energizing, and sustaining the search for
meaning in life. Technological advances, including psychopharmacolog-
ical strategies, may conceal what it means to be human if health profes-
sionals approach the loss of meaning in life simply as evidence of chemi-
cal imbalance to be rectified. Coming to a new and acceptable meaning
necessitates dwelling with suffering rather than denying, distancing, or
controlling it. Tillich (1955/2005) helps us to understand that healing
does not involve suppression of suffering or diminishing the awareness of
conflict and dissonance. Rather, healing strengthens the whole so that
within the unity of the body the struggling elements can be reconciled.
He offers that healing encounters, whether they be with health profes-
sionals or with friends,

aid the healing powers of our soul. They accept us as we are and make it possible
to look at ourselves honestly and with clarity, to realize the strange mechanisms
under which we are suffering and to dissolve them, reconciling the genuine
forces of our soul with each other and making us free for thought and action. (Til-
lich, 1955/2005, pp. 39–40)

As has been discussed at length, finding meaning in adversity is an expe-
rience that ultimately must be brought home, befriended, engaged with
intimately, dwelt with resolutely, listened to attentively, and acted upon
assertively. Only in this way can the existential possibilities be revealed in
terms of who one is and who one can be.

Contributions and Future Directions

Hermeneutical phenomenology is best suited to answering questions
about the meaning of human issues and concerns. Because people were
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invited to “self-select” for participation in this study and the stories
gathered were self-authored, it is possible that the stories obtained
were skewed in favor of those who found deeper meanings in adversity.
Accordingly, it could be argued, those who experienced ongoing loss of
meaning or meaninglessness were underrepresented in this study. In ad-
dition, the approach used for this study was for the most part retrospec-
tive in nature, that is, it gathered reflections more on past experiences
than in vivo experiences of ongoing adversity. While this retrospective
methodological approach was sufficient to clearly illuminate overall pat-
terns of meaning, it is inadequate for the purposes of tracing minutely
the oscillations of everyday dwelling that a prospective study would have
revealed. A prospective study stretching over a three-year span that ex-
plored people’s thoughts and feelings as they lived through adversity
might, for example, reveal time- or phase-related dimensions of dwelling
as alternating patterns of resigned and resolute dwelling.

Despite these constraints and acknowledging fundamental differ-
ences in how knowledge of the human experience can be grasped, this
study does resonate with the findings of some empirical studies. In keep-
ing with the work of Brown (1996, 1997), this study affirms that the chal-
lenges posed by adversity and the “outcomes” that ensue in relation to it
cannot be fully explained with reference to the event itself or in relation
to the preexisting personality characteristics of the person undergoing
the event. Rather, the challenges posed by adversity reside in the mean-
ing given to the event. This study takes this concept a step farther and il-
luminates an understanding that it is not merely the meaning given to the
event that can be understood in relation to how life unfolds but also the
manner of dwelling amid the circumstances that transforms the meaning
and alters the life course. Sandler (2001) argues that in order for health
professionals to understand how to assist people undergoing adversity, a
better understanding of the nature of adversity itself and of the resources
that people call upon to become resilient in the face of adversity is re-
quired. It is in addressing this particular gap in knowledge that this study
makes its contribution.

What is naturally occurring resilience? I offer one definition: the
human capacity to dwell resolutely in the face of that which cannot be
changed. Accepting such a definition of resilience and using a phenomen-
ological approach to understanding its experience overcomes myriad



problems that have assailed the body of work now referred to as resilience
research. It does this by skirting the doomed attempts to separate process
from outcome and by sidestepping decisions about how much adversity
“counts” in relation to quantifiable measures of coping well or coping
poorly. Consider that Solomon, despite three bouts with clinical depres-
sion, is resilient not because he has conquered mental illness once and
for all but because he has come into a patient, intimate, and ongoing
abiding with depression. He has made a home of his journey, and he con-
tinuously and perseveringly brings his pain home.

Considering that “resolute dwellers” in this study have in many cases
described the importance of sustaining friendships that provide a sense
of acceptance and a reason to persevere, future study related to naturally
occurring resilience could focus in depth on the naturally occurring phe-
nomena of persevering friendships and restorative relationships. Bring-
ing to voice the stories of people who open themselves up to others who
suffer and describing how they find the strength to remain present in
the face of overwhelming devastation and discouragement could be a
particularly compelling avenue of inquiry. Along similar lines, future
study could include the phenomenon of volunteerism (Hall, 2001). Ask-
ing whether and how the voluntary act of befriending offers a bulwark
against meaninglessness and provides a way of recovering meaning in an
otherwise meaningless terrain, the experience of not only the befriended
but also the befriender could be studied. Finally, and considering the con-
cerns raised by Mahoney (2005) that professional programs are not pre-
paring their graduates to engage skillfully and compassionately with their
clients, fruitful avenues of inquiry could take shape.

These studies, ultimately directed at the overhaul of curricula, might
begin with trying to understand how to assist students in the “helping
professions” to learn to dwell patiently, humbly, and attentively with the
suffering person. As knowledge accrued, pedagogies related to suffering
could emerge. It is doubtful that such pedagogies could be developed
successfully without first revamping curricula to integrate substantive
philosophical content. Engaging with the profound questions raised by
philosophy about what it means to be human and to suffer would offer
academicians and students alike an opportunity for deep reflection, in-
tense dialogue, and meaningful research. In this way our discourses could
be refreshed and our professions revitalized.
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Conclusion

As I draw this study to a close I realize that I have merely skimmed
the surface of how meaning may be found in adversity. What is clear is
that I have learned a great deal from the experiences of people who so
generously shared their stories. To them I owe a great debt. Not only did
they help me to understand how meaning can be found in adversity, but
they also stimulated further thought about how to approach life, dwelling
resolutely and yielding gracefully in the face of its inevitable upswings
and downturns. To find meaning in one’s circumstances is, according to
Rupp (2005),

To be grateful for what is,
Instead of underscoring what is not.
To find good amid the unwanted aspects of life,
Without denying the presence of the unwanted.
To focus on beauty in the little things of life,
As well as being deliberate about the great beauties of art, literature,

music, and nature.
To be present to one’s own small space of life,
While stretching to the wide world beyond it.
To find something to laugh about every day,
Even when there seems nothing to laugh about.
To search for and see the good in others,
Rather than remembering their faults and weaknesses.
To be thankful for each loving deed done by another,
No matter how insignificant it might appear.
To taste life to the fullest, and not to take any part of it for granted.
To seek to forgive others for their wrongdoings,
Even immense ones, and to put the past behind.
To find ways to reach out and help the disenfranchised,
While also preserving their dignity and self-worth.
To be as loving and caring as possible,
In a culture that consistently challenges these virtues.
To remember to say “thank you”
For whatever comes as a gift from another.
To be at peace
With what cannot be changed.



Notes

This paper is based on the following doctoral dissertation: Johnston, N. (2003). Finding
meaning in adversity. Dissertation Abstracts International, 65 (01). (UMI No. AAT
NQ86530)

1. Mahoney (2005, p. 338) asserts that psychology has perpetuated five mistakes that
have been inherited from philosophical thought. These include the reification of mind–
body dualism, the assertion that reason (rationality) is primary and more powerful than
emotions and bodily experience, the glorification of the search for certainty and justifica-
tion, the corruption of the scientific spirit, and the erosion of excellence in education and
the academy.

2. Heidegger (1953/1996) suggests that, in questioning and interpreting, our task is
“never to allow our fore-having, fore-sight and fore-conception to be presented to us by
fancies and popular conceptions but to make the scientific theme secure by working out
these fore-structures in terms of the things themselves” (p. 153).

3. Richardson (2002, p. 310) offers a useful synthesis of this genre of literature that
describes resilient qualities. Qualities include happiness, subjective well-being, optimism,
faith, self-determination, wisdom, excellence, and creativity. In the same article he quotes
a special issue of the Journal of Social and Clinical Psychology (2000) devoted to research
on the strengths, virtues, and positive characteristics associated with resilience. Research
is described in relation to the following qualities: morality, self-control, gratitude, forgive-
ness, dreams, hope, and humility.

4. Among the notions guiding this genre of thought are the ideas that personal
growth is a choice in the wake of disruption, that the strengthening of one’s access to spiri-
tual sources may accompany reintegration, that adversity may provide the solution to stag-
nation in life, that searching for a silver lining offers a way to reinterpret the meaning of
adversity, and that adversity may come to be seen as a valuable experience.

5. I use the term story advisedly here. While the word story was used to invite con-
versations and encourage people to write about an experience of adversity, it soon be-
came clear that those who chose to write stories rather than to engage in a series of con-
versations were really writing narratives. When I questioned the seven people who wrote
stories about what their experiences of writing were like, they remarked that, although
the writing was difficult and caused them to relive a difficult time in their lives, it helped
them to clarify some things. Wiltshire (1995) offers useful distinctions regarding the in-
creasing levels of reflection and meaning making involved in conversation, telling a story,
producing a narrative, and writing a life history. As I thought about the level of reflection
involved in moving from a conversation to a narrative, it became clear to me that the
people who engaged in a series of conversations with me were using the conversations as
a way to put their experiences into perspective, that is, to transform their stories into co-
herent narratives. For ways in which healing spaces can be constructed so that conversa-
tions can become healing narratives see Baker and Diekelmann (1994); Canales (1997);
and Tapp (2001).

6. Madison’s (1988, pp. 29–30) nine criteria are
1. coherence—the interpretation presents a unified picture and does not

contradict itself; if contradictions exist in the text itself, the interpretation
makes sense of these contradictions;
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2. comprehensiveness—the interpretation presents a unified picture of the
thoughts of the author as a whole;

3. penetration—the interpretation brings out the underlying intention of the
author as an attempt to resolve a central problematique;

4. thoroughness—the interpretation answers or deals with all the questions
that it poses to the interpreted text or that the text poses to the interpreter’s
understanding of it;

5. appropriateness—the questions the interpretation deals with are ones raised
by the text itself; that is, the interpreter avoids using the text to deal with his
or her own questions rather than the questions the author was concerned
with;

6. contextuality—the author’s thoughts must not be taken out of context, that
is, without due regard for the circumstances and the historical, social context
in which the author was situated;

7. agreement—the interpretation agrees or fits with what the author is saying;
this means that the interpreter does not attempt a “hermeneutic of
suspicion” whereby the author’s words are disregarded as not disclosing
what was really intended;

8. suggestiveness—the interpretation is fertile in that it suggests questions that
stimulate further research and interpretation; and

9. potential—the interpretation is capable of being extended in that it reveals
implications that relate in a harmonious way to each other.

7. By using the word lending I mean to convey the notion of allowing the self to be
borrowed temporarily by a coercive experience. There is thus the sense that loss of mean-
ing accompanying coercive experience is temporary, and the expectation or hope still re-
mains that at some later point meaning will arrive and will be experienced as the return or
retrieval of the self from such a lending.

8. Polkinghorne (1988) writes:
The plot functions to transform a chronicle or listing of events into a sche-
matic whole by highlighting and recognizing the contribution that certain
events make to the development and outcome of the story. Without the rec-
ognition of significance given by the plot, each event would appear as discon-
tinuous and separate, and its meaning would be limited. (p. 19)

I suggest that in an experience of adversity the plotline breaks down and events are experi-
enced as discontinuous and separate—chaotic. Thus the challenge in an experience of ad-
versity is to reinvent one’s personal plotline so that events that are experienced as random,
discontinuous, and meaningless can be woven together to constitute a unifying narrative.
For an understanding of the use of narrative in helping people reconstruct their “plotlines”
see Fredriksson & Eriksson (2001).
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4

Narrative Phenomenology
Exploring Stories of Grief and Dying

c r a i g  m .  k l u g m a n

As a way of putting the death of a loved family member or friend into
perspective, people tell stories. They discuss who the deceased person
was in life, how the person died, and what their own life has been like
since the death. During the conduct of a needs assessment study that
inquired about the resources people needed to assist them with grieving
and to able to die “well,” I became intrigued with the stories people told
me. Wondering why people were telling me such stories and what func-
tion the stories served, I concluded that telling one’s story seemed to be
a way of bringing order out of the chaos that ensues from a loss (Becker,
1997). Reflecting on the stories that emerged from clinical practice, I
noted that narratives enabled a patient to share an experience with an-
other who did not have direct access to the experience. Through stories
clinicians learn not only about symptoms and perceived causes but also
about the meaning that these things hold for the patient (Good, 1994).
Since stories enable healthcare professionals to gain an understanding
of their patients’ lived experiences and enable empathy and diverse
human engagement, stories offer clinicians a way of enriching their
practice.

Narrative Theory

The telling of narratives—whether through oral storytelling or
through published books—is a fundamental human activity that allows
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conversations and experiences to be shared among people and, often,
across cultures (White, 1981). Humans use narrative to structure experi-
ence, order memory, connect to other people, and build a life history
(Bruner, 1987). Narrative humanizes time and action so that people can
comprehend events and deal with their emotions (Richardson, 1990).
Anthropologist Byron Good (1994) calls this process of constructing a
story narrativizing, “a process of locating suffering in history, of placing
events in a meaningful order in time” (p. 128). In healthcare practice it is
evident that patients use narrative to make sense of their illness and to
integrate its experience into their life (Good, 1994; Kleinman, 1988).
Healthcare providers employ narrative to learn about a patient’s illness
through empathy, to recognize their own personal medical stories, to
connect with other healthcare professionals, and to talk with patients
about healthcare (Charon, 2001).

Broadly conceived, narrative is a series of interpreted events con-
nected through time, within which one or more characters change or
react to change (Ricoeur, 1981a). A narrative is a text that attempts to
make sense of the lived reality of certain characters as they progress tem-
porally from one event to another. Narratives are “kinds of discourse
organized around the passage of time in some ‘world’” (Polanyi, 1985,
p. 10). Norman Denzin (1989) defines narrative as “a story, having a plot
and existence separate from [the] life of [the] teller” (p. 48). Philosopher
Paul Ricoeur (1981a) explains that a narrative should be “self sufficient,”
complete without additional explanation or comment. Donald Polking-
horne (1996) defines narrative as “a storied linguistic production of a
person’s emplotted configuration of life events into episodes or a whole
life” (p. 78). According to the Oxford English Dictionary Online (2001),
narrative derives from the Latin narrare, which means “to relate, re-
count, give an account of.”

Although some narratives may be told in order to entertain, others
are presented for a specific purpose, such as to comment on the world or
an experience (White, 1981). “Stories are told to make a point, to trans-
mit a message—often some sort of moral evaluation or implied critical
judgment—about the world the teller shares with other people” (Polanyi,
1985, p. 12). For example, a narrative may be told to educate, to com-
plain, to motivate, to inform, to sway, or to elicit sympathy and hope. Hu-
mans use narrative to transmit ideas, thoughts, knowledge, culture, opin-
ion, and experience, both personal and social.
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Ricoeur has had a strong influence on the development of anthropo-
logical narrative theory. His writing attempted to create a philosophical
anthropology that combined phenomenological description with herme-
neutic interpretation. From his foundations social scientists have further
developed his work to create the richness of narrative theory. Narrative
has been widely used in qualitative research as a method for knowing
the experience of another. Anthropologists such as Byron Good, Clifford
Geertz, Arthur Kleinman, Sharon Kaufman, and Barbara Myerhoff have
interviewed their participants to learn their life narratives. Narrative is a
method that allows an outsider an inside glimpse into the meaning of
another’s world. “Narrative has been viewed as a useful, expansive tool
by those scholars wishing to articulate, from details of the native’s point
of view, how individuals construct meanings and negotiate their worlds”
(Kaufman, 2000, p. 341). These tales allow a researcher to see not only
what events have transpired in a community or in the life of an individual
but also the meanings and interpretations that the group or person places
on the events.

My goal in this project was to analyze and interpret narratives of
dying told by witnesses. Heidegger (1977) asserts that we can only de-
scribe the dying process, as the person who dies cannot describe the ex-
perience of death. I was interested in applying a narrative framework
to examine oral storytelling to discern why people tell these stories. Tell-
ing these stories can assist people in their grief work, a process that en-
ables them to reconnect to the community, to reestablish self-identity, and
to facilitate the construction of new experiences. The healthcare practi-
tioner can encourage these stories to be told, thereby gaining an under-
standing of their importance to the grieving process. This understanding
can enable the healthcare practitioner to engage more meaningfully with
patients and can help grieving persons move forward to create a new life.

In the course of this narrative inquiry into the experiences of dying
as related by family members or friends, I conducted 15 interviews with
participants of various ages. Such narratives can be read on their own for
style, voice, and some lessons about living and dying. However, such a
reading would simply be a “thin description,” a superficial approach that
assumes that the surface meaning is the only meaning of the words or ac-
tions (Geertz, 1973). Instead, I propose a “deep description” that consid-
ers from their own perspectives the culture, history, mythology, psychol-
ogy, literature, and beliefs of individuals rooted within a culture. As



Heidegger (1927/1964) would say, the participants were “always already”
in a culture, and their narratives reflect their own lived experiences.

Much has been written about ways to interpret a transcript. Peacock
and Holland (1993) advocate interpretation of text through a process ap-
proach. Their method considers how narratives both construct and re-
flect reality by looking at a text from four different perspectives: cultural,
psychocultural, hermeneutic, and psychosocial. “The cultural approach
also views the narrative as outcome, but focuses on more purely cultural
or collective dynamics and on narrative as a gripping formulation of be-
liefs, values, and ideas basic to a cultural tradition” (Peacock & Holland,
1993, p. 373). Thus, to engage narrative on the cultural level is to under-
stand the framework, plots, characters, and themes that run through per-
sonal narratives as well as those that are recorded in historical documents
or current literature. The psychocultural perspective holds that in nar-
rative a person forms the self by drawing on culturally available plots,
symbols, and meanings: “The psychocultural emphasizes the place of cul-
turally constructed narrative in psychological processes” (Peacock & Hol-
land, 1993, p. 371). The hermeneutic approach focuses on the relation-
ship between those who tell their stories and those who listen. Such an
approach assumes that the context in which a narrative is told is relevant
to understanding the formation and meaning of the account. The interac-
tion between a specific narrator and a particular audience contributes to
new understanding of the story that needs to be heard. Tellers are often
searching for new hope, new interpretations, and new outcomes (Good,
1994). Heidegger (1927/1964) points out that it is in “breakdown” that
people have the opportunity to grasp new meaning about their lives. The
psychosocial approach sees narrative as a method that creates relation-
ships and defines social identities between individuals. “Studies of self-
narrative as events in social as opposed to psychological processes treat
narrative as instrumental in the formation and maintenance of social rela-
tionships and collective identity” (Peacock & Holland, 1993, p. 372).

Methods

This grief-narrative project emerged from a larger study designed to
develop a resource list of grief support services needed for people living
in Texas. The larger study was a joint venture of the Institute for Medical
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Humanities and the Texas Partnership for End of Life Care. The instru-
ment developed for this study—“Your Opinion Matters”—was used as a
random survey in Galveston and Houston in the spring and fall of 2000.
Focus groups and town hall meetings were held during which partici-
pants were encouraged to speak about their experiences in caregiving for
a dying person. In addition, the participants were asked to describe their
experiences with grief. After a dozen of these meetings I realized that we
were not receiving information about their perceived needs; rather, par-
ticipants were sharing narratives about their grief experiences. In order
to explore this phenomenon I developed a study that included assem-
bling grief narratives from published memoirs and conducting life history
interviews with 15 people from the same geographical area. Life history–
based oral history is a discipline whose purpose is to gain understanding
through interpretation. Oral history includes rigorous approaches to the
conduct of the interview as well as to the preparation and conclusion of
the interview that I used throughout this study (Ritchie, 2003).

The project received approval from the institutional review board of
the degree-granting university. All participants were provided informa-
tion about the study and signed informed-consent forms. All names and
locations were changed twice during transcription in order to preserve
confidentiality. Eligible participants were over 18 years of age and had ex-
perienced the death of a close family member or friend.

Participants were recruited through several sources. First, I recruited
individuals by recontacting interested “Your Opinion Matters” partici-
pants. Second, I approached people at a senior center and in religious
communities in the area. The groups were asked if there were individuals
who would be interested in participating in this study. The participant
pool was constructed by self-selection by those who were willing to talk
about death and dying to a person with whom they were not familiar.

The demographics of the participants are presented in Table 4.1.
Eight participants were female, while seven were male. They ranged in
age from 23 to 76, with a median age of 45. The participants came from a
variety of religious backgrounds; however, all of the participants were
college educated. Twelve of the 15 participants were European Ameri-
can, 1 was Jewish American, 1 was African American, and 1 was Mexican
American. Table 4.1 also lists their relationship to the deceased.

I interviewed each participant once in a place of his or her choosing.
The interviews averaged one to two hours in length. Each participant was
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asked to speak about the death of one person, and each interview began
with an open-ended statement such as “Please tell me about this person,
about who he or she was and memories you have of him or her” and
“Starting from when you first learned this person was ill or was going
to die, please tell me about your experience of their dying and death.”
This interview process was based on what Becker (1997) describes as “re-
flexive interviewing.” This technique allowed the participant to guide
the topics raised and the structure of the narrative. I interjected probing
questions that encouraged the respondent to go into greater depth. Thus
I acted as a mirror, reflecting back to the participant his or her ideas.

After the interview was completed the tape recorder was turned off,
and I thanked the participant for allowing me to share in his or her story.
About half of the participants cried during their narrative. I always de-
briefed the participants, sometimes offering my own experiences in an
attempt to help them “come down” from the telling of a painful story.
Often we talked about seemingly unrelated topics, such as pets, as a way
of returning attention to the present. All the participants reported that
the interview experience was positive, healing, and cathartic. Most of
them thanked me for taking them on this journey to reconnect with a
loved one.

I entered the interview transcripts into a computer using Ethnograph
5.1 software, and the lines of text were numbered. In a first reading of
each printed numbered transcript I noted topics and ideas from the in-
terview that became the basis for a thematic codebook. Thematic code is
a label applied to a section of text that the researcher wants to recall later.
The label can refer to ideas, events, metaphors, relationships, actions,
emotions, institutions, cultural elements, fears, or any other element of
interest. In coding a transcript I marked all sections of text in which a cer-
tain theme appeared. For example, all text sections that answered the
question of whether the participant spoke with the deceased were coded
as “talking.” Once the codebook was finalized I used it to test-code sev-
eral of the interviews. After adjustments to the codes, all the transcripts
were freshly coded. Interpretation consisted of looking at all the sections
of text across all the interviews that dealt with a particular code and en-
gaging hermeneutically with those texts on cultural, psychocultural, and
psychosocial levels.

A second aspect of the study included coding and interpreting pub-
lished grief narratives. These historical and contemporary works were



chosen, in consultation with bioethicist Harold Vanderpool, as being cul-
turally significant to the modern United States. Some of the texts related
the deaths of historical or religious figures, including Jacob (Greenspahn,
1987; Hicks, 1962), Jesus (Fuller, 1993; Grant, 1962), Gilgamesh’s friend
Enkidu (Cushman, 1987; Gordon, 1993; Moran, 1987; Sandars, 1988),
Socrates (Plato, 1981), Hector (Homer, 1999), George Washington (Ram-
say, 1806; Smith, 1994), Civil War soldiers (Rosenblatt & Rosenblatt,
1992; Wilson, 1996), Ulysses S. Grant (“Hero Finds Rest,” 1885; “Closing
Scenes,” 1885; “His Last Resting Place,” 1885; “While Awaiting the End,”
1885), Babe Ruth (Beim & Stevens, 1998), Babe Zaharias (Cayless, 1996;
Zaharias, 1956), and John F. Kennedy (Parsons & Lidz, 1967; Reston,
1963). Other texts were chosen because they included grief narratives
written by professional authors and journalists: Simone de Beauvoir
(1985), Jessamyn West (1986), Mark Twain (1990), Rodger Kamenetz
(1985), Marilyn Webb (1997), John Gunther (1949/1965), and Mitch Al-
bom (1997). The last set of texts was chosen because they were written
by researchers who collect grief stories: Barnard, Towers, Boston, and
Lambrimnidou (2000); Byock (1997); Kübler-Ross (1969/1997); and Mil-
ler (1992a, 1992b). These works were treated similarly to the collected
narratives. All works were coded for theme and plot.

Cultural Approaches to the Grief Narrative

The cultural level of interpretation draws on an investigation into
the shared and learned aspects of the text, including frameworks, plots,
themes, and purpose. This level asks why one creates a narrative and
what cultural elements are borrowed in its creation.

Plots

First, I examined the narratives for plot continuities and similarities.
Anthropologist Gay Becker (1997) suggests that all narratives of illness,
of which grief narratives are a subset, have a common plot that follows
the pattern of “a disruption of life . . . followed by efforts to restore life to
normal” (p. 27). Sedney, Baker, and Gross (1994) suggest that these sto-
ries include elements such as how the person died, the context surround-
ing the death, the events leading to and following the death event, and
the experiences of family members when they learned of the death.
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In the depiction of grief narratives provided by Sedney et al. (1994)
and in those I collected and examined, I found many concepts in com-
mon with Joseph Campbell’s (1949/1973) description of the prototypical
hero epic. Campbell discerned that the hero journey myth has three
parts: departure, initiation, and return. In the beginning there is the call
to adventure, which the hero may immediately accept or try to refuse.
Eventually, the hero crosses the threshold into another world. After being
initiated into this realm the hero must overcome several obstacles and
find the ultimate boon. Finally, the hero returns to the ordinary world and
shares the boon with others. Often he or she spends some time living in a
dual world of both the other realm and the ordinary (i.e., everyday or pro-
saic) world.

In the grief narrative the quest cycle takes on specific components.
First is the call into the world of medicine, dying, and death. The narra-
tor may struggle through the medical world and overcome obstacles such
as being a caregiver, maintaining a deathbed vigil, simultaneously ful-
filling ordinary-world obligations, and dealing with the immediate shock
of the death. With a sudden or remote death the narrator may not spend
any time in the healthcare world but instead enters the realm of grief
through a phone call. The narrator then crosses a second threshold into
the world of burial and mourning. He or she may need to work with a fu-
neral home to arrange burial or cremation. Most cultures also have other
death rituals such as a wake, viewing, or shiva that must be prepared for
and observed. Through all these thresholds and realms the narrator must
deal with obstacles of organization, finances, and ritual. He or she may
need to go through the deceased person’s possessions, dispose of an es-
tate, and care for other mourners. In addition to all these duties, the nar-
rator must also face his or her own feelings of grief and reactions to the
death of a friend or loved one.

The eventual goal is to return to the world of the living having re-
defined the self, repaired the disruption in the world of lived experience,
made meaning of the event, and reconnected with others. Ann Hunsaker
Hawkins (1999), who is a scholar of narratives of illness, holds that the
dying person imparts some special knowledge (a boon) to those who wit-
ness death. However, the dying person is unable to share his or her boon
with the ordinary world. In fact, the focal character of a grief narrative—
the deceased—has no voice. He or she cannot describe the death experi-
ence because the narrative is not constructed until after that character’s



death, when he or she can no longer speak. Thus the narrator must com-
plete the myth cycle by bringing the lessons of the deceased’s life and
dying to the ordinary realm and sharing that knowledge.

Goals of the Grief Narrative

The second step of the cultural examination of grief narratives is to
look at the cultural purposes that explain why these stories are told. I
identified that the three goals of telling a grief narrative are to reconnect
a person to his or her community, to reconstruct the self, and to facilitate
the creation of experience.

For a grieving person, one of the causes of suffering is that he or she
becomes separated from the community and the outside world. This is
reflected in the hermeneutic aspects of narrative, which look at the rela-
tionships between tellers and listeners. Entering the world of death and
dying isolates a person from other people and from the places he or she
frequents in normal life. The act of creating a story and of possibly later
telling it is an attempt to reconnect a person to others. The telling of an
account requires both a narrator and an audience (Booth, 1988). Whether
acting as teller or listener, a person participating in the transmission of a
narrative is linked to other individuals (Ricoeur, 1981b). The act of creat-
ing a narrative requires the teller to dip into a pool of shared cultural sym-
bols, language and familiar metaphors, and myths to describe experiences
that he or she wishes to share with others (Good, 1994). Through these
common elements the narrator translates personal experience into a com-
mon cultural language that allows the audience to share in the experience
(Polkinghorne, 1996). Through constructing and telling these accounts
the narrator translates knowing—experience and knowledge—into tell-
ing (White, 1981).

Second, narratives serve to help the process of self formation. One’s
self is one’s sense of being, history, and identity; it is who one is and the
way one relates to the outer world. This function falls within the psycho-
cultural and psychosocial aspects of narrative. A self is the sum of one’s ex-
periences, values, beliefs, self-worth, and attitudes (Ricoeur, 1984). One’s
personal identity changes through time as a result of experience and rela-
tionships. Narrating the self serves to construct a sense of history, linking
the self (A) that one remembers being in the past to the self (B) one per-
ceives being in the present and to the self (C) one wants to be in the
future. Although these different selves—A, B, and C—may be distinct
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individuals all contained in the same body, one creates through narrative
a sense of the evolutionary history of a person who has changed.

In this way the past appears to lead inexorably to the present, and
the future self seems a natural projection from one’s current place: “Our
sense of personal identity depends upon the continuity of experience
through time, a continuity bridging even the cleft between remembered
past and projected future” (Bruner, 1986, p. 13). Such a narrative sense
of self becomes important because the self one was before the death of a
friend or loved one is not the same person as the self after the death. Ac-
cording to philosopher Alasdair MacIntyre (1984), self-identity is based
on people’s relationships to those around them. One’s identity is created
as a result of one’s role as spouse, sibling, parent, child, cousin, aunt, uncle,
colleague, boss, employee, friend, or any other connection one finds
meaningful. With the loss of the individual who gave a person that spe-
cific relational aspect of identity, the person must rewrite the story of the
self. The self that was a parent before the death of a child is no longer a
parent in the same way after the child’s death. Thus the person must
write a story of a new self as the parent of a deceased child or as a person
who has no child.

The third reason that one tells a grief narrative is a purely psychocul-
tural phenomenon. The narrator tries to define the death and the ensuing
grieving experience. Experience has two meanings in relation to narra-
tive. The first pertains to what a person undergoes as he or she passes
through a series of events in real time, a specific instance of personally en-
countering or undergoing some series of events. As these events trans-
pire in real time they appear to be disjointed, chaotic, and emotional. The
person is unable to organize the sequence of events into a coherent order
or to interpret them (Ricoeur, 1981a). The function of narrative, then, is
to facilitate formulation of the experience to assist ourselves and others to
access it (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000).

The second notion of experience is the meaning-laden narrative de-
scription a person constructs after the sequence of events has occurred.
Thus a person literally reconstructs the experience of his or her past
(Polkinghorne, 1996; Richardson, 1990). The teller recalls and recollects
fragments of event memories and links them together in a new and ever-
changing story (Young, 1987). Such a review can take place only after
being separated in time and place from the actual events. From his
or her current position in space-time the teller creates meanings and



interpretations of past events. Facts and interpretations cannot be sepa-
rated; they inform one another (Stivers, 1993). The order of events and
the attachment of meaning are constructed so that the experience ap-
pears as a necessary condition for the present to have been reached (Good,
1994). Such thinking requires an individual to accept the notion that there
is no external reality independent from human thought. Even though sev-
eral people may observe the same sequence of events, each may interpret
them differently, therefore construing different lived experiences. Thus
no single true interpretation—defined as corresponding to an indepen-
dent external reality—may exist (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000).

Themes

The themes in the stories, like plots, are drawn from the pool of
images and ideas that are present within a culture. A narrator takes the
cultural elements that provide meaning to the story and adds a personal
interpretation. Several themes commonly appear in many of the pub-
lished as well as the collected narratives. Among the themes are associa-
tions such as smells, sound, and light; the role of healthcare providers;
the good death; choosing when to die; isolation; facing one’s own death;
the afterlife; and changes in one’s own physical body.

smells and sounds
According to psychologist Trudy Weathersby (2001), certain smells

or sights can stir a memory, bringing a person back to a death or a fu-
neral, especially if that person witnessed the death as a child. An example
of this phenomenon is found in Carol’s story. Carol was 11 years old
when her 65-year-old grandmother died from a stroke. She recalls going
to her grandmother’s funeral and being shocked by the smell in the
room. There was a large number of fragrant flowers, and Carol found the
smell overpowering. As a result she has always associated flowers with
death:

And I remember her funeral being very fragrant. For a very, very long time, I did
not enjoy the smell of flowers after that. And I don’t remember ever smelling
flowers in that concentration ever before that, either. But I started associating
the smell of flowers with death and funerals and my grandmother. So I wasn’t the
kind of person that could go and smell a rose and really appreciate it being a rose.
It just smelled like death to me. There were just huge amounts of flowers at this
funeral, just huge.
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Flowers are fairly common associations with death. Two other partici-
pants who were young when they experienced a death mentioned taking
flowers to the grave of the deceased in celebration of a birthday or wed-
ding anniversary.

While smell is often the strongest trigger of memories, some grief as-
sociations deal with sounds. Larry was 24 years old when his 75-year-old
father died from cancer. He recalls that in the last moments of his father’s
life the dying man began singing a Louis Armstrong song. Hearing that
music today reminds Larry of his father’s death and puts him back in the
room with his dying father:

So I feel like that was a curse, watching him, those last few minutes. I mean, he
s[a]ng. God, it’s an old Louis Armstrong song; I had never heard the lyrics to it.
But he s[a]ng the lyrics. (Starts to hum.) I can’t even remember the name of the
song. But he knew the lyrics to it; he knew each and every word to it. And he
would sing that song to himself as he went to sleep (pause) and I—I actually
didn’t care much for old-time rag-style blues, jazz—that’s what we call it: old rag-
time jazz—before that particular night. That song just kept ringing through my
head. It still does. Some nights when I get on stage and I’m scared to perform,
that song rings in my head, him singing it. I can’t even remember the lyrics. I
swear I can’t remember the lyrics, but I know the music. Every time I think of
that song, I think of the last few minutes with him.

light
Light is a common feature of historical and collected narratives. In

descriptions of the death of President Ulysses S. Grant, he lay dying in
bed when a light came through the window and fell upon a picture of
Abraham Lincoln. An adjoining portrait of Grant remained dark. When
the light disappeared, Grant was found to be dead (“Closing Scenes,”
1885). Such imagery of light seems to be associated with the notion of a
soul being removed from the physical body.

Betty was 18 years old when her 48-year-old mother died from can-
cer. In Betty’s narrative she describes how the light took her mother’s
spirit. Her memory was that the light literally had an effect on her
mother’s body, first causing it to rise and then to fall back once the soul
had left:

She had been bedridden for like . . . well, unconscious really, for about a week or
something like that. And all of a sudden there was a light in the room and she lifted



up from the bed. She went up like halfway. She like sat up in bed. And it’s like the
light that was shining there took her spirit away or whatever. . . . And then she just
lay down. Then she passed away, then. And then the light went away. That’s all.

Betty believes in the power of the light, since it appeared to cause her
mother to move, which she had not done for about a week. Later in the
interview Betty said that the light might have been sunlight that tempo-
rarily appeared when a tree branch or curtain moved. However, she still
imbues that light with the meaning that a divine force took her mother’s
spirit.

In both these narratives the light is natural and comes through a win-
dow. A window is often seen as a threshold, a way into the interior. For
example, Dena was 43 years old when her 47-year-old husband, Bill, died
from renal cancer. She interprets the window as a portal for the divine to
come into the everyday world to take her husband to heaven.

And the next morning, when I was making the bed, I was remembering—he
looked at Jon, he looked at me, he looked out that window—I looked up and it’s
the eastern sky—and it says he’ll come and get us in the east. So even [the sky]
had a spiritual significance to me.

At first Bill looks at his son and his wife, possibly saying good-bye. In a
later conversation Dena said that when her husband looked out the win-
dow she believes he saw a divine presence that took his soul and allowed
him to die.

healthcare
Not surprisingly, healthcare plays a major role in people’s stories of

death and dying. When participants talk about bad, lingering deaths, they
often use medical terminology to describe the illness and treatments.
When individuals address healthcare directly, they frequently do so with
anger and frustration. Bioethicist Harold Vanderpool (1997) points out
that such angry commentary on healthcare dates at least as far back as
1957. A narrator’s frustration with healthcare can actually be a lashing out
about the lack of control that the dying person has over his or her body
and condition. In the following excerpts healthcare providers are viewed
as not doing enough, as deceitful in keeping vital information from the
patient, as “rude and hostile,” and as criminal for not following the
patient’s desires.
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Dena describes how, when her husband was first diagnosed with can-
cer, the doctors removed a mass and three lymph nodes. Although the
doctors assured Dena and her husband that they had removed all the
cancer, a few weeks later the lymph nodes were determined to be malig-
nant. Dena blamed the physicians for not being thorough.

They thought they did the arteriogram, though, and the blood mass supply you
could see was great. And they thought it was probably about lemon-sized and
they took out a football-sized mass. That was the first week of December in ’93.
And then basically that surgeon told us, “Come back in six months.” I—I couldn’t
get a peace about that. I thought, you know, “Oh well.” One of the reasons was
they’d taken this inch margin and they only took three lymph node tests and they
thought they got everything. That’s why they said come back in six months. Well,
two weeks later we get a call—it’s right before Christmas—and they said it [had]
spread to the lymph nodes. How many? ’Cause three was all they took, so that’s
all they knew.

In some ways Dena faults the physicians for her husband’s death
because she felt that they were not thorough enough. Similar distrust of
healthcare is found in Eve’s story. Eve was 45 years old when her 47-year-
old friend Jennifer died from breast cancer. Jennifer blamed the doctors
for not being honest and forthright about the physical changes she might
experience as a result of chemotherapy. As Eve tells the story, Jennifer
was angry because she felt as if the doctors had purposely not given her
all the information she felt she needed to make an informed choice re-
garding her treatment:

And then our next conversations as she’d be going through treatment is how hor-
rible it is and how angry she is about not having, not being given appropriate
information—that they said, “You may have a little discomfort in swallowing or
indigestion.” But she was very, very angry in that she had ulcers from her lips all
the way through her digestive tract; her feet had very poor circulation as a result
of the chemotherapy—she lost all of her toenails; her toes were black and ulcer-
ated. And it was just a really horrible experience.

Anger toward healthcare providers is also a topic in Fran’s and Max’s
narratives. Fran was 44 years old when her 63-year-old mother died from
cancer. Fran was angry with her doctor, who was “rude and hostile” and
would not talk with Fran or tell her mother the truth about her condition.
The physician finally did speak with her, but only after she threatened to
fire him.



Max also felt the need to take action against a physician. Max was
50 years old when his 73-year-old father died of cancer. He explains that
even though his father had completed the paperwork and made his end-
of-life-care desires known, the physicians ignored the patient’s and fam-
ily’s wishes. Max believes that the doctors removed the “do not resusci-
tate” order from his father’s chart because they wanted to continue
treating him as long as possible:

He had made very specific positions on his end-of-life treatment and had them
drafted by a lawyer in accordance with the state bar association and state medical
association, etc., etc., and when we brought them up to a lawyer—I mean to the
doctor, he dismissed them as not being a legal document, which is not true. They
are—I mean it was. You can imagine the—the—the pain and the drama of sitting
outside your father’s hospital room arguing with these doctors and having you
know—having these things signed with my dad’s signature and having ’em dis-
missed. There were several times when we finally convinced them we had a “do
not resuscitate” order in his chart and that was misplaced two or three times.
And [he] had a “do not resuscitate” bracelet on him and that was taken off a
couple of times too. It was . . . unprofessional and unethical. I’ll never forgive
them for it.

At first Max hired a lawyer to sue the doctors and seek some sort of ven-
geance. As time passed, however, his anger waned, and now he just wants
the lawyer to send a strongly worded letter to the physicians to teach
them about the importance of advance directives. Max wanted his father,
not the physicians, to have control over his dying.

the good death
Not surprisingly, published and collected narratives that center on is-

sues of dying and grief are often concerned with how someone can have a
“good death.” After experiencing the deaths of her sister from a kidney in-
fection and of her 96-year-old father-in-law from cancer, journalist Mari-
lyn Webb (1997) wrote The Good Death, in which she looks at models
of dying through the lenses of medicine, law, politics, hospice care, and
religion.

The idea of the good death is not limited to published accounts. This
theme appeared in five of the collected interviews. According to the par-
ticipants, a good death provides the patient with the right to decide how
and where dying will occur, is painless, is sudden at the end, and allows
time for a person to take care of unfinished business and say good-bye.
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One aspect of the good death is that the dying person has some
choice or control over when he or she dies. Six of the participants said
that they believed their dying person chose when to die. Dena believes
her husband, Bill, wanted to stay alive long enough to be eligible for full
disability and to see his daughter graduate from high school. When Bill
realized he would not be able to see his daughter graduate, he asked if
they could hold the graduation party early. He died after the party.

Eve feels that a similar motivation kept her friend Jennifer alive.
Jennifer’s goal was to complete her dissertation proposal defense:

You know, what we concluded (pause) was that she wanted to finish that disserta-
tion so bad[ly] that—I mean, that was like a landmark kind of thing, and she post-
poned her dying until she got that defense done. She ignored her pain; she ig-
nored how bad she felt and somehow (pause) just tolerated that and just—she
would be—dead sooner—that’s what we honestly think. She would have died
sooner except that she felt like she had to finish that.

The theme of controlling the timing of death is also echoed in Golda’s
narrative. Golda was 50 years old when her 78-year-old mother died from
a stroke and heart failure. Golda’s mother had been forced to sell her
home in order to liquidate her assets to be eligible for public assistance so
that there would be money to pay for nursing home care. Her mother
was distraught that the money would go to the government instead of
being part of her legacy. She died while the closing papers, including the
check, were in the mail. Since the money was not needed for her care, it
was, after all, available for her children. Golda believes that her mother
chose when to die to preserve the money:

She died as the closing papers for her house were in the mail. She died so that
the money didn’t go to Medicaid. It was truly amazing. I mean, I—I truly believe
she made the choice. I really, really do.

Such descriptions often echo the theme of the good death, which empha-
sizes a desire to have a death that others would want for themselves.

The notion of control over body, mind, business affairs, and death was
important in about a third of the interviews. In the good death, control of
pain is essential. For example, Betty gave her mother regular morphine
injections to control pain. Dena mentions that control of physical pain
and mental suffering was important for her husband, Bill. In addition,



Bill wanted to control the circumstances of his death: he would die only
at home, in his own bed, without wearing a diaper.

Fran agrees that a good death should be painless. Her mother was
moving and walking around, which should have been quite painful, given
her cancer. But because of a stroke that limited control of one side of her
body, Fran’s mother could not feel the pain, “so in many ways it was quite
a blessing that her mind was usually not in reality (pause), because she
probably wouldn’t have been able to walk—but she just did.” Fran’s
mother’s desire for control over her life and death extended even to her
finances. Although she was incompetent to control her money, Fran’s
mother desired to do so until her death.

In some narratives the speaker relates events that were less than opti-
mal or went wrong. In other stories the narrator extols the death as an ex-
ample of a good death. Betty suggests that her mother’s death was “per-
fect” because she was in control of her treatment and how she died: “She
decided which way she wanted to die and stuff. She didn’t want to die in
the hospital—she wanted to die at home. And she was comfortable. I did
everything I could to make her happy.” Betty recognizes that she played
a major role in helping this “perfect” death occur. By being the vigilant
caregiver, Betty made sure her mother’s demands were met and that the
dying woman was kept comfortable and happy.

In some narratives a sudden death is seen as being a good death for
the dying but not for those left behind. Anne was 19 years old when a
close friend of the same age died from an undiagnosed congenital heart
problem:

But it happened so—I mean, it was much better than if it had been—she found
out she had cancer that summer and it had been a year and a half later that she
died slowly—but it was—was so abrupt and there were no good-byes and there
was nothing.

Carol emphasizes this notion of dying suddenly but not too quickly in
briefly describing her great-grandmother’s death. She believes that one
should die without sickness or lingering illness:

So I’d like to die like my great-grandmother died. My great-grandmother on my
mother’s side didn’t learn English, by the way—figured she didn’t have to. She
died at 93. I was 2 years old so I don’t remember any of this. I was told that she
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had never been sick a day of her life . . . and that she was sick for about a week
and then she died. And that’s what I want to do. I want to decide, “Okay, it’s time
to go.” A little bit of decline (snaps fingers)—pow!—take myself out. Something
like that.

Carol also holds that her great-grandmother decided that it was time
to die. In describing her wishes for her own death, not only does she wish
to have the health of her grandmother and the suddenness of her death,
but Carol also wants to be able to decide when she can die.

isolation
The themes of isolation and loneliness appeared in many of the col-

lected interviews. This separation from others takes several forms, from
self-imposed hibernation to being afraid of loneliness to being socially
alienated from others. According to death studies scholar Philippe Ariès
(1975, 1991), most people die alone. Eve relates how her friend Jennifer
isolated herself from friends and from most of her family. Such separa-
tion made the dying harder on her friends, who suddenly found them-
selves cut off and without any way to say good-bye: “So she just cuts her-
self off from everyone except her immediate family and wouldn’t—didn’t
want to see anybody—didn’t want to talk to anybody—didn’t want any-
body to see her sick.” Eve interprets Jennifer’s actions as selfish and un-
fair to her friends. In later passages Eve resents that she never got to say
good-bye or have a final conversation.

While Jennifer chose to be alone, Max’s father wanted company. In
fact, he requested that a family member should always be by his bedside.
He had expressed only one thing before they intubated him and that was
that he not be left alone: “So there were plenty of children there, so we
did stay with him around the clock for about 10 [days]—or maybe even 2
weeks.” In some grief narratives the sense of isolation does not come from
the dying or from disenfranchised friends but rather from the caregivers
who give up their social lives to take care of the dying person. When
spending nearly 24 hours a day, 7 days a week with a dying person, a care-
giver can find holding down a job difficult and may find it impossible to
maintain social relationships with friends. Instead of spending time with
friends and coworkers the caregiver is overwhelmed by the needs of the
dying person. She or he is often responsible for feeding, administering
medications, cleaning soiled sheets, bathing the dying person, changing



diapers, and changing wound dressings. The realm of the dying becomes
the only world in which the caregiver participates:

It’s the experience that so many people [as caregivers] will have or have had, and
it’s good, I think, for people in general to know that they are not alone. They’ve
never been alone. But when you are going through it you are alone. And that’s
what makes it so very hard.

As Fran explains, although the caregiver feels completely alone, he or
she has a social network of family and friends who can lend support and
help, even from a distance. Social service organizations may also provide
assistance through respite care and support groups. Often it is left to the
caregiver to locate social service organizations that might provide assist-
ance. Unfortunately, many people do not have the necessary knowledge
about locating community programs and so do not benefit from these
programs. When the caregiver is surrounded only by the dying person
and his or her needs, the feeling of being alone can be overwhelming.

mortality
Another common theme in grief narratives is mortality. When experi-

encing the death of another, one is forced to admit that death exists and
that someday it will be the narrator’s turn to die. Few people easily face
this reality, and for most it is a battle against nonexistence. Simone de
Beauvoir (1985) writes: “All men [sic] must die: but for every man his
death is an accident and, even if he knows it and consents to it, an unjus-
tifiable violation” (p. 106). This excerpt suggests that even though one
knows that every person dies, one rarely thinks of one’s own death, since
it is viewed as robbing one of life. In four of the collected interviews par-
ticipants said that the death experience forced them to examine their
own mortality. Fear of one’s own death includes uncertainty about how it
will happen, fear of pain, and fear of dying alone.

Carol claims that watching her grandparents die caused her to worry
about the manner of her own death. She fears how she will die more than
the concept of death itself:

What scares me about death is the way I’m going to go. It’s not the moment of
passing—I think that that’s going to be wonderful—but it’s having cancer—it’s
getting hit by a truck—it’s, you know, it’s suffering first. That bothers me. That
bothers me.
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With Golda’s age comes the recognition that most of her life has al-
ready been lived and, with it, the certainty of death. Having witnessed
her parents’ deaths and knowing that she has no control over death, she
feels fear and is not sure how to deal with it:

No, I know that this has nothing to do with death stories and it has nothing to do
with my mother. I can tell you—and I wouldn’t normally do this, so I don’t know
why I’m saying this now—that I’m pretty terrified of the whole concept. That
there’s something about being 50 and realizing that more than half my life is
over—that is terrifying to me. And partly it’s terrifying to think about what hap-
pens between now and then. Having watched my father and my mother suffer so
greatly, both of them, and not wanting to wind up like either one of them. And
partly—just—just, you know, through all those question marks is an acute fear
which—because I spent so much time in the intellectual realm, my head keeps
saying, “You are being ridiculous.” But I can’t, and it’s sort of this fear that lives in
me all the time, which I think is absurd. But I don’t know how to get rid of it and
I don’t know how to keep it in perspective. So that’s weird—I don’t know. And
that’s not just triggered by my mother’s death, but it certainly was exacerbated by
it. Maybe it’s just being 50, you know. Like, I ought to be 50.

For other participants the concern is not so much how they will die
but rather the fact that they too will ultimately die. When people experi-
ence the death of someone who is of the same age and social circum-
stances, they are forced to acknowledge the possibility of their own death.
Eve describes this unsettling reality: “It’s just unbelievable the number of
people that I’m—have known since—in the last couple of years—that are
my age that are dying. And pretty much all of them are dying of cancer,
for whatever reason.”

If being middle-aged—like Carol, Golda, and Eve—begins a process
of confronting the reality of one’s own death, then reaching a greater age
may exacerbate these continuing thoughts of death. When talking about
her father’s death at 80, Helen, who is now 76, finds herself thinking
often about death and dying. She said to me in the first 5 minutes of the
interview, “I’m 76—ha. I myself am going to realize that I am older
than—perhaps pushing—when my father died. I mean, that comes into
my head. I am very conscious of death now—very.”

afterlife
With concerns about one’s own mortality come questions about an

afterlife. Such concerns have long been part of human experience.
Klenow and Bolin (1989–1990) report that nearly 70% of 1,069 survey



respondents expressed a belief in some sort of an afterlife. Similarly, a
1985 Gallup study indicated that 71% of the population of the United
States believed in the existence of an afterlife. Thirteen of the 15 people
interviewed for this current study affirmed a belief in some sort of ex-
istence after death. They described the afterlife as a reincarnation, a re-
union, a paradise, or a dark place. These data seem to be at variance with
what Melvin Krant (1974), Elisabeth Kübler-Ross (1969/1997), and Gard-
ner Murphy (1959) wrote in the 1950s through 1970s, that the notion of
an afterlife is no longer an important part of American death thought.
Thus it may be reasonable to question whether current thought may
be moving from scientific perspectives to more spiritual and religious
understandings.

Golda said that her religion, Judaism, provides no definitive answers
as to what happens after death. However, she has visions of her father
being in heaven. When asked whether religion influenced her ideas of
death and dying, she laughingly said,

Only the frustration in the sense that it doesn’t give us any answers. . . . When my
father died I could visualize him up there with his brothers who were dead and
my grandparents. I mean I could just—sitting on a cloud somewhere, you know.

Golda’s response is not surprising. Klenow and Bolin (1989–1990) re-
port that only 17.2% of their Jewish respondents expressed belief in an
afterlife—the lowest response of any religion. They attribute this to the
religion’s unclear position on the matter.

Three of the participants saw the afterlife as reincarnation. Carol
believes that after death a person spends some time in heaven and then
returns to earth in some form. She traces her beliefs to an unusual Chris-
tian church to which her grandparents belonged. Its services last 3–4
hours and consist of a medium channeling messages from the deceased
to the living:

And [Bill] believes in reincarnation; my grandmother did too. They were a very
interesting brand of Christianity that believed in medium séances, levels of
heaven, guardian angels that guide you through your life and meet you after your
life and help you review your life. And reincarnation, that we—we’d get a chance
to come back and do things differently as a different person.

Others expressed different ideas about the afterlife. Those with more
traditional Christian religious upbringings expressed a belief in heaven.
Anne said that as part of her Catholic upbringing she was taught to believe
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that after death one goes to heaven, where families are reunited and the
deceased keep watch over those they left behind on earth. She has not
yet decided whether to adopt this teaching as her own personal belief.
Describing the influence of her beliefs on her view of death, Anne said:

Well, I’ve always—from my father—known that when you pass away—and I still
believe this—that you are going to a much better place. And this (pause) I guess I
can say—I was talking about my father and how he used to tell us that—in his
words, that whenever you die you’re going to go to a place where you’re never
hungry, you’re never cold or you’re never too hot, you’re never uncomfortable and
never experience pain (laughs). I don’t know if he was giving us some sort of para-
dise, but maybe . . . that was a paradise that you go to when you pass away. And that
you’re going to be in this—that was a place called heaven, you know, and—but all
of us will have an opportunity to go to heaven. And I never experienced—I never
had the experience of him having talked about Satan or hell or any of that. And
after just, you know, talking to other friends, they’re, like, “Well, there’s heaven
and there’s hell.” And—but my (pause)—I mean, I still feel that. When I pass
away or, you know, I’m going to go to a better place, like he described.

Isaac, who has adopted his Catholic father’s lessons about heaven,
depicts an idealistic Christian afterlife where one is rewarded for good
works and relieved from suffering that occurred on earth. He is sure that
he will go to a better place after death. Others’ religious beliefs may not,
however, be a source of comfort. In situations like these help may be re-
quired to put one’s beliefs about the afterlife into an acceptable perspec-
tive. James was concerned about his partner Joe’s place in the afterlife.
Given that Joe was gay and had committed suicide, which are two major
sins in the Catholic Church, James was uncertain what would happen to
his partner after death. He had visions of Joe being tortured in a dark and
painful place. He was assured by a priest that, because of the mental ill-
ness and suffering he had experienced on earth, Joe would spend very
little time in purgatory and would then go to heaven:

When the priest said that, you know, because of the belief in purgatory and that
suicide is (pause), you know (pause), I guess is a sin (pause). That—that he said
that he—he truly believed that Joe would spend very little time in purgatory be-
fore going to heaven because Joe suffered so much in life and . . . had such a
heavy cross to bear—which he did (pause). So I believe he’s in heaven, and after
those first few weeks, you know, when I told you I was having visions of him in a
dark place, I’m thinking maybe that was him being in purgatory. But after those
first few weeks, then I started feeling his presence real strongly in church. And I



said that’s where I knew . . . now [he’s] in heaven. I don’t feel him as much in
church anymore, so I am sure he is in heaven.

physical body
A major theme in both published and collected narratives is the

movement and appearance of the physical body. From previous excerpts
it can be recalled how Larry and Betty describe how their loved one’s
body rose up and then lay back down after the soul had left. Writers
Simone de Beauvoir (1985) and Philip Roth (1991) poignantly describe
how, while bathing their parents, they were struck by how frail and insig-
nificant they looked at the end of a vigorous life.

Max, however, relates to his father’s body through its strength. He
mentions that, when dying, his father was restrained and slept most of
the time. Despite having tubes running in and out of his body, Max’s
father displayed strong movements that resembled walking. Max inter-
prets these movements as his father’s wanting to be away from the world
of healthcare and death:

You know, we’d sedate him and he’d wake up and he didn’t know where he was
and he wanted—he wanted to get out. And they had to restrain him after a while.
I mean, he had all these tubes in him and everything. He was such a strong person
that he—I had to do all I could to hold him down in the bed, that’s how strong he
was, even at that point. He—he kept moving even when he was sleeping—he kept
moving his feet like he was trying to get out of the bed and out of the room and out
of the hospital. You know, he would always be edging himself over that way.

Max takes comfort in the notion that his father was a physically strong
person, one who had the fortitude to fight the imposition of interventions
intended to delay his death. As discussed earlier, Max struggled to have
his father’s wishes honored and the life support removed. However, the
hospital was adamant that such care be continued. Carol, on the other
hand, does not view the body as resisting unsought intrusions but rather
as an enemy that, after a long life of service, betrays and forces a person
to relinquish health: “It just—it just makes me despair of how the body
can betray you.” Death, then, for Carol represents being betrayed by
one’s own body.

Golda’s mother experienced a sense of being disconnected from a
portion of her body. After a stroke she lost the ability to relate to one half
of her body.
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And they did the CAT scan and the doctors came back and said it was a massive
stroke. And she’d lost all the feeling—she lost all her—she lost one side of her
body. And apparently she’d lost knowledge of the existence of that side of her
body, which is apparently a fairly normal response, but it’s hard to comprehend it.
But you’d say to her, “Raise your right hand,” and she’d raise her right hand.
When you’d say, “Raise your left hand” . . . she’d raise her right hand. And [she
was] fully [alert and] thinking completely. So she didn’t—so it was difficult for
her to comprehend that she had lost the use of her body.

Eve’s friend Jennifer, who had breast cancer, was, on the other hand,
extremely aware of her body and her appearance. As Eve tells the story,
Jennifer’s breast was integral to her sense of being attractive:

The first time she’d ever talked about anything like this before was that she
was—really didn’t want to have a mastectomy because that was one part of her
body that she liked. And even though she was very attractive, she didn’t see her-
self as being attractive, and so she was really, really uncomfortable with what she
was going to look like afterwards. And she was really—in her word, she was very
attached to her breast. She loved her breast and that was kind of like the worst
part of her body that—if something had to be removed or she had to lose a part
of her body—that was the worst for her.

For others, the body is not something that betrays and disfigures a
person but rather something sacred and holy to be honored. Dena de-
scribes how she and her son cared for the body of her husband, Bill, and
she links this care to a religious parable, thereby imbuing the ritual of
washing the body with meaning and spiritual significance:

We called hospice and we also called the willed body program and they had
someone come over. And now I’m going to sound like I’m advertising, because it
was such a wonderful way to be handled. We called our pastor and close church
friends. People immediately came over. I laugh a little bit because, you know, we
picked out what Bill was going to wear. And he had Eternity cologne; the first
year we found out that he had cancer I started buying Bill Eternity cologne be-
cause I said I [would] love him for eternity. And he had never used the bath
bottle; that was not part of the man that he was, you know—that was a girly thing.
And Jon [her son] and I—boy, we prepared the warm water and we put that
stuff—he smelled good from head to toe. They offered to prepare the body, but
I just thought that was another privilege, you know, just like Mary and Mark [sic]
and them preparing Jesus’ body. And how would I like it [if I could choose
between] a stranger, who may or may not look at the spiritual aspects of what’s



happened, or family to do this. And so it really was—I think Jon and I were
linked in a way—in an incredible way—as we did that.

For Dena, the act of washing and perfuming her husband’s body was a rev-
erential activity that linked her to her religious beliefs, connected her to
her son, and provided an expression of her undying love for her husband.

The excerpts and interpretations offered above serve to illustrate how
elements drawn from images and beliefs held in common by cultural
groups are woven into grief narratives. Plots, goals, and themes used in the
telling and construction of a story come from a common cultural lexicon
and form a basis for sharing experiences with others. The act of sharing
the story, using elements common to the narrator and the community, en-
ables a sense of connection and helps individuals to deal with their grief.

Psychosocial Approaches to Grief Narratives

Psychosocial approaches ask how the narratives affect social relation-
ships and an individual’s social identity. Grief narratives have two psycho-
social functions (Peacock & Holland, 1993). The first preserves memo-
ries of a life (Miller, 1992a) by keeping the deceased person alive socially
and culturally through the narration of his or her life and death. The nar-
rator thus enables the deceased to continue performing a social function
and playing an important role in society. The second role played by the
grief narrative is to educate others and gain insight oneself about life,
death, dying, grief, and caregiving. Through stories about a deceased per-
son the narrator not only teaches others but also, through telling and re-
telling these stories, gains insights and learns from the life and death of
his or her friend or family member.

Published Literature

Jessamyn West, a Quaker, dedicates her 1986 book, The Woman Said
Yes: Encounters with Life and Death, to her mother and sister as a cele-
bration of their lives: “With love for Grace and Carmen and to celebrate
their courage.” West’s book consists of two distinct accounts. In the first
she describes her battle with tuberculosis and how her mother nursed
her to recovery over several years. Her mother’s death at the end of a long
life receives very brief mention. The second part of the book deals with
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the death of West’s sister Carmen. Years after both their parents have
died Carmen is diagnosed with bowel cancer, and West nurses her sister
through the dying process. Carmen decides against aggressive treatment.
Instead, she spends her time reliving memories and preparing for her
death. Knowing the pain and indignity associated with a long-drawn-out
death, West serves as a midwife, helping her sister to leave this world
in accordance with Carmen’s wishes. Unlike many grief narratives, which
tend to be rather removed and distant as the author goes through his or
her own reactions and needs, West’s work is fraught with emotion as she
concentrates on her sister’s experience. Her description of her sister’s
death serves as a tribute in that it describes how Carmen died as she
lived—on her own terms. The book also performs an educational pur-
pose, offering the viewpoint that refusing medical treatment is not giving
up but rather is a choice.

In his beautifully written 1985 book about his mother’s life and death
the poet Rodger Kamenetz (1985) explains that his mother visited him in
three dreams. In those visions she prompted him to write her narrative as
a way to complete her life by giving it structure. His book serves as a me-
morial and a testimony to a lived life: “Now in the wake of that dream,
word after word has risen and fallen, broken and receded. This book is
one wave, her legacy and her will” (Kamenetz, 1985, p. 116).

Mitch Albom, a sports journalist, is the author of Tuesdays with
Morrie, a New York Times best seller and Oprah Winfrey Book Club se-
lection. This 1997 work describes Albom’s 14 visits to his former college
professor Morrie Schwartz, who is dying of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
(ALS). Most of the sessions were tape-recorded, though some are of-
fered from Albom’s memory. Schwartz and Albom took on the publica-
tion of this book as a joint project. This project was a way for Schwartz to
offer his life’s lessons to a wide audience and to achieve a type of immor-
tality by leaving his mark: “‘Mitch, . . . I want to tell you about my life. I
want to tell you before I can’t tell you anymore.’ His voice dropped to a
whisper. ‘I want someone to hear my story. Will you?’” (Albom, 1997,
p. 63). Albom is the conduit through which Schwartz can continue to
teach others. Thus the book is a memorial to Schwartz’s life as well as a
lesson for others on the meaning of living and dying.

Other writers have viewed stories of dying as an opportunity to ed-
ucate and to build community through bringing death into the living
room for discussion and personal growth. Surgeon Sherwin B. Nuland



wrote How We Die (1993), in which he discusses the many ways in which
people die, such as from heart disease, old age, Alzheimer’s, accidents,
suicide, euthanasia, AIDS, and cancer. Through his New York Times best-
selling book Nuland wanted to make dying less mysterious:

I have written this book to demythologize the process of dying. My intention is
not to depict it as a horror-filled sequence of painful and disgusting degradations,
but to present it in its biological and clinical reality, as seen by those who are wit-
nesses to it and felt by those who experience it. Only by a frank discussion of the
very details of dying can we best deal with those aspects that frighten us the most.
(Nuland, 1993, p. xvii)

Nuland’s project is to make death public rather than something that
happens behind closed hospital doors. In the final chapter, “Lessons
Learned,” he suggests that the physician, family, and patient need to learn
to accept the inevitability of death. He also suggests that witnesses to
death should use that experience to create a richer life.

Physician Ira Byock’s 1997 book, Dying Well, begins with a short nar-
rative of his father’s death, an event that inspired him to write. As a hos-
pice director Byock had seen death before, but for the first time he expe-
rienced death as a person, not as a medical practitioner. Byock’s project
explores the possibility for growth in dying. He presents inspirational sto-
ries of dying patients and offers moral lessons from each. Among Byock’s
suggestions for creating a meaningful death are writing one’s own death
narrative, learning to be dependent, letting go, and finding dignity in ter-
minal illness.

Stories Gathered from Interviews

Grief narratives enable the teller to share the story of a life. Five of
the eight participants interviewed for this study explained that talking
about memories of the deceased helped keep those memories fresh and
renewed the deceased’s presence in their life. In a narrative invited as
part of this study, Betty describes how telling her mother’s grief narrative
serves to maintain the memory of her mother by expanding the number
of people who are aware of her life and death:

I guess it’s okay—I mean, it’s good. I guess that, you know, it gives—extends the
memory that, you know, somebody else, even though you have never seen her or
anything like that, but, you know, it extends the memory. . . . Keeps her alive or
something.
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Laurel Richardson (1990) writes that through narrative “the past can
be retrieved and relived in the present” (p. 23). When we tell about our
memories, we bring relationships from the past to life in the present, and
memory turns into lived experience. Larry tells how he keeps the mem-
ory of his father alive:

Talking about him, remembering him, illustrating him, whenever I do stand-up
[comedy] illustrating some of the weird, wacky moments that he was associated
with that was part of . . . helps me remember him, helps me keep his spirit alive
just like any other member of my family, you know. One thing about him I’ll
never forget about him, you know—I’ll never forget any of them—I’ll never for-
get any of the things that—I’ll never forget. I may forget a lot of things but I’ll
never forget everything. The important stuff will always be there, you know.

Larry explains that talking about and remembering his father is an ex-
pression of his love for his dad. Larry does not converse about his father
with other people so much but rather uses accounts of him as part of a
stand-up comedy act. Keeping the memory of a deceased person in the
now of lived reality maintains the deceased as part of social reality.

Telling helps Dena hold on to memories, especially when the mate-
rial objects collected over a lifetime have disappeared. She had to sell
most of her marital assets to pay off the debts that had accumulated dur-
ing her husband’s illness. Dena explains how talking about her husband is
the only monument she has to him, since there is little physical evidence
left that he ever existed:

The—oh goodness—like the lady in the financial institution that broke down and
cried. It’s those kinds of people that still come up to me and tell me what they re-
member about Bill that . . . it just makes me so proud. Because even though we’ve
had to sell vehicles and, you know, the insurance money’s gone—you know, all
those kind of practical things that you would have left to remind you of someone.
Bill doesn’t have a grave; he donated his body. . . . I’ve tried real[ly] hard to get
him a marker in the veterans’ memorial and, do you know, they can’t find his ser-
vice records. But it’s amazing how fast you can wipe out signs of an age or a life.

As mentioned previously, Bill donated his body to science, so there is no
grave where he is buried or a place that can be visited. But Dena desires
to maintain Bill’s social identity through some means. Since a physical re-
minder is not possible, she tells his story.



The grief narrative is often told not just to memorialize individuals but
also to make their life or experience a lesson in living and dying. Fran says
that she tells her grief narrative as a way to inform people of what may
occur when caring for an ailing parent. Her goal is to enlighten others so
that they know they are not alone, even though they may feel alone when
they are going through this experience. Fran wants to help people who
may find the process psychologically difficult and have thoughts of suicide:

The fact that someone even wants to hear it, I think is—it’s a good thing that
someone would be interested in—in that. That’s a good thing because it’s the
experience that so many people will have or have had and it’s good, I think, for
people in general to know that they are not alone. They’ve never been alone. But
when you are going through it, you are alone. And that’s what makes it so very
hard. So. But now I just—I think in my own way—I think it’s—it’s my form of
teaching and offering experience to help in any way that might count. ’Cause I
think it can—which is why I want to make a book out of it because I—there’s a lot
of people out there that are getting into that suicidal state and all because they are
so alone. And they’re not alone and it doesn’t—you hate your mother and it
doesn’t, you know—it’s just a reality, you know, how things can be then.

Much of Fran’s account describes her own mental state and how she
avoided succumbing to suicidal thoughts caused by her depression, frus-
tration, and isolation as a caregiver. By sharing her story she helps other
caregivers establish social relationships.

Similarly, James took his partner’s death as an opportunity to educate
others about the mental illness from which Joe suffered. James remem-
bers Joe’s death as a time when he received a call to work in psychiatry to
help others as well as to start a foundation to help inform and educate oth-
ers about mental illness. He also hopes to advocate for legislative reform
to improve the care and treatment of those suffering with mental ill-
nesses. James recognizes that in such work he may have to deal with the
deaths of patients, but he thinks that, after the loss of Joe, he can handle it:

I think it brings more awareness (pause) to them about maybe mental illness and
(pause) its implications, which is something that I am trying to do right now, or
eventually—that I want to raise an awareness when I get into medical school and
all. . . . And so I’m refocusing that energy into—I want to go to med school and
study psychiatry and help really severe people like Joe. Maybe if I help them it
will be like helping Joe. But, as in all that—working with a high-risk group I am
going to lose somebody the same way I lost Joe. . . . It won’t be the same. It will
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be more of a professional thing but it’ll still sort of hurt. And so I want to do that.
I want to build, I want a foundation in his name to subsidize (pause) those who
can’t afford mental health care. I want to raise public awareness, especially
[about] how the legal system [treats those with mental illness].

James is still working toward fulfilling his goal. When I met him five years
later he was a fourth-year medical student applying for a residency in
psychiatry.

Hermeneutic Approaches to Grief Narratives

In the hermeneutic approach one examines the act of sharing the
narrative. The focus is on the relationship between a specific teller and a
specific listener (Peacock & Holland, 1993). Thus analysis looks at the in-
tersubjectivity of the narrative experience. In this section I examine how
the act of sharing the narrative changes the narrator, enabling him or her
to change and grow. The dialogic exchange is an essential part of this pro-
cess. The listener is expected to contribute to the story, to suggest new
avenues of interpretation and meaning. According to Russian literary
theorist Mikhail Bakhtin, narratives are unfinalizable (Morson & Emer-
son, 1991). That is, through the telling the narrator receives oral and body
language feedback that opens new possibilities and interpretations, which
in turn leads to a reframing of the experience itself (Iser, 1978; Polking-
horne, 1996). The narrator finds unexpected and surprising directions for
the story.

Such surprises can lead to rethinking the experience, but they primar-
ily serve to assist the narrator to reconstruct the self. Becker (1997) calls
this “healing biographical discontinuities through narrative” (p. 224). In
the grief following a death an individual searches for a new narrative of
the self, since the meaning of the old self has changed (Riches & Dawson,
1996). As discussed under the goals of grief narrative, the death of a rela-
tional anchor forces a person to reassess his or her self-identity. With the
loss of a child a person may no longer be a parent, sibling, grandparent,
aunt, or uncle. The hermeneutic aspects of the grief narrative assist a per-
son in re-creating the relationship upon which a portion of his or her iden-
tity is founded. Since this process is by nature dialogic, it also serves to re-
connect the person with others in the community. According to Sedney



et al. (1994), telling a grief narrative can “(a) provide emotional relief
(b) help make an experience meaningful, and (c) bring people together”
(p. 289).

Published Narratives

In A Very Easy Death feminist writer Simone de Beauvoir (1985)
writes about her mother’s death. The reader finds within this text an es-
tranged mother and daughter. Beauvoir comes to her mother only be-
cause the woman is dying. Beauvoir writes that simply by holding her
mother’s hand on her deathbed she is lying to her mother, for that act
suggests reconciliation and love (Beauvoir, 1985). This book reads as if
Beauvoir is attempting to work out her own conflicted feelings toward
her mother, and in that way it serves as a catharsis, a releasing of emotion.
In a sense, Beauvoir is trying to create a good death, a good narrative for
her mother, but she finds that no such thing exists. The title of the book
comes from a comment a nurse made to Beauvoir after her mother died,
that the woman had a very easy death. Her mother had forgone much ag-
gressive and painful treatment, so in some ways her death was easy, but
the irony that Beauvoir builds into the account shows that in fact no
death is easy.

Philip Roth’s (1991) Patrimony is the story of his father’s dying and
death. Throughout the text Roth seems to come to terms with his grief
and what it means to be an orphaned adult. This book reads as an attempt
to achieve meaning in and a new understanding of the loss of his relation-
ship with his father. Roth has tried to build a self that does not include
having his father near him. In the act of translating his private experience
into public language he seeks a cathartic release to the pain of grief.

Collected Narratives

Bakhtin believed that there is little difference between written and
spoken communication (Morson & Emerson, 1991). Thus the same ap-
proach that one takes to a published work can be applied to oral narra-
tives. Although telling a grief narrative to a researcher is not a recognized
form of therapy, Robert Neimeyer (1999) encouraged his patients to
write their grief narratives to assist them in reconstructing their world-
view and sense of self. Several participants in this study described the ex-
perience of telling the story as therapeutic. Although Eve was asked the
same open-ended questions as all the other participants in the study, she
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felt challenged to consider issues about which she would not ordinarily
think:

I feel really good that you asked me questions that made me go places that I
didn’t really want to go, and [that] the other people that I’ve talked to are really
just listening and don’t want to push me. It’s their purpose. They didn’t see their
purpose as being therapeutic in any way, so they didn’t push me to go places that,
you know, might bring up some emotion.

Telling a grief narrative often helps the narrator come to a new
understanding of himself or herself and arranges the pieces of the puzzle
in such a way that life can be reconstructed. For example, during our
conversation Eve discussed how she had prayed for a sign or some con-
tact from her deceased friend Jennifer. Eve mentions that previous dis-
cussions of Jennifer’s death have caused her to value her relationship with
her own parents, enabling them to be more affectionate with one an-
other. This breakthrough, she decides, was a divine gift from Jennifer:

It really changed our relationship a lot. And it would be neat not to have to talk
about that particular event [Jennifer’s death], but that I was, for the first time in a
long time, going and hugging them and embracing them and (pause) got imme-
diate “Hey, we like this” and hugging back and asking for more and (starts crying)
(pause). I hadn’t ever talked about that out loud, and I guess it just dawned on
me that (pause) in looking for, like, a visitation or something from Jennifer
(pause), it is. You know, that’s like it. That was a gift that she gave to me and my
family. That grieving over her and what she’d been through, you know, managed
to be a breakthrough for me to be openly physically affectionate with my parents,
but I hadn’t been in 20 years. So, I mean, could I ask for a better gift for some-
one? Thanks, Jennifer. And I had never put those (pause) two things together
like that, you know (pause). Like, that—was like a gift that there was, like, maybe
some kind of divine intervention for that to happen, you know?

Through telling her narrative Eve realizes that her relationship with her
parents has changed. The hermeneutic exchange between Eve and me
led her to a new interpretation of previous events.

Sometimes in the course of telling the narrator may reinterpret
thoughts and feelings about the deceased person. Helen was 35 years old
when her 80-year-old father died from a stroke. She held strong feelings
of bitterness toward her father, whom she recalled as being aloof and
rarely offering her the affection she craved. However, during our talk she
recalls a forgotten memory:



Oh God, I’m just remembering—boy, that popped into my head—I’m just re-
membering that he was the one who met me at the train when I fled from my
only attempt at really getting married (laughs). Good ol’ Pop. . . . You know, that’s
a nice memory. Thank you, Craig. Because he certainly didn’t shirk my emotion-
ality then, did he? I’ve got it in my head somehow that he failed me a little on
emotion and not feeling. And I’m really glad—thank you, I’m really glad to re-
member that he’s the one they sent to the station to get me off the train. And he
and I went and had a soda and he went and got something—something they had
in those days—tranquilizers. And I read Marcus Aurelius—my God, what a
memory. Boy, that was a—but I’m drifting off, I know, but I’m very grateful to
you. I’m really grateful for that “aha.” See, I have a little resentment, yeah. I have
a little resentment, but I keep—I’m always trying to rationalize it a little by say-
ing “What the hell do you want for a parent, sweetie?” Who is a perfect parent?
That’s insane, there is no perfect parent. And it clearly makes me feel a little
dizzy to criticize my father. So this is—thank you.

As a result of our discussion Helen recalled a hidden memory that led her
to reinterpret her relationship with her father.

Golda also gained new insight into her relationship with her deceased
mother. She decided that perhaps her combative relationship with her
mother was due to the fact that the narratives of her mother’s indepen-
dent life stop at the time when Golda was born:

I, you know—this is a weird exercise, ’cause I don’t—I’m not sure that I ever
thought about this till this very, very second, but I wonder if—I’ve always had
sort of a combative relationship with my mother and was always sort of embar-
rassed by her when I was young because she didn’t do anything. And I wonder if
I didn’t just feel guilty about that . . . that all the stories stopped when I was
born.

Through narrating her story Golda begins to examine her feelings to-
ward her mother. She begins to sense that what bothered her about her
mother—that she “didn’t do anything”—may have been a result of her
mother having to nurture and care for Golda. Thus Golda begins to re-
interpret her understanding of her mother.

The act of telling a narrative leads some narrators to realize they still
need to work on their pain from the loss. Ned was 59 years old when his
17-month-old granddaughter drowned. When I ask him what it is like to
relate his story to me, Ned explains that it reminds him that he still has
much to think about concerning this death:
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Well, it was obvious there were times that tears were close to the surface
(pause), which suggests to me that (pause) maybe I need to (pause)—suggests to
me (pause) that I have not paid enough attention to that recently. That I have
allowed—that I have allowed the busyness of my life (pause) to prevent me from
(pause) giving much thought or reflecting intentionally, focusing on her and our
loss.

Through sharing the story the narrative changes in order to help the
narrator reconstruct a life. Re-creating the identity, though, can be done
only through reconnecting with others. Sometimes the reinterpretation
comes about simply from making the time to tell the story.

Even though all people construct these narratives, they are not often
shared. Some of the participants said that in the year after a death people
close to them would listen to their story. After that it was as if a fence had
been erected, and the stories were no longer allowed to be brought out in
public. However, some, such as Golda, had never shared their story with
anyone. This project allowed participants to revisit the experience sur-
rounding the dying and to once again talk about this topic. All of the par-
ticipants expressed gratitude for or a level of comfort in being able to tell
their grief narrative. The result for many of the participants was a sense
of catharsis, a feeling of relief that they could step beyond ritualized cul-
tural expectations. Given that individuals change over time, periodically
revisiting these key events in a person’s life allows a transformation in the
self and in his or her relationship to the world.

Of particular interest was the fact that not one of the interviewed
participants made eye contact when telling his or her narrative. In the
United States maintaining eye contact is considered polite, as it demon-
strates that the listener and the teller are both interested in what is being
said: “A person who does not maintain eye contact may be perceived as
not listening or not caring” (Purnell & Paulanka, 1998, p. 18). However, I
found that all the participants avoided looking at me when telling their
stories. Helen closed her eyes, and when I asked her about this she said,

Well, I’m reliving it. When I go—I can see him. What’s fun about this is that for
years I’ve lived here—I don’t think of my father in the backyard anymore. . . . But
the reason that I’m doing this, and I’m so glad, ’cause this has been much—I
think it’s—I happen to think it’s a much better idea not to look at you. Oh God,
you might have had people that couldn’t have done this without looking at you. I
didn’t want to be looking at what you were—you know, making a contact. I have



found this very comfortable to sit, and when I close my eyes I go back, love. Very
particularly you have evoked my father in those old baggy trousers. And I’m very
pleased. . . . You’ve let me evoke my father.

Being offered the opportunity to tell a narrative in a way that minimizes
intrusion seems to offer people an opportunity to both preserve impor-
tant memories and come to new and sometimes more acceptable under-
standings of themselves and of their loved ones.

Psychocultural Approaches to Grief Narratives

The psychocultural approach asks how an individual draws on cultur-
ally available plots and symbols to form the self and to formulate the ex-
perience (Peacock & Holland, 1993). The narrator is trying to make sense
of a set of seemingly chaotic events that he or she underwent. The events
by themselves have no meaning and lack symbolism, themes, and inter-
pretation. The act of telling the narrative is the act of defining the self and
of constructing the experience through emplotment and subjunctivizing.
The narrator takes the events and gives them a plot, time line, meaning,
interpretation, theme, and character to create the experience.

Viewed from this approach, narratives that are offered verbally ap-
pear to be uncontrolled and unstructured (Frank, 1995). Since published
texts are by their nature ordered, structured, and polished, they have al-
ready been emplotted. Five of the 15 interviews conducted for this study
reveal strong psychocultural elements. Often narrators of these tales
have trouble relating what happened immediately after the death be-
cause they have been unable to create a coherent story. All of the narra-
tives in which young people died lend themselves to this approach. Anne’s
friend died from an undetected congenital heart problem. Isaac lost a
sister to an unknown sudden cause. James’s partner committed suicide.
Ned’s grandchild drowned. Sudden death leaves no time for the witness
to prepare for the loss. The grieving person feels the shock of abrupt loss
and is later forced to make sense of what he or she may view as a mean-
ingless, senseless, or preventable death.

James explains what he was thinking and feeling immediately after
learning of his partner’s suicide:
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It was numb (pause)—nothing’s running through it. Just absolute shock (pause).
I still go into mental shock (long pause). I—I don’t know what ran through my
mind those first few weeks, I think (pause). In fact, I don’t remember what hap-
pened at all those first few weeks afterwards. Wow.

James’s sense of chaos is associated with a lack of memory: he does not
recall what happened in the first few weeks. Telling his narrative is an at-
tempt to recall and make sense of the events.

Ned relates how raw and fragmented everything felt in the weeks fol-
lowing his granddaughter’s death and how he needed time to make sense
of it all:

No, I (pause) would’ve needed some time (pause). A couple of things I tried to
remind myself of in going through the experience (pause). The first was simply to
allow myself to go through it and not to (pause), you know, not to be (pause) the
instructor, not to be (pause) the macho male, not to (pause) be the disconnected
person in charge while everybody else, you know, around me was not in charge.
[I] intentionally attempted not to do that but to allow myself to experience
(pause) the pain, allowed myself to cry when I needed to cry, allow myself to
(pause) yell or shout if I needed to, and obviously in appropriate places (pause).
And at least for the first month or month and a half I think it would have been im-
possible to (pause)—for me to have made much of a story out of it (pause), you
know. And it certainly (pause)—I would say at least the four to five weeks after
her death (pause) are kind of—are vague recollections. They were very powerful
(pause). I mean, it was a very powerfully emotional time and so I was severely de-
pressed and (pause) minimally functional. And I was aware of that and tried to
allow myself to be that way and not to (pause)—and not to change it.

The most sense that Ned could make of his experience was simply to ac-
knowledge that overwhelming events had occurred and to give himself
permission to feel and experience them.

Narrative Phenomenology

Phenomenology is about the study of the structure of experience.
It raises questions about how people choose their words, how ideas
come to them, and how they tie their experiences together through im-
ages, symbols, themes, and plots. As a branch of philosophy, phenome-
nology concerns itself with our place in time and space, our actions, our



intentionality, and our embodiment. In engaging with the text—that is,
published narratives and verbal stories—questions can be asked that allow
the interpreter to see the context in which the narrative was developed,
the meanings it holds, and the functions it performs. In the end, narrative
is about living and about making sense of a series of events that occur in a
life.

Enabling people to tell their accounts and teaching people to listen
can help individuals deal with their grief and encourage others to accept
death and dying as a part of life. The value lies not so much in determin-
ing how people construct and reconstruct experience and the self in an
abstract sense but rather in how people can assist others to make mean-
ing of the loss and continue living. Healthcare providers not only have
but can also make opportunities to assist people to make meaning and to
continue living fully. The power of narrative phenomenology lies there-
fore in the process of engaging people in remaking their own world by
making sense of their life experiences and their grief.

Narrative phenomenology is also useful for other purposes. Rita
Charon (2001) suggests that inviting narratives offers a way for health-
care providers to connect with patients, to empathize with them, and to
share common experiences with other providers. While Charon empha-
sizes the importance of the healthcare provider’s absorbing and process-
ing of the narrative, I am in favor of a much more active stance being taken
by health professionals. Considering the benefits that accrued to individ-
uals in this study from telling their stories, I believe that health profes-
sionals could and should be educated to become expert listeners and
story facilitators. More than mere witnesses to grief and suffering, practi-
tioners should actively invite narratives, both verbal and written, paying
attention to the symbols invoked, the themes that emerge, and the func-
tion that telling the story seems to serve. In this way important memories
can be preserved, new and acceptable interpretations of problematic ex-
periences can be found, life and death can be put into perspective, and
important lessons that have been learned can be shared with others. By
overcoming isolation and restoring community, stories of chaos and loss
can be transformed into narratives of deep meaning and personal enrich-
ment. People of all ages, experiencing grief at various levels of intensity,
should be actively encouraged to share their grief narratives verbally and
in writing. After all, telling stories is what we as humans do to make sense
of our lives and, indeed, to make sense of existence itself.
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Wish Fulfillment for Children
with Life-Threatening Illnesses

b o n n i e  e w i n g

Introduction

Children with life-threatening illnesses are subjected to numerous
treatments and procedures. They often experience enormous physical
and emotional pain and suffering as attempts are made to prolong their
life. Desperately dependent on the medical system for their survival,
these children and their families often experience hopelessness and help-
lessness due to the many hospitalizations, painful treatments, and proce-
dures they must endure.

As a life-threatening illness progresses, children come to realize that
their body is changing and becoming more fragile. Their self-esteem
suffers as they sense that they are not growing and developing in the nor-
mal way that they once did (Hynson, Gillis, Collins, Irving, & Trethewie,
2003). Becoming aware that they are different from other children, they
feel lonely and isolated. Bluebond-Langner (1978) writes that dying chil-
dren are unlike other children because they will not “become” (p. 213).
Society measures their worth by what they do now, unlike other children,
who have time to prove themselves.

Within all of the physical and emotional turmoil in these children’s
lives is the anxiety brought on by their experience of being-toward-death.1

How is fear of death experienced by children with a life-threatening ill-
ness? How do these children face living with uncertainty? Do they dream
and think about possibilities for the future?
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Wish-granting organizations seek to offer a form of escape or a res-
pite from these difficulties; they invite the children to enter a world of
fantasy or dreams by thinking of a special wish, one that they desire above
anything else. With this invitation an assumption is made that having a
special wish fulfilled creates a sense of hope and joy that may help these
children transcend the difficult and sorrowful conditions that they must
endure before death. However, when a child is diagnosed with a life-
threatening illness, real-life limitations affect the outcome of this special
wish experience, regardless of what adults might hope or believe may
happen. Children with a life-threatening illness exist within the context
of impending death. They experience suffering in the form of physical
pain, anxiety, anger, separation and loss, and fear of death. Hope, in the
form of wish fulfillment, may make a difference by providing a more
meaningful existence for the children—or it may not.

Wish-granting organizations believe that they are providing uplifting
experiences for children with a life-threatening illness. Adult volunteers
and professionals develop and advocate for approaches that will help to
ensure that the fulfilled wish will be beneficial for these children. Parents
also share their impressions of their experiences of wish fulfillment with
volunteers from the organization and sometimes with the media. All,
including volunteers, parents, and professionals, may benefit, however,
from further exploration of what special wish fulfillment means to the
child.

Significance of the Study

Although adults hold strong beliefs about the importance of wish ful-
fillment for dying children, there has been no research that explores what
the experience of having a special wish fulfilled means to a child with a life-
threatening illness. We cannot assume that a child feels the same way as an
adult would about the experience of having a special wish become a real-
ity. Also, because their verbal language is unsophisticated, children cannot
be relied upon to convey the complexity of meanings of having a special
wish fulfilled. Therefore, children are in a prime position to be misunder-
stood by adults (Garbarino, Stott, & faculty of the Eriksson Institute,
1992). Research specifically designed to give children a voice was needed.

It is of paramount importance to learn what having a special
wish fulfilled means to a child with a life-threatening illness, because
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miscommunication and misunderstanding between adults and children
may be detrimental to both children and parents. For example, some
adults, including parents and professionals, believe that it is better to pro-
tect children from the pain of knowing; they therefore avoid discussing
problems related to the child’s illness or they may provide vague answers.
In some cases they even lie. The expressed desire to protect children by
concealing information is often an indication of the adult’s discomfort
with issues of loss, pain, illness, and death (Bluebond-Langner, 1978).

Furthermore, caregivers need to know how a child experiences hav-
ing a special wish fulfilled so that they may provide appropriate care to
the child and the family. Superimposed upon all of the physical issues
that the child is facing are other, complex emotional challenges that may
be expressed only with great difficulty. Given the difficulty that chil-
dren frequently have in communicating their feelings verbally to adults,
assumptions are often made about the nature of these challenges that
the child is facing. In particular, it is assumed that children with a life-
threatening illness are facing extreme anxiety and fear about death and
could benefit from a respite from these feelings through the granting of
special wishes and retreats into fantasy. Considering that understanding
of the child’s experience in relation to having a wish granted is lacking,
the purpose of this study was to illuminate through interpretation of their
drawings the children’s experiences of having a wish granted.

The artwork collected for this study lives on as testimony to how
these children experienced having their wishes fulfilled. The drawings
serve as an enduring portrayal of an experience that was desired and
hoped for within the struggle of living and dying.

Background

As cofounder of a chapter of the Make-A-Wish Foundation, I became
actively involved in granting wishes for children with a life-threatening
illness. As I observed the children as they had their special wish fulfilled,
I became increasingly interested in knowing more about what this ex-
perience meant to them. Intuitively, I sensed that the children needed a
change and that they chose to have a special wish fulfilled as an alterna-
tive way of dealing with the unbearable circumstances that surrounded
them. Many of the children wanted to go to Walt Disney World. Others
wanted to go to another country. Some wanted to meet special celeb-
rities, and others simply wanted toys or computer games.



As I considered the kinds of wishes children chose, I wondered about
the significance of the experience for them. Remembering an adolescent
with cancer who was admitted to the hospital not long before he died but
who refused to remain in the institution, I recalled that he had begged to
go to the Super Bowl. His wish was fulfilled, and he had a wonderful time;
he died three weeks later. I wondered what it meant to him to choose this
alternative intervention in place of the life-prolonging therapy that he
would have received in the hospital. Could it be that he wanted to feel
“normal” by going to a ball game like his peers, or did going to the game
have a significance for him that remained elusive for me?

What could it mean to these children to have a special wish fulfilled
during a time of great uncertainty in their life? I thought it might be pos-
sible that having a wish fulfilled could create stronger family bonds and
that it might engender a sense of hope. Hopefulness is believed to di-
rectly influence the health of an individual by helping that person work at
regaining or augmenting health or accepting death. Hope is fundamental
to the child’s survival and is an important element in the will to live (Gaes,
1987; Hinds, 2004; Kübler-Ross, 1983). Hope counters despair and fends
off the closing down of a future of possibilities and is also considered by
many to be both basic and essential to healing. In the healing relationship
hope is not something given or provided to an individual, nor is it a per-
sonality trait. Hope is experienced and exchanged by both the healer and
the one being healed (Benner, 1984).

Of interest to me was the relationship between hope and the granting
of a child’s wish. A wish is something that a person desires and hopes to
obtain (Freud, 1953/1965). Psychological explanations suggest that once
one’s basic needs are fulfilled, desires of the intellect begin to unfold.
Gratification of one’s needs and desires may increase self-esteem and
self-worth and may contribute to having a positive outlook on one’s life,
which may aid in healing (Maslow, 1998). There are other ways to under-
stand and interpret the phenomenon of hope. Hope and wishing are
intertwined with the idea of future possibilities, since wishing for some-
thing engenders the hope that the wish will come true. When a child is
dying, however, future possibilities are limited by illness. When one has
the sense that the future has been changed or shortened by serious dis-
ease, the present can take on greater immediacy and importance. Chil-
dren with a life-threatening illness live in the present, and their future
possibilities remain uncertain.
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When I reflected on the experiences of children with a life-
threatening illness who have had their special wish come true, I wondered
how their feelings of alienation, uncertainty, isolation, loneliness, and fear
of death showed themselves in the context of having their wish fulfilled. It
seemed possible that having a special wish fulfilled could change a child’s
understanding of his or her existence and being-toward-death.

Reflections on these children bring to mind a passage from the poem
“On Children,” from The Prophet (Gibran, 1923):

You may give them your love but not your thoughts.
For they have their own thoughts.
You may house their bodies but not their souls,
For their souls dwell in the house of tomorrow, which you cannot visit,

not even in your dreams.
(17)

Meaning and Artwork

One of the primary ways in which children speak meaningfully to us
is through their artwork (Kübler-Ross, 1983). Art is a practical children’s
activity that reveals hidden meanings through symbols and images. Since
children do not have linguistic sophistication, artwork provides an avenue
for uninhibited expression of their experiences in order to make meaning
manifest (Rollins, 2005). Heidegger (1960/1993b) writes that art brings
something into being from its essential source. Art grants a clearing in
which artist and artwork can be. Art may allow the artist to experience a
clearing through artwork. Art is a way to create openness, a region that is
free for all things to be expressed. Heidegger (1960/1993b) states: “[T]he
clearing, the open region, is not only free for brightness and darkness but
also for resonance and echo, for sound and the diminishing of sound. . . .
The clearing is the open region for everything that becomes present and
absent” (pp. 383–384).

Through metaphorical thinking children use symbols and images in
their drawings to represent elements in a situation that they are trying to
understand. Embedded meanings are manifested in symbols and images
that may then be interpreted to bring to expression what the children are
unable to articulate (Fontana, 1993; Piaget, 2001; Rollins, 2005; Welsh &
Instone, 2000).

The fact that children are unable to clearly articulate their experi-
ences through verbal language has further implications. Heidegger



(1971) writes: “Where word breaks off no thing may be” (p. 60). Without
a means of expressing themselves, it is possible that children cannot
even think about certain aspects of their experiences. Art provides that
means of expression and communication. Art is a form of language that
reopens the possibilities of thinking and communicating their experi-
ences of their illness and of having a special wish fulfilled. Thus draw-
ings may both provide the children with a much-needed vehicle for ex-
pression and also provide the researcher a way to interpret the meaning
of having a special wish fulfilled within the context of having a life-
threatening illness.

The Study

In this study I hoped to reveal the shared meanings and common
practices embedded in the symbols of the artwork of children who have
had their wish fulfilled. Beginning with the question “What is the mean-
ing of having a special wish fulfilled for a child with a life-threatening ill-
ness?” I sought to acquire a deeper understanding of how children with a
life-threatening illness experienced having a special wish fulfilled. Hop-
ing to add to the body of healthcare practitioners’ knowledge of children’s
experience of dying, I aimed to better understand the needs and prob-
lems of the child who has a life-threatening illness. A better understand-
ing was important because miscommunication and misunderstanding be-
tween adults and children may be detrimental to the child. Eight drawings
were chosen for analysis and interpretation.

Assumptions

This study was based on the following assumptions:

1. The shared practices and common meanings embodied in the
experience of a phenomenon occur within a context of common
symbols with shared meanings.

2. People who share a common experience (e.g., children with a life-
threatening illness who have a special wish fulfilled) use symbols in
their drawings to reflect the meaning of that experience.

3. Interpreting the symbols and their relationships as expressed in the
drawings provides an understanding of the meaning of that experience.

4. The children in this study share common practices and meanings
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because of the commonalities of living with a life-threatening illness,
even though they are different in chronological and developmental
ages.

The assumption that commonalities exist is based on the premise
that children with a life-threatening illness are members of a culture
who share a common background and participate in common meanings.
A culture shares common experiences, thoughts, actions, activities, and
expressions. Common themes and common meanings are therefore ex-
pected in a study of human beings who have a common cultural back-
ground (Benner & Wrubel, 1989). As Gadamer (1988) states, “[I]t is the
task of hermeneutics to illuminate this miracle of understanding, which is
not a mysterious communication of souls, but rather a participation of
shared meaning” (p. 69). These children, through their experiences, live
in a world of shared meaning.

Key Terms

Dying is the process of ceasing to live. It is a time when a child is
fighting to live and medical professionals are attempting to stave off
death.

Wish granting in the context of this study is the practice followed
by the Make-A-Wish Foundation. A child’s wish is fulfilled after the child
explores three different wishes. Children are chosen after referrals from
family, friends, or professionals. The referring individual is told to contact
the family so that they in turn can contact the organization if the child
desires to have a wish fulfilled. This process protects the child from un-
wanted suggestions by well-meaning individuals. Skilled volunteers then
establish the child’s readiness to have the wish granted. The child’s condi-
tion, even though he or she is ill, is considered to be an important factor
in his or her capacity to experience enjoyment in the fulfillment of the
wish. The preference is that the child be in a state of good health at the
time the wish is granted. However, it is deemed more important to grant
the child’s wish even at or near the time of death than to have the child
die without having the wish fulfilled.

Drawings are pictures containing symbols and images that communi-
cate thoughts, understandings, and concerns. Symbols and images com-
prise a vocabulary in artwork and contain multiple meanings that can be
interpreted by the viewer.



Life-threatening illness, as defined in this study and by the Make-A-
Wish Foundation, is a state of illness in which the child will most prob-
ably not live past the 18th year of life.

Participants

The children whose artwork was gathered for this study had their
wishes fulfilled by the Make-A-Wish Foundation. This organization grants
special wishes to children with a life-threatening illness who are from 3 to
18 years of age. At the time of writing this paper some of the children who
had submitted artwork were still alive, while others had died. Some of the
participants were known to the researcher, but others were not. Twelve
pictures were given to the researcher, and eight of these were chosen for
the study. As part of a project organized by the Make-A-Wish Founda-
tion, each child drew one picture. The children whose drawings were
accepted ranged between the ages of 6 and 14; their parents had given
the organization permission for public use of the drawings. Since life-
threatening illness and degenerative disease cause children to regress
physically and psychosocially, no attempt was made to select participants
using criteria based on chronological age when arriving at a decision as to
which children’s drawings would be accepted for the study.

Method of Inquiry

Hermeneutic inquiry was used to unveil the meaning of having a spe-
cial wish fulfilled for children with a life-threatening illness. Meaning was
uncovered through interpretation of the expression of their experiences
in their drawings. Hermeneutics is both a philosophical position and a
method of understanding the lived experience of an individual. It is a
process of making intelligible that which is not yet understood (Bern-
stein, 1991). The hermeneutic process seeks to render understanding ex-
plicit through interpretation of meanings contained within symbols and
images. Gadamer (1960/2003) explains:

[H]ermeneutics must be so determined as a whole that it does justice to the ex-
perience of art. Understanding must be conceived as a part of the event in which
meaning occurs, the event in which the meaning of all statements—those of art
and all other kinds of tradition—is formed and actualized. (p. 164)

By interpreting the drawings in their totality and looking at their parts in
relation to the whole, the underlying shared meanings of children with a
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life-threatening illness who have had their special wish fulfilled were
discerned.

Approval to conduct the study was obtained from a Human Subjects
and Research Review Committee, and permission to use the artwork of
the participants was obtained from the Make-A-Wish Foundation. A
meeting was conducted with the president of the foundation chapter,
who verified the names of the children, ages, diagnoses, and wishes
granted and that public relations permissions had been obtained. In ad-
dition, the files of the participants were reviewed to determine that the
necessary clearances had been obtained. Eight drawings were selected,
and all identifying information was removed.

The drawings were obtained at a holiday gathering where children
were given colored markers and asked to draw a picture of the wish that
they had had fulfilled. The children were free to express themselves while
in a group with other children. Using drawings that had been obtained in
this relaxed atmosphere was preferred because children are less inhibited
and are able to express themselves more freely in a situation where for-
mal demands are not placed upon them (Garbarino et al., 1992).

The eight drawings selected for the study were rich in symbols, im-
ages, colors, configurations, and patterns that revealed the meaning of
having a special wish fulfilled for children with a life-threatening illness.
Meaning in artwork is contained within the symbols and images that the
viewer is able to discern. Symbols and images are expressions of the artist
in a metaphorical language and contain multiple meanings in which there
is a shared understanding between the viewer and the artist (Edwards,
1986). The viewer has the opportunity to engage in a dialogue with the
artwork to uncover the multiple meanings being expressed.

To dialogue with artwork means that an understanding occurs in
which the pictures can be brought to language by the viewer. The symbols,
forms, images, colors, patterns, and configurations call forth thoughts,
ideas, and feelings. The drawings chosen for the study were those that
evoked dialogue and best exemplified how the children experienced
having a special wish fulfilled. The drawings chosen contained symbols
that most clearly revealed the actual wish that the child had had fulfilled,
such as a picture of Mickey Mouse, indicating that the child had gone to
Walt Disney World. Drawings were selected that included images of the
wish that the children and their families had experienced. Considering
the symbols embedded in the drawings provided a way to understand



emotional expressions, body-image disturbances, and family dynamics.
Pictures that appeared devoid of symbols, images, or patterns showing
the wish that was fulfilled were not selected for inclusion in this study.

Philosophical Context

This study seeks to disclose meanings embedded within the actions
and practices of children with a life-threatening illness who have had
their wish fulfilled, as revealed in their drawings. During infancy individ-
uals begin interpreting themselves in light of their cultural background
(Leonard, 1989). Hidden skills, practices, and linguistic meanings in the
culture are pervasive and make our world intelligible to us. This back-
ground understanding creates possibilities and conditions for our actions.
According to Heidegger (1927/1962), the understanding of being is em-
bodied in social practices, language, cultural conventions, and historical
understanding. He states that through our way of being in our world we
come to know. Meanings are shared by individuals who share common
cultural practices and a common language. Language provides the means
by which human beings can reveal hidden meanings through interpreta-
tion of experiences. Yet “meaning is always coming into being through
the ‘happening’ of understanding” (Bernstein, 1991, p. 139). Without
understanding, meaning cannot come to be.

Heidegger (1927/1962) suggests that each of us comes to interpret
and understand a phenomenon through a prior awareness, or fore-
structure, of understanding. This a priori understanding about a phe-
nomenon is believed to arise from one’s everyday involvement in the
world. In the context of this study, fore-structure means that I, the re-
searcher, had a prior awareness of the phenomenon of having a wish ful-
filled based on my life’s experiences, which include habits, skills, and
ways of living that were acquired from my culture. Fore-structure is a
threefold structure upon which all interpretation is grounded; it consists
of fore-having, fore-sight, and fore-conception. Fore-having in this case
refers to the fact that I came to the artwork with a familiarity that was
based on background practices from my professional world; this familiar-
ity is part of what made the interpretation possible. Fore-sight accounts
for my point of view, and fore-conception means that, because of my
background, I had an expectation of what to anticipate in the artwork.

Fore-structure is the link between interpretation and understanding.
It is the way one enters the hermeneutical circle of ontological thought.
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In this study fore-structure was an entry point into the artwork of these
children that accounted for my thoughts about the meaning being ex-
pressed in their artwork. It was the way that I developed a beginning
understanding of how the children experienced having a special wish ful-
filled within the context in which they lived. Through my personal back-
ground and professional experiences as a pediatric nurse and as a wish-
granter for children with a life-threatening illness, I interpreted pictures
and brought them into verbal language as they “spoke” to me through the
metaphorical language of the artwork, which embodied meaning within
symbols, images, and patterns. This language provided a way for me to
interpret the stories that the children were trying to express.

Gadamer (1960/2003) states that there is an ontological sharing in a
picture. The symbol in a picture has a representational function. It is a
manifestation of something that is present but that is not yet revealed.
Art may be the best available language for children wanting to express
complex ideas and emotions. Drawing affords children opportunities to
communicate ideas meaningfully. Since adults tend to communicate pre-
dominantly in a verbal manner, drawings present us with the challenge of
deriving our understanding from immersing ourselves in the language of
the artist.

Interpretation of the Drawings

Each of the children’s drawings was transcribed into a written text
by describing it in detail. An explication of the meanings was carried out,
taking into account that the understanding of activity is holistic and con-
tains multiple meanings. The drawings were analyzed according to a mod-
ification of an analysis process described by Diekelmann and Ironside
(1999). Each drawing was examined for the physical qualities of the pic-
ture, such as forms, configurations, and structural elements. In addition,
symbols and images were studied in relation to the whole picture. A de-
scription of each picture was written that related the parts to the whole
and the whole in relation to the parts. A dialogue with each picture was
allowed to develop in order to assimilate and synthesize the meanings
that emerged through reflection upon the symbols, images, configura-
tions, forms, and patterns in the drawings; for example, the symbol of
water and how it was drawn in one child’s picture suggested water play
and the beauty of the ocean as well as the threat from its power. Back-
and-forth questioning was then undertaken in an effort to understand



these artistic expressions in relation to living with a life-threatening ill-
ness and having a special wish fulfilled.

Themes were discovered as they emerged from the initial under-
standing of the pictures, and an interpretive summary of the themes was
written that disclosed both the implicit and explicit meanings. Interpre-
tations were constantly challenged by returning to the drawings and to
the written exegeses. These challenges affirmed, extended, or overruled
interpretations. In addition, questions were brought forth and answered
through a process of reflection during which I was able to call upon my
experiences, both personal and professional, to gain a further under-
standing of the meanings being expressed in the artwork. The drawings
were reanalyzed for clarification as the themes were developed and re-
interpreted, a process that reflects the hermeneutic circle, in which inter-
pretations are complete but never-ending. Finally, a constitutive pattern
that reflected all the recurring themes was identified and written. A con-
stitutive pattern is a thread that runs through the themes, is present in
every theme, and is thus found in every text. This procedure allows for a
continuous interaction with the text that may reveal contradictions and
inconsistencies in the interpretive process (Diekelmann & Ironside,
1999).

Findings of the Study: Themes

The findings of this study are summarized by the constitutive pattern
“living in limbo.” This constitutive pattern represents a common idea
found in all of the selected drawings. In addition, five themes were iden-
tified: being a child—playing, wishing, and hoping; “Why can’t I be like
the rest of the kids?”; “I am trying to balance things”; “I am all alone”; and
“I need to find a comfortable place to be.”

Theme: Being a Child—Playing, Wishing, and Hoping

The drawings of the children revealed many common practices of
being a child—playing, wishing, and hoping—as expressed in the various
forms of play embodied in the wishes that they requested to have ful-
filled. In play children often try to live out their hopes and dreams.
Through fantasy, or mental play, children adapt to the tensions, anxieties,
and fears they experience about themselves and their world. Fantasy is a
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way to negotiate tormenting emotions and deal with conflicts. It is a way
to alter the situation to make the child feel safe and better.

Walt Disney World, a place devoted to the concept of play, was most
popular among the wishes that were fulfilled. Four out of the eight chil-
dren whose drawings were included in the study chose Walt Disney
World as their favorite wish. What is it about Mickey and Minnie and the
Magic Kingdom that so enthralls children? These children were enticed
by a place filled with stimulating lights, noise, and action. They were will-
ing to endure the crowds in the heat of the day that make even normal,
healthy children exhausted. Our culture sends out messages that Walt
Disney World is a wonderful place where children can have fun and play.
One need not be afraid in a place filled with magic, music, lights, and
laughter. Perhaps these children believed that in the Magic Kingdom all
things are possible.

Mickey and Minnie are humanlike mice who are dearly loved by
young and old alike. In the cartoons these little mice meet challenges in
their day-to-day lives and most of the time overcome their difficulties,
sometimes by a twist of fate (Updike, 1995). But one of their most impor-
tant features is their ability to live forever. Their overall appearance
changes little; they never age and they will never die. They exemplify a
way to continue, to be immortal, a way that holds the promise of hope for
a future in which one can be happy, secure, and safe from harm.

In their drawings some of the children projected body-image distur-
bances onto Mickey. For example, in some of the pictures Mickey is miss-
ing his nose, and in one picture he has no arms. Psychological research
(DiLeo, 1973; Rollins, 2005) shows that children with a life-threatening
illness will often omit parts of their own body when they draw pictures
of themselves. Such omissions of parts are posited to be reflections of
their body-image disturbances. In this study, however, children projected
their disturbances onto Mickey, making him more like themselves. They
seemed to fuse with Mickey. This movement toward fusing with Mickey
may in part be related to the fact that a child who is suffering from a life-
threatening illness needs a sense of pride and self-respect and that self-
esteem becomes diminished because of physical discomforts and altera-
tions in self-image (Hinds, 2004; Rollins, 2005). The child needs to be
recognized as a whole person, not only as an ill person. Fusing with
Mickey or becoming more like him may help the authors of these art-
works achieve the self-image they seek.



Interpretive phenomenology offers other possibilities for interpret-
ing and understanding than are offered by psychology. Heidegger (1927/
1962) suggests that we human beings experience each moment as it re-
lates to our past as well as to our sense of future possibilities:

Only in so far as Dasein is as an “I-am-as-having-been,” can Dasein come to-
wards itself futurally in such a way that it comes back. As authentically futural,
Dasein is authentically as “having been.” Anticipation of one’s uttermost and
ownmost possibility is coming back understandingly to one’s ownmost “been.”
Only so far as it is futural can Dasein be authentically as having been. (373)

Children who have their wish fulfilled come to their experiences in
the context of the lives they have lived thus far but also with the aware-
ness that their future possibilities may be limited. Their life is shortened
because of their illness, and while the children are alive they may have
limited options. Thus, any experience in the present may hold within it
their past experiences and their wishes for future possibilities.

A 9-year-old boy with osteogenic sarcoma chose a computer as his
wish (see figure on following page), and an adolescent with Hodgkin’s
lymphoma chose a pinball machine. It is extremely important to a child’s
growth and development to master activities in order to move forward on
the continuum of life (Freyer, 2004). The opportunity to develop and
practice skills in the context of play encourages the child to continue to
be involved in life, thereby fostering his or her desire to grow, develop,
and become. Waechter (1987) emphasizes the necessity and importance
of promoting the feeling that the dying child can continue to develop and
grow. If the child senses that others are giving up, he or she will feel
abandoned before death, which is a most unconscionable way for a child
to experience the process of dying.

The fulfillment of the wish helps the child to be, in terms of his or her
ownmost possibilities, not to be merely a “dying child.” In play the psyche
and the soma can come together as the child creates, imagines, and fan-
tasizes about things that make him or her become something other than
what is present. Wishing offers children the possibility of being and be-
coming different from the being in which they currently find themselves.
In play and in wishing the child can be a whole person, active in making
choices, creating, and reaching out to the world.

The fulfillment of a special wish that involves play may be a way for
the child to become more harmonious in mind, body, and spirit. It gives
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the child opportunities to reenvision and understand anew his or her dif-
ficulties in coping with a life-threatening illness. This reenvisioning intro-
duces something joyful and hopeful. The child may imagine the process
of dying, but he or she can also imagine that there are other ways of liv-
ing. Because the child with a life-threatening illness must live a life filled
with hospitalizations, technical procedures, and separations from family,
the fulfillment of a wish can help the child to realize that there are alter-
natives to his or her present existence. The fulfillment of a wish was a
form of play that the children selected as being most special to them. Play
offered these children a hopeful way of seeing and understanding them-
selves. Did play produce a sense of renewal of life, a feeling of going on,
a continuation of existence?

Playing



According to Gadamer (1960/2003), play is a natural process. In play
the mode of being is close to the movement of nature. We are a part of
nature, and the meaning of play is pure self-presentation. In their play
children present to others what exists for them. For example, children
enjoy dressing up and want others to recognize what is being presented.
Likewise, in their artwork children want others to know what they have
presented. They want others to know who they are and what they are try-
ing to express. Through their pictures the children in this study appear to
have presented themselves and what existed for them—among other
things, the play of their wishes.

The ease of play becomes an absence of strain. It does not mean that
“there is any real absence of effort but refers phenomenologically only to
the absence of strain. The structure of play absorbs the player into itself
and thus frees him [sic] from the burden of taking the initiative, which
constitutes the actual strain of existence” (Gadamer, 1960/2003, p. 105).
Having their wish fulfilled may have helped to ease the strain of the bur-
dens of their illness for these children whose lives were threatened. Chil-
dren try to alleviate their difficulties through play as they become en-
grossed in what they are doing. When children do something pleasurable
such as playing a game or enjoying the water of the ocean, these activities
can induce a state of relaxation. Relaxation generates a state of calmness
and peacefulness that is healing to the body, mind, and spirit (Benson,
1975; Dossey, 2004).

These children, who were part of a unique culture of children with a
life-threatening illness, shared common experiences—revealed in their
drawings—of being emotionally conflicted as they had their dreams ful-
filled. They harbored feelings of joy and happiness as well as pleasure,
anger, and fright. In their everydayness they lived enmeshed within a
context of uncertainty. Living on the brink between life and death, they
were struggling to survive, but what kind of life is it when survival is
struggle? It is a life of trying to hold on to what exists while being uncer-
tain of what each day might bring. They were living both knowing and not
knowing what might happen. Their bodies were changing in a way op-
posed to what they desired. Their lives were driven by a struggle to live,
but they were unable to fulfill their wishes for a normal childhood. They
existed with a deep-seated concern about not being able to fully live out
their lives, lives that would normally involve plenty of wishing, hoping,
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and playing. Thus, embedded within the fulfillment of their wishes were
complex concerns about living and dying.

Theme: Why Can’t I Be Like the Rest of the Kids?

Before his wish was granted, an adolescent drew himself as apathetic
and haggard. Reclining on the couch in plain clothing, with his eyes
closed and hair disheveled, he looked listless and disengaged. After he re-
ceived a pinball machine, however, his drawing of himself showed a per-
son who was well groomed, wide-eyed, and energized. Emphasizing his
masculinity, he drew himself with a large upper body and large muscles.
A comparison of the before and after pictures conveyed further informa-
tion. This young man did not draw some parts of his body, and in both in-
stances he drew side angles of his body. In the before picture the left half
of his body is hidden. In the after picture his right hand and arm are con-
cealed from view. As he grasps the machine with his left hand he reveals
only three fingers. Was there something about his bodily changes that he
was trying to reveal?

When one does not feel well physically and one’s body image is al-
tered, self-esteem becomes diminished (Rollins, 2005). Children who do
not feel good about the way they appear often feel uncomfortable and
embarrassed. In addition, children with a life-threatening illness worry
about the functioning of their body parts. Sometimes they try to deny
their illness and pretend that they are like others. They pretend that they
are not ill so that their parents will not be upset.

Because they are overwhelmed by the complexities that occur with
illness, children with a life-threatening illness often regress physically,
socially, and emotionally (Hinds, 2004). As the disease takes over their
body they lose performance and function. Changes in body image create
shame and feelings of being abnormal, resulting in decreased self-
esteem. Sometimes the children become aggressive because they harbor
hostility, and they act out their anger. They may become depressed and
ridden with anxiety and guilt about being sick (Spinetta, Rigler, & Karon,
1987). They do not know how they will be able to use their body from day
to day. They wonder if their body will continue to function, since they are
unable to walk and talk as they did when they were not ill. They wonder if
they will be able to go on breathing and if their hearts will continue to
beat.



Theme: I Am Trying to Balance Things

A child who suffered from a degenerative disease that progressively
took away his ability to balance could not run, jump, and play like normal
children. His picture of Mickey Mouse suggests that there is another
Mickey inside the character, one who is able to walk down a narrow path.
This Mickey-within-a-Mickey looks delicately balanced and may even be
ready to dance.

Does the fulfillment of a wish give such children a way to experience
vicariously what it might be like to be more balanced and in control? In
his day-to-day life this child was experiencing a loss of physical control.
One can appreciate that his emotions were also out of control. The draw-
ing shows a dark sun in a dark sky that leads one to conclude that things
would be out of control on Earth if the sun did not shine. The order of
Earth would become chaotic, and life would cease to exist. An object in
the picture strongly resembles an overturned dinghy. This boat suggests
the idea of things being upside down. It is not difficult to appreciate that
children with a life-threatening illness feel that their world is upside
down. The lines of the boat in this drawing are scribbled, uncontrolled
markings that are seen not only in drawings by children with muscular
disease but also in pictures by children who have a great amount of anx-
iety (DiLeo, 1973; Rollins, 2005). The child who drew the boat with
scribbled lines may have been revealing the anxiety that children with a
life-threatening illness frequently experience.

According to Heidegger, anxiety makes one feel “unsettled.” Anxiety
reveals to us the possibility of death. Heidegger (1927/1962) states that
“anxiety is essentially being-toward-death” (p. 310). Anxiety discloses Da-
sein, which is open to future possibilities. Death is the possibility of the
impossibility of existence. In children with a life-threatening illness anx-
iety about death may be combined with anxiety brought on by the sense
that their life is out of balance.

Furthermore, the child who drew the dark sun and the uncontrolled
upside-down boat may have been revealing through symbols a struggle
not only with his own feelings of anxiety about confronting death but also
with the anxiety imposed by a culture that has difficulty accepting death
as a part of life. Our culture does not recognize that to be human is to be
toward death. It often views death as a symptom to be treated, prevented,
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or even overcome. Our culture places a burden upon children with a life-
threatening illness by using technology and hospitalization as means to
extend life, even at the cost of causing emotional and physical pain. The
children are caught in between, trying to survive as the professionals at-
tempt to save their lives. They want to relinquish the pain, sorrow, and
sadness that come with dying.

Like other children in this study, the child who drew the overturned
boat and the dark sun was trying to maintain a sense of balance, which is
revealed in his choice of colors. Half of the picture is drawn in black; the
other is drawn in bright colors. The sun is divided in half vertically, show-
ing two different suns, one that seems to be smiling and one that looks
angry and sad. One eye of the sun is shut and the other eye is open.
These images give one a sense that the child was balancing a dark and
unhappy aspect of his life with fun, brightness, and pleasure. His drawing
shows how children with a life-threatening illness try to balance feelings
of unhappiness with happiness and their anxieties with things that are
calming.

While balance is a way of staying in control physically and emotion-
ally, it also has an ontological meaning that is related to healing. Balance
is the sense of peacefulness that one can attain through integration of
mind, body, and spirit (Dossey, 2004). It does not necessarily follow that
balance can bring about a cure, but balance can bring a person a sense of
peace within the self in which healing can occur.

Theme: I Am All Alone

Often one of a child’s greatest fears is of being alone in the dark. In
darkness children often cry uncontrollably. They feel insecure, over-
whelmed, and frightened; they seek attention from their mother or other
adults. Feeling helpless and anxious, they crave love and cuddling. Within
the fear of blackness and darkness is a primitive fear of nothingness.

Heidegger suggests that death forces upon us the question of the
meaning of being. Death is the ontic end point of life that reveals nonbe-
ing. With death all beings disappear, and only the nothing seems to be
left (Heidegger, 1927/1962). Children with a life-threatening illness are
forced to confront fears of not-being, or nothingness. Children who fear
dying often think of what it might be like to be without parents, brothers
and sisters, home, and friends (Bowlby, 1973; Davies, Collins, Steele,
Pipke, & Cooke, 2004). They are afraid of what it would be like without



their home and the familiar places that they know. They may wonder if
there will be anything after death. Such feelings give rise to anxiety, ter-
ror, anger, despair, and depression. Many children are unable to verbalize
their feelings about death. They frequently experience anxiety and ex-
hibit behaviors such as crankiness, aggressiveness, and irritability (Lyon,
Townsend-Akpan, & Thompson, 2001; Wolfe, 2004).

In one picture of the Magic Kingdom (see figure on page 209) a child
shows a preoccupation with dying. A path that at first glance looks like a
moat also resembles a box situated between what look like grass and
water. The box is shaped like a coffin. With the exception of Mickey
Mouse, who is inside the box, not a single person is visible. Mickey is en-
tirely alone. Mickey’s eyes, however, are open, which makes him look as
though he is alive. He even has a smile on his face. Could he be at peace?
In our culture we frequently tell children that when they die they will be
at peace. The child’s picture shows how children with a life-threatening
illness think about dying. They often try to comfort themselves with be-
liefs that death will be a peaceful and pleasurable experience.

In another picture a young boy drew a picture of himself standing
happily with all of his family members, but he is separate from them.
While he seems to be smiling and enjoying the experience, he has posi-
tioned himself apart from his family. The literature suggests that children
with a life-threatening illness often feel separate and different from other
family members because, by virtue of their illness, they are not healthy
like the rest (Hynson et al., 2003). How, then, did he experience the ful-
fillment of his wish?

The family was included in the depiction of the fulfillment of his
dream but absent in other drawings. Family relationships become
strained when a child is seriously ill. Parents have tremendous difficulty
coping with the prospect of losing their child. They may overindulge
the child at times; they may also distance themselves from friends and
other family members as protection from the pain of the final separation
that will occur with death. Relationships between the child with a life-
threatening illness and his or her siblings are also altered (Rollins, 1990;
Giovanola, 2005). The dying child receives more attention from parents,
which strains relationships with brothers and sisters, who consequently
feel left out. Children with a life-threatening illness are aware of these
family dynamics and have difficulty coping with them (Arnold & Gemma,
1994; Davies & Connaughty, 2002).
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Theme: I Need to Find a Comfortable Place to Be

The children’s pictures revealed symbols of nurturance in the form of
food, shelter, and parental caregiving. Children who are dying seek to
find a place of comfort. They are threatened by anxiety, by being-toward-
death, and by the need to find a comfortable place to be. A place of com-
fort could be an actual place in which to live, such as a home, or it could
be a form of nurturance, such as food or the security of a mother’s arms.
A comfortable place is one that is safe and sheltered, where children are
free to be themselves. The artwork of the children reflected the need to
find a place of comfort. All of the children, in their own ways, revealed
their common feelings and shared practices of seeking shelter and secur-
ity while having their dreams come true.

Nurturance is the sum total of food, shelter, protection, and physical
and psychological security (Van Eys, 1983). To nurture a child will con-
ceivably help the child grow and develop further into a healthy adult.
Children depend on their parents as well as other members of their cul-
ture to meet their needs for survival. To be nurtured is to be comforted
and cared for by others. According to Heidegger (1927/1962), care is the
“formally existential totality of Dasein’s ontological structural whole”
(p. 237).

Often both children and adults go about their day-to-day activities,
such as eating, without giving them much thought. According to Heideg-
ger (1927/1962), daily activities are carried out in the ready-at-hand mode
of being, in which meaning is embedded in activities that provide us with
an understanding of our way of being in the world. It is frequently when
things go wrong, or when there is a break in the normal pattern of activ-
ity, that this meaning is revealed to us. For example, our normal patterns,
such as eating, will change because of illness, when sometimes we eat less
or develop a distaste for certain foods. But for a child with leukemia (a
life-threatening illness), embedded within the action of eating are many
issues that pose challenges for the child.

Children with a life-threatening illness frequently cannot retain food
because of the medications they take. They are caught in a web of trying
to maintain their weight and look good while at the same time feeling
periodically nauseated and looking anorexic. They wish to find a place
where they can be themselves and put aside the concerns of the body.
Food suggests nurturance, being cared for, and being protected by love.



Symbolically, food is equated with life, health, and growth. Meeting the
need for food as well as for shelter, protection, and love is a way in which
families care for their children (Watson, 1985).

In certain ways children are also cared for by their culture. Profes-
sionals such as nurses and doctors claim they give care to sick and dying
children. When examining the healthcare given by professionals, one
must question what kind of care and nurturance these children receive
within the curative healthcare system. The children are subjected to pain-
ful procedures, hospitalizations, and invasive techniques as well as sur-
geries and medications that change their body image. The caregivers in
their day-to-day life are often part of a hospital staff, and frequently the
care that is offered is impersonal, causing the child to feel depersonal-
ized. A disease is treated or a part of the body needs to be fixed—the
child is frequently not treated as a whole person (Bluebond-Langner,
1978; Rollins, 2005).

Heidegger (1927/1962) says that care constitutes all of our involve-
ment in the world and that there are two forms of caring. One form
“leaps in” and takes over; it can foster dependency and lead to domina-
tion. The other kind of care “leaps ahead” and cares for the other so that
his or her own potential for being remains open; this kind of caring fo-
cuses on the person and his or her possibilities, not on the task at hand.
There are times when people require someone else to care for them,
such as when they are seriously ill. At such times it is important that care-
givers recognize the individuals’ potential to be themselves and that they
assist them to become involved in their own care as much as possible. To
use Heidegger’s distinction, the caregivers need to leap ahead as far as
possible, even when it may be more tempting to leap in.

In a young boy’s picture his mother is present. No one can replace the
love a mother provides. The bond that forms is the strongest of all bonds,
and separation is difficult for mother as well as child. Young children
need their mothers in order to grow and survive. Mothers provide food,
love, security, and protection so that children can grow (Bowlby, 1973;
Brazelton, 1984).

The boy’s mother is there as they walk into the water. His mother is
close to him in the sense that she is standing at the same depth. However,
her position is also the farthest away. Perhaps the distance between his
mother and himself in the picture suggests that the child was struggling
with conflicting feelings about the closeness he felt toward his mother
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and the changes that may have occurred in his relationship because of
having a life-threatening illness. Mothers are often torn between wanting
to overprotect their seriously ill children and wanting to maintain a dis-
tance that serves as a cushion softening the pain of impending death
(Bjork, Wiebe, & Hallstrom, 2005). In this child’s drawing it looks as
though his mother’s eyes are blurred or covered. Might it be that the
child is concerned that his mother is shielding herself from his suffering?
Or perhaps the child is fearful that his mother does not see his pain or
worries. Many children with a life-threatening illness are afraid to let
their parents know how they feel inside. They want to make things better
for their families, who are also suffering, so they sometimes pretend that
they are well.

Some of the pictures show castles that are recognizable as the Magic
Kingdom. Heidegger (1977) claims that at the root of building is “to
dwell” or “to stay in place.” To dwell is to reside in a place by keeping
things safe from harm. Dwelling occurs when we protect, preserve, and
care for something or someone (see figure on following page). Were
these young children, so vulnerable and sensitive, seeking the castle as a
place to dwell? They needed a place to stay where they could be free
from harm. They were tormented by illness and traumatic separation
from their parents, families, and friends due to hospitalizations. They suf-
fered from the effects of medications and surgeries that altered their
bodies and made them feel less than whole. They needed nurturance,
protection, comfort, and a sense of belonging.

Constitutive Pattern: Living in Limbo

Interpretation of the pictures revealed one constitutive pattern,
which is the highest level of hermeneutic interpretation. The constitutive
pattern must be present in all texts (Diekelmann & Ironside, 1999). It
runs through the texts as a common thread that links them, thus revealing
further meaning. The common thread in the studied drawings of having
a special wish fulfilled for the child with a life-threatening illness is “living
in limbo.” Limbo is a state of being midway between two extremes. To
live in limbo is to exist in the in-between. Historically, limbo was thought
of as the region between heaven and hell where souls—such as those of
unbaptized babies, who through no fault of their own were barred from



heaven—simply had to wait. Limbo is the in-between of existence, being
neither here nor there; it is a staying in place, a state of being held captive
or being forgotten. The state of limbo is a struggle for the individual who
is in it. One has a desire to achieve something, to get to the desired place,
to accomplish the task. However, being unable to reach the desired goal
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causes a tension, a sense of confinement, an imprisonment in which one
cannot move toward the point where one wants to be (Halvorson-Boyd &
Hunter, 1995).

In their drawings the children with a life-threatening illness who had
their special wish fulfilled reveal a tension that is like a tug-of-war. While
they show the pleasure of having a special dream fulfilled, they likewise
depict their struggle of living and dying. They are living their lives being
abnormal but wanting to be normal. They know that their bodies are
changing but do not know what exactly is happening. They experience
isolation and loneliness but seek comfort and love. They are unsure about
what is happening to them, and they crave certainty. They are afraid of
the dark and need brightness and cheerfulness to help ease their fear.
They understand that their parents are suffering and so they try to please
them. They want to play but sometimes cannot. They live a life of pain
and emotional complexity in which things are out of control, and they
seek to balance things out with pleasure, joy, and hope.

New Understandings of Having a Special Wish Fulfilled
for a Child with a Life-Threatening Illness

Since I began this research 10 years ago I have been continually cap-
tivated by the artwork provided by children with a life-threatening illness
who have had a special wish fulfilled. I believe their drawings are a gift,
and I cherish them. The pictures continue to exist long after the death of
the children who drew them. Their art is the children’s unspoken words
that contain secrets of their experiences waiting to be understood.

The children were not easily able to share their stories verbally. Their
language was too unsophisticated to express their deepest feelings. I re-
call how they would talk about their trips, toys, and other wishes. They
would often smile and speak of what they had done, where they went, or
what they received. I realize now that I was coming to understand the
what of their experiences, but the how of having their special wishes ful-
filled could be understood only through explicating the meanings em-
bodied within their artwork.

I recall a 10-year-old girl with leukemia who shared that she had a very
nice time at Walt Disney World. I asked if she had met Mickey, and she re-
sponded with a smile and a nod and then became very quiet. Sensing that



there was more about the trip that she was unable to express, I asked the
little girl if she would draw a picture for me about her experience, and
she quietly did exactly that, producing a portrait of Mickey. Later, how-
ever, when she was with a group of other children who had had their spe-
cial wish fulfilled, she enthusiastically drew a different picture of Mickey.
It occurred to me that she seemed more comfortable expressing herself
in the company of others who had a life-threatening illness.

These children comprised a culture of their own. They shared experi-
ences of how it was to have a special dream fulfilled while living with a
life-threatening illness. Their artwork was a way of expressing their shared
practices and common ways of living. As a group they had a shared under-
standing of what was unique to them. Art was a means for them to share
with others what they could not express in verbal language. In reference
to art Heidegger (1960/1993b) states:

Being a work, it always remains tied to preservers, even and particularly when it
is still only waiting for them to enter into its truth. Even the oblivion into which
the work can sink is not nothing; it is still a preservation. It feeds on the work.
Preserving the work means: standing within the openness of beings that happens
in the work. This “standing-within” of preservation, however, is a knowing. Yet
knowing does not consist of mere information and notions about something. He
[sic] who truly knows beings knows what he wills to do in the midst of them.
(p. 192)

As a preserver of these children’s artwork I wanted to know more
about the how of their experiences of having their special wish fulfilled by
unveiling what had been concealed. Heidegger (1960/1993b) states that
art involves caring for things in their context and within their historical
significance. Art is a way of both appreciating and understanding other
beings. Works of art are not merely a collection of symbols but contain
within them the collective shared practices and meanings of people who
comprise a culture that is historically situated and part of a broader con-
text. The children with a life-threatening illness who had their wish ful-
filled comprised a culture of their own that was situated within the social
fabric of which they were a part. Their artwork contained their habits,
common experiences, expressions, and ways of relating to others in their
world. Art was a way for the children to reveal what mattered to them. It
was an entry that opened up the way for others to come to understand
what was being expressed.
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Heidegger (1960/1993b) argues that art contains ambiguities that
both conceal and reveal our way of being. In the essence of the work there
is something worthy of questioning. Art is the creative preserving of truth.
Truth is the unconcealment of being. Understanding of being creates a
clearing in which what matters and is meaningful shows up. The children
expressed their experiences in their drawings. Contained within them
were experiences of the fulfillment of their wish while they suffered from
the pain and anxiety of having a life-threatening illness. Their artwork
provided a way for others to understand what they were trying to commu-
nicate about their experiences. The artwork in this study contained joy
and sorrow, happiness and sadness, dark and light, hope and fear. This art
preserved meaning within symbols, constructs, and figures—and by the
absence of such forms of expression. It was the children’s way of being in
the world. Their truth was unconcealed and revealed the meaning of
their experience.

To understand what was being revealed in the pictures I was required
to dwell with them. Heidegger (1954/1993a) claims that we need to dwell
with the things around us to allow them to open themselves up to us. I
wanted to preserve and protect not only what the children drew but also
what they were trying to say. The drawings offered a way to understand
something more about their experiences. The children were speaking
through symbols and images to whoever might want to listen to how they
experienced the fulfillment of a dream. I became the children’s inter-
preter, attempting to unveil what they were trying to communicate. Ac-
cording to Heidegger (1927/1962), each of us is constantly interpreting
our world. We are able to interpret meaning because of cultural history
and shared background understanding. Interpretation is our way to
understand knowledge that is embedded within our shared practices. By
dialoguing with the pictures I have come to understand, through my per-
sonal lens, more about the essence of the children’s experiences. There
was much more to having a special wish fulfilled than simply receiving a
toy or going on a trip.

New Questions

What originally was explored as the meaning of having a special wish
fulfilled for children with a life-threatening illness has revealed new
questions: What is the meaning of living in limbo for children with a



life-threatening illness? What does it mean for children with a life-
threatening illness to live in the in-between?

The culture influences how children think about themselves and
their world and fundamentally shapes the way children grow and de-
velop. Children in return influence how the culture evolves and changes.
“Every culture carries within it an image of the ideal self. It is usually flat-
tering and ennobling, a picture of what we are to be and to hope for, not
what we still are” (Callahan, 1993, p. 120). In Western culture our image
of the ideal self holds that we should live life to the fullest in terms of who
we are, what we can become, and what we can do for our society. Society
places great value on individuals who are fit, healthy, economically sound,
and productive and ascribes little worth to the sick, dying, and indigent.

This concept of the ideal self, as it comes to be projected by Western
cultures, assumes that it is our right as autonomous individuals to control
our living and our dying. We believe that nature can be brought under
human control and made to do whatever we want. We expect and de-
mand a healthy life, and we choose to engage in a battle against death.
Our medical subculture upholds these notions of the ideal self by using
medical technology as ammunition to fight a war against death (Callahan,
1993). In Western culture adults in general and healthcare practitioners
in particular demonstrate their ways of caring for dying children by work-
ing strenuously and unceasingly to prolong their lives. By fostering the
use of advanced technology, our culture communicates that it is unac-
ceptable for children to die. The mere thought of the death of a child is
almost unthinkable. We try to prevent the child’s death at all costs be-
cause we believe that it is outrageous, unjust, unfair, and intolerable for a
young child to die. Thus we justify the use of powerful technology to ex-
tend the lives of our dying children.

The dying child symbolizes the failure of Western culture to over-
come nature. Even with technology that supposedly gives humans a way
to conquer nature, we fail at times to keep our innocent young children
alive. The dying child is evidence that our culture has failed to protect its
young by staving off disease. The death of a child proves that humankind
is unable to overpower nature. Children with a life-threatening illness are
often pushed to become brave warriors. They may be forced to muster
up courage and strength in an ongoing battle against death. These chil-
dren must learn to live in limbo, in the in-between of life and death. To
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live in limbo is to live a life of uncertainty. Living in the in-between is
both knowing and not knowing what is happening. A tug-of-war is at play.
As a part of the self advances toward death, the other part struggles to
stay alive. Children with a life-threatening illness exist in the limbo
between these two extremes.

In my experience as a pediatric nurse I have found that children with
a life-threatening illness, who are already living with uncertainty, begin to
realize there is confusion, hiding, fear, and denial within adult society.
They come to realize that their society does not highly value those who
are sick. They may feel embarrassed at and ashamed of having a serious
illness. Eventually, many come to feel that they are not to speak openly of
dying. How must it feel to be fragile, young, and dying and to live daily
with physical and emotional pain when they are just budding into life?
They are different from other children, and they know they are not al-
ways accepted as normal children. They are caught in a web of trying to
live while they are dying and trying to die while they are living. They are
living, but their life is lived on the brink of death. Their lives become like
a seesaw. One day they are up and the next day they are down, never
knowing what the next moment will bring.

Anxiety and Being-Toward-Death

I have cared for many children as they died. I have observed how
their fear intensifies as the children realize that, at the end of a long, ex-
hausting pathway of medical interventions and hospitalizations, they will
still lose the battle to live. I have witnessed many of these children crying
for help and reaching out to others in desperation, trying to alleviate the
anxiety that comes with sensing that life is taking a downward course and
coming to an end. Children who were once vibrant and full of life now ex-
perience their lives as being turned upside down and out of control, and
they realize how powerless they are to change things.

Craving certainty, children with a life-threatening illness want desper-
ately to control life’s events. They wish and hope to be healthy and happy
once again. Some children maintain their hope for health by becoming
more spiritual. A 9-year-old with a life-threatening condition wrote:

i  wish
I wish there was a bird from God
and got me well



from His wings on me,
and got me well.
(Berger, Lithwick, & seven campers,

1992, p. 195)

I have observed that the children who live with these illnesses often
feel alone and confused by the changes that have occurred in their day-
to-day lives, not only from their illness but also from other complexities.
Their families are often overwrought with sorrow and despair. Their daily
activities have changed, and their relationships with their peers may no
longer be the same. They suffer from feelings of loneliness and often
have difficulty expressing their emotions. Moustakes (1961) states:

Feelings of loneliness must often be hidden in childhood. They are too frighten-
ing and disturbing—like any intense, severe, disturbing emotion the feelings
must be curbed, controlled, denied, or if expressed, quickly resolved or elimi-
nated through busy activities and goals. (p. 40)

Children are often afraid to let others know how they feel. They come to
learn that nice children have nice feelings. Eventually, they show only an
expurgated and edited version of their inner life.

Their sense of loneliness becomes intensified as people avoid
them, treating them as though they had a contagion. They feel rejected
by friends, extended family members, and other people to whom they
may once have felt close. Even many health professionals avoid working
with dying children. Children with a life-threatening illness and their
families thus often feel singled out and rejected by their culture. Why do
people find it difficult to be with children who are desperately in need of
our care? What is it about dying children that our culture finds difficult to
face?

The dying child calls forth an even more deeply embedded problem
for our culture than was mentioned above. The dying child is an individ-
ual who will not become. Life will be unlived, and a life unlived is one that
is unfulfilled. The dying child is like a mirror that reflects an image of a
time when we will no longer be. But even worse than the reminder that
each of us will die is the fear that we too may die before we have reached
fulfillment. One of the deepest fears embedded within the fear of death
is the fear of living an unfulfilled life. The life that is unfulfilled is a life in
which wishes and dreams are put on hold. It is a life that is cut off from
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the things we wanted to do or be. It is a life in which our desires, choices,
and hopes for a future will not be realized.

Much of our time as children is spent thinking about what we want to
become, do, or see. From the time we are very young and begin to speak
we frequently talk of our future. We speak of who and what we would like
to become, such as a policeman, teacher, nurse, doctor, artist, or archi-
tect. Phrases such as “When I grow up I want to be . . .” are common
among children as they fantasize about a future that contains various pos-
sibilities. Our wishes and desires help us to go on with life. Thinking of
fulfilling our dreams gives us a sense of hope for the future. But, coming
face to face with a dying child, we see in full view a life that will not be
lived out, a future that is no longer there. The dying child’s life is one that
will never be realized to its fullest. The child exists in the in-between, liv-
ing while dying and dying while living and doing neither to the fullest.
While in limbo the child is staying in place and not moving forward;
limbo is a region where one can exist but where one cannot fulfill one’s
dreams.

My interpretation of the pictures suggests that in the face of the
torturous struggles of prolongation of life through technological means
our culture shows its solicitude for dying children by attempting to offer a
means of fulfilling life in some way before death. To show concern for the
dying child, society demonstrates that there are ways a child can experi-
ence what it might be like to fulfill his or her dreams. The fulfillment of a
special wish, a dream come true, is one way in which society attempts to
help the child to cope with the enormous difficulties that he or she must
face. It is a way to fulfill the child’s hopes and dreams for the future.

Being and Becoming

The fulfillment of a special dream gives the child a chance to become.
The child can become the person he or she always wanted to be, can
meet somebody special, or can obtain something he or she never thought
possible. Having a special wish fulfilled is considered precious by mem-
bers of our culture who believe that they are indeed helping the child to
bring life to fulfillment in some way.

The fulfillment of a special wish is like a diamond, a jewel that
sparkles in the mind of the child and of our culture. The gem is precious,
something to fantasize about, to possess and hold on to. But diamonds are
multifaceted and do not sparkle from all angles. Even the most perfect



diamond has flaws or microscopic defects that cannot be seen by the
naked eye. The jewel holds within it a promise of the play, fun, and enjoy-
ment that are normal parts of a child’s life, but it also contains within
it the tension, suffering from pain, isolation, and loneliness that occur
within a context of living while dying and dying while living. The need for
fun and play is inherent to being a child. The fulfillment of a wish is a way
of being. Play is a way of coping and gaining control. It is a way for the
child to overcome difficulties. Gadamer (1960/2003) claimed that play
draws the child into its dominion. It fills the child with its spirit. The ex-
perience is a reality that surpasses the child. Play has an “absolute auton-
omy” (Gadamer, 1960/2003, p. 111) in which a change takes place, a
transformation in which the individual as a whole changes to become his
or her true being.

The fulfillment of the wish as a form of play gives these children a
chance to rise above a life that is fraught with problems and sorrow. It
allows children with a life-threatening illness to transcend the reality of
their disease, treatments, and processes of dying to come closer to be-
coming true children again. Contained within the idea of having fun and
doing something thrilling is a sense of hope. It is a way for the children to
be, at least temporarily, children, not dying children. This sense of being a
child holds deep meaning because it is the way for children to continue to
live and grow. The fulfillment of the wish is a way of recapturing how it is
to simply enjoy life while feeling healthier and happier, if only for a brief
interlude. I have observed children who have their wish come true rise to
the occasion, both looking and feeling better. They will even dress up and
seem once more like their peers in order to experience the special dream.

How precious is this jewel of the special wish! It is a way to reener-
gize, to look forward and feel that something beautiful and magnificent
can excite and renew things. The fulfillment of the wish is a way to regain
a sense of hope. Even though a child’s most fervent wish may be to live—
or possibly to die and end the suffering—the fulfillment of a special wish
may be a dream come true and may provide a sense of pleasure and joy
that helps children to feel more comfortable. Each of the children’s joy-
ful smiles in the pictures was different, but each revealed that having
one’s dream come true is a pleasurable experience.

In my experience with children who have a life-threatening illness I
have observed their need for distraction from their pain, sorrow, and
loneliness. The fulfillment of the wish is a way to combat negative
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thoughts and feelings. Loneliness and uncertainty can give rise to the
creation of pleasurable fantasies that can become reality (Moustakes,
1961). According to Freud (1953/1965), wish fulfillment is a way to re-
duce anxiety. In fantasy the child can think of pleasure in order to avoid
pain. To be a player on a favorite baseball team, to meet the president
and talk to him, or to spend some time with a superstar may be so special
that it will help to alleviate anxiety through the pleasurable effects that
the child experiences.

Not only does the child experience pleasure, but family members also
seem to experience some relief from suffering through their participa-
tion. Children who are ill and dying often blame themselves for the dev-
astation that surrounds them. The fulfillment of the wish offers a way to
bring them closer to their parents. It is a way to please their parents rather
than to hurt them. In addition, brothers and sisters generally become a
part of the special event too, which brings the whole family together.

The child’s friends are often more accepting if they hear that he or she
is going somewhere special or meeting a celebrity. They can join in on
discussions about the dream. Some friends even become a part of having
the dream come true. A sense of unity comes about as the child enjoys
discussing the wish with other people. In some cases the child’s entire
school becomes involved in the fulfillment of the wish by raising money.
Thus the dying child can feel more normal by participating actively in life
with family and friends as opposed to being passive, feeling sick, and ex-
periencing loneliness. Through fulfillment of the wish the child can also
become actively involved with the community. Many social groups and
churches raise and contribute funds. Other voluntary organizations offer
goods and services to help make the dream become a reality.

Many people who are involved in granting children’s wishes believe
that the fulfillment of the wish is a respite. It is a way to “get away from it
all.” The children can temporarily escape from hospitals, nurses, doctors,
and painful procedures. Even healthcare professionals lend their sup-
port, affirming that leaving on a trip, for example, will be helpful. They
rally around to help make the fulfillment of the wish special, for example,
joining in when a special celebrity comes to visit the hospital.

Technification and the Culture of Dying

Might the fulfillment of the wish for a child with a life-threatening ill-
ness be a way to satisfy the needs of our culture? Is the fulfillment of the



wish a way for the culture to “look good and feel better” so that it can
uphold its ideal self as healthy, content, and productive? Does the child
in some way sense that he or she must be part of pleasing the culture?
These questions bring us back to the deeper issues regarding the dying
child in relation to our culture. In their short time on earth dying chil-
dren discover that life is for the living. The child is part of an order in the
culture. The living hold a priority, and the activities of the culture are
centered around them (Bluebond-Langner, 1978).

The child exists within a social fabric that cannot comfortably accept
death, especially of its young. It is a culture that upholds health and lon-
gevity as its image of a life worth living (Callahan, 1993). Death will occur
someday, but most members of Western culture tend to think of death as
something that happens to other people, and everyone thinks that if it
must happen to him or her, it will happen well in the future.

Western society has invested extensively in technology as a way of
warding off death and perpetuating the illusion that nature can be con-
quered. Heidegger (1977) suggests, however, that modern technology
covers and obscures the being of beings and ultimately itself. Technology
both reveals and conceals. Technology is a revelation of truth as a means
for the revelation of being but one that hides its own essence. Technology
encourages us to hide from our own way of being (Heidegger, 1954/
1993a), including being-toward-death. We attempt to stave off death by
extending life through extraordinary means, spending enormous sums of
money to develop and distribute medical technology.

We avoid facing the fact that we all will die one day by upholding the
belief that life should be preserved at any cost. The result is that we cause
dying people to suffer emotionally and physically agonizing deaths. We
traumatize children with painful procedures and hospitalize them, caus-
ing them to feel alone and afraid. We subject them to bodily manipula-
tions and surgical procedures that further create a fear of mutilation and
body-image disturbances, and we expect them to accept that what we do
is good for them. Although technology has saved lives and can restore
health and quality of life, with technology we also wreak havoc on the
gentlest of our members and hurt their loved ones because we do not
want to face the inevitability of death.

I am reminded of all the times that I spent in the pediatric intensive
care unit attending to machinery to keep children alive. I observed nu-
merous children go to their death while attached to machines such as
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respirators and cardiac monitors. The unit was a center for much
thought, debate, and discussion about conditions such as septicemia, car-
diac surgery, cancer, and brain trauma. While most of the children lay co-
matose, their doctors, nurses, and numerous other healthcare providers
discussed the course of their disease and performed high-risk proce-
dures. While I feel that we made life-saving decisions, I also believe that
we lost touch with the children and how they wished to live their lives.
We were practicing in a state of limbo in which we knew what compas-
sionate and humanistic care ought to be but were not achieving the de-
sired end. We were concerned with diagnosing diseases and treating
them, but what kind of care were we giving to the children? Perhaps we
were leaping in and taking over for them without caring for the individual
child, so that our caring, rather than being focused on the person and his
or her possibilities, was focused on the tasks at hand.

I wanted desperately to provide comfort for the children and to
practice in a more humanistic way. I wanted to create a peaceful, gentle
atmosphere by holding the children and reaching out to their parents to
provide comfort. In addition, I realized how important it was for me to
feel human in this highly technological environment. I wanted to feel
more inspirited and connected with my patients, but instead I found
myself spending time with machines. The experience of attending to
machines rather than communicating with the children left me feeling
dissatisfied. In many ways the curative care that we provided was de-
humanizing, isolating, and insensitive to the children. It also had a pro-
found effect on me, since I felt that I was not able to give the compassion-
ate and sensitive care I believed the children needed as they were dying
(Matzo, Sherman, Penn, & Ferrell, 2003). Heidegger (1977) argues that
technology separates individuals from the essence of their existence.
He states that our preoccupation with technology causes us to separate
“mortals” from their primordial way of existing and being. An over-
whelming preoccupation with material things obscures our quest for
spiritual understanding. Technology is like dogma, which possesses a
worldly power that ignores the subtle affairs of the mind and heart
(Mitcham, 1994).

We must in some way transcend technology so that we are not over-
come by it (Furman, 2000). Somehow we must come to understand our
existence at a deeper level. Healthcare providers need to recognize their
own needs, paying attention to what enables them to feel whole and



healthy and in touch with their patients. Providers are commonly frus-
trated by the demands of giving. They experience compassion fatigue as a
result of the conflict they feel between performing the numerous tasks
and duties they are responsible for and wishing to attend to their patients’
emotional needs. The essence of being is recognition of the totality of the
individual and the relationship of the person to the world and the uni-
verse (Heidegger, 1927/1962). Thus healthcare providers and dying chil-
dren alike exist in relation to the community, the culture, and the world,
finding their place by engaging in the universal processes of life.

Being with One Another

Might there be something in the phenomenon of fulfillment of a
dying child’s wish that reveals more to us about our relationship to one
another? Is there something about having a special wish fulfilled for the
child with a life-threatening illness that reveals our way of being? Observ-
ing children, watching them grow, and experiencing their joys have a pro-
found effect upon those around them. We often look to children for our
own enjoyment, and we glean a sense of the joy of life from them. Seeing
smiles on their faces or making them feel better helps us feel better too.
Children inspirit us, reconnecting us with the wonder of life that we
knew when we were young. Because—in the normal scheme of things—
they will live on after we are gone, our children offer a way for us to feel
that we are immortal.

But what are we really doing when we work to fulfill their dreams?
Some healthcare professionals become deeply involved in the dying
child’s experience of having a dream come true, while others remain on
the fringes of the experience, contributing services in small ways. Yet
somehow all want to be part of the experience of knowing that a dying
child has been helped and cared for in some way. Heidegger (1927/1962)
argues that wishing is rooted in care. Wishing ontologically presupposes
care. We show concern and care for children with a life-threatening ill-
ness by fulfilling their dreams.

Heidegger (1954/1993a) states that we are dwellers. Dwelling is our
way of being interconnected with one another through care. Care is our
human way of being. The essence of dwelling means to remain in place
and to be brought to peace. The word peace means “free from harm and
danger,” “preserved from something,” “safeguarded.” “To free” actually
means “to spare.” “Real sparing is something positive and takes place
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when we leave something beforehand in its own essence, when we return
it to its essential being, when we free it in the proper sense of the word
into a preserve of peace” (Heidegger, 1954/1993a, p. 351).

We are coming together, trying to overcome the complexities that sur-
round dying children in a technological society by continuing to try to pre-
serve the way of being of these children. In our coming together to fulfill
their wishes we are trying to preserve something important—the joy,
laughter, and fun that children experience just by being who they are. We
are attempting to help them become closer to their families and find a
place of peace and comfort. The drawings of the children who had their
special wish fulfilled depicted a need to find a place of comfort and an at-
tempt to balance the complexities in their lives. The balancing of body,
mind, and spirit has been linked to healing, whereby a state of peaceful ex-
istence is brought to fruition (Siegel, 1986). The person who experiences
healing experiences a sense of being interconnected with others, with his
or her world, and with the universe. As the healer shows concern and care
for the one receiving healing, both become united in the healing process.

The fulfillment of the dreams of these children provides them as well
as adults with a way of coming together to find a sense of peace. The
“wish child,” the family, contributors, concerned members of the com-
munity, physicians, nurses, and volunteers unite in this experience. They
come from all walks of life to participate in the experience and share in
the joy and hope that the fulfillment of the wish brings to the child. Joy
and hope have also been linked to healing. Such states can bring about a
sense of peaceful integration, a state of calmness and serenity of mind,
body, and spirit (Siegel, 1986). By fostering a sense of peace through our
interconnectedness we are caring for our dying children and we are dwell-
ing with them. By safeguarding and preserving their essence, their play-
ful way of being children, we are safeguarding our humanity as human
beings. As their protectors and through the fulfillment of their wishes we
are attempting to transcend technology by counterbalancing its negative
effects with other ways of being that help the child to maintain a sense of
hope. We are seeking alternative ways of safeguarding the essence of
being in a culture that seeks to hide from its own essence.

Our Future, Their Future

Our children are our future, and through fulfillment of their wishes
we are trying to give back to dying children the sense of future that the



process of dying takes away. We are cultivating hope, which embodies the
notion of a future. To hope is to believe that something more is possible.
In their wish to visit Walt Disney World the children revealed that they
desired to go to a place where anything might be possible, a place where
dreams come true. Some of the children also drew symbols of spirituality,
such as crosses and circles. A circle, the universal symbol of wholeness,
may connote a future life that contains other possibilities.

Heidegger’s thoughts on Dasein reveal the understanding that each
of us is always seeking future possibilities:

As long as Dasein lives there always remains something which it can be, but is not
yet. Dasein is like a painting which is never completed; it always has further pos-
sibilities not yet realized, aspects, events, accomplishments which are not yet a
part of its actuality. In fact, the picture will never be completed until death. This
is the final arc of the circle of existence, the missing piece needed to complete
the picture. (Demske, 1970, pp. 372–373)

Thus the fulfillment of the wish may provide a way for children to
be free to become open to future possibilities both in life and death. The
children can have fun, play, and hope and dream about the future, which
helps them to understand that something else might be possible. Through
fulfillment of their wishes the children can feel the experience of being
cared for and safeguarded by others, thereby becoming more at peace.
Children who experience peace within themselves may then come to re-
alize a life with other possibilities.

The fulfillment of their dreams seemed to provide a sense of future
possibilities for them in both living and dying. It seemed to give them the
idea that this world is filled with joy, happiness, and excitement and that
they could experience this joy in a way that was new to them. The fulfill-
ment of their wishes may also have given them an idea of joy, hope, and
peace in terms of what the next world might bring, possibly even more of
the joys of childhood, introducing the possibility and sense of something
more to be achieved in the next world, something that they might not
ever be able to find in the world in which they now lived.

Children with a life-threatening illness are walking the line between
this world and the next, never knowing which world the next day will
bring. They live with the uncertainty of not knowing which world is bet-
ter. They exist with the tension between living as dying (living in a world
while dying) and the possibility of dying as living (dying and going to a
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better place where everything will be wonderful). Within the context of
uncertainty the fulfillment of a child’s wish may be a way of both holding
on and letting go. The fulfilled wish may give the dying child a glimpse of
what could be or should be the hope of relief in the next world. Thus the
child may gain the courage to let go of this world and die soon after the
wish is granted. On the other hand, fulfillment of the dream may suggest
that there are more possibilities to be pursued in this life, thus fostering
the desire to hold on to this life for longer.

Implications for Future Research, Education, and Practice

The implications arising from this study for further research and
practice include the need to understand how the experience of having a
wish fulfilled could be integrated into the care of children with a life-
limiting illness as an alternative and complementary therapy. Specifically,
the manner in which the inclusion of wish fulfillment makes a difference
to children, their families, health professionals, and the volunteers in-
volved in granting wishes bears further study. National and international
initiatives are currently under way to develop new approaches to the
practice of palliative care in pediatric settings (Matzo et al., 2003). Since
the prognosis of children with a serious illness is often unclear, ap-
proaches that integrate curative and palliative care are often necessary.
Given the importance of sustaining hope and keeping in mind wish ful-
fillment as a complementary therapy directed to this end, future research
to explicate the relationship of hope and healing (of both a physical and
spiritual nature) is warranted.

In considering how wish fulfillment could make a difference for chil-
dren who are seriously ill as well as for their families, wish fulfillment
might be studied as a way of engendering a sense of empowerment in
children, thereby enabling them more easily to express desires, make
choices, and influence the decisions often made by adults on their behalf.
With a heightened sense of agency, children might be in a position to ex-
press choices pertaining to treatment options, and dying children might
even be able to express the desire to cease treatment and let go.

As a therapy that counterbalances the heavy burden of suffering im-
posed by conventional technologically based approaches, wish fulfillment
could also be studied ethnographically as an interweaving of relationships



that ameliorate the isolation imposed by a child’s suffering by bringing
community members together to offer a gift to the child and his or her
family in a way that eases suffering and offers hope. Moreover, an ethno-
graphic study of this nature might reveal what it means to community
members to be involved in bringing a child’s hopes and dreams to fruition.
The question of whether their involvement in granting wishes enhances a
sense of meaning and purpose in their own lives might be studied.

Such a study might also illuminate what it means to a family to have
an opportunity to spend time together, outside of hospital walls, engaged
in play and in the creation of special memories. The fulfillment of a spe-
cial wish as a way of bringing the entire family together to play and enjoy
the pleasures of life might be studied in light of whether it strengthens
family relationships and coping and builds a storehouse of memories that
ease grief and bereavement after the child is gone.

This study also suggests that conventional treatments intended to
perpetuate life should be evaluated carefully against the benefits thought
to be secured, in particular by focusing more intentionally upon the pres-
ervation of quality of life for children who are dying. By preserving qual-
ity of life through activities that emphasize fun and by helping children to
continue to create, dream, and achieve important goals at a time when
they might otherwise feel only defeat, despair, and sorrow, wish fulfill-
ment offers one among several ways that could be studied in relation to
how quality of life might be preserved for children with a life-threatening
illness.

Future study could also inquire further into the experiences of pro-
viders who are caring for dying children. In particular, the conflict that
healthcare professionals experience in relation to perpetuating the lives
of their patients through extraordinary technological interventions, com-
pared to preserving quality of life through palliative, complementary, and
alternative therapies, could also be studied (Ferrell & Coyle, 2002).

While it is possible for many children with a life-threatening illness to
have their wish fulfilled through the efforts and funds of wish-granting
organizations such as the Make-A-Wish Foundation, it may be impos-
sible for some children who have a life-threatening condition to have
their dreams fulfilled in this way. The practical and financial limitations of
organization chapters, the scarcity of volunteers in certain locations, and
the inability to raise funds for travel may constitute insurmountable chal-
lenges to granting some wishes. In such cases the benefits of having a
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special wish fulfilled might possibly be approached through alternative
means. Healthcare professionals could consider taking imaginary trips
with children, through fantasy, to “magic kingdoms.” By actively engag-
ing in play with these children and encouraging them to dream about
other possibilities, practitioners of care can engender hope and alleviate
suffering. Less costly activities, such as a visit from a clown, may also
offer respite and secure similar benefits for the child. Such approaches
remain to be researched, written about, and integrated into the educa-
tional curricula of health professionals.

Taking into account the role that art played in this study in providing
insight into the experiences of dying children, I suggest that healthcare
providers such as nurses, counselors, and art therapists might work to-
gether to bring children’s suffering to expression through encouraging
them to draw their experiences, concerns, and hopes for the future
within the context of having a serious illness. In this way children would
be able to communicate feelings that might be too complex to express in
words, and they might also be encouraged to continue dreaming and
drawing, thereby giving expression to their hopes and fears. Such draw-
ings could give health professionals a way of gaining a deeper under-
standing of the needs and wishes of children who have a limited future as
well as a way of engaging more intimately with the children themselves.

The significance for health professionals of being able to engage
more intimately with dying children and their families has far-reaching
implications. By considering that all relationships involve mutual ex-
changes it could be understood that when health professionals are able to
engage with their patients in a way that promotes healing (e.g., by helping
the child and family move toward acceptance of a peaceful death for the
child), the health professionals are affected positively. By studying how
health professionals help children and their families find meaning in their
circumstances and how they find caring for the dying child meaningful,
we might develop a better understanding of how preserving the person-
hood of the child and comforting the family enable health professionals
to find satisfaction and a sense of calling in their work. Studying such phe-
nomena in depth might reveal, for example, that by providing comfort
to our patients we not only humanize the process of living and dying but
also receive something special ourselves. Since Kübler-Ross (1983) has
argued that dying children, being wise beyond their years, are our teach-
ers, it seems reasonable to assume that if we as healthcare professionals



opened ourselves to the wisdom of dying children they could teach us to
care for them in newer and better ways. And perhaps in opening our-
selves up to what the children can teach us about caring in life, we health-
care professionals might even come to develop a different set of priorities
and a more meaningful way of living.

Allowing for the importance of integrating measures to promote
quality of life for dying children into practice, educational strategies re-
lated to palliative care could also be studied. Moving beyond conven-
tional knowledge intended to provide guidance on physical care of the
dying child, such educational approaches could be developed to enhance
practitioners’ comfort in staying engaged with their patients in the face of
impending death. These educational objectives could also emphasize
how to bring joy and humor into the lives of children who need holistic
care (Hayden-Miles, 1995).

Having a special wish fulfilled could be studied as a hopeful phenome-
non in Western culture—a culture that often seems impoverished in rela-
tion to replenishment of humanity and sources of deep meaning. Signify-
ing that there is more that can be done for dying children than prolonging
their lives with every technological means available, wish fulfillment offers
a way for society to perhaps begin to understand itself differently through
the preservation of play and the safeguarding of humanity.

Conclusion

Reflecting on my experiences as cofounder of a chapter of a wish-
granting organization, on my understanding of what having a wish
granted means to children within the context of living and dying, and on
what I have learned through my many years working in pediatric nursing,
I realize that I have received significant benefits. Being a part of a move-
ment devoted to ameliorating suffering and bringing joy not only pro-
vided a wonderful sense of community but also gave me a deeper appre-
ciation of life. This deepened appreciation and my dissatisfaction with
conventional approaches to caring for children led in turn to a strong de-
sire to cherish and safeguard all that is poignantly precious about life, es-
pecially the lives of children who are dying. Given the difficulty of bring-
ing the experiences of dying children to voice, I sought to offer them a
different medium of expression—their artwork.
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In concluding this study I offer health professionals several chal-
lenges. The first is to continue to find the causes within and beyond our
work that connect us to our patients and to each other in ways that pro-
vide a deep sense of meaning and purpose in our lives. The second is to
find new approaches (such as artwork) to bring that which cannot be
said—or is extremely difficult to say—to expression so that the isolation
of suffering is overcome. The third is to open ourselves up to a whole
range of innovative and complementary therapies that provide comfort,
enable dreaming, invite new possibilities, and keep hope alive.

Note

1. Heidegger (1927/1962) identifies being-toward-death as a common phenomenon
in human experience. Human beings of all ages, healthy or ill, are aware that they will one
day die, and this awareness is an essential part of their understanding of their day-to-day
existence.
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6

Moral Meanings of Caring
for the Dying

s h e l l e y  r a f f i n  b o u c h a l

What is it like for nurses to care for dying individuals who are suffering? I
have experienced and reflected upon this experience in countless ways.
As an educator I found that this particular journey heightened as I pur-
sued and completed doctoral studies. I began this inquiry at the side of
nine palliative care nurses who willingly, openly, and quite profoundly
participated in my journey to understand nurses’ experience of caring for
dying individuals who are suffering. Their willingness to open up their
experience to me exemplified their commitment and obligation to pallia-
tive care nursing.

Nursing has made many important contributions to palliative care.
Historically, nurses have cared for dying individuals who are suffering,
and the alleviation of suffering has been a cornerstone of caring, com-
passionate nurses (Lindholm & Eriksson, 1993). “Nurses are, or should
be[,] . . . people who have professed an allegiance to those who suffer
lives of enormous and sometimes unbearable pain” (Caputo, 1993,
p. 243). Nurses who are committed to caring for the very ill accept full re-
sponsibility for their actions; they are willing to risk suffering with others
and willing to be a witness to suffering. Those who refuse commitment
by becoming detached, callous, or cynical in the face of suffering are
“spectators” to life rather than “witnesses” (Taylor, 1991). Nurses create
embodied relationships by making a conscious choice to be fully aware of
their own bodies and to remain present to the patient, thereby creating a
moral space for suffering. Their actions stem from a moral obligation to
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suffer with others. Nurses are called to consider their moral obligations
in all situations, in all encounters, and with all patients.

Nurses do not have the luxury of simply looking in on or overseeing
the dying journey; they must engage with illness and pain, becoming fully
present to the suffering person. “Nursing practice situates us in the midst
of the lives of people where suffering takes place” (Moules, 2000a, p. 5).
The obligation or intention to understand suffering is a deeply ethical
one. “Obligation is what is important about ethics” (Caputo, 1993, p. 18).
Beyond obligation, nurses also have a passion to understand, and this
passion moves us beyond assumption. In the local moral worlds or cul-
tures of nurses who care for those who are suffering, we are, as nurses,
obligated to understand, as Kleinman (1992) states,

[w]hat precedes, constitutes, expresses, and follows from our actions in interper-
sonal flows of experience, it is important to understand, what is most at stake for
us, what we most fear, what we most aspire to, what we are most threatened by,
what we most desire to cross over to safety, what we jointly take to be the pur-
pose, and the ultimate meaning of our living and our dying. (p. 129)

Nurses have the opportunity to bring personal context to the suf-
fering experience. Each nurse, as a person, embodies a private experi-
ence of suffering. Suffering evolves from a particular biographical journey
through time in relation to professional experiences, threatening some
aspect of our personal identities (Ferrell, 2001).

Holding the fragility of life in their hands as part of their everyday
work permits nurses to be themselves (Maeve, 1998). This everyday-
ness creates opportunities for nurses to face their own death as well as
their patient’s death. Nurses engage in the death-and-dying experience
through a certain projection of themselves as the meaning of life and
death is considered on a daily basis. Nurses involved in the intimate
journey to death “cannot hide behind technology or a veil of omniscience
as other practitioners. . . . [N]urses are there to hear secrets, especially
the ones born of vulnerability” (Fagin & Diers, 1983, p. 117). Giving of
themselves and sharing heartfelt emotion are seen as beneficial to their
patients, and to give any less might interfere with nurses’ ability to know
and understand suffering.

The importance of relationships in caring for suffering individuals
cannot be underestimated. Relationships in health care are important
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determinants for health outcomes, for the experiences of family
members, and for the quality of work life of health care providers (Rod-
ney, 1997). The quality of nurses’ relationships with patients is central to
understanding and experiencing suffering. We have only begun to know
and understand the phenomenon of suffering and the moral relationship
that exists between nurses and patients in relieving the suffering of both.
As a professional and an educator I approach suffering by having made
some effort to prepare myself for this experience. If nursing is to meet its
philosophical goal of caring for the whole person, increased understand-
ing of the nature of suffering within the nurse–patient relationship is
crucial.

I have been informed of suffering by the wisdom of cultural and reli-
gious traditions and by scholarly opinion that will be integrated through-
out this paper. My knowledge also stems from personal experience, much
of which I include as clinical experience as a hospice and staff nurse on a
number of nursing units. The purpose of this paper is to offer the face of
suffering that nurses may experience in caring for dying individuals who
are suffering. I hope to portray the nurses’ own suffering as a way of en-
gaging with others as intention to understand the suffering experienced
in the context of the nurse–patient relationship. I will begin by discussing
the research methodology—ethnography—of this particular study.

Ethnography as a Research Approach

Exploring the nurses’ world of caring for dying individuals who are suf-
fering requires the ability to plumb the great depths of their experience—
a personal world that is difficult to articulate (Lindholm & Eriksson,
1993). While much of this is due to the elusiveness of the language of suf-
fering, to understand the deeply personal and intimate nature of our be-
liefs, our own experiences, and our relationships is a further complicating
factor. It is my belief that the qualitative method of ethnography serves as
the preeminent approach in which to study the abstract yet ubiquitous
subject of nurses caring for dying individuals who are suffering. Kleinman
(1992) suggests that ethnography deepens the study of human suffering by
reframing the experience as an interpersonal process in a moral context.
The culture of nurses caring for dying individuals—the people, places,
and day-to-day experiences of this study—will be articulated, giving life to



their realities. The reader will have an opportunity to gain understanding
of the human practices of nurses who care for dying individuals. These
understandings will include the joys and suffering of the dying person,
the interpersonal or intersubjective web of engagements, transforma-
tions, communications, and social realities that the nurses, dying individ-
uals, and their families experience on a palliative care unit. Although this
study represents only one culture of nurses who care for dying individu-
als, it is anticipated that others will connect and compare it to their own
cultural experiences of caring for dying individuals. It is hoped that this
may begin a conversation among all nurses who care for dying individuals
so that they too can connect in understanding suffering experiences.

Ethnography as a focus of study has been employed for over a hun-
dred years, finding its roots within the discipline of anthropology, and is
arguably the oldest qualitative method (Hughes, 1992). Ethnography as
a method of research began as a way to capture the subtleties of human
experience and to create understanding of different cultures. Culture,
broadly defined, is the learned social behavior or the way of life of a par-
ticular group (Germain, 2001). As a nurse who has lived within a pallia-
tive care culture for several years, I have witnessed the cultural threads of
palliative care nurses. I had a desire both to expand my understanding
and to immerse myself as a researcher with both the individuals and the
group of nurses who provide care for dying individuals. As Germain
(2001) notes, cultural groups have “characteristics such as beliefs, values,
ideals, norms (rules of behavior), controls and sanctions for social devi-
ance, language, dress, rituals, interaction patterns, artifacts (technology),
socio-political patterns, structure and function and many others”
(p. 279). Thus it became my intention to deepen my understanding of the
beliefs, values, ideals, and so forth of palliative care nurses through an
interpretive ethnographic approach.

Holistic and Contextual Nature of Ethnography

Qualitative ethnography has certain characteristics of interpretive
paradigm research, namely, a holistic perspective that seeks to describe
as much as possible about a culture or subcultural group (Germain,
2001). An integral characteristic is not only learning from the culture
members but also the researcher’s immersing herself in the cultural set-
ting. Ethnographers work to become as enmeshed as possible in the lives
of members of the cultural group, acting as coparticipants in the research
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process. Ethnographers subscribe to the belief that human behavior can
be understood only in context, in other words, that observed behavior not
be separated from the relevant context of meaning and purpose (Ger-
main, 2001). The holistic and contextual nature of nurses’ experiences of
caring for dying individuals was captured in this study through participant
observation, interviews of a dialogic nature, and immersion in the setting
where nurses provided direct care to patients and their families. Ulti-
mately, the researcher was concerned not only with nurses’ values and
beliefs about suffering but also with suffering in the everyday, moment-
by-moment experiences of caring for dying individuals. Watching and
listening for the implicit and explicit meanings of caring for dying individ-
uals who were suffering was carried out in the clinical unit. This ethno-
graphic study began with watching and listening to the nurse-participants
in their naturalistic setting.

Engaging in the Culture

The first step was to gain entry to and become enmeshed in the
culture of the palliative care unit. According to Kleinman (1995), the role
of the ethnographer is to discover meanings and relationships in “local
worlds.” To obtain a sense of the breadth and depth of the “local world”
one must understand the experiences that flow between and within that
world (Kleinman, 1992). Ethnographers begin the process of under-
standing through observation, seeking to gain an overall sense of the en-
vironment and the people who live there. Feeling like an outsider, out of
place and awkward, I navigated my way into the work setting in order to
establish intimate relationships with members of the culture (Wax, 1977).
Once engaged, I attempted to capture meanings and relationships by
providing a voice for individual participants through their stories, both
spoken and unspoken. Using unstructured interviews (conversations)
with nurses as a means to understand the experience, I explored the
moral commitments, meanings, beliefs, and values found in their stories.
In addition, I engaged in participant observation of the nurses in the con-
text of caring for dying individuals.

The nurses in this study helped me appreciate their basic beliefs,
fears, hopes, and expectations about caring for dying individuals through
my role of “observer [of] and participant” with the nine nurses who par-
ticipated in this study (Morse & Field, 1995). At the beginning of each



observational experience I explained to the nurses and to the patients
and family members for whom the nurses were caring that my role was
primarily to be that of an observer; I did not initiate care but did assist,
for example, in turning or bathing individuals. Initially, in making these
observations I was a bit nervous and very conscious that I might get lost
in the detail of the observational experience. I wanted to obtain quality in
the data I collected. This process began with establishing reciprocal trust
between the participants and me. I always began by establishing rapport
through conversation. Often it began with who I was when I was not a re-
searcher or with the status of dying individuals that day. When I felt com-
fortable, I would absorb as much of the experience as I possibly could.
Occasionally, I would leave the room and jot down verbal or nonverbal
exchanges or salient points that captured the essence of the experiences.
When it was feasible, shortly after an event I would ask key participants
about their perceptions of the event and their feelings about it. Remain-
ing focused for a long period of time was mentally exhausting, and I was
conscious that I needed to stop when I felt my thoughts begin to wander.
Upon leaving the unit my mind was often spinning, and I tried to capture
my experiences on the way home by using a tape recorder. The essence
of each observational visit was captured in field notes. Field notes written
after participant-observation experiences provided rich descriptions of
the nurses’ behaviors and actions as well as dialogue between nurses and
patients in context.

A great deal of time needs to be devoted to gathering the kinds of data
that are rich enough to create a “picture of the whole.” Hughes (1992)
writes that, in ethnography, “the goal of inquiry is rounded, not seg-
mented understanding, it is comprehensive in intent” (p. 443). Through
analysis of the data I made an effort not to separate the data gained from
the nurses’ stories and from their actions/dialogue in practice but to em-
bellish their stories in order to explore in depth how they unfolded in
practice. I looked for descriptions, patterns, and relationships through
data collected from the key participants.

Experienced palliative care nurses volunteered to be key participants
in this study. I will introduce these key participants throughout the man-
uscript. To maintain confidentiality, the names of all participants and
places have been changed. Furthermore, all the nurses volunteering in
the study were female, and thus “she” will be used throughout the paper.
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Reflexivity

Ethnography has a reflexive character by which researchers engage in
and influence the collection, selection, and interpretation of data (Finlay,
2002). Reflexivity places the researcher in the middle of the cultural set-
ting to soak in the local moral world before returning to the place of ob-
servation, as it were, with a changed perspective. The study of a culture
requires an intimacy with the participants who are a part of the culture.
The researcher brings her own culture to the setting and leaves the par-
ticipants with a changed perspective. This dialectical relationship is sum-
marized by Bruyn (1996), who asserts that “the role of the participant-
observer requires sharing the sentiments of people in social situations; as
he himself is changed as well as changing in some degree the situation in
which he participates” (p. 14). Anderson (1991) discusses the concept
that fieldwork is inherently dialectical; the researcher affects and is af-
fected by the phenomena she seeks to understand: “Meaning is not
merely investigated, but is constructed by the researcher and informant
through active and reciprocal relationships and the dialectical processes
of interaction” (p. 116). Reflexivity therefore leads to a greater under-
standing of the dynamics of particular phenomena and relationships
found within cultures.

This dialectical relationship is not just between the researcher and
the culture under study; it also occurs within the researcher—a reflexiv-
ity of the self. In studying nurses caring for dying individuals who were
suffering I expected to connect with the suffering experiences through
my own emotions, biases, and beliefs. I brought to the research my expe-
rience as a nurse who has cared for dying individuals; myself as a begin-
ning researcher; and my social history, perceptions, and prejudices as
part of understanding this culture (Coffey, 1999; Gregory, 1994). Per-
sonal insights of suffering, when they arose, were uncomfortable. Under-
standing how I changed and developed through this fieldwork and the
analysis was an important part of this work. Immediate and continuing
self-awareness of feelings, thoughts, and interpretations was revealed
through the use of a journal. Through continually evaluating my re-
sponses I interpreted those responses and questioned how they came to
be. Hertz (1997) argues that a researcher must become more aware of
how she owns positions and how her interests are imposed at all stages of
the research process, from the questions she asks to those she ignores,



from problem formulation to analysis representation and writing. Thus
while I studied nurses’ personal suffering as they cared for dying individ-
uals my responses were affected by my roles both as a researcher and as a
nurse. The questions were not only whether my background would influ-
ence the research but also whether or not I was aware of this interaction
and how transparent I was regarding interpreting my own feelings and
responses.

The unfolding of this paper will disclose descriptions and interpreta-
tions gleaned from observations and participation in the lives of nurses
and their patients on a specific nursing unit. These interpretations were
made with the assistance of audiotaped interviews and observations along
with my own experience as a researcher. Several pertinent themes will be
presented, uncovering aspects of nursing practice that are often tacit and
taken for granted. In revealing the experiences of nurses with whom I
walked on this journey, it seems most important to capture their begin-
nings in palliative care. The next section of this paper will reveal the
nurses’ call to relationship.

Nurses in Palliative Care: A Call to Relationship

Death is not the ultimate tragedy of life. The ultimate tragedy is depersonal-
ization, dying . . . separated from the spiritual nourishment that comes from
being able to reach out to a loving hand, separated from a desire to experience the
things that make life worth living, separated from hope. (Cousins, 1981, p. 133)

Nurses often speak of the privilege of sharing in the intimate journey
of living and dying with their patients. To share in such a special relation-
ship, where high regard for the whole person and his or her being-in-the-
world is paramount, can be very rewarding for the nurses who choose to
be in those settings. Individuals’ dying journeys are, however, not always
peaceful. Suffering, pain, and loss are often part of the journey. I often
wondered why nurses choose to partake in this journey. Are there special
kinds of nurses who are best suited to be on this journey? One might
speculate that nurses are called to palliative care. Throughout the study I
wondered what kinds of persons are drawn to those who are dying, who
are suffering, and who are searching for meaning in living and meaning in
dying.
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Palliative care is a profound experience in which a life-threatening ill-
ness brings patients, families, and nurses together in a human relation-
ship that unfolds in unique and mysterious ways. Nurses in this study fre-
quently described caring for dying individuals as a “vocation” or “calling,”
reflecting a moral and/or spiritual essence to their care (Raffin, 2002).
The term vocation, which is derived from the Latin word vocare, “to
call,” is broadly understood as defining an individual’s felt call to a partic-
ular ministry or work (Olson & Clark, 2000). In theological terminology
the word vocation generally refers to a divine call to undertake a particu-
lar activity or embrace a particular stage of life on behalf of God or the
community (Olson & Clark, 2000).

Being called to relationship is an appropriate description of evoking a
way of being (Chinn, 1994). In this study being called to care is a willing-
ness to be in significant relation, to be responsive to others, to be in spirit
together and in human existence together (Raffin, 2002). It is through
these relationships that nurses come to know more about the meaning of
life, death, and suffering.

Most of the nurses in this study said they were called to palliative care
because they wanted to give of themselves to others and to grow as per-
sons. They expected and desired that personal closeness would be the
core of their work with dying individuals and their families. The nurse-
participants hoped that, in view of their own suffering, religious beliefs,
and sense of self-confidence as persons, they would be able to give of
themselves. Ultimately, for whatever reason they were called to be pallia-
tive care nurses, there was a search for possibilities that fostered human
well-being. Barbara said, “Nurses do this kind of nursing because it
brings us closer to who we are as people.” Barbara shared her beliefs
about working in palliative care:

In this work there is a “peace” that occurs, there is a beauty with it, and there’s an
end to suffering. It’s not gross, it’s not a bad thing, and it’s not always a sad thing.
We have a [tradition] on the floor that says you have to wear waterproof mascara,
because we cry lots. You get close to people. Sometimes it’s a pretty rough death,
but there’s a release when it’s done. It’s not bad.

Bringing Authenticity

Nurses, in their call to being with others, search for authenticity.
Searching for authenticity means being true to self, accepting respon-
sibility for choices, and being willing to make choices directed by values,



personal identities, and life goals (Taylor, 1991). Bringing authenticity to
being with others helps people to discover possibilities for becoming
their best selves, given their situation. Ruth shared her beliefs about
bringing authenticity:

Not all nurses are able to be authentic with dying individuals. Being authentic
does not happen overnight. Knowing one’s values about dying requires constant
reflection that does not happen upon graduation from nursing school. Life expe-
rience and a personal understanding about what death really entails is the only
way one can really be authentic. Helping someone explore personal intimate
meanings of life and death is not a task that can be memorized but rather must be
experienced from the depth of one’s soul, to reach within and find personal
meaning. The connection that is experienced in searching for intimate meaning
is what entices nurses to work in palliative care. You have to want that connection
to be an authentic palliative care nurse.

In this study bringing authenticity meant that nurses help others to
care for their own being. Palliative care nurses help others in the pro-
cess of dying to discover meaning in their life by encouraging and assist-
ing them in exploring meaning in the past, present, and future. An au-
thentic self, for both nurses and dying individuals, cannot be socially
derived but must be inwardly generated. Darlene expressed her feelings
of being authentic:

I’ve cared for so many young women—38, 42—and we’ve seen them from the di-
agnostic stage to death, sometimes for a very short period of time. I recognize
how precious and vulnerable we are, and that there is a plan out there some-
where for why I’m here. I wouldn’t say I’m a religious person in that God has a
plan for us. I don’t know why, but for some reason there is an explanation as to
why this experience is happening to both of us. These experiences force us to
look at our beliefs about life and death regularly. Patients look at you, the nurse,
to help them sort out these experiences.

The Moral Call of Responsibility and Responsiveness:
The Role of Emotions

This call to relationship is a call to responsibility, a responsibility to
suffer with the other, to be responsive and sensitive. Responsiveness and
sensitivity allow the nurse to be open to the face of the other. The face of
the other is a moral connection to relationship (Olthuis, 1997). In seeing
the face of the other we understand a special sensitivity to situations. The
following reveals Barbara’s sensitivity to the face of the other:
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Those who suffer often don’t say anything. You have to look at their face; they
just have to hold on to your hand. You know that gut feeling nurses get? Well, it’s
that gut feeling. It’s a lot of stuff. . . . [I]t’s something you feel, something you
see. I don’t know how you can tell. It’s just there. It’s the clues that they give you.
We don’t have to ask if we don’t know. We just touch. It’s what nursing is all
about.

In caring for a dying individual moral sensitivity is paramount,
often evoking deep emotions. A nurse’s sensitivity, commitment, and in-
tention to understand suffering are central to understanding a patient’s
experience of dying (Raffin, 2002). Emotions, commitment, intention,
and value ascribe importance to human experience. “No one can help
anyone without entering with his/her whole self into the painful situation,
without risk of becoming hurt, wounded or even destroyed in the process”
(Thomasma, 1994, p. 132). The nurse’s suffering does not hinder under-
standing but rather allows her the capacity of seeing a patient’s suffer-
ing (Raffin, 2002). Emotions call a nurse to a heightened sense of being.
Emotions allow the nurse to show her relational being. The nurse who has
a sense of genuineness can understand the call in a moment (Cameron,
2004). Emotions can themselves be a source of knowledge. Emotions for
a nurse can reflect embodied knowledge of rituals and practices that are
often unspoken, tacit, taken for granted.

The following example from Nancy uncovers the moral role that
emotions play in this relationship. The face-to-face relationship with this
individual opened a moral space, a space for sensitivity to suffering. The
care the nurse provided required a high degree of professional skill in her
responsiveness. In addition, the nurse’s sensitivity to suffering gave her
knowledge of what was important at that particular moment.

We had a patient who was bleeding profusely. He had esophageal varices and
whatnot, and we were just trying to keep him comfortable. I suctioned him and
that made him bleed more, but if I didn’t suction him he couldn’t breathe. I
didn’t want to leave him alone. I was holding his hand and basically directing
someone to go and get the morphine. I didn’t want to leave his room. Even
though he wasn’t aware that we were there, I just stayed. And I think I actually
prayed. I know the nurses were getting frustrated because we couldn’t stop the
bleeding. We were all just focused on doing whatever we could to make him
comfortable. I felt privileged to be there for him even for the short period of time
I spent with him

It is evident in this situation that Nancy was present to the face of the
other. Emotions did not get in the way of providing good care for this



individual. Nancy obtained a feeling of fulfillment from her moral re-
sponse to the other, a relationship in which she performed professional
activities out of responsibility and compassion. In observing other nurses
I noted that personal closeness, sharing of emotions, being present with
individuals, and knowing who they really were as individuals were most
important in their relationships. I sensed that nurses were most fulfilled
when professional care was performed out of a moral sense and through
face-to-face relationships with dying individuals who confirmed the
moral worth of their care.

During an observation visit with Barbara we cared for Lillie, an 87-
year-old woman with non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma. Lillie had been admit-
ted three weeks earlier with pneumonia and hypoxia and was not re-
sponding verbally. Oxygen was being administered at 4 liters per minute,
yet her respirations were deep and labored and her skin was cool to
touch. Barbara came over to Lillie and stroked her head. She immedi-
ately assessed Lillie’s respiratory rate and checked to make sure she was
not experiencing any pain. She repositioned Lillie so that she was in an
upright position to enhance her ability to breathe. The physical touch
Barbara used seemed to create an atmosphere of familiarity. It made
their relationship seem very close. She stood there for a long period,
watching Lillie’s face. Lillie reached out to grab Barbara’s hand.

The physical motion and emotional expression of touch are recip-
rocal; touch affects both the person initiating it and the person being
touched. Touch can reach past technological treatment, allowing the pa-
tient to reach out of the solitude of suffering (Gadow, 1991). For Barbara
the use of touch was obviously an authentic expression of her moral sense
of being with Lillie. In observing Barbara I could see that she authenti-
cally knew whether to touch or not touch Lillie; she knew whether to take
her hand or place a hand on her shoulder. Barbara came up to Lillie in-
stead of addressing her from the foot of the bed or the doorway. She
stood close, making physical contact and talking directly to her patient.
She made her presence known to Lillie even when she was performing
technical care, and Lillie responded by grabbing her hand.

The nature of the nurse–patient relationship is such that touching is
both inescapable and acceptable. Touch is powerful. I often noted pa-
tients opening their eyes, breathing more slowly and relaxing, and recip-
rocating by clutching the nurse’s hand. It appears that touch causes the
dissolution of boundaries between two persons. When they have diffi-
culty knowing what to say, nurses often use touch, which is the silent
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expression of being present in the fullest sense of the word. The nurses in
the study all agree that touch needs to be genuine to be effective. They
believe that patients know when a touch is not authentic and that they
can feel a nurse’s hesitation.

The nurses described their call as a “giving,” a being responsive to
others—“to keep us in touch with life as it really is,” Barbara claims. Suf-
fering acknowledges our humanness (Caputo, 1993). Nurses in this study
acknowledged that the imminence of death breaks through the facade
behind which one can tend to hide. Stepping out into the open is refresh-
ing, but it is scary. These nurses say that when they develop authentic car-
ing the rewards are immeasurable (Raffin, 2002). A call to relationship
can be experienced by nurses who look into the face of the other. Olthuis
(1997) invites us to see the face as “an epiphany of the nakedness of the
other, a visitation, a coming, a saying which comes in the passivity of the
face, not threatening, but obligating. I encounter a face, my world is rup-
tured, my contentment interrupted; I am already obligated” (p. 136). In
looking into the face of the other, nurses have the potential to see and
feel the pain, but they also see the spirit that people discover within
themselves. Nurses are expected to care for the whole person—body,
mind, and spirit. Being with people on their final journey is a special kind
of work that offers the fulfillment of being in relationship with others.

Relational Ethics: Nurses Create a Moral Space for Suffering

Relational ethics is an action ethic, an action that arises from a pro-
found sense of the insecurity to which we are exposed (Caputo, 1989).
“Instead of making judgments about the goodness or badness of human
actions and character” (Morris, 1978, p. 852), we act in ways that lead to
goodness without being certain if we are right. Caputo (1989) writes:

We act not on the basis of unshakeable grounds but in order to do what we can,
taking what action seems wise, and not without misgivings. We act, but we
understand that we are not situated safely above the flux and that we do not have
a view of the whole. . . . We act because something has to be done. (p. 59)

Relationships are the focus of understanding and examining the moral
life in nursing (Bergum, 2004). Creating a moral space for suffering
speaks to the inherent nature of relationships in nursing. “The healer has



to keep striving for the space . . . in which healer and patient can reach
out to each other as travelers sharing the same broken human condition”
(Nouwen, 1986, p. 93). The moral space is where action takes place. To
be responsible in an ethical way, people need to understand other per-
sons as well as themselves. One attends to the moral space created by
one’s relation to oneself and to the other (Bergum & Dossetor, 2005).
Having an awareness of themselves as persons is the containing space—
the space where nurses and patients make connections—for others who
suffer (Bergum, 2004; Jopling, 2000). It is this relational space that gives
moral meaning to our actions (Gaita, 1991).

It is discomforting to be reminded of one’s own mortality. Nurses in
this study reported that understanding their own suffering enhanced the
possibility that they would be competent and trustworthy and that they
would give of themselves, listen attentively, encourage hope, and be open
and honest (Raffin, 2002). It was their own experience of suffering that
enabled them to be compassionate and to share in the plight of another
(Gregory, 1994). Personal suffering has a hollowing effect; it allowed
them the internal space to be able to contain the suffering of others (Ber-
gum, 2002).

Embodied Experiences of Suffering

The nursing relationship is an intersubjective experience, and inter-
subjectivity subsumes the notion of embodiment (Maeve, 1998). Em-
bodiment is the giving of one’s entire self—the ways in which meanings,
expectations, and values are expressed and experienced in the body of
the nurse and the patient. While health care providers primarily focus on
the patient’s body as object (the physical or emotional body needing
care), family and friends make the necessary and ethical connection to
the patient’s lived body and human, everyday lived experiences. “Nurses
support the reconnection of the body as an object to the body as lived be-
cause they know that the lived body is as ethically important as the object
body” (Bergum, 2004, p. 493). Embodied nurses are fully present to oth-
ers and their experiences and are also aware of their own bodies in rela-
tion to the experience (Gadow, 1991). They have a moral obligation to
the individual’s body as living flesh, and humility and compassion sharpen
their senses to act cautiously, reflectively, and with understandings stem-
ming from experience. Since humans are susceptible to pain and suffer-
ing, embodiment (in an ethical sense) is a lived bodily relation to the
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other (Gadow, 1991). The inseparability of the lived body and the object
body of individuals who are suffering is known in the moment of suffer-
ing when eyes meet and a connection is experienced by both the nurse
and the patient. “Commitment to others is felt in the body” (Bergum,
2004, p. 493).

The nurse in an embodied relationship experiences feelings as part of
being and becoming in the relationship. In the nurse–patient relation-
ship there is reciprocal sharing and mutual respect in which nurse and
patient may be unique but have equivalent worth and dignity (Bergum,
2004). The nurse engages with the patient without reducing you (the pa-
tient) to the same as me (the nurse) or me to the same as you (Bergum,
2004). In mutual respect of the other the nurse acknowledges the other’s
suffering experience.

In suffering with, in compassion for, the other the nurse creates a
space for suffering. Etymologically, the word compassion is derived from
passion (the suffering of pain, being acted upon, a powerful affection of
the mind) and com- (in combination or in union together) (Hoad, 2001).
Compassion means the suffering of pain together. The embodied nurse
facing one who is suffering creates an open space in which she listens to
the pain, sees the pain, touches and feels the pain. Of course, the inten-
sity of the nurse’s experience is different from that of the patient. Intense,
immediate emotions may be felt by the nurse; however, they serve to
generate a moral process necessary in attempts to comfort and to allevi-
ate the individual’s suffering. This moral process or choice is compassion.
Jennifer talked of her beliefs about this moral process:

Suffering connects us with our humanity, who we really are as individuals. When
a nurse witnesses suffering, she sees a person suffering. This person brings forth
the compassion within us. This last summer we cared for a woman who was only
32 years old. She had two children. I’ll never forget the 4-year-old outside of her
hospital door crying, “Mommy, Mommy, Mommy.” You feel so helpless, your
heart just stops, you feel so empty. Often there is the immediacy of crying with
them—the sadness is overwhelming. It’s like a transference, imagining for your-
self how devastating that would be. Then your next reaction is to help them. How
can I make this experience so that they feel loved, dignified, and worthwhile?
How can I lessen their burden of grief ? We try and meet them where they are.
It’s never easy and never routine. Physical pain is much more strategic; a plan of
care usually comes to your mind. Not with suffering—it happens in the moment.



Compassion, Imagination, and Courage: A Moral Commitment

Compassion, or suffering with someone, is a quality that is a natural
part of being human. Humans have a moral impulse to alleviate suffering
(Lindholm & Eriksson, 1993). Compassion for suffering, as a moral re-
sponse to understanding and alleviating another’s suffering, is a moral
imperative for nurses (Raffin, 2002). Gregory (1994) suggests that we are
obligated to try to understand the meaning of the experience from the
patients’ perspective. We are obliged to hear their voices.

The moral quality of compassion involves union in another person’s
suffering—not merely an identification of the suffering but identification
with it. The personhood of the sufferer and caregiver coalesces for the
purposes of sharing and offering support to the patient who attempts to
work through his or her suffering (Gregory & English, 1994). To suffer
is to undergo, to endure, to tolerate, and to allow (Hoad, 2001). Jennifer
voiced how being in compassionate relationships with patients allows one
to be in a unique position to ensure that the sufferer is not alienated, that
the experience is acknowledged, and that the path taken to alleviate suf-
fering is open. When we create a space for suffering we suffer together.
In relationship with our patients we unite to create an acknowledgment
and perhaps an understanding of suffering. Eileen talked about the union
of suffering, the changes in relationship that occurred for both her and
the patient when suffering was acknowledged:

I remember the feeling of caring for a patient who finally, after several days of
[our] being together, revealed to me that he was scared of dying alone. He told
me how betrayed he felt by his physical body, how diseased and distasteful he felt
he was to others, but that I could look beyond his diseased body and capture his
spirit. In this experience he felt whole and that his suffering was acknowledged.
He told me that our relationship made him feel valued and worthwhile. When he
told me this I remember starting to cry, and he held my hand. I sat there not
knowing what to say for what seemed like a very long time. I will never forget this
experience and the strength he gave to me as his nurse.

In this relationship a mutual commitment opened the possibilities for
responding to suffering in a deeper, authentic, and genuine way, bringing
words to emotion. Frank (1992) has discussed this as a coming into
“imaginative alignment” with the patient—looking at the world from
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behind the eyes of the suffering patient as clearly as one can imagine. To
do this requires a willingness to share the pain of the other. Nurses can
never directly know the suffering of another and must never say, “I know
what you are going through.” Yet in saying “I can only imagine how hard
this is for you” they communicate genuine compassion, assuming that the
statement expresses a genuine willingness to invest the emotional energy
and to accept the personal risk that such imagination entails (Frank,
1992).

Understanding patients’ suffering and where it is located in their
bodies and their lives is fundamental to a compassionate response (Greg-
ory & English, 1994). Compassionate care is made possible only by being
present and engaging with those who suffer. This care requires a true
movement toward the other as a person. Through embodiment and com-
passion nurses openly engage with dying individuals, where they meet to
experience an energetic absorption of these individuals’ pain, suffering,
and fear and to commiserate with their frustration and anger. Relational
engagement occurs in the moment of suffering when this nurse, this pa-
tient, and this place allow meaning to emerge through each person in his
or her own way (Bergum, 2004). For nurses the cost of this journey is
high because it means being exposed to their own suffering, wounded-
ness, and grief. This sense of suffering is recognized by nurses as a call to
relationship, a call to be known, to be heard and validated, and an oppor-
tunity to recognize their own vulnerabilities and humanness as nurses
(Raffin, 2002). This begins with nurses learning what they can regarding
their assumptions and beliefs about suffering.

Nurses in palliative care delve deep in search of their own fears and
uncertainties (Raffin, 2002). Acknowledging within ourselves our uncer-
tainties takes courage and commitment. Courage, derived from the Latin
word coraticum, means to act with heart, spirit, intention, purpose, brav-
ery, and valor (Hoad, 1986). Courage makes risk taking possible, carrying
one beyond safety and security. Nurses move beyond their moral distress
to enact moral courage (Storch, 2004). Moral courage is courage informed
by knowledge, past experience, and trust in one’s own and another’s abil-
ity to grow (Raffin, 2002). For example, courage may be required when
collaborating with other members of the medical team if they are pursu-
ing care that the nurse may deem not in the best interests of a dying indi-
vidual. On a busy medical unit palliative care is sometimes regarded as
less important than curative or life-prolonging treatments, and courage



may be required to convince other members of the team that dying in-
dividuals in the hospital deserve respect, dignity, and the right to choose
alternative measures of care. It takes courage for nurses to stand up to
others on behalf of patients and their families. On an observation visit,
for example, I watched Helen approach a physician with courage and
compassion.

Helen was caring for Bill, a man with multiple melanomas, which are
more common in individuals between the ages of 40 and 60; Bill, how-
ever, was 32. Usually in this disease the malignant cells infiltrate the bone
marrow, often causing excruciating back and bone pain. Bill had been
unresponsive to chemotherapy treatments, the malignant cells were
“spreading like wildfire,” and the oncologist gave him no hope of remis-
sion. The chemotherapy had been stopped, but the family was searching
for other treatment options. Bill’s back pain was getting worse. Two weeks
of trying different pain medication regimes resulted in no improvement.
Without warning the health care team, Bill consulted a herbalist and was
advised to take certain herbs. The nurses on the evening shift notified the
physician, who refused to give an order for Bill to take the herbs. Not
wanting to go against the advice of his physician but knowing that he had
limited choice, Bill asked Helen to phone the physician again. Knowing
that the physician was coming in that morning, Helen chose to speak with
him in person. “I know that this physician is not going to change his mind,
but I feel obligated, for Bill, to speak to him face to face.”

The physician arrived sometime later, and I watched Helen approach
him. She stood by as he spoke to another physician. Then Helen said,
“Dr. Smith, I was wondering if I could speak to you about your patient
Bill. Bill wants to try these herbal remedies.” Dr. Smith gave Helen little
time to explain Bill’s situation. “I will not write an order that I do not
agree with. If Bill chooses to take these herbs, I guess that is his decision,
but I do not see it as being in his best interest.” “Dr. Smith,” Helen asked,
“what other alternatives can you suggest for Bill? If this gives Bill hope, is
that not in his best interest?” Dr. Smith paused, looked at Helen, and
walked away to Bill’s room. Helen sighed, shook her head, and also
walked away. Later she checked the chart. The physician had not ordered
the herbs. Helen, in a disappointed voice, spoke out loud: “I guess Bill
doesn’t have the physician’s support, but he has mine.”

In giving authentic care Helen courageously spoke out for Bill. Out of
a desire to be a caring, moral person Helen supported Bill. She knew this
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was important to Bill and that it gave him the hope he needed to work
through his suffering in this illness experience.

Nurses’ Vulnerability

Nurses who care for the suffering and the dying are accustomed to
the question “How do you do that?” Ironically, nurses often ask them-
selves this same question (Maeve, 1998). Vulnerability is often defined as
being susceptible; “[one] may be wounded . . . open to attack” (Hoad,
2001). However, vulnerability, like suffering, is one characteristic of
being human. By the mere fact that we have body, mind, and spirit we are
vulnerable (Sellman, 2005). We have no choice in being vulnerable;
rather, our choice lies in whether or not we will be authentic with our vul-
nerability. Reeder (1995) suggests that authenticity is “listening to hear
the discourse of positive and negative desires of our embodied selves,
making it possible to hear the desires of another” (p. 199). This embodied
discourse, which includes vulnerability, enables people to recognize vul-
nerability in others and thus share in the human condition. From this
perspective people must be aware of their own vulnerability, recognize it
in others as they recognize themselves in others, and be willing to enter
into mutual vulnerability. Viewing vulnerability as a way of celebrating
humanness differs greatly from the popular notion of avoiding and pro-
tecting oneself against vulnerability.

Initially, I thought of vulnerability from a more traditional viewpoint.
As I observed and listened to the nurses I often wondered if nurses in
their vulnerability were helpful to dying individuals who were suffering.
Should they convey their suffering to the dying individuals? What would
this accomplish? I observed that nurses in their vulnerability, their words
and gestures, conveyed the anguish, fear, and bewilderment that they
were experiencing.

I watched Nancy care for Joe, an elderly man with end-stage di-
abetes. Joe had only one lower limb, and it was now infested with gan-
grene. Nancy was changing his foot dressing, and concern about whether
one of his blackened toes would come off in the process consumed her
every thought. Joe could not have survived a surgical amputation, so the
nurses attentively cared for his body—physically, emotionally, and spiri-
tually. I watched Nancy don a mask and gloves. The smell of dying flesh
kept most people away, but Nancy tried her best to convey respect for
and acceptance of the smells of Joe’s decaying body. She carefully began



to remove the dressing, her eyes tentative and fearful as she watched
Joe’s foot. Her gaze moved from the dressing back to Joe’s face, acknowl-
edging his pain and suffering. “Am I hurting you, Joe?” Nancy inquired.
Finally, the dressing was peeled away, the toes still intact. The suffering
experienced by both Joe and Nancy, although not verbally expressed, was
embodied in their shared breath and in Nancy’s shaking hands as she
continued her nursing care.

Nancy portrays how the vulnerability of another person can touch us
not only because we recognize our own vulnerability but also in a moral
obligation to practice authentic nursing. Vulnerable patients seek nursing
care, and nurses seek those who are vulnerable. Travelbee (1971) de-
scribes the commitment that is involved in the relationship:

[One has to] expose oneself to the shocks of commitment and all that entails. It is
to care and in the caring to be vulnerable, but it is the vulnerability of the strong
who are not afraid to be authentic human beings. It is the ability to face and con-
front reality, to face reality not as we wish it to be, but as it actually exists. Nurses
must possess this trait if they would help others to cope with the reality of suffer-
ing. (p. 4)

The vulnerability of nurses’ suffering can be enabling. Sharing of vul-
nerability is authentic, a moral response, an acknowledgment and em-
bracing of another’s suffering. That sharing of vulnerability represents a
rich synthesis of nurse and dying individual, of embodiment, union, and
transcendence, and allows for understanding suffering in people (Raffin,
2002). Observing nurses revealed their vulnerability, uniquely embodied
in each experience of suffering.

I was reminded, however, by Darlene that although nurses’ vulner-
ability can be enabling, there are experiences when “patients do not let
you into their suffering.” Nurses in their own vulnerability are not always
able to “break the barrier of suffering.” “Even with several encounters
with suffering, we are not united in suffering.” Many nurses endure the
vulnerability they experience because of their commitment to alleviate
suffering and to assist people to live as fully as possible.

Nurses on the unit discussed their philosophy as based on the intrin-
sic worth of each individual for whom they cared. Understanding people’s
suffering necessitates gaining knowledge of the ideas held by suffering
individuals about their identities; their lives past, present, and future;
their relationships to others and their environment; their aims; and their
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anticipated actions (Cassell, 1982). Knowledge of people is partly knowl-
edge about how people live as well as what they live for. For these nurses
protecting patients’ inherent worth is a central moral feature of nursing
practice that calls them into relationship with others.

Protecting the worth of individuals who cannot or choose not to
speak about their experiences, values, or beliefs presents a challenge to
even the most experienced palliative care nurses. Palliative care nurses
learn to acknowledge the silence and offer the opportunity to open a
conversation. Not all nurses are comfortable with silence; they describe
feeling helpless because they sense the loneliness and alienation of their
patients. Nurses leave the dying journey feeling that they have walked
away from suffering and that the patient has died alone. Helen related
this experience:

I remember caring for Beatrice, who would willingly accept my physical com-
forts of positioning her body into supported positions and taking ice chips so that
her lips were not parched. But she would literally lie there with tears streaming
down her cheeks, making no eye contact. I held her hand, and she did not resist,
but I could not feel a connection. Nurses openly accept that you cannot connect
with every individual, but Beatrice was connecting with no one. After she died
we all prayed that our suffering [had] somehow reached hers and that she knew
that we were reaching out to her.

In the dying journey there are occasionally patients who choose to die
alone, wishing no one to be present in the room with them. Respecting
their wish to be alone is distressing to nurses. Being physically present is
somehow more comforting to nurses, as they feel they are making a dif-
ference. In these relationships the palliative care nurses experience giv-
ing to others and receiving from others. The union of giving something of
oneself for the purpose of being of service and of doing what is good for
another person is fulfilling. Jennifer voiced her feelings of discomfort at
having to walk away from a person who asked to be left alone:

When patients want to be left alone to die it’s a very different kind of caring and
attention you have to give. I mean, it’s not your conventional nursing care . . . that
you feel proud of. You are not able to visually see that you have done a “good”
job. I remember entering a patient’s room to do my initial rounds and let him
know that I would be his nurse, and he said, “Thank you. Now please leave me
alone. I just need to be alone.” I had a lot of difficulty physically leaving him
alone. I just did not feel that I was exactly meeting the standards of being a good



nurse in my opinion. That was his choice and you had to respect it, but you still
feel responsible for him, and it’s not easy to walk away.

It took strength for Jennifer to walk away from this relationship. Yet
her responsibility and responsiveness were kept alive in her desire to
honor, acknowledge, and keep open a space for sharing suffering. As I
watched Jennifer’s distress at longing to go into the room to make sure
the patient was all right she allowed me to understand that the space she
created for suffering was ever present. Her willingness to accept the
patient’s suffering from a distance was admirable. Through the experi-
ence of responsiveness to the needs of both herself and the other the
palliative care nurse discovers and responds to the moral commitment of
relationship.

Creating a Space for Suffering That Persists

When individuals’ suffering and dying are prolonged nurses experi-
ence distress. The nurse-participants spoke of many experiences where
suffering persisted. We had repeated discussions about the uneasiness the
nurses felt regarding the use or abuse of technology with dying individuals
in order to prolong their lives. Brock (1989) explains how life-prolonging
treatment has become a reality of much of our clinical practices:

In recent decades medicine has gained dramatic new abilities to prolong life. . . .
While . . . life-sustaining treatments often provide very great benefits to individ-
ual patients by restoring or prolonging functioning lives, they also have the ca-
pacity to prolong patients’ lives beyond the point at which they desire continued
life support or are reasonably thought to be benefited by it. Thus, where once na-
ture took its course and pneumonia was the “old man’s friend,” now increasingly
someone must decide how long a life will be prolonged and when death will
come. (p. 131)

Nurses in this study described experiences in which suffering per-
sisted as a consequence of “heroic measures.” It was not unusual for
nurses to be left with orders that they believed made little sense. Ruth
explained:

I’ll never forget this 82-year-old gentleman who had [had] a “radical neck dissec-
tion” for cancer of the larynx. He opted for the surgery so that “he could have
more time with his family.” Postoperatively, he received the standard tracheot-
omy and feeding tube. After weeks of nausea and vomiting from not tolerating
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the tube feeding his weight dropped dramatically, and he began to . . . fade away.
The look of terror in his eyes when he attempted on several occasions to remove
his tracheotomy [tube] was too much for me to watch. I kept asking myself, What
was he telling us? Why do we keep reinserting this tube upon the wish of his fam-
ily? Were we only prolonging the anguish, fear, and suffering of this individual?
What kind of death are we creating for this individual? I remember stopping in
the middle of inserting the tracheotomy tube, saying to the daughter, who was
holding his hands down, “I cannot do this anymore.” But someone else did.

The suffering that was apparent in this individual’s face, along with
his need and vulnerability, shaped Ruth’s moral response. To be touched
by the individual’s suffering helped her to understand that care cannot be
strictly equated with treatment given. The suffering that Ruth experi-
enced represents a sense of transformed responsibility through her em-
bodied relationship with her patient. She recognized that the impersonal
and dehumanizing act of continually reinserting the tracheotomy tube
was only intensifying his suffering and that this treatment was prolonging
and intensifying his death. It is in these experiences that nurses claim that
medical treatment is serving its own needs and not the needs of the dying
individual. It was Ruth’s embodied compassion that gave direction to her
actions and commitment.

In creating a space for suffering nurses respond and listen to the
bodies and personal needs of dying individuals whose greatest fear has
become further suffering (Gregory, 1994). Like Ruth, nurses motivated
by their embodiment are then moved to take action. When nurses are
genuinely present in the moment they are able to read bodily signs, signs
they are both consciously and unconsciously aware of, that offer us more
than we can see, feel, or think. Nurses open themselves to a process of
deep reflection that invites both critical awareness and attunement to
one’s emotions and bodily experiences. Nurses like Ruth carry with them
a sense of professional duty and a feeling in their hearts that move them to
thoughtfully consider their experience in the moment, considering moral
aspects such as dignity, family needs, and their professional obligations.

Palliative care nurses act in ways that comfort and convey respect so
as not to increase the vulnerability that individuals are experiencing. The
nurses in this study were concerned with maintaining patients’ dignity.
This was related in part to prevention of suffering and supporting
patients’ rights to direct their care, but it also involved the importance of
privacy, respectful care of a patient’s body, and respect for the person-
hood of a patient. Ruth’s actions portrayed this as she bathed Rebecca.



Rebecca was receiving external radiation treatment for recurrence of
cancer of the cervix and vulva. The radiation area on her upper pelvis and
lower abdomen was marked, so it could not be immersed in water or
washed with soap. While soaking in a tub would likely be the most sooth-
ing and would afford the highest degree of cleanliness, it was not possible.

Rebecca was also very weak. The amount of oxygen saturation in the
blood is an important physiologic measure in determining the effective-
ness of the respiratory system. Earlier, Ruth had measured Rebecca’s
oxygen saturation level at 89%. With exertion her levels had been known
to drop to as low as 70%. The effort of moving to a tub or shower would
have been too strenuous for Rebecca. Ruth recognized that the energy
Rebecca could expend was minimal; thus her bath had to be a passive
one. Ruth decided that a bed bath was the safest for Rebecca.

I watched Ruth as she began to wash Rebecca. She was efficient but
not rushed. She encouraged Rebecca to wash her own face, offering the
cloth to her several times, as the warm water on her face made Rebecca
feel refreshed and gave a healthy glow to her pale, ashen skin. Ruth then
washed Rebecca’s legs and feet with slow, relaxing strokes toward her
heart. Rebecca’s eyes closed, and her breathing was deep. Ruth carefully
assisted Rebecca onto her side, where she washed her back and buttocks.
After drying and applying lotion she again turned Rebecca onto her back.
At this time Ruth changed the bathwater and cloth. She then began to
focus on Rebecca’s lower abdomen and perineum, the most painful and
tender area. To this point Rebecca had been calm, relaxed, and serene.
To maintain this calmness Ruth also had to remain calm, approaching
Rebecca in a caring, gentle manner. I watched her begin squeezing water
from the cloth onto Rebecca’s abdomen, not rubbing in order to avoid re-
moving the markings. She allowed the air to dry most of the tepid water,
finishing with gentle patting with a soft towel. The area remained red and
weepy.

The act of bathing is for Ruth “nursing in its finest form.” Ruth was
present, committed, and absorbed. This was not a routine task to be done
but an act that was caring and required skill and judgment. Ruth enacted
her skill in a way that drew me to be with her and her patient. The pain I
expected Rebecca to experience did not occur. I witnessed and felt a se-
rene flow of caring in this bathing. There were no mechanistic actions.
The bathing was a work of art, a caring for Rebecca that enhanced her
dignity. I watched Ruth’s absorption as she artfully carried out each ac-
tion of attending to Rebecca’s body, knowing the areas that might be
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sensitive or painful. Rebecca’s body was familiar to Ruth. There was im-
mediacy to this act of nursing.

Engagement and suffering are essential aspects of responsible care-
giving (Schultz & Carnevale, 1996). The acts of protecting and prevent-
ing further suffering have the potential to transform suffering (Lindholm
& Eriksson, 1993). Alleviation of the suffering means lessening the pa-
tient’s sense of vulnerability (Rehnsfeldt & Eriksson, 2004). This necessi-
tates an act of commitment on the part of the nurse. Presence transcends
the self and represents an invitation to share the journey and “come
alongside and be allowed to see, to touch, and to hear the brokenness,
vulnerability and suffering of another” (Pettigrew, 1988, p. 12). Through
embodiment—listening and responding to the body—these nurses see
their goal as comforting and/or alleviating suffering. I observed Barbara
in this experience as she listened, responded, and acted in a manner that
considered the dignity and worth of a dying woman and her family.

I was present with Barbara as we repositioned Geraldine to ease
her breathing. At this time a respiratory therapist and a student entered
the room to assess Geraldine’s breathing status. The therapist and the
student performed a full assessment, auscultating breath sounds and
checking oxygen saturation levels. The therapist suggested that a high-
flow oxygen mask might improve Geraldine’s oxygenation level and her
breathing. I observed Barbara throughout this assessment. She was silent
and listened to the therapist’s suggestions until the mention of an oxygen
mask. Barbara acted professionally, thanking the therapist for his assess-
ment but politely reminding him that Geraldine was dying and needed to
be “comforted and not treated aggressively.” Barbara humanized the ex-
perience, connecting the family’s needs, voicing how they might feel see-
ing Geraldine for the last time with an oxygen mask on. Barbara prom-
ised that she would provide comfort measures to reduce suffering and
alleviate Geraldine’s labored respirations. Barbara told me that she felt
the mask would only serve the purpose of medicalizing Geraldine’s
death.

Inadequate Time: An Experience of Moral Distress

Inadequate time has become increasingly common and challenging
for these nurses. Time pressures within the context of the nurses’ work
on this unit were evident in many ways. Holistic palliative care that in-
cludes both dying individuals and their families takes time. There were



several instances when nurses conveyed an awareness of the difference
between the care that they value and have been taught to provide and the
care that they are able to give. When time is inadequate the result can be
moral distress for the nurses and a related negative impact on the dying
individuals, who receive care that is not holistic. The experiences of hav-
ing time to do only basic care and of not being fully present—because
their thoughts are occupied with doing and not being—are distressing.
Several nurses described staying overtime until someone could be with
patients who were dying alone. Many nurses stated that the system was
forcing them (because of lack of time and staff) to give care that under-
mined their own values. Nurses experience feelings that they have not
adequately done their job. Muriel related her feeling of pressured care
with little time:

The environment doesn’t allow us to care the way we need to. Sometimes I’ve
been so caught up in everything around me that I’m really not aware of where
I’m coming from. I do things but I’m more like a robot, I’m not a nurse. I had to
leave a dying patient who was alone once because another patient down the hall
was irate that I wasn’t changing his intravenous bag. There was no one nearby to
help, and I couldn’t stand the irate screaming from down the hall. We couldn’t
satisfy the needs of the dying individual because there were not enough bodies to
go around. That haunts me. It’s as bad as having someone in poor pain control
that you can’t do something for fast enough.

Nurses talked about having time as “really being able to listen[,] . . .
[t]o actually stand there and focus on your patient’s voice without being
interrupted from a million other sources.” Darlene talked about finding
herself “wishing that dying individuals would just hurry their conversa-
tion so that she could move on to the next task at hand.” She realized that
she was compromising the care of her patients just so she could be
viewed as being efficient. Darlene’s story portrays her plight with time:

Mary had amyotrophic lateral sclerosis [ALS]. She had lived with her disease for
several years and was very clear on how she wanted her care to be given. She
would often try to communicate these needs to us, but she could not speak
clearly enough for us to understand. Out of frustration she would break into un-
controllable crying, trying to explain how she wanted to be positioned, or to have
her curtain opened more, or whatever. It took so long for her to explain what she
wanted, and I just couldn’t wait. Something so simple as this, and I didn’t have
the time to figure it out. What kind of care is this?
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The rush of time as well as the robbing of time not only become
issues of loss for these nurses, they also jeopardize the quality of the
dying journey for individuals. The development of a trusting, caring
nurse–patient relationship takes time. Many feel that the healing devel-
oped through the relationship of getting to know the patients and their
families is just not there as it used to be. In fact, some wonder if more
harm is done when the dying journey is interrupted when the patient is
discharged to another facility. Not only is the process interrupted, but
added burdens are placed on families in a way that invites concern and
trepidation regarding the remainder of the person’s life. The quality of
the nurses’ work as well as their fulfillment as nurses suffer when they
lose the intimacy of the nurse–patient relationship. Ruth shared her
perspective:

I find that my role as a palliative care nurse has changed a lot. I feel like most of
my time is spent preparing the patient for discharge. There is so little time for
getting to know them deeply. It’s just that superficial data needed to make sure
that their discharge is at least smooth. I think that changes in acute care, with the
push to discharge patients, creates a lot of suffering for nurses. They suffer be-
cause it’s not always the patient’s agenda, so we’re dealing with something that we
are imposing on them and expect them to make decisions at a time when they al-
ready have so many decisions to make. We also want to send them to the first
available bed in the system. It doesn’t matter if it inconveniences the family be-
cause it’s so far away—it’s a bed, a bed out of acute care.

Nurses on this unit recognize the important role that time plays
for families in finding strength and/or meaning in their loved one’s dying
journey. Nurses suffer when family members feel fear, separation, and
anxiety. As a dying individual’s time on the unit is often shorter, these
nurses sense that their role in helping families find strength and meaning
is even more important than in other settings. They want to feel con-
fident that families are prepared to go home with their loved one or to
find comfort when he or she is moved to another facility. Corley, Minick,
Elswick, and Jacobs (2005), in proposing a theory of moral distress, argue
that the explicit goals of nursing are “demonstrably ethical” (p. 382).
When these goals to protect patients from harm, to provide competent
and timely care, and to maintain a healing environment are blocked,
these nurses experience moral distress.



Spirituality in Suffering: The Nurse’s Moral Commitment

What Is Spirituality?

Spirituality is an inherent, integrating, and often extremely valued di-
mension of the dying journey of individuals and their families (Johnston
Taylor, 2001). Heightened spiritual awareness and concerns are part of
the dying journey (Francis, 1986; Fryback, 1993; Hall, 1997; Reed, 1987)
and often a time of life review and search for meaning and purpose. Spir-
ituality generates love (Bryson, 2004). Etymologically, the word spiritual-
ity originates from the Latin word spiritus, meaning “breath,” “wind,”
“air,” or “spirit,” suggesting that spirit energy is essential for life (Banhart,
1988; Hoad, 2001). From an existential perspective, spirituality is what
moves us outside ourselves to find the meaning of life (Bryson, 2004).
However, spirituality continues to exist in us when life seems to lose
meaning. Reed (1992) proposed that spirituality is involved in meaning
making through intrapersonal, interpersonal, and transpersonal connec-
tions. In essence, spirituality generally connotes “harmonious relation-
ships with or connections with self, neighbor, nature, God, or a higher
being that draw one beyond oneself. Spirituality provides a sense of pur-
pose, enables transcendence, and empowers individuals to be whole and
live fully” (Fehring, Miller, & Shaw, 1997, p. 663).

Existential Suffering

Suffering has been viewed as a mirror that reflects spirituality when
individuals face the basic conditions of life and their normal understand-
ing of life is challenged (Lindholm & Eriksson, 1993; Raholm, Lindholm,
& Eriksson, 2002). Existential suffering, also referred to as spiritual suf-
fering, has been revealed when individuals feel that parts of their lives
have lost their meaning, when they have come to doubt the usefulness of
their religious beliefs, and/or when who they were in the past is now lost.
Psychological suffering is a part of existential suffering that occurs when
individuals cannot understand why they are suffering—because of lack of
cognitive ability, when no explanation exists for suffering, when people
do not believe their suffering, and/or when what the future holds for
them is unknown (Rousseau, 2001).

Persisting unbearable suffering, the suffering that by its crippling
character stops individuals from growing, can reflect uncertainty and
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confusion in the understanding of life (Eriksson, 1992). Dying individu-
als sometimes have disturbing questions to which there seems to be no
answer. Unanswerable questions sometimes draw nurses into spaces
where they have never been before, and they can experience distress
when these questions are addressed to them. The inward journey deep
into the souls of dying individuals and their families is one way in which
the essence of spirituality in suffering is provided space to be explored. A
different type of listening, curiosity, and uncovering by health care pro-
fessionals is needed to help diminish their pain and assist them in finding
their own healing path. The following example shows several nurses’ an-
guish in addressing and responding to difficult spiritual questions.

David, a 40-year-old husband and father of two children, had been
diagnosed with lung cancer one year earlier. Since the time of his diagno-
sis he had experienced anger, fear, and emotional outbursts of anxiety and
blaming others for his disease. The many months of emotional denial and
anger had served him well through his treatments of radiation and chemo-
therapy; David was familiar and comfortable with anger, while other feel-
ings such as hope or sadness were unknown and terrifying. As it became
apparent that his disease had not responded to medical therapies, his
anger led to emotional and physical outbursts that became frightening to
his family and nurses.

Although the nurses respected David’s right to denial, his outbursts
became more frequent and severe and an issue of safety for both his fam-
ily and his caregivers. Nurses had difficulty imagining their way through
David’s suffering. Several nurses insisted that he acknowledge and con-
front his illness and fears. They found themselves feeling distant, not
wanting to enter into a suffering relationship or delve into questions of an
existential nature. These nurses were not able to honor David’s suffering,
sensing that they were creating more pain for him and his family. The un-
certainty of David’s suffering and their inability to confront it immobi-
lized the nurses. Their fears of making it worse resulted in David’s suffer-
ing being untouched until the time of his death.

Spiritual care for these nurses was not addressed in the face of suffer-
ing. Fear immobilized them, making them unable to delve into reflection
about their own spiritual care practices. These nurses needed to make
known their own beliefs and assumptions that might have hidden biases
that inhibited them from initiating conversations of spiritual suffering



with David. Unawareness of their own beliefs might have hindered the
possibilities for acknowledgment of different expressions of suffering.

In confronting unanswerable spiritual questions nurses need to con-
sider their role as listeners and witnesses to others’ suffering. Listening to
suffering human beings’ unanswerable questions is not easy. In seeking
an understanding of moral practices in suffering our challenge is to rec-
ognize and respond to the call of individuals in need. In attuning our-
selves to the call of the vulnerable other an ethical moment arises (Came-
ron, 2004). In these circumstances the nurse’s intention should be to
be present, to listen, and to stay with the unanswerable questions. This
moral sensitivity opens a space where spiritual concerns in suffering may
be heard, encountered, acknowledged, and witnessed.

The nurses stated that when they are present they gain insight from
addressing a person’s experience of suffering. This insight has been re-
ferred to by Frank (1992) as the “pedagogy of suffering,” meaning that
one who suffers has “something to teach and thus has something to give”
(p. 150). Nurses on this unit revealed that their frequent encounters with
mortality encouraged them to look for signs that their patients were suf-
fering and expressing their spiritual selves. Nancy spoke about how she
knew when her patient needed to express his spiritual distress:

You can usually tell when your patients have spiritual concerns or questions. Of-
tentimes they will talk about their life experiences at various stages in their lives,
such as past relationships, past suffering, past deaths of individuals that they have
been close to, things like that. You get the sense that their reminiscing in the past
is now bringing them to the present, where they are now questioning their per-
sonal experience of dying. These are the kinds of clues that I usually take to mean
that they are questioning their beliefs and sometimes expressing their faith to
you. I always try to just drop whatever I’m doing and listen. Missing these kinds
of openings would only convey a lack of respect, [a sense] that they and their spir-
itual needs are not important.

In all of the examples provided thus far the nurse’s presence has
made the difference in helping these individuals express their spiritual
needs. Acknowledging and embracing the expression of spirituality in
therapeutic conversations with patients and their families serves to allevi-
ate their suffering as they struggle to address a fundamental spiritual
need, the need to search for meaning.
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Searching for Meaning in Suffering

Suffering creates one of the greatest challenges to uncovering mean-
ing (Borneman & Brown-Saltzman, 2001). Heidegger (1962) and Frankl
(1987) both stressed that meaning is essential for life and that humans are
intentional, looking for or creating meaning, as meaninglessness is impos-
sible to endure. Mount (2003) adds that meaning is not an end in itself
but a means to an end: “That end is an experience of community, attach-
ment, union with self, with others, with the Other, however perceived”
(p. 94).

One does not find meaning in a vacuum; it has everything to do with
relationships and spirituality and is intertwined with the beliefs that one
holds about one’s suffering (Johnston Taylor, 2001). Nurses who are part
of the journey of dying individuals and their families can help them to re-
view their life, integrate their experiences, and perhaps make sense of
what is happening in their suffering. In the face of suffering spirituality
can “go sour” (Bryson, 2004). It is a time when people become angry at
God and express feelings that spirituality is false belief. The challenge for
caregivers is to redirect spiritual energies toward the discovery of mean-
ing. Nurses themselves find meaning in the search for meaning (Raffin,
2002).

People who are suffering may be able to find meaning in that suffer-
ing before healing takes place (Bryson, 2004). While the process of find-
ing meaning depends greatly on an inward journey, it also relies on the
“telling of ” the suffering that is being endured and the effects of this suf-
fering (Frank, 1992). The telling may reveal itself in language or be con-
veyed by the eyes, through the hands, or just in the way the body is held
(Frank, 1992). The telling is the connectedness in the shared journey of
finding meaning in suffering. Jennifer told of finding meaning in suffer-
ing in her embodied connection:

I remember this patient—my very first time with him—I walked in and there
were these piercing blue eyes that looked at you, and there I was with my clip-
board, and I felt really uncomfortable with his eyes. He had a trach[eotomy] with
humidity, and his breathing was labored. He was so air-hungry and had been this
way for a week now. Everything had been tried, and nothing was easing his
breathing. I put down my clipboard, and he grabbed my hand, and I sensed that
he was frightened. It seemed like he didn’t want me to leave the room. Knowing
that he had no family, I asked if there was anyone I could call, like a priest. His



eyes closed, and I sensed that he was comfortable with this. I didn’t leave the
room; instead, we prayed together that peace would come and that his suffering
would end. The priest came, and he didn’t let go of my hand. Not just any hand
would do. I stayed until he died.

In her embodied connection Jennifer shared in an unspoken search
for meaning during this man’s last hours of life. Her spirituality was the
key to moving beyond this loss and finding ways of maintaining this con-
nection in the face of suffering. In her presence Jennifer served to affirm
herself as a participant in this search for meaning. Bryson (2004) reminds
us that one of the most important gifts that a nurse brings to her patient
is to be authentic, to be “real.” The nurse brings compassion, joy, hope,
and commitment to quality of life but does so from a patient’s reality. In
entering these relationships a nurse chooses to pursue the best, given her
potential and the context of the situation.

It is important to note, however, that not all individuals will find
meaning in suffering (Johnston Taylor, 2001). Meanings are contingent
because of our human experiences. The very enterprise of making mean-
ing is never assured. Individuals who have struggled throughout their life
to find meaning may not in the last days of life find meaning (Johnston
Taylor, 2001). The nurses discussed how individuals whose physical symp-
toms are unmanaged, without remission, may not be able to address mean-
ing and other spiritual issues, as they are more likely to focus only on phys-
ical needs. There are others who struggle to understand despite their
pain and suffering.

Many persons, however, grow from their search for meaning. Pallia-
tive care nurses, in their embodied relationship with patients, can help
dying individuals to find their “whys”: “The caregivers’ willingness to pro-
mote the patients’ quest for transcendence promotes holistic healing, the
integration of body, mind and spirit” (Bryson, 2004, p. 323). All of the
nurses in the study discussed the suffering they experienced in helping
dying individuals and their families search for meaning to the questions
“Why me?” and “Why him or her?” As previously discussed, these ques-
tions are not for nurses or others to answer. Rather, the response is to stay
with the patients in their time of questioning and doubt. Many times,
providing an answer only stifles patients’ exploration of suffering and its
meaning (Jevne, 1991). The urgency and despair under which such ques-
tions are often asked intensify the challenge of the search for meaning.
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Barbara said, “It is so unfair, so painful for patients to suffer and search
for meaning as they bring forth painful memories and regrets. How much
more difficult can it get?” It is in experiences such as the above that
nurses are committed to those who are vulnerable in their search for
meaning. The following example, related by Barbara, reveals the nurses’
call to relationship in searching for meaning in suffering:

I’ll never forget the experience of a young man who was dying of cancer. The ex-
perience of loss was insurmountable to all involved. Our patient was young and
in his short life [had] suffered much physical pain and indignity because of his ill-
ness. His physical pain was unrelenting and not controlled before he died. The
emotional loss of losing his wife and daughter and feeling their suffering was
tragic. It had not been a long time since he had been diagnosed, the progress of
the disease was rapid, and because of his uncontrolled physical pain quality time
was not available to focus on the meaning of his illness or suffering. His death
was not peaceful, and the outward emotion of letting go for the daughter was
very hard. The intense emotions had a congregation of nurses in the room at the
time of death to support each other. A few hours after the death the family left
for home. Almost immediately upon leaving the hospital the wife and daughter
were killed in a car accident—a senseless accident that we will never forget.
The[ir] death was so overwhelmingly shocking that many of the nurses present
needed to visit the emergency room to be with [the] extended family in their
grief. The enormity of the suffering of so many individuals will never be forgot-
ten. Many of the nurses gathered together later to pray that the family was now
together and that suffering was over.

In the face of suffering and death these nurses have—through the
use of prayer, compassionate listening, and presence—opened a door for
the search for meaning to occur. Even though not all of the nurses ex-
pressed faith in God or a higher power, their spirituality helped them to
reflect on their own relatedness, their love for each other, and the privi-
lege of caring for individuals facing death. In varying ways faith was a key
support for each of them to the degree that they had developed this re-
source (Olson & Clark, 2000). Facing one’s own mortality brings us closer
to humanity and our faith.

The nurses’ embodied relationship, spirituality, and perhaps faith
help those who are searching for meaning to review their life, integrate
their experiences, and perhaps make sense of what is happening in suf-
fering. Nurses in their own search for meaning enhance the care of the



dying individuals and their families and enable the potential for healing
in suffering to occur.

The Connection of Colleagues

Nurses need mentoring and emotional support because of their vul-
nerability and their potential to relieve their own suffering as embodied
witnesses (Gregory & English, 1994). Throughout this paper the nurses
have revealed the importance of the need to create a moral space for
suffering. Joint transcendence, the mutuality of a healing relationship be-
tween nurse and patient, and the release of compassion can promote self-
healing and harmony in both (Watson, 1988). But what happens to the
nurse when the suffering of her patient continues, is prolonged, and is
not dignified? Who supports and cares for the nurse when the patient dies
or when many patients die within a short time of one another? Who helps
the nurse when she has not been able to help the patient die a good death,
when pain and symptoms are not controlled? Who does the nurse reach
out to in her own vulnerability?

In times of need the nurses on this unit turned to each other. I asked
these nurses to describe their colleagues. I was interested in exploring
the qualities of nurses who are able to support each other time and time
again in the face of death and suffering. Muriel shared her beliefs about
her colleagues and the mutual reciprocity that they shared:

Palliative care nurses are the most wonderful, caring people that I know. They
are authentic in their support. The falseness of our behavior vanishes when we
are a part of death and suffering. Emotions are authentic, undisguised. I feel
comfortable in sharing my own emotions, to reveal them to these wonderful
human beings. They make me feel special.

Caring for dying individuals can be stressful work that requires a sup-
portive environment if nurses are to endure this specialty for a prolonged
period of time (Vachon, 2001). Colleagues and caring leaders who trust,
accept, protect, and value a philosophy of palliative care are most impor-
tant in providing this space. Colleagues need to share their humanness
with one another, to be familiar with each other’s philosophy of life and
death and accepting of each other’s strengths and weaknesses. Together
they must work as a team, drawing strength from each other’s resources
(Vachon, 1995). They share responsibilities, ventilate, validate feelings
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and thoughts; they cry, laugh, discuss, inspire, and confirm each other.
Barbara said:

The nurses are wonderful, so supportive. We get together a lot; even last night
we were all together and we shared whatever we needed to. It helps us get rid of
anxiety, stress, when other people can talk about what they have gone through
with the same person, or what they’ve gone through in another situation. It really
helps. So you have a few laughs, or we have a few tears sometimes, and we go on.
We do have lots of tears every so often; there’s no place to hide. But there’s al-
ways somebody that puts their arms around you and says you’re doing a good job,
or you’ve done okay, or can they help you. They’re wonderful, they’re wonderful.

During rough times the nurses sensed that they were becoming more
secure as a group. They felt that there was always someone in whom they
could confide and from whom they could gain strength, inspiration, and
confirmation. An abundance of humor, joking, and laughter helped to re-
lieve tension in tragic experiences. Humor among patients, families, and
staff most commonly serves to build therapeutic relationships, relieve
tension, and protect dignity and a sense of worth. Humor is particularly
significant in managing stressful situations and maintaining a sense of
perspective (Kinsman & Gregory, 2004). The nurse in a difficult situation
can count on her colleagues to “step in if she needs to step out.” Jennifer
commented:

My colleagues will come in and pitch in if you have a hard time. They’ll come in
with you or they’ll deal with procedures, events, or whatever you need. It’s that
support again. Nobody ever, ever condemns you for your beliefs or how you do
things on the floor. They always pat you on the back for doing a good job.

The nurses in this study learned most about themselves from others:
colleagues and patients. Through their interactions with others they have
recognized their own limitations and learned that no one, including
themselves, is perfect and that interdependence leads to every chance of
succeeding. Most nurses, they said, are dedicated and committed to giv-
ing and following a palliative care philosophy. Of course, there are others
who, because of a lack of experience or perhaps limited self-awareness,
are fearful of a suffering individual. They distance themselves from those
individuals, making it difficult for the others. But the nurses on the unit
understand. They do their best to guide and teach less-experienced
nurses. Beverly explained:



Nurses on the unit know what it is like to be fearful of pain, suffering, and your
responsibilities as a nurse. We have had nurses who are scared to give too much
analgesic; they don’t want to be responsible for making someone too drowsy. It’s
scary to think that you have that much power. But you learn that it only lasts for a
short period, and, in the end, the patient is much more comfortable. We support
one another in these circumstances for the good of our patient’s well-being.

Most of these nurses see their role as being in a human–human rela-
tionship. Their professional knowledge and skills are a part of who they
are as individuals. Being visible as a person, giving of oneself, and expos-
ing oneself to one’s own vulnerability are part of who they are as individ-
uals. Being competent, enduring, engaging the suffering, and portraying
a professional image provide both personal and professional satisfaction.
In creating a space for suffering with others nurses strive to be present
in order to listen to and acknowledge spiritual questions. They are open
to the possibilities of finding meaning in suffering. Nancy expressed this
eloquently:

Suffering is not bad; it is an expression of our humanity that calls to another. If
the other responds in love and authenticity, we can find wholeness and peace in
our suffering. Left untouched, suffering can destroy our body, mind, and spirit.

Nurses talked about the connection and healing that are created to-
gether. They are born out of a relationship to suffer together, to commit,
endure, tolerate, and allow together.

Creating a Space for Continuing Conversations of Nurses’
Suffering: The End and Onward

The Nature of Nurses’ Suffering

In a sense this journey to understand nurses’ experience of caring for
dying individuals who are suffering is akin to rock climbing—both diffi-
cult and exhilarating. Both activities force you into uncharted territory.
Both share common qualities of uncertainty, anxiety, exposure, and lone-
liness and yet allow you to take responsibility and cultivate each step even
though you are roped to a wonderful team.

As nurses in palliative care live a philosophy that centers on actions
that promote whole-person care, they do not simply care for dying indi-
viduals’ physical bodies but “tend their spirit, gently, respectfully, and
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knowingly” (Moules, 2000a, p. 4). In practice nurses live out their beliefs,
values, theories, knowledge, and experience in their actions. Acts of com-
passion, presence, embodiment, and respect are integrally a part of who
they are as persons and as palliative care nurses. Borgmann (1992) sug-
gested that, as in German tradition, the word practical is synonymous
with moral, and thus practice and the decisions that govern practice and
conduct within it are moral decisions. “Practice involves us morally, prac-
tically, and spiritually” (Moules, 2000a, p. 5).

The nature of palliative care nursing is such that, every day, practi-
tioners face some of the most fundamental and poignant issues confront-
ing humanity (Perry, 1998). Nurses are invited to share in the intimate
journey of living and dying where suffering is present. This sharing often
entails a commitment to developing a meaningful relationship as a way
to know and understand the patient’s experience. The relationship, al-
though rewarding, often places the nurse in a vulnerable position. That
is, nurses themselves are not unaffected.

Whenever possible, nurses accept this vulnerability as a part of their
obligation to dying individuals and their families. They do not walk away
from the suffering of the dying but are called to it. Obligations call to us;
we do not summon them. “Obligations do not ask for my consent. . . .
[S]omething demands my response. If an obligation is mine it is not be-
cause it belongs to me but because I belong to it” (Caputo, 1993, pp. 7,
8). Nurses are morally obligated to enter into the suffering of others, the
joys, illnesses, and deaths, and nurses learn to accept that suffering is a
part of living and dying. “There is something about suffering that stops us
in our tracks” (Caputo, 1993, p. 29). In this study I witnessed that, when-
ever possible, nurses use every layer of themselves when invited into the
personal realm of dying individuals. Near the end of dying individuals’
lives I watched nurses become intensely engaged. Patients invite nurses
to participate with them at a deeper level in trust that nurses will help to
make life or death more comfortable and dignified. This invitation is a
moral call to relationship.

Nurses bear many different responsibilities and exhibit great
strength, which is necessary for coping with the innumerable pressures
placed on them, and in many situations nurses encounter “obligation.”
The sphere of obligation is constituted by “a power that overpowers
them, that constrains them to take notice, and sends shudders through
their flesh” (Caputo, 1993, p. 8). Nurses do not escape the eyes of those



who suffer. Whenever possible they embrace the experience and tempo-
rarily become the conscious of the unconscious, a means of knowledge
and confidence for those who are overwhelmed, and a voice for those too
weak or withdrawn to speak.

In this study I have come to understand and respect that palliative
care nursing as a discipline uniquely blends varying forms of knowledge—
empirical, relational, and personal—in practice. First and foremost, the
nurses in this study have affirmed the respect for others’ knowledge that
comes from living with the experience of suffering and dying. They have
helped me to understand the importance of reciprocity of relationships
in practice. Suffering is reciprocal and is experienced through embodied
relationships, nurtured and supported in the space that is created be-
tween the nurse and the patient. In this space the nurses see, feel, and
touch the dying individual’s suffering.

Suffering also has the potential to disconnect and alienate dying indi-
viduals from the deepest and most fundamental aspects of themselves.
Dying individuals who are experiencing pain and difficult symptoms ex-
perience what Kearney (1996) calls “soul pain.” Nurses assume a respon-
sibility to assist and alleviate the physical, emotional, and spiritual symp-
toms of their patients and to try to acknowledge these experiences, but
they are not always successful, as suffering may not always be relieved.
The locus of suffering rests with dying individuals (Gregory, 1994). Ulti-
mately, only patients can ease their own burden of suffering; this process
is ultimately a personal matter (Cassell, 1982). The nurses’ compassion
may allow dying individuals to work through the suffering, but the expe-
rience itself may not be alleviated or eliminated.

Changed Understanding: Can We Truly Understand Suffering?

Prior to this study I believed, and the literature suggested, that nurses
did not really understand suffering when caring for dying individuals. My
thinking has been refined and changed by this study in many ways. I have
begun to question the notion of understanding suffering, whether one
can truly understand another’s suffering. Understanding presupposes the
notion of certainty. In the dying journey the path is bumpy, it is uncertain.
This study has fostered my belief that each individual’s suffering on this
journey is unique and happens in the moment. The intention to under-
stand an individual’s suffering is what matters to nurses. The Oxford
Companion to Philosophy (Honderich, 1995) describes intention as
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being directed toward action that is conceptualized in relation to oth-
ers. During conversations with the nurses and on the observation visits
I witnessed an intense desire to be in relationship with the intention of
understanding the dying individuals’ expressions of suffering. Perhaps
the intention to understand suffering is more realistic than the notion of
understanding suffering, as the certainty of understanding suffering does
not exist. This act of intention is compassion. This intention to under-
stand, I believe, has resulted in a different conception of understanding
suffering. Understanding in this sense is not spoken words about what
suffering means but rather an intention to embody and commit to an-
other’s suffering. Through this commitment one is oriented to interpret-
ing the moment of the suffering individual’s experience, which is often
unspoken. Such a relation uses forms of knowledge that are not abstract
but rather immediate, local, intuitive, emotive, informed, and embodied
(Bergum, 1992).

This study revealed the importance of relational (inherent) knowl-
edge in understanding the experience of suffering. The text (writings)
uncovered suffering in an embodied relationship: the mutual sharing of
vulnerability, trust, and connectedness that brings nurses and dying indi-
viduals closer to suffering and to humanity. Inherent knowledge of suf-
fering is constructed through understanding the person not as an objec-
tive body (a thing, a heart, a breast) but as “a living person where the
body and self are one” (Bergum, 1994, p. 73). Nurses must link their ab-
stract knowledge of suffering (pain, loss) to their inherent constructed
knowledge of this person as “a living person.” Of importance for these
nurses was the ability to focus on suffering that was expressed in the mo-
ment and that occurred in relationship rather than suffering analyzed
from a chart or even heard from another colleague. This knowledge is “ir-
replaceable and unique to relationships, patients, and nurses” (Bergum,
1994, p. 74) and is the knowledge of intending to understand suffering.
Understanding suffering in the moment takes it to a deeper level where
the intertwining of physical and metaphysical closeness fosters the unity
of body and soul (Kitson, 1987). It is through attentive listening, touch,
eye contact, and a sharing of vulnerability that palliative care nurses
come to know the experience of suffering.

The importance of this relational (inherent) knowledge was also
revealed when the nurses discussed their dissatisfaction with the health
care environment, which threatened the possibilities of developing and



sustaining embodied relationships. Without these relationships knowl-
edge of suffering is disengaged, felt to be more objective and superficial.
Nurses without these relationships suffered in silence. In a system where
time to develop relationships and quality of care is lacking, the sharing of
one’s vulnerability (suffering) is not possible. Nurses in this study said
that with time pressures and a heavy workload true commitment was not
always easy. There are times when significant situational constraints
interrupt this goal. Situational constraints are “aspects of structural and
interpersonal work environments that impede our standards of practice
and thus jeopardize the quality of patient care” (Rodney & Starzomski,
1993, p. 24). Helen said that the luxury of “seeing your patients through
the journey of dying in a responsible way no longer exists.” The intention
to understand suffering as well as these nurses’ fulfillment as nurses suf-
fer as a result.

In summary, commitment is a moral expression of responsibility—
responsibility that occurs from a call to relationship with others. I believe
that an embodied relationship is necessary if inherent knowledge is to be
constructed. Inherent knowledge is imperative for ethical action (com-
passion) to occur. An understanding of suffering without inherent knowl-
edge is shallow and inauthentic and distorts nurses’ reasons for being
called to relationship in palliative care nursing. Creating an open space
for suffering to occur can be achieved only at the cost of suffering one-
self, as is eloquently expressed by Caputo (1993):

Pain and suffering belong to our pact with life. They are unavoidable if ominous
companions and they cannot be written out of the script of life. Disasters are
constituted by suffering, but not all suffering is a disaster. My suffering, the suf-
fering of the I is something for me to work through, to get beyond. (p. 29)

This research supports nurses who care for the suffering. Other
nurses are urged to consider the importance of hearing and acknowledg-
ing suffering in the moral space. Nurses and patients need to know that
their suffering has been recognized. It is only in this recognition and lis-
tening for suffering that possibilities for healing may occur. In the very
practice of nursing we live intention or obligation. Obligation, as por-
trayed by Caputo (1993), is

[s]omething that overtakes us, that comes over and seizes us by the collar. . . . [It
is] something that we do not do (only) by claim but that lays claim to us, that we
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do not (only) constitute . . . but that is constituting us[,] . . . commanding and de-
manding our respect, our response. (p. 83)

Obligation is not safe and predictable, and ethics cannot provide this
safety, for an obligation is both full history and the particular moment
(Moules, 2000b). Ethics calls nurses to make the best decisions possible.
The best decisions in caring for dying individuals who are suffering are
made by acknowledging and listening to the sounds of suffering in the
moral space created between the nurse and patient. Caputo (1987) wrote
that it is suffering that takes us to the mystery and prevents us from con-
fusing what we find with idealized poetic notions or reveries:

The face of suffering is a mask through which something deeper resonates, leav-
ing its echo behind. . . . [T]he task . . . is not to decipher the speaker beneath the
mask but to alert us to the distance which separates them and to preserve it and
keep it open. (p. 280)

Suffering is a vital part of the human lives of dying individuals and is
embedded in nursing practice. Suffering calls us as nurses to relations
with dying individuals, to look in with intention and respect.
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